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SUR LES PAVÉS, LE JASMIN!
What are the conditions under which “progress” in
human affairs is possible? If a distrust of absolutes
causes us to shy from belief in universal history,
equally we must distrust our epoch’s surrender to a
laissez-faireism whose chief assertion is that human
affairs can only be governed by the justice of the
market-place. This subjection to what Stéphane
Hessel has termed “the current international
dictatorship of the financial markets” is as mired in a
mythically constant narcissism as the petty despots
it has forged a tradition out of cohabiting with.
This subjection falters whenever historical forces
create a “public” which dares to assume the right to
bring a tyrant to justice & which thus assumes the
sovereignty of civic life: a public as far removed from
what sometimes calls itself liberal democracy as it is
from the sporadic rise of the so-called masses (there
are kinds of “democracy,” as Seneca once said,
“more cruel than war or tyrants”). The creation of this
public is not some malign conspiracy, nor a descent
into societal chaos; it is an eruption of conscience of
the like which Blake called “righteous indignation”:
the collective reflex of a society at the end of its
resources of self-abasement. A reflex against the
hypocrisies vested in political & religious dogma,
against the rhetorical pursuance of “independence”
in place of “liberty,” against the mystification of
governance by what Khaldûn defined as “institutions
which only prevent injustice other than such as
they commit themselves.” A reflex against the
secret abolition of personal dignity & of collective
responsibility. A reflex against “hygienic” solutions to
the present predicament, catering to market-interests
which credit tyrants as partners in the moderation of
“extremism” & “instability”; treating all forms of civil
rights as tradable commodities on the contemptuous
assumption that men & women are never, in any
case, within their own power. Twenty-two years
ago, half the nations of Europe remained in bondage
to a tyranny that masqueraded as socialism. Tunis
& Cairo are today the beacons that for a generation
before were Berlin, Prague… To all who now stand
against tyranny, we salute you!
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DAVID HAYMAN

motherwell
The whales caught my eye. Here was a handsome book
– after a surfeit of dealer displays on the Chicago Pier. I
had to stop and ask. The man at the table was Andrew
Hoyem, the publisher of the deluxe and limited editions Arion Press books. The illustrations for Moby Dick
were top quality on fine paper with a great layout, and
crisp print. He mentioned his next big project: Joyce’s
Ulysses illustrated by Robert Motherwell! Here was an
artist who had caught my eye when I came back from
my year in Paris. My “I’d love to meet him” was spontaneous and heartfelt. That started a conversation on
the current controversy over the Gabler edition and my
own contribution. I left Andrew with his address and
my promise to send him a copy of my Ulysses: the
Mechanics of Meaning. I have never seen him since and

wouldn’t recognize him if I did.
I did send the book along with some comments.
There was no response – for about a year. Then a voice
identified as Andrew’s announced that the project was
advancing. He had settled on an editor, John Kidd! The
Arion press edition was to be a clean text perhaps free of
controversy, perhaps. I’d had a brief conversation with
that young man, by the gate of Trinity College during
one of the Joyce symposia. He had evolved a numerological theory about Joyce’s text that struck me as a bit
flaky; so Andrew’s choice surprised me. It turned out
that he’d consulted a California “Joycean.” Never mind.
The idea of a fresh and uncluttered text was as appealing as the choice of an editor was odd; so I offered to
check John’s decisions, an idea that that editor under-

standably resisted. Without consulting Kidd, Andrew
agreed, promising me a copy of the book in exchange.
As I suspected, along with viable editorial decisions,
were some that were either dubious or outlandish. I
sent Andrew my suggestions, which were then forwarded, rejected or reluctantly accepted. The process
was a long one; but it ended with what may be the
best or the least controversial edition of Ulysses ever
to have seen print. Some will doubtless disagree. In the
end John and I were friends of a kind. Unfortunately, in
the process there were some testy moments, so testy
that Andrew refused to send John his [much deserved]
copy. Parenthetically, Andrew seems to have felt that
I had forfeited my copy. There is a great deal of penny
pinching in the art book trade. The original two volume
edition eventually appeared as a single bulky but beautiful and nicely boxed book.
Production began. I was kept informed. My advice
was solicited. “Should there be chapter headings?”
“NO!” In the end they fudged, captioning the more
or less illustrative images. What could I say? Finally,
“Will you help with their placement?” “Sure. Send
me Xeroxes.” A week after I received and began to
match Motherwell abstractions to Joycean fudging, another message from the nervous publisher:
“Never mind, we’ve had a local expert place them.”
Mistakes ensued. In the end they gave me fodder.
All along, I had been pestering Andrew to put me in contact with Motherwell. Since I don’t pay much attention
to off-year Joyce conferences, I had missed the one in
Provincetown where he’d been presented by my sometime friend and antagonist Nate Halper. When Andrew
called with the number, I hastened to make contact.
The voice on the other end seemed abrupt and affectless.
That was how Bob spoke. Still, he waxed enthusiastically positive when I told him my name. He asked where
I was and if I could come to Provincetown – soon. “We
live on the edge of the ocean and some people find
that disturbing; so you had better plan to spend extra
time getting adjusted.” Though the trip meant taking
an unexpected break in the midst of our Maine summer idyll, we didn’t hesitate. What an opportunity! We
drove right down from Deer Isle, Maine, to Providence,
Rhode Island, the gay resort near the tip of Cape Cod.
The trip was succeeded in several ways. We got

to know and like the Motherwells, who treated
us splendidly, housing us, feeding us, and even
fêting us on our last night. Bob and I conversed for
several hours each day. We shared literary and aesthetic tastes, which made for a great interview about
the plates he had made for the Ulysses edition.
Unfortunately, Motherwell’s studio was in Greenwich,
Connecticut and Bob had serious shoulder problems;
so I could see neither his work nor his working space.
We parted on the best of terms and, after the long drive
home, I set to work editing and transcribing hours of
interviews. There was already a periodical publication
set up. As promised, as a courtesy, I sent Motherwell a
copy of my edited interview. Then I waited, waited and
waited until the Fall when I called for his reaction and
hopefully his permission to publish. He was cordial but
negative. He’d “been too confessional.” There would
be no publication.
I resigned myself to failure. Until, surprise! The publisher called to say that Bob was now enthusiastic. I
never found out how he finessed the about-face; but
I reluctantly agreed to let him edit my text for Art and
Antiques. It would appear as a monologue without my
questions and (probably) without our negative comments. I published an extended essay treatment of the
interview in the James Joyce Quarterly and then, with
help from the Spanish Joycean, Julian Rios, a translation of the whole interview appeared as “Motherwell
habla de James Joyce” in Diario 16.
After the Quarterly publication, Motherwell sent me
a long letter thanking me for my discretion and declaring
his complete trust in my judgment. We had three years
of sporadic telephone conversations before I requested
something I had badly wanted: a visit/interview at his
house/studio in Greenwich, Connecticut. Looking back,
I doubt that he thought my visit would occur and when
I announced my arrival, I am fairly certain that he was
uneasy. After all, I hadn’t told him what we would be
talking about. The creative process in literature has always been a passion of mine; but I am also fascinated
by how art evolves and felt strongly that Motherwell
was an artist who could verbalize his procedures. On
the other hand, I knew from my own experience as an
interviewer that I should be ready for surprises. My idea
of a good interview is a free flowing conversation.
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We had agreed beforehand on the date; but when I
called him from my daughter’s house in New Jersey, I
phoned to say that I’d be coming the next day he asked
me to meet him and his wife, Renata Pensold, at the
French cultural attaché’s for a medal ceremony scheduled for that afternoon. Disappointment!
My daughter Denise was delighted to accompany
me there and in fact it was an interesting occasion,
though the food was disappointing. Robert gave an elegant acceptance speech. The enamelled gold medal
(one of several he’d received) was also nice. Robert
didn’t recognize me when I approached him after the
ceremony. I was taken aback but not surprised. He’d
told me in Provincetown that he had trouble recognizing people he knew even on the street in town and that
he relied on Renata to alert him. Did I mention that he
wasn’t aging well? In Provincetown he was suffering
from an impaired shoulder and now, he had suffered a
minor stroke.
The next day he met me at the Greenwich station;
but before we went to his house, he had an errand at
his printer’s. I watched him sign a set of prints, meticulously and with some difficulty. That evening at
our pick-up dinner, Renata asked me what I expected
to accomplish. My answer must have seemed lame: I
wanted a free form exchange. Afterward, Bob took me
to my quarter’s in the handsomely-refurbished gardener’s house, which had open access down a set of stairs
to his studio. He would go on to do his exercises to
strengthen his heart. I would have the run of the place
the next morning.
The Motherwells lived in what had been the gate
area of a large estate. They had converted the gatehouse garage into living space and built a large gallery
and office space between the garage and the gardener’s cottage. The gallery was a long room with a decent
floor space for painting, walls covered with recent
work, paintings and collages, a sitting space and sliding panels for works in various states of completion.
After a good night’s sleep (and an embarrassing experience with one of Bob’s cars), I explored the studio and
then sat with the images on the walls, studying most
closely the large ones on the panels and meditating on
my questions. By the time Bob came down there ample
material. We sat in the seating area by the Joyce-in-

fused bookshelves hooked up to my mini-tape-recorder.
He was relaxed and forthcoming. By the time Renata
called us for lunch we were well into a wide-ranging
discussion focused by the images in the studio. Bob had
two assistants, an archivist and a factotum. It was the
latter who searched in the archive for semi-abandoned
work that could inspire him either to complete work or
do something new. The screens held such work. I had
begun asking questions like, “Why is this unfinished?”
I’ll skip the details, which would require illustrative images, and say only that the day pleased me though
I detected signs of unease, discomfort or boredom in
Motherwell’s body language. Of course, his shoulder
was bothering him. But was there something else? He
didn’t complain.
That night we dove to White Plains for an opening, which culminated in an elaborate, well-oiled meal
at which Motherwell was the guest of honour. Bob and
Renata liked to drink, even the Sangre de Toro that
kept coming. Very jolly, especially for the star-struck
host. I didn’t want to spoil the occasion; but I began to
wonder about the trip home; so turned to Renata and
asked if I could drive us back. She agreed and I drove,
slowly, but with success. When he accompanied me
downstairs, Bob turned and hugged me. He said, “You
are a wonderful guest.”
Before our session, I’d noticed but not entered a
room full of shelves to the right of the main studio. That
evening Bob told me that room contained part of his
archive and that he had deliberately left the door open.
Hint taken, I spent most of the next morning searching
the shelves. Storage spaces have always fascinated me
and this one had some intriguing corners. Corners are
my specialty: in antique stores, grandma’s attics, even
in manuscript research because that’s where accidents
reside: the unclassifiable, the accidental, the hidden,
the odd, the puzzling, the answers to unasked questions. That’s where I found clues to Joyce’s and later
Beckett’s mindset or inspiration, there and in places
that showed uncertainty and/or decision.
First I leafed through the well-organized sections
but got lost in copies of and variations on early surrealist work. Bored and worried about time, I turned
to the less well-organized corners. On the top shelf in
the left-hand corner, I found what looked like a take

on Rouault, a colourful oriental female. It attracted me
because Motherwell said he had bought a Rouault in
the flea market during his Paris year. Equally interesting was this image’s resemblance to something he was
currently working on: three stacked ovals. Haphazardly
placed in the lower corner of another shelf I found a
large foxed sheet of heavy paper with what looked like
a set of stage designs.
When Bob came down, I asked about the resemblance between the current piece and the old Rouaultien
one. I think he recognized the similarity; but he didn’t
clarify much. Then he said, “You know, this time it isn’t
as interesting as last time. The lively exchange we’d
had over the illustrations for Ulysses had really amused
him. After all, we were discussing a current project,
while now we were working on old news. That hurt.
A little.”
I hesitated to show him my other find; but why not?
As I took out, I said that I didn’t know that he did
stage sets. He began to describe some college work.
Then he stopped. “You know, if you hadn’t found
this nobody would understand the history of Abstract
Impressionism!” He was energized. “Those aren’t
stage sets. They’re drawings for an exhibition at Peggy
Guggenheim’s gallery, Art in this Century.” Torpid before, he was energized now. Here was something he
had forgotten, a tangible witness. He began to explain
about the setting; but then said that it wouldn’t do anymore to sit in the studio. We had to move out into the
sun in the garden even though the lawn mower was
making background noise.
Those images document the first stirrings of Abstract
Expressionism. His version differed from the received
ideas and post-hoc versions of other painters because
it was first-hand and rich in circumstance. I’ll make my
account short. Half of my tapes are in Maine along with
my copies of the images.
Motherwell’s involvement with the French Surrealist
community and Surrealism, beginning in 1940, is well
documented. One of his colleagues in those years was
the young Chilean, Roberto Matta. He talked about
being entertained in the leftist Matta’s super-spare
apartment, dining on a couch. Perhaps because both
were young and neither was French and both came
from money, Motherwell’s father being the head of

Wells Fargo Bank, Matta and Motherwell became fast
friends. Among Bob’s early works I found several that
echo Matta biomorphic style of surrealism.
It was Matta who suggested that there should
be an American version of Surrealism and even that
there should be an exhibition on some topic. His suggestion was the periods of the day. Of course, as a
Chilean, he could not contribute. Bob also spoke to
Peggy Guggenheim about the possibility, and even set
about designing a show, sketching room-specific images in his own style. What I’d thought were stage
sets were actually illustrations of how to fill the wonderfully quirky gallery spaces designed by the émigré
architect Frederick Kiesler. These were designed to fit
the concave-walled galleries where paintings could be
adjusted by viewers. One would be entered by turning
a large oval turnstile. Images covered all of the spaces
including ceilings and floors. The oval entry functioned
as a piece of painted sculpture. Spaces were designed
to illustrate morning-noon-evening-night.
Motherwell, though still a neophyte, planned to
recruit colleagues from the ranks of the more experimental WPA artists who would join the as-yet unnamed
American movement. Eager to bring in new blood,
Peggy Guggenheim, who had begun showing his work,
introduced him to another exhibitor, Jackson Pollock.
She had already suggested that JP and RM get together to produce Surrealist-style collages. After working
together at a table, RM took to it, JP didn’t; but the
Pollocks joined the Motherwells for Surrealist-style creative evenings.
It was with Pollock that Motherwell began visiting the
studios of abstract painters to ask for contributions to an
exhibition that never took place. Though the movement
was a while materializing and according to Motherwell,
who became its public face and apologist, “Abstract
Expressionism” took its first steps then. His mission
gave Motherwell, the young Surrealist, his opportunity to touch base with an astonishing range of talent.
Bob told me with particular vigour his and Pollock’s
visit to Hans Hoffmann’s studio. Pollock was already
well in his cups when they arrived at the studio. So
much so that Motherwell decided to take him home and
Hoffmann joined him. On the way Pollock was hard to
control. Abruptly, he went limp and fell hard across the
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stoop seemingly unconscious, perhaps injured. HH and
RM failing to get a response from Lee Krasner, holed up
in the studio, were close to frantic. They joined forces,
the tall young man and the short older one and dragged
Pollock upstairs. When they succeeded, Pollock looked
up at them, laughing. It had been an act. Telling the
story years later, Bob was still angry especially for the
abuse of Hoffmann. (He never liked Krasner, though her
behaviour that night is not hard to understand.)
Among the recollections pouring out that day was
the story of Bob’s first encounter with Arshile Gorky at
an uptown party hosted by a colleague’s mother. Their
conversation focussed on surrealism, of which Gorky
knew little and wanted details. This drew them away
from the crowd to the point where their hostess came
over irate at their anti-social behaviour. She encouraged
them to leave, which they promptly did, spending hours
in a nearby automat chewing over the theories.
Thanks to his academic connections and background, Motherwell became a self-declared emissary
and apologist for abstract art and artists at universities. He spoke of one debate with a prominent realist,
a debate he claimed to have won. There was plenty of
room for disagreement, especially since he was arguing
for a new and obscure language and against an accessible and accepted one. He was also arguing against the
older generation of WPA artists with whose politics he
disagreed, even though his own colleagues were mainly
on the left. As a bank president’s son with fragile but
independent means (a small but perpetual monthly stipend), his own position in the group he spearheaded was
unstable. There was natural resentment of a rich collegeeducated interloper speaking for an amorphous group
of bohemians, who probably wondered who he thought
he was taking the spotlight. After all, each of them had
evolved his or her own distinctive style and imagery
and few if any wanted to be lumped under Abstract
Expressionism. They correctly saw themselves as leaders rather than followers. But thanks in large measure
to Bob’s efforts, their mark on the century was assured.
That evening at dinner, a real dinner, the atmosphere
was heady. Bob had obviously communicated his excitement to Renate and both of them were eager to see
my finds published. Renate suggested that I send it to
the Times, Bob suggested The Partisan Review, where

he had connections and which I knew had lost its gloss.
Renate brought out copies of some of Bob’s publications for him to sign. It was all very jolly and I was in
turn enthusiastic though a bit shy at that point. In the
event, I did contact Art and Antiques because I had had
dealings with an editor there, Rob Kenner, the Joyce
critic Hugh Kenner’s son. After consideration, my idea
was turned down mainly because I didn’t have access
to enough images.
I left the next day, but not before I took Bob out
to what turned out to be a very modest lunch in an
Italian roadside place. (I had scongile for the first time,
a big plate, part of which landed in my lap.) On the
ride home, I asked if I could buy one of the retouched
sketches from the Ulysses series. I’d found them in the
archive. He told me that I wouldn’t be able to afford
one, which may have been true. “I’ll give you one.” I
decided not to push, just as I decided not to remind him
earlier that he had promised to send me a copy of separately sold portfolio of the prints. His work was bringing
extraordinary prices,
When we got back, Bob kept his word in a charming manner. He led me to the reworked sketches and
left alone to contemplate them and choose the one I
preferred. While I stared at them, he retired to another
part of the studio. The pencilled images, which were
supplemented by gouache additions in brown and red,
fascinated me; but I found it impossible to choose.
Finally, I called him over and asked him to pick the one
he felt best represented him and his project. He chose a
version of the Martello tower, which he’d imaged with
a pointed roof, a Burgundian tower on a bluff. It hangs
now in our dining room above another of his gifts. Then
he turned to packing my gift. While I’d been busy, I noticed that he was hovering over an open drawer. He’d
extracted what looked like a print. It was the rudimentary Joyce portrait that he’d told me he’d made without
looking after having studied photographs. He’d chosen
a good impression to give me.
That too was wrapped.
Only then did he drive me to the station. We were
moving quickly and recklessly on back roads past
Greenwich estates when he turned to me exultant and as
though paying me back for my driving us back the other
evening, said, “See I still know how to drive.” Indeed.

VINCENT KATZ

c.o. (maricao)
That’s a fictional quest.
Tied to blinkered holding,
astride grand reasoning, blind,
the horror lengthens a time.
It’s time to go down,
hanker, barter for
drum, insistence’s
play, the target
plied
mountain
higher
The fire search multiplied,
fire stories
a simple walking at a side
mischief
A seasoned meter
from aplomb
Esther heavy
risk center

anodyne

previously
damaged
crushed
régime

But the bar reasoned.
Elastic manner resides
at table subject to mar
crestfallen sit and boît.
Crests of waves,
fallen in, around
illuminated
sand
coffee, tea
misshapen
rum
a time
mis-keys
a trumpet birding pride
confetti aluminum bridge
Stone pictures are recorded
by scribes of an ancient cult.
Smoke-filled cavities, pitchblack hollows. Tainted tint.

applied
rhet’ric

Officious stories told and re-held.
Uttered requests, palpable shame,
hiding ten pair jockey shorts,
a tan tie, and coveralls.
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[excerpt]

which says hello the machine with its lanky legs its
deformed side cata bases its stiff press buttons tonic
accents outside of stanza she dreamed tonight that i
was throwing a ball very high and very far it’s never
going to stop it lights up passing the hoops arranged
meridians rounder when it traverses them and here’s
the bomb that falls back all hot smoke-filled grilled so
we’re in the mountains there’s powder snow look at
the white violet crystals feel that air and indeed we dig
our ankles into full foam for the first time the hallucination
is dropwise seen from within cut stride cata cata
catalysis it’s been days and days that she was pouting
in her sinister corner but this morning on the way it’s
the open the hollow decided is there another form no
will the answer be of course not no-one and besides
delirium isn’t delirium go on turn the lock the missing
lock the key that doesn’t exist so it’s true we’re leaving
again oui monsieur crack of the whip of the severe
whistle and the huge what the radium whirlwind
crossroads what else who how where to for where it
really i wasn’t born to be at peace i’ve yet done all that
i couldn’t to become aware of it at last this time it’ill
perhaps be the good one we always think so on leaving
invocation beginning desire for golden age to transform
the filter to pour yourself the philtre what do you want
there’s something incurable here double nod that unties
the one for you but not the other negation of the self of
death bloody hell i say to myself the moment’s come to
take the sheath right off the members not to support
the dictation by stolen decanted series after all i have
this phi floating on the lips as any other infans with
vultures’ tails and if the eight returns without an end
when i walk if i easily think of liturgy if a sound always
appeared joint to me subdue if it comes from the
impossible first name at the same time my father’s latin
no you won’t find i write it octave yes exactly like
octavo which gave him to sign that o turning above
itself followed by a tiny dot right before the j elaborate

embroidered genus gladiolus bell tower g-clef carrying
oyous in music o.joyous with underside the animated
signature doubled restarted short diamond topped liquid
octave is as well a specialized term with jewellers
maybe one of the most deviant family ideas there was
one of those we called buddhist alchemist shut-away at
his place in draperies clearly the name itself was
sufficient to excite them why because one hears jacks,
joy, jewish, jouissance at a time for example these
joyous sirs these joyous what would you like isn’t a
pearl or then joyfus nucleus ileus gluteus or then without
es but definitely not joyeus joyous with an es like saron
it would never’ve spoiled real blind toy-poodles squeezed
in navel so what you can’t be called joe wood of
cauliflower like everyone else let’s see whether you’re
up to standard tell me but it’s not bright a performance
and so forth in calf soft polished style so my name in
plural is philip joyous bunch of idiots no doubt once on
the trash or postal checks and as to philip filioque
procedit let’s not lose the track whatever succession of
kings the bold the august the hideous the shithead
accumulation in spain feminized island chain philippines
an ambiguous gift to its owner of the adventurous
magellan blue turquoise over there a suburb of manila
no let’s now stay on the cash of alexander’s dad mines
towns of the same name where besides brutus and
cassius were beaten by antony and octave treasures
subsequently allowing the expedition to asia philippei
campi the plains of philippes demosthenes’ attacks
coins head of apollo or bare head of zeus or even
persephone with two fish reverse of the cavalier holding
palm legend philippou of philip implying nomisma
passport to the greek world sacred banker this
macedonian 359-336 who didn’t consider a fortress
impregnable if a mule loaded with gold could got in
short a blithering briber as any other the beautiful
dealing assassin of molay end of templars tragedy for
the alighieri and sollers echo of the surname of ulysses
of sollus whole intact ars ingenious terrain worker fertile
lyrae sollers science of the lyre daydreaming fifteen
years beach winter taking care as coincidentally
gonorrhoea édifice desert running in the dunes scent of
pines underneath the branches with this stalk full of
pus looking at the waves so in the bible we have the
same hebrew word for naked sly alert that’s how bodies

communicate with the snake of intelligence be that as
it may i had to disappear around this time i hear it roar
whisper it’s my rhythm longua on the lagoun concrete
rampart invaded by flies trouble to pass through
barbwire dichtung wahreit the iliad is an open field in all
directions stars motion reply 1543 of revolutionibus
orbium cœlestium the dove returns with the sailors
catagogy it’s called sense of reflection for the sounds
the voices or story dictionary kata down below
underneath in the depths of top of but also over for
example in the expression darkness spreads over his
eyes imposition oaths transmission crept under the
edges but also inside of in the one who’s underground
the dead infernal gods but also mark direction the goal
within sight or rather against and with the idea of time
while meanwhile or even higgledy-piggledy in safety in
haste strongly by force or even according to composition
in syncope we find it in the exclamation taken away by
wrath well you want to get up you feel like starting
again it was the time when i’d be climbing from one
room line to the top of the building the ocean would
stretch as far as the eye can see on the right the sun
hitting the wall on the left i could only come in running
as if from the landing all the way to the window the
magnet was forcing me each time to leap together i had
none but a disconnected circular perception of the
outside i didn’t happen to know whether water had a
vegetal horizon maybe the green colour was a simple
reflection of a shutter the garden’s existence wasn’t
guaranteed either i only felt that the wind had become
slower deaf here i am anew it’s growing let’s teach the
language how to sing and it’ll be ashamed of wanting
anything else but what it sings is called the limit superior
who but there’s another bottom limit named what the
first mi is research but after the last degree another
there saying mâ what have you understood pursued
all’s mysterious like before you gained nothing on your
slippery slope let’s go byzantium atlantis contours
crushing rhythmô kai taxei when the sight is dazed and
the moon is buried in darkness and the sun and the
moon are joined together by gusts there will be only be
a sole scream and there they will meet again on the
surface and he who’ll be given his book in his right
hand so he shall function but he who receives it behind
his back bam zero so what go on tell us the reminder

the morning ten nights even odd obscure passed brazen
messengers here below tell us all about it then afterwards
it’s the range of always with depth effect that’ill come
that me who but who but who then scarred oh who
impelled by these rough flanks a little bit moving we
have interstices not exactly in the eyes not exactly
pierced in the perspective or the same colour with time
to take but slight progress each time from mistake to
mistake all the way to the most drawn-up mistake that
can be seen as victory body rocking on the coast let
yourself flow it’s cradle no big deal blinking crunching
or articulations acid truly progress but break a little
higher or little lower more less cut from here to there
chorus with age lens turns yellow the sphere becomes
not sensitive waxy inside of the ears touching diluted
the vision reheating abscess towards the end it must be
put inside what’s outside in hard form circulation cranes
pulleys fire lifts soaked window panes alternation of the
sky glass facades on the tables wine and water hundred
thousand today on the scene police says fifteen
thousand here comes their helicopter the party gives
the same figure a bit more perhaps amazement hostile
closed then where that may lead the workers didn’t
move around there’s nothing to do you can’t carry on
friends it’s a dead end nothing can move forward this
way and yet she turns red flags all over the wind sun
they bang it’s getting colder blocks of flats begin to
open the middle class on the balcony apparatus to the
eye archivists shouts little kid who sings for an hour
into his used mic and fallen onto the task defeated you
sweep death off its feet bound and killed by the
cowardly victories it’s you the strongest the stronger
victory it’s you the strongest your sole orison friend
vengeance vengeance for you for you vengeance
vengeance for you the crowd comes to feebly twenty
voices thirty voices a chant already archaic bad work
mobilisation muddy nostalgic with ukrainian foundations
completely ill-adapted to the specific situation they
don’t know the piece and no more of the other couplets
of the internationale friend if you fall a friend steps out
of the shade and fills your place the weather’s gorgeous
at the moment the first-row types are hiding under their
red roses with the portraits more sombre that makes a
beautiful stream underneath the blue skies with the
matt silence in between the slogans silence corridor
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with a door open onto the night aghast from before in
any event the party has made a grave political mistake
leftists or haven’t you seen the number yes but without
coffin that’s right nothing’s certain the whole world’s
astonished but after all after all that should cut deep
enough into the masses so the jig’s up just like that
clear as day a petit-bourgeois funeral there you go
perhaps the workers’ class is needed to maybe maybe
but after all they’re there and there and nowhere else
well something demands demanded will re-demand to
be represented in a correct fashion what attention yes
attention but after all ah there you are i’ve been waiting
for you over there the word of anticommunist order but
in the end shit what’s that supposed to mean all of a
sudden now anticommunist that’s abstract your reflex
reaction sclerosis with all the problems in the end
worldly very mobile who is seeing the planet at this
moment the satellites from the sirius viewpoint no the
revolutionary position gives you breath and movement
and cadence one’s right to attack the revisionists you
hear the masses or you don’t hear them pushing digging
burying themselves in every specific nook and cranny
but the whole that wouldn’t be you by any chance no
simply letting a little air pass across the old skin that
narrates deep down you want to write it to do it and to
write it rewrite the tome you see the adventure novels
bring it here and fold and spread it and set the new
relations into play here you are hold on to it it’s a mania
of mine to quit tombs alive i can’t really do otherwise
it’s later that the troubles begin i can see them grouped
on the underside like bouquets on head of rootlet heads
spliced on the surface toward the base their bubbles
their stammering even a certain freshness that has long
been awaiting me but today it’s unmediated it goes too
far on the line of flight but can one throw it all out as it
is in one continuous spout nobody will be able to
navigate in there that’s for sure the punctuation is
necessary the old punctuation is the metaphysics itself
in person including the blanks the chanting all the worse
it’s imperative that from now on the actors should do a
little gymnastics without which we won’t ever get out
of it such will always be the excuse of the locomotive
of the wagons which follow the history of madam
ideology proprietress of a canteen for a vast army and i
well i’ll tell you of those folks on their feet in a violent

situation their speech as well almost in the manner of
the furies speaks in a more violent coherence we need
right away without waiting for the influx the diagnose
is exact it would be on the other hand absolutely false
to measure oneself too narrowly with the demands of
the times and from the tip of the nose no no nothing to
do with the abstract position of the aristocracy above
the classes it’s necessary to merely pose the problem
outside of certain habits invaded by a sticky empiricism
if i listened to the whole world you know that’d be
straight out the window or in the seine or gas or sleeping
pills the last one without any indication of any real
desire to thereby finish the worn-out song about the
need of love misery affective distress the blow torturing
daddy and mummy all the way till after death they love
that in particular to symbolically handcuff the corpse
everyone goes there from their interpretive equation
not so hard to find the unconscious of the others there’s
nothing easier all in all you know i’ve been writing in
order to create a void inside me and round me so that I
can step back only it seems successful in a way that
makes you at first suffer from vertigo but history’s seen
many of those a support technique consisting in giving
oneself the brotherhood of the phantoms like the one i
was telling you about in a moment that bloke smoking
over there i can’t stop dreaming about it a supersuccessful case of a total incomprehension and still you
can’t forget that if you look at it calmly ever since afterfrost has mellowed it seems to you clear as day without
obstacles listen how he’s going there now the heroes
are dead the islands of love are no longer recognisable
and so everywhere love is an idiot or it falls and
disappears man suffering blindly from one hour to the
next like water tossed from one cliff to another during
the times till the incertitude from below or even still
suspended with the yellow pears full of wild roses the
earth on the lake or even and now i’ve sat down below
the clouds from which everyone has a particular mode
of having a break or there’s a law that everything
returns into the interior just as the prophetic serpents
that dream of heavenly hillocks or even head out
undaunted onto the paths of the abyss across bridges
constructed light-heartedly or even the garden full of
flowers like a tranquil fire or even all around the gates
of asia calling here and there in the uncertain plain of

the sea the routes without shade are a-humming remind
me to explain something to you or even the cloud gilded
by the trickling enchantment down there in sounds
friends in rapid sounds or even it contents itself with
batting its wings or even the beasts looked at one
another mute thinking of their feast but the mountains
keep silent where do we want to stay or even he who
during the day produces respiration he finds it again
when asleep or even on the nice islands they’re learned
or even everything is an interior and still often separates
i own language they say wrath is enough neither to
hear nor see a river and so and so cry out that clarity
makes itself and again the rumour of the city is to be
found at the bottom on the green and resonant expanses
below the apple trees for there’re blossoms undrawn by
the earth they grow larger out of themselves from the
empty ground a reflection and it’s supposed to bring
bad luck to collect these blossoms the dragon resembles
nature pushed power pensiveness the laurels tremble
around virgil and that never the sun non-virile searches
not for the tomb that’s the truth alright and every thing
known about me as you wish can be brought back to
memory written with the letters as well sometimes i
may say as well the whole past and you forests painted
on the hillside against the green wall when sombre is
for me the silent sense place where men and women
sleep or whereat friends arrive legends turn toward
humanity we learn a lot of time that devours itself as
fast as the paths go the nature appears in its monotony
the new world it’s the depth of the valley you see one
cannot ship that purely and simply under the pretext
that it has served a few professorial dirty tricks curious
how one can go for a walk across like at a field avoiding
the too precise signs of an epoch as if one re-entered
into one grand river striated into multiple dissolvent
dissolving their reference reverence at their bottom
phallus and so in every second the trouble is there and
it isn’t floodlit on the inverse let’s continue if you will
into the cemetery let’s spend an instant on a detour in
the distance you hear the buzz all the living for one
dead all those throats whistling the internationale as
they arrive at the père lachaise oh the father the throne
with its tombs seated his hands on his thighs burying
the corpses as many as excrements into the receptacle
of the profound mum which the gross worm-eaten

richly truffled swarming earth nobody to pull a prank
with a skull demonstrative or meditative what’s at stake
is no longer one body but billions in the current
sombreness let’s cast here our blossoms and let’s
smoke in order to regain the testimonies they say that
theology was immediately perfectly strange to him
we’re in 1790 and the anecdotes arrive fairly quickly a
small chamber during the thirty-six years with evolution
towards catatonia dementia praecox exaggerated
politeness unceasing volubility stereotypes your childish
replies always negative the majority of sounds
inarticulate unintelligible a mixture of french your royal
majesty it’s a question to which i cannot i must not give
you the answer i am precisely at the point of turning
myself into a catholic at night he gets to his feet walks
across the house he also happens to hit the streets or
maybe he paints it all black the family says all the pieces
of paper that fall under his hand verses well-rhythmised
but void of signification the inspector of the passage
affirms adding when it’s clear it’s always a question of
oedipus the greek of grand suffering poor bastard it’s
you who cannot understand that before you return
reassuring the missus and relating how the princess of
hombourg having offered him a piano he cut the cords
but not all of them so that several keys worked still and
it is on these he improvises i hardly dare pronounce his
name writes bettina the endearing hysteric moved by
the castration of this range i also hardly dare pronounce
his name immediately one narrates of him the most
gruesome things solely because in order to compose
one of his tomes he was in love with a woman for these
folks to love and to want to get married is one and the
same thing at least that’s what she says at that time
but mark well that today it’d rather be to the contrary
lovable coquette this fine bettina thing very fine look
how she appreciates the cake her soul says she’s like a
bird from india hatched from a blossom this dismembered
piano is an image of her soul meow meow
—translated by Veronika Stankovianska & David Vichnar

*From Philippe Sollers, H (Paris: Gallimard, 1973)
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from text to media
If Derrida was once the new black, Žižek is now the
new Derrida. “Žižek is to today,” Sean O’Hagan put it
recently in The Observer, “what Jacques Derrida was
to the 80s: the thinker of choice for Europe’s young
intellectual vanguard.”1 I’m not sure Derrida was ever
any such thing, but I assume what O’Hagan is alluding
to is the fact that Derrida (really, “Derrida”) is in the
news a whole lot less often these days, now that he’s
dead. Mind you, so is Abraham Lincoln… but I don’t
think that makes Obama the new Kennedy.
Still, O’Hagan has a point: the dead are less
newsworthy than the living. Given journalism’s defining
faith in objectivity, there has never been a journalist
(just as there’s never been a philosopher) who believes
1 Sean O’Hagan, “Slavoj Žižek: Interview,” The Observer, 27 June 2010.

in ghosts. Not unlike philosophers, whom they
resemble more closely than philosophers would care to
admit, journalists write (albeit, like philosophers, they
don’t think of what they do as writing) in the certain
knowledge of what’s real and what’s not, the medium
and the message being as independent of one another
for them as truth and fiction. Now that Derrida’s dead
and gone, then, he’s no longer “relevant” or “topical”
because he’s no longer capable of producing an event
(as if there were nothing spectral about the global
economic crisis, or capital in general), and to the extent
his name appears in the news at all these days it does
so usually as shorthand for the end of deconstruction.
Deconstruction is finished. It failed.
That’s the grab, the headline, for Derrida today.

Derrida and deconstruction are yesterday’s news.
The situation is rather different, though, among
scholars, for whom Derrida is the new Elvis: a subject
search for “Slavoj Žižek” on Amazon.com yields 431
books; for “Jacques Derrida,” 1,991. Unless the
publishing industry’s accountants have got it wrong,
deconstruction didn’t die with Derrida, at least not for
the academic market, since more than fifty books have
appeared in recent years with his name in the title and
perhaps three times as many in which there is some
sustained engagement with his work.
But what could it mean to say that deconstruction
didn’t die with Derrida if, like Derrida, deconstruction
is no longer in the news, if it no longer belongs, in a
sense, to today? If it’s no longer, seemingly, a happening
thing? If the warrant for saying that deconstruction
didn’t die with Derrida is that scholars are still talking
and arguing about it among themselves today, doesn’t
this make deconstruction just another theory, another
philosophy or a movement? Something demanding, as
it were, what Derrida called a way of “reading in the
philological or academic sense,” but nothing more? Is
that all deconstruction is, or was?
Derrida uses this expression in his book with Bernard
Stiegler, based on a series of TV interviews, with telling
reference to Marx:
But it’s not a matter of reading in the philological or
academic sense. It’s not a matter of rehabilitating a
Marxist canon. A certain vogue… might well be in the
process of slowly neutralizing Marx in yet another way.
Now that Marxism is dead and the Marxist apparatus
has been dismantled, they would say, we will be able
to read Capital and to read Marx quietly, theoretically,
we will be able to grant him the legitimacy he deserves as a great philosopher whose writings belong…
to the great ontological tradition. No, I try to explain
why we ought not to be content with this pacifying
rereading.2

Notice the problem Derrida identifies here is not that
there’s anything wrong with reading “theoretically.” Far
from it. Despite the stupidity shared by some journalists
and philosophers, deconstruction has never been
2 Jacques Derrida, “Artifactualities” in Jacques Derrida and Bernard Stiegler,
Echographies of Television: Filmed Interviews, trans. Jennifer Bajorek
(Cambridge: Polity, 2002) 27.

opposed to reading theoretically, rigorously or critically.
The problem rather would have to do with thinking it’s
enough to read theoretically, which is to say “quietly.”
For deconstruction to make some noise again it has
to run the risk of getting more bad press. Otherwise
deconstruction isn’t a weak force on the side of the
unconditional (democracy, justice, hospitality, the
event and so on – not forgetting life), but simply
another “pacifying rereading” of “the great ontological
tradition.” Now that Derrida is dead, to settle for a
theoretical reading or rereading of his work – ultimately
a “scientific” reading of the Grammatology or Specters
of Marx, say – would be to put deconstruction at risk of
dying from being turned into Deconstruction 101.
In a sense, and I’m taking my cue here from a fragment
of Derrida’s last interview (published as “I Am at War
with Myself” in Le Monde and thereafter as Learning
to Live Finally), deconstruction has never been about
the production of readings, but readers. “Each book,”
Derrida said, referring to his own work, “is a pedagogy
aimed at forming its reader.”3 But on the question of
how successful his books were in this regard, Derrida
was in two minds: for the most part, on the one hand,
his readers remained to come, given that shortly before
he died in 2004 he felt his books had formed no more
than “a few dozen” readers, “a few dozen in the world
perhaps.”4 On the other hand, he said, “I have the feeling
that two weeks or a month after my death there will be
nothing left. Nothing except what has been copyrighted
and deposited in libraries.”5
Either, then, deconstruction to come, or
Deconstruction 101? Life, or death?
I can’t help but have this question in mind when
thinking about this or that latest book or journal article to
appear on Derrida in recent years; and of course there’s
no answer to the question, because without (let’s call
them) machinic explanations of deconstruction, careful
readings and rereadings of Derrida’s work, there could
be no hope for deconstruction to come as an event
exceeding “itself” as a theory, a philosophy or a mode
3 Jacques Derrida, Learning to Live Finally: An Interview with Jean Birnbaum,
trans. Pascale-Anne Brault and Michael Naas (Crows Nest, NSW: Allen &
Unwin, 2007) 31.
4 Derrida, Learning to Live Finally, 34.
5 Martin McQuillan, “Extra Time and the Death Penalties: On a Newly Arisen
Violent Tone in Philosophy,” Derrida Today 2.2 (2009): 133-50.
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of critique amenable to machinic explanations. So it’s
not as if deconstruction could live on without careful
(even “pacifying”) rereadings of the books Derrida
wrote. It’s not as if deconstruction could survive in the
absence of reading.
But if the point of deconstruction, if it has a point
and if there’s such a thing as deconstruction, is to form
readers, living subjects who in some sense get to make
decisions and who have to take responsibility for them
– akin to the point of Marxism, which is to change the
world – then we should never be content with careful
rereadings of Derrida. Yet surely one of the points of
deconstruction is to show that “living” readers are
also abstract structural positions, that “autonomous”
readers are never truly autonomous at all. Every
reading, no matter how inventive or seemingly original,
mobilizes certain (prosthetic) structures, strategies and
protocols that are repeatable and therefore independent
of readers. Every reading “self” is made possible by
“its” (his or her) appropriation of, and contamination
by, lifeless reading strategies.
Autonomy, then, depends on autoimmunity, thus
compromising every autos. This could be said to be a
strong theme of Derrida’s later work, but it is also, in
the terms I’ve expressed it here, a quietly theoretical
or machinic summary of that theme. To give life to the
theme it would be necessary to risk a countersignature,
which is precisely the risk (albeit a qualified one) that
Michael Naas takes in his Derrida From Now On.6
“The only way to bear witness to the text of another
is… to attempt,” Naas writes, “to provoke an event of
‘one’s own’” (9). Derrida From Now On is just such
an attempt, involving just such a risk, but one that is
necessarily compromised and conditioned from the start
by, among other factors, the economy and apparatus of
the academic publishing industry on behalf of a certain
notion of scholarly writing. In a gesture that attempts
to countersign Derrida’s transgressions of this notion –
transgressions which ensure, I think, that deconstruction
is never less than noisily, and therefore never simply,
theoretical – Naas risks including two pieces he wrote
very shortly after Derrida’s death, when feelings (and
not only his, he says) “were still all too raw”:
6 Michael Naas, Derrida From Now On (New York: Fordham University Press,
2008): all citations in-text.

I have decided to include these texts here because of
what I think they say about Derrida … about a man
who was able to elicit in me and in so many others
not just admiration but such an enduring affection. I
include them even though they run the risk of transgressing today’s unspoken law of scholarly writing
– the avoidance at all cost of any pathos. (10)

Another today, then: this time of scholarly writing.
If “today” as defined by the media is saturated with
provocations of pathos, its other – dry, disinterested,
theoretical – defines itself by the absence of all feeling
or emotion today. Scholarly writing shuns affect in
order to pass itself off as pure analysis, drawing no
attention to itself as writing.
This is not to say, of course, that we should all go
jumping the shark with Žižek (on which see Martin
McQuillan’s raucously theoretical rebuke of Žižek’s
recent call for a new Reign of Terror)5 and write only
to provoke, only to create affects. But certainly it’s to
acknowledge that, after Derrida, we could never allow
scholarly writing to be defined or represented as the
absolute other of the kinds of writing (in the broadest
sense) we might associate with the media, let alone as
the guardian of a kind of knowledge that is somehow
“anti-popular.” We could never, after Derrida, allow
deconstruction to become simply another theme or
an object of scholarly writing, an occasion for quiet
theoretical reflection – for deconstruction is always
a deconstruction, as Michael Naas puts it, “of our
pretensions to unequivocally identify and master what
it is that we receive” (119).
The question of what there might be to “receive”
from Derrida today, of what we might “get” from reading
his work or what that work might be said to contain,
is perhaps the guiding question of Naas’s book, and
there’s no easy answer to it. How could there be, when
we can never quite be sure – and for good reasons
– what “reading” means? “To read or not to read is …
first and foremost,” Naas argues, “an ethical alternative,
and even when we choose the former we can never be
certain that we are not doing the latter” (8).
If this ethos, as it might be called, is inseparable
from who readers of Derrida “are,” as readers formed by
deconstruction, if there is such a thing as deconstruction
and if it is not to be confused with a theory or a system,

this doesn’t mean that deconstruction is committed
to being noncommittal. Far from it. “That is why, for
Derrida, one must continue to negotiate,” Naas insists,
“between the calculable and the incalculable, invent
new ways of calculating or reasoning between them”
(134). But the injunction to invent, which is also an
injunction to transgress the limits of scholarly writing, is
at odds with the economic imperative of the academic
publishing industry for which success is measured in
course adoptions. Constrained to be quietly theoretical,
scholarly writing is in a sense fated to be always less
than deconstructive.
While we ought not to be content with this, neither
can we do without the work of careful scholarship that
informs a book such as Derrida From Now On. Naas is
undoubtedly one of Derrida’s few dozen readers, and
the care with which he teases out important themes and
questions – “America,” “Europe,” democracy to come,
secularism, mourning – in Derrida’s later work exemplifies
the kind of patience required of a reading undertaken in
good faith. Nor does he confine himself to discussions
of Derrida’s so-called later work, returning (for example)
to “Plato’s Pharmacy” from Dissemination to argue the
political implications of Derrida’s deconstruction of the
speech-writing opposition in Plato’s Republic. Here (in a
chapter called “Analogy and Anagram: Deconstruction
as Deconstruction of the as”) Naas insists that what is
at stake in Plato’s unsympathetic treatment of writing
– and this he claims is the point of “Plato’s Pharmacy”
– is in fact a whole system of thought and belief: “To
understand the Platonic critique of writing, indeed
simply to understand what writing ‘is’ for Plato, one
cannot help but rethink Plato’s entire philosophy, that
is, the complex system of hierarchies, relations, and
oppositions that goes by the name of ‘Plato’” (42).
Since this system “remains incomparably powerful”
(46), its authority remains to be questioned. “Hence the
necessity,” as Naas quotes Derrida to say in “Khôra,”
“to continue to try to think what takes place in Plato,
with Plato, what is shown there, what is hidden, so
as to win there or to lose there” (52). This remains
necessary, however, not simply for the sake of outdoing
Plato “philosophically,” but rather for the greater sake
(as Naas puts it) of “opening up the political – making
it hospitable – to future discourses, institutions, and

practices that themselves keep the future open” (61).
So it’s not a matter of thinking that today is but the
repetition of a yesterday going all the way back to Plato,
as if there were not more things going on across the
Internet than were ever dreamt of in Plato’s philosophy.
Yet if today’s teletechnologies are responsible for a time
when “fortunes can be made and lost in hours, and
events on one side of the world can ripple across to the
other side in minutes” (151), these teletechnologies are
not therefore somehow entirely new, but rather simply
new media forms of an ancient supplementarity or what
Naas calls “an originary spectrality” (198). It’s not,
then, as if spectres, ghosts, fictions, simulations and
other figures of the virtual are unwanted side-effects
of a culture that has fallen away from the “biblio” into
the “techno,” as if what Naas refers to as today’s
“phantasms” did not go all the way back to the first
phantasm of all: the belief “in a coincidence of the self
that speaks and the self that hears itself speak” (190).
But while our today is not quite “ours” and not quite
Plato’s yesterday – to gloss Naas’s brilliantly inventive
reading (in the chapter “Autonomy, Autoimmunity, and
the Stretch Limo”) of Don DeLillo’s Cosmopolis – it has
perhaps never been so easy to think of phantasmagoria
as another name for metaphysics. There can be no
question that “postmodern” teletechnologies are
responsible for this, making ours “the time of spectres,
of images, sounds, and digital imprints that all outlive,
or at least potentially outlive, the things they purport to
represent” (160).
There is no outside the media? I think Naas comes
close to suggesting this may be the question of Derrida’s
later work, and that deconstruction will live or die by its
response to it.
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ALICE NOTLEY

city of voice
20 |

You had to turn the
baby in to the authority.
The dead woman watched.
Far
because not seen
the fate is too far from some
How can I show you
how I happened
and remain?
I don’t know why the guns
had to tell us
everything; as if it were only
a city. A power position. If
no one you care about
judges you, you can kill anyone.
I have a drop of your blood in my mouth
so I can
continue to speak. If you are
dead, a soldier child, of violence
what is the
name of your life? Answer me.
I am not found. Let me find
you. I am not to be
appeased. I killed in the
weight of the real air, I was small
I sank from sight; it
was logical. The earth
hadn’t grown me high enough
a fate. There is still
a gloss on these gloves.
I need to hear you better. You
can’t love me. There
is a thread of being from the first
that I am. I will be that. No
intercession offered.
I wanted a better gun; now
I can’t want that, what can I

want
the assassin I?
You won’t have to remember
we’re making a ring of
uncontested lace, to fill memory’s place.
The origin ornamented with gold
discourse of
what is birdlike arising
from the east. An
owed part? No.
My name was pierced I cannot
owe. She took a grenade down to hell
a ball of wild-fire
for all who would die in his hall.
Yes, I did that. I killed many
they are martyrs to
the gratitude of Force. A kind
of power. Lady has none, though to
her milk and blood
it be attributed; mine would never
cure – have cured – you. Only words
can cure us now
our power to remain, which
has as its source its own being
pure self
My granite foundlings. Killers the lace
loves.
You think you should know who
is speaking: if we
name ourselves we’re owned.
Now that you can’t see a mark
on my body, will you
listen to me?
Front and back covers, matching
You can hear
me without knowing who I am.
Heal the dead? I am known
as the quarrel or the souvenir
How can you heal such abstraction?
A woman entered
Everyone was saying
‘mankind’ a frigid
insult; it’s lasted since I’ve been

dead into the rot, freight
of the ship
of a death whose star is not to be in
my lace. Gendered death
Your old frieze
dirt refuses; we will not grow
from our past.
Will the dead child grow?
You had been counseled to
kill him. After all, he
had a gun; begin with death not
the throwing away of weapons. This
head still frenzied
not calm in intricacy, but
mad of it: I can’t bear the pattern
that’s happened: let me go
into my own death. You don’t
have your own. No one deserves,
and we’re not bound in
godly jurisdiction.
No one knows what’s fitting but
if she did,
how could she endure it? Can we
change from being crushed to
pattern light? Unlatcheted . . .
nothing wrong with pretty words.
I believed your book never you.
I must turn in
the baby so they can judge her female
And I take her and run from that
land, you have already
found her wanting; I am running
until I die. Am I still running? No, she is
sweet a book
of art, all magic
My will still alive in free space
could seek a
grave. Truth formed in unvarying color, blood of
influence flowing
You were faithful and frank –
I was destitute often; too
soon they died. You’ll
forget. All the talk has been
of remembrance. See my love a

light, I don’t want to
I don’t want a light of yours.
I loved you and so why not anyone
I don’t want to call to you
It isn’t your business anymore. But we’re here now. This air can
still hurt, with flat
crystal foliage we’re making.
If living had to be about the body
who made it so? In our old
language we’d say we’re free, but the words
are empty when you’re free. He got
more money – you got more
money than I did –
for your sex art. I forgot to bring mine
to the abbatoir: it wouldn’t
have helped. They slaughtered us
even though we loved each other. No god.
No. No religion. You don’t
have to wonder if you
should be doing something else. Was there
one I loved, doesn’t make sense
Is the pattern too cold
I’m burning in it; that other fire
someone made me do it
No I don’t believe you. The sun
is all I am. He got money for his
pornography; I wanted to
sell eros too, because I would have
love then, if that was money.
All I had to exchange; which one
They blend. What was powerful
was any vision: sold myself for eyes
Have too many now
No so many, so you don’t need to
watch it, here in the lace, putting
your hands you may not have
to show the redemptive power
of sex any more. Remember
all the
feelings inside that no one said
or would have let you have.
I could bear the ones
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I didn’t understand; the others
were subject to approval. I am combing
them, parting them
from faith. You
could have infatuated a planet, you’d
say. You could have
infuriated a lamprey. You You
From my body’s unconfused
silk I drew my mind
up a ladder from flatland to
an open opera. I didn’t I was
dismembered. Who
loved me? You lurked and struck
No god. There’s all us ornately
an eagle, as chosen
now in our art. Your pieces the
precious stones giving power to
our sensible
fabric. Touch
this sex so bitten by the weather, touch
a thorn, an
umber navel. Be true.
Each a sea, in all the seas:
a city. I’m fighting
with you, before. The Three
Fates crochet with brown yarn
they have brown hair
pulled back in a style of some
century – do we have centuries? Every
time I loved you it was
now in all the seas
The theme of my stay is the
fertilization of the
self. O raped one, they dragged
her down. He took her to his world
but I’ve founded
the city, unangelic eyes, it’s snowing
in front of them, and on the white ocean.
I’ve found
you. You can’t have me. Was I
fated? You don’t know
how to moor.
This city isn’t static. I shouldn’t

have been given three glasses.
Don’t find me. But
this is forever
He tried to keep us in only one part
of the manor.
Grim one, who betrayed you?
It was a collective order, out of the
unthinking
bounded lake, where we’d rot
Refusing to believe the future, the
dark of his men
a cannibal god.
Each a sea, in all the seas. To
fertilize the self you
you …
Calling to a city. Don’t remember now.
I’m losing sight of
the stark tower, in the snow, that I’d
never seen . Leave
the champagne. I rested it
against the house of
the Fates, so tender, young ones intent
on this work
it was all about love, now they pretend
that it wasn’t. The power to kill
belonged to someone –
but I had no power, except for
this onrushing now. Keeps saying
go back oh I
won’t climb down. There are
no levels here.
You lost your
purse, you lost your conception of
yourself. I’ve fertilized another self
You don’t ever have
to testify again. I
don’t have to be for or against you
What if you hurt me?
It isn’t possible now,
because there are no gods. Only a
city, of so many fates
gone, unremembering presences.

* from Songs & Stories of the Ghouls.
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EMMANUELLE PIREYRE

general spectacular
1.1
Once upon a time in Europe, there was a rather mysterious
nine-year-old girl. Some said she was stubborn. Fine, at
least that wasn’t as bad as autism, but Roxane remained
hermetic nevertheless, truly hermetic, when it came to
any subject that didn’t interest her. She’d close herself
off and that’d be that, there’d be nothing more to be
got out of her. In the schoolyard, conversation often
turned towards financial speculation, a topic this little
girl had no desire whatsoever to hear discussed: she’d
open her mouth, but not a sound would come out, as
if a sheet of plate glass had suddenly separated her
from the talk going on around her, then she’d close
her mouth again, turn on her heal, and go off to play

[excerpt]

somewhere else. On such occasions her companions
allowed themselves to be surprised by the brutality
of her intransigence: they felt judged, they had the
constant impression that she didn’t quite share their
opinions about matters of finance, or even that she
didn’t have an opinion at all. The children were in the
habit of working in teams, progressing in step (the era
of working alone like a psychopath, when instinct,
Coke and individuality ran the show, was well and truly
over): they shared all their information, passed among
themselves all the latest market reports, summaries,
graphs, charts, tables. Being still quite young it never
took them long to get into a real headlock with their
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analyses, wanting all the time to be gossiping instead.
They’d say things like: «If this continues, I’m going to
have to sell one of my apartments in Cannes to keep
my trading account afloat.» Even if they were indeed
aware that the matter was serious, even if at certain
moments they became worried enough to ask each
other or the school mistress: «Is the aim of bankers to
ruin the world or what?» «Just the little ones like you»
responded the mistress. «Nothing gets lost nothing
gets created everything transforms itself.» «Or rather,»
said the mistress, «they manage to palm off onto the
unsuspecting a lot of crap investment funds they’ve
cooked up while exploiting privileged info to benefit
their own portfolios, so there’s no beating them…
That’s the way it is.»
On the Friday during the month of May when the
Spanish vice-president announced a new penal code
designed to punish those types of speculative financial
practices which had recently caused the collapse of
the Madrid stock-market, the children were all wornout; they’d just had P.E. and weren’t able to get
worked up over anything. They cracked the odd joke
and jostled each other on the way out of the dressingroom, saying: «Well at least we know the fellas at
Goldman Sachs won’t be holidaying in Spain this year.
Or Greece.» They said: «They’ll buy a country of their
own with their next bonuses.» In fact, keeping tabs on
the parameters of the market was a serious business if
you wanted to understand what was going on, and the
girls weren’t always as focused as they’d have liked to
imagine. Except Roxane, who remained focused alright,
but on other things entirely; and except for one other
little girl who was always at the top of the class with
her analysis and her equations but who, like a good
chum, came to the aid of her classmates, saying to
them: «Look kiddos, you’ve still got to factor-in the
unemployment figures.» «The cow’s right,» said the
others. «I was so wrapped up in the US debt forecast,
I completely forgot about that.»

1.2
Roxane distanced herself; she didn’t want to listen to
any more talk about financial analysis, she saw well
enough that finance had insinuated itself everywhere
it could, among people and among things, but Roxane
kept herself at a remove and refused to take any part in
it. She kept herself inside an airtight bubble. Fair enough,
Roxane was still just a child, she didn’t exactly have
an agenda, her comportment wasn’t the outcome of
long hours of reflection, she hadn’t gone and written a
thesis on the topic; it’s just the way she was, stubborn,
fractious, recalcitrant, she preferred horses to finance,
she preferred a bit of greenery around the place, she
did this unconsciously because she was only little but
nevertheless came to the firm conclusion that she was
right. It was one hell of an attitude. She preserved her
zone-of-silence at all costs, vacuum-sealed against the
creep of economic globalisation. Because this is how
periods of economic globalisation are: in periods of
economic globalisation, everything is bound up on one
side in an ultimately unsustainable agglutination: the
side which signifies Buy your low-consumption lightbulb in Luxembourg and you’re going to pollute a dozen
rivers in China, the side which means I raise my hand
in Rotterdam and someone scratches themselves in
Karachi; you end up with the impression of never being
alone for five minutes at a stretch. In short, there’s a
general mood of entanglement, like a Rube Goldberg
machine, every little thing linking back to something
else. And at this level, it’s better to be sly with the
upstanding citizenry and straight-out impervious with
proles and upstarts.

1.3
Roxane has decided to specialise, she’s made a choice,
a choice incomprehensible to most of us, but she’s
stuck to it and ignored all proffered advice; during
the space of a year-and-a-half she hasn’t listened to a
single piece of advice anybody’s given her. Roxane has
decided to specialise in animal paintings; to be specific,
paintings of horses, a somewhat outmoded pictorial

specialisation; unusual that a child would specialise
in this way at this stage of the game. With summer
dragging on, Roxane spent her days, happy and in deep
concentration, drawing horses. I know, in reality you
don’t often meet nine-year-old specialists of this type;
although it’s becoming more frequent nowadays with
the Internet and everything. I don’t want to suggest that
children themselves are going online and hanging out in
chatrooms; what I mean is that among the discussion
threads that turn up in chatrooms you’re a lot more
likely to come upon people who have a child, a rather
singular daughter, a daughter of nine years hidden up
‘til a certain point of the conversation in such-andsuch mossy corner of the countryside, whose troubling
presence is only then, and all-of-a-sudden, revealed.
That summer, while Mirem, Roxane’s mother, was
preoccupied with the Internet, the weather was sultry,
the countryside was apple-green, black, luminous,
the history of painting was already well advanced, if
not yet heading straight for disaster, as G.W.F. Hegel
once said. «For pity’s sake,» moaned G.W.F. Hegel the
moment he clapped eyes on some miscreant animal
painters, «for pity’s sake, not all the same horses! Why
not some bears? Or bison? Stop painting these trickponies, you’re not Protomagdalenians! Let me remind
you that these things belong to when you were still
finding your way out of the caves. You’ve got to give
up this attachment to matter, there’s a whole historical
chronology to respect.» G.W.F. Hegel isn’t always
gentle, which is to say that Hegel has a mad desire to
systematize, he sees all-too-well the meaning of History,
it’s really very clear to him, and whenever he perceives
someone working at odds with History’s meaning,
whenever he sees all those nits who’ve somehow got
their epochs mixed up, who’d like nothing better than
to draw pictures of animals and abandon History’s
idea, that’s just too much, he can’t help but intervene,
and he isn’t diplomatic about it, in such circumstances
diplomacy no longer has any place. None of this matters
one iota to Roxane; Roxane covers her ears, Roxane
hears nothing that Hegel has to say: for once it was
summer, her neighbour’s horse had been kind enough

to strike a pose, and none of her family had the time to
bother her with advice, and so Roxane made the most
of not listening to Hegel and calmly pursued her work
instead. Roxane isn’t even listed in the catalogue of the
Regional Cultural Affairs Directorate, but she certainly
doesn’t let that put her off. If Standard & Poor’s tried
to stick her with a bill, she’d ignore it. If Moody’s called
in their measly credit, like the last time, when they’d
issues a BBB rating to Greece, or even the time they’d
given a Baa3 to Vivendi, following which Vivendi had
been forced to reimburse several million euros, Roxane
wouldn’t reimburse a cent, not she: the bill would never
reach her. Roxane is as impervious as all this. Roxane
says exactly the same thing as Alan Greenspan, former
director of the Fed, that people too-credulously believed
CRAs knew their business, while in fact they didn’t have
the first clue what they were doing. Roxane doesn’t
listen to anything but the silence of the countryside and
patiently continues to immortalise, all summer long, the
neighbour’s horse.
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—translated by Louis Armand

“girl,” 2009; pencil on paper, 100x70 cm (fragment)
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JEROEN NIEUWLAND

sutured to chaos
[The Masterful Failings of Monika Cichoń]

Every year there is a sandcastle competition
outside Berlin’s Central station. These creations are
astonishingly intricate. And although the designs are
usually too Disney/Fantasia for my liking, I imagine that
part of the excitement of sculpting sandcastles must
be the unpredictability inherent in the material. Despite
the immense control that these artists have, ultimately
there remains an element of contingency in the nature
of the sand that has been formed into such expertly
chiselled castles.
This becomes more apparent on the simpler level
of a pile of sand. As grains are added to a pile of sand
the pile will grow bigger, until predictably, it collapses
under its own weight and instability. Not so predictable,
however, is precisely when the pile will collapse.

Calculating this turns out to be almost impossible. This
self-organised criticality – in which there is a fluctuation
between stable and instable states – is also found in
wildfires, earthquakes and avalanches.
Artist Andy Goldsworthy explores this tension
between chaos and order in all of his work. He creates
meta-stable pieces, always with the intention of
allowing them to be destroyed. But unlike a Buddhist
monk who destroys a sand Mandala after he has
completed it, Goldsworthy does not actively step in.
His creations are made so that they will be worn down
by natural processes. Goldsworthy’s work ruffles the
veil where fragile beauty (or, to use a more neutral
term, consistency) meets with forces that cause this
consistency to fall apart. This results in creations of

“untitled,” 2006; drypoint, 16.2x25.3 cm
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breathtaking beauty, as well as a lot of stress about
finishing a work in progress before some unforeseen
disaster takes place. There are several such scenes
in the documentary “Rivers and Tides: Art of Andy
Goldsworthy” (2001); for example, when a delicate
construction of a web woven from tiny twigs (and
appended to a tree), breaks apart moments before its
completion.
A recent paper discusses new evidence that these
systems of self-organised criticality are very much like
the functioning of the human brain.1 It turns out that
“sand avalanches” have an analogue in the brain’s
“neural avalanches” (that is, in the way that neurons
1 John M. Beggs and Dietmar Plenz, ‘Neuronal Avalanches in Neocortical
Circuits,’ The Journal of Neuroscience 23.35 (3 December, 2003):1116711177.

communicate with each other). Even further, it is
precisely at this critical border of disorder and chaos
that the brain functions. That is to say, the brain is
always on the edge of chaos. The article explains that
this self-organised criticality (on the edge of chaos) is
crucial for a proper functioning of the brain. The brain’s
neurons connect with a rate of one to one. If it was the
case that neurons transmitted information faster the
brain would be swamped with too much information
and indeed dive into chaos. On the other hand, if the
communication were slower, the neuronal avalanche
would die out before having been completed.

“untitled,” 2006; pencil on paper, 34x70 cm (fragment)
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MONIKA CICHOŃ: CREATION AT THE EDGE OF CHAOS
So, what if you are constantly aware of the chaos
bubbling up like lava through the thin film of consistency
that is always erupting in our heads? How does chaos
traverse the human figure?
These are questions viscerally explored in the
artwork of Polish artist Monika Cichoń (b.1980). If
Goldsworthy has taken as his subject the self-organised
criticality of nature, Monika Cichoń makes studies of
this phenomenon as it applies to the human figure.
She portrays figures at the very point where they are
sutured to the unnameable void of the real, or in other
words where they emerge out of chaos.
When we look at any object or person, we single
it/them out from a background of chaos. We assign it
certain coherent values so that it becomes a discrete

object that we can handle, or a person with whom we
can interact. But of course we can never completely
and exhaustively perceive an object or person, as
they are continually changing and are also not at all
as separate from their environment as we – if only for
practical purposes – often assume. And in any case, it
is impossible to truly describe any object exhaustively,
whenever we do talk about objects/people, it is enough
to refer to one or a few essential/recognizable features.
Nevertheless, a person’s clear idea of an object is
interwoven with the chaos of the unthought. As Alain
Badiou posits, any object is counted-as-one by people,
but is in fact an uncountable multiplicity.
One way to appreciate Monika Cichoń’s graphic art
and drawings is to think of them as the direct treatment
of the relation between chaos and the human subject.
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“about ugliness and relativity,” 2005; drawing, 21x23 cm

(Parenthetically, it should be noted here that Cichoń
employs many more different styles/materials than the
works discussed below). Cichoń’s pieces portray the
individuation of figures that are attached to chaos like
to an umbilical cord.
She locates the situatedness of the human; the
event that marks where it is pinned to the void of
its situation; the moment of individuation, in which a
first distinction becomes apparent between chaos and
form. I would like to go through these works by briefly
discussing three different ways in which they address
this relationship between chaos and the human subject:
1. Scratches and tears in the fabric of the real; 2. Partial
objects; 3. Blurred/vanishing/emerging figures.

1. SCRATCHES AND TEARS IN THE FABRIC OF THE REAL
Gilles Deleuze argues in his book on Francis Bacon that
the painter’s cloth is never simply an empty, neutral
space. Firstly, the canvas is always already impressed
with marks and traces from everyday life that the artist
carries with her/him and projects onto the ostensibly
white, blank canvas. Secondly, there are “figurative
probabilities”; places that are more or less likely to be
painted.
The painter has many things in his head, or around
him, or in his studio. Now everything he has in his
head or around him is already in the canvas, more or
less virtually, before he begins his work. They are all
present in the canvas as so many images, actual or
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virtual, so that the painter does not have to cover a
blank surface, but rather would have to empty it out,
clear it, clean it.2

Francis Bacon, it is recounted, would make violent
swipes across the canvas before starting work on the
actual painting, “…make random marks (lines-traits);
scrub sweep, or wipe the canvas in order to clear out
locales or zones (colour-patches); throw the paint, from
various angles and at various speeds… It is as if, in
the midst of the figurative and probabilistic givens,
a catastrophe overcame the canvas.”3 It seems as if
Monika Cichoń not so much “clear[s] out locales or
zones,” as that she allows that very chaos to emerge,
to seep through the canvas/paper. The surface of many
drawings is literally torn from vigorous scratching as if
she is rubbing through the empty paper to the chaos
2 Gilles Deleuze, Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation (London, New York:
Continuum, 2005) 61.
3 Deleuze, Francis Bacon, 70f.

stuck in its fabric.
Noticeably, there is nothing obviously “artistic”
about this scratching. In one sense they appear as
random impressions on the paper. Striking also is the
violence with which the marks are made, often resulting
in actual tears in the paper. In some cases, tears are
also drawn on the paper. “[P]ainters go through a
catastrophe, or through a conflagration, and leave the
trace of this passage on the canvas, as of the leap that
leads them from chaos to composition.”4 Cichoń goes
through a catastrophe, a conflagration. But the end
result is never that of a linear process from “chaos to
composition,” it is rather a disjunctive synthesis of both
chaos and composition.
The scratching, the cuts, the tears; they let in the
light, but of course the work cannot be a composition
and at the same time be wholly random. But although
there is a plane of composition, it is at times minimally
4 Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, What is Philosophy? trans. Graham Burchell
and Hugh Tomlinson (London; Verso, 1994) 203.
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constrained/bound and at times contains actual holes.
“...it is always a matter of defeating chaos by a secant
plane that crosses it. Poets, artists make a slit in the
umbrella, they tear open the firmament itself, to let in
a bit of free and windy chaos and to frame in a sudden
light.”5 Or as Leonard Cohen wrote, “There is a crack in
everything that’s how the light gets in.”
2. PARTIAL OBJECTS
Many of these works depict parts of bodies rather than
the whole thing. Before partaking in a full body these
parts are depicted as partial objects drifting through
and emerging out of a chaotic but consistent plane. The
force of life that connects everything in conjunctive and
disjunctive flows of desire:
desire constantly couples continuous flows and partial
objects that are by nature fragmentary and fragmented. Desire causes the current to flow, itself flows in
5 Deleuze and Guattari, What is Philosophy? 210

turn and breaks the flows… produced by partial objects and constantly cut-off by other partial objects
which in turn produce other flows interrupted by other
partial objects. Every “object” produces the continuity
of a flow; every flow, the fragmentation of the object… Every machine functions as a break in the flow
to which it is connected, but also a chain in the flow
itself, or the production of a flow, in relation to the
machine connected to it.6

These partial objects are part of the flows and functioning
of larger bodies but in their own right also consist of
and lead on to other flows within and away from the
body. Both the body and the partial objects can thus be
seen as flows; the body no longer as a discrete whole
that contains organs, but as a body whose organs are
flows and concentrations of intensities, in this sense a
body without organs.

6 Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia,
trans. R. Hurley, M. Seem, and H.R. Lane (New York: Viking, 1977) 39.
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“untitled,” 2004; drawing, 21x23 cm

Partial objects are the direct powers of the body without
organs and the body without organs the raw material
of the partial objects… Each subject, discharged of
his personal identity but not of his singularities, enters
into relations with others following the communication proper to partial objects: everyone passes into the
body of the other on the body without organs.7

3. BLURRED, VANISHING AND/OR EMERGING FIGURES
Cichoń also depicts many figures that are already
recognizable as more than floating partial-objects,
but are nevertheless blurred, or vanishing/emerging
from a backdrop of chaos or void. The figures (almost
exclusively women) in these graphics are masterfully
drawn; however, rarely are they rendered beautifully
7 Deleuze and Guattari, Anti-Oedipus 359, 71

finished. There are either parts missing, or blurred
out (in that way sometimes recalling Francis Bacon’s
work). This can be unsettling, uncanny. But it can also
ring true. In this sense that even a masterful finish and
polished beauty can never separate themselves from
chaotic turbulence, so showing one and not the other
seems more flat than enveloping both in one another.
There is bliss in merely being, but there is cruelty no
less. If Deleuze illustrates this by invoking the chaotic
backdrop of Goya’s paintings, in Cichoń’s work figures
often fade into a similarly chaotic background, against
which the rest of their body is distinguishable.8 It is a
8 “There is cruelty even monstrosity on both sides of this struggle against an
elusive adversary… It is a poor recipe for producing monsters to accumulate
heteroclite determinations or to over-determine the animal. It is better to raise
up the ground and dissolve the form. Goya worked with aquatint and etching,

violent rubbing out, a becoming-indiscernible, in defiance
of a clean-cut representation of the body. Or conversely,
this vanishing can be seen as the emergence of a true
subject out of chaos. “[T]he subject is, in the very
instant of its coming to be, already in ‘eclipse,’ as if
the subject itself, in the event of art, were to appear in
the flicker of its own vanishing or void.”9 A dark place
to be sure. But also a place of pure potential, of any
difference about to have taken place.
SUTURED TO CHAOS
This place of potential can be thought of as an
inconsistent and therefore unthinkable multiple; one
that has not been unified, or counted as one object.
It is as if, alongside the masterfully finished creation,
the very condition for creation is being simultaneously
offered. There is no master in the sense that there is
no doormat big enough under which to sweep chaos.
“Truth results from the fact and the place – the ordeal of
absence and void – first nostalgically and then actively
arouses the fiction of a master that would be capable
of truth – truth results from the disappearance of the
master into the anonymity of the empty place. In brief,
‘the master has sacrificed himself so that truth may
be.’”10 A sacrifice of the delimited masterful stroke for
the incoherent doodling of a child. Polish novelist Witold
Gombrowicz, the champion of the childlike as creative
force, writes of a poet who creates “not solely like a
wise refined and mature one, but rather like a Wise
One who benefits from stupidity, like a Refined One
who profits from being tirelessly brutalized, and like a
Mature One who is being ceaselessly rejuvenated… Our
element is unending immaturity.”11 Samuel Beckett,
another master of failure, who incidentally made doodles
of his own, wrung the cloth of language with one end
dipped in sparse, formal perfection, the other in the

unnameable collapse.12 And in what is something of an
amorous encounter, Cichoń’s works, too, enmesh the
perfect Masterful finish with the chaos of failure and
childlike doodling. Two lovers do not merge with each
other into a blissful One. Two lovers violently clash and
meet and are traversed by the infinite extra that is the
event of their love.
In a similar way, chaos and craft are both entangled
and separately present. Film played at a slower speed
such that the frames and the void that connects them
become visible, without completely compromising
the continuity that is the product of their sum. “The
entire question can be reformulated as follows: How
can a truth be thought, at one and the same time,
as anonymous (or impersonal) and nevertheless as
immanent and terrestrial?”13 In their own unthinkability,
the figures in these drawings/etchings dwell. Yet if an
uncanny emptiness pushes through them with unbound
elasticity, it will also always snap back like an elastic
band. And as infinity and the figure push through one
another, intertwined with one another, neither remains
unscathed.

the grisaille [monochrome] of the one and the severity of the other.” Gilles
Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, trans. Paul Patton (London: Continuum,
2005) 36f.
9 Robert Hughes, “Riven: Badiou’s Ethical Subject and the Event of Art as
Trauma,” Postmodern Culture 17.3 (May 2007).
10 Alain Badiou, Handbook of Inaesthetics, trans. Alberto Toscano (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 2005) 50
11 Witold Gombrowicz, Ferdydurke, trans. Danuta Borchardt (New Have &
London: Yale University Press, 2000) 84

12 Bill Prosser, “No Symbols Where None Intended: Samuel Beckett’s Doodles,”
Harry Ransom Center, Ransom Edition (Fall 2009): 14-17
13 Badiou, Handbook of Inaesthetics, 54
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HOLLY TAVEL

3 pieces

for Solo Contrabassoon

I
If a tosses a ball and if the ball is red,
and if b catches it in a meadow stretched like a green net
between two very triangular mountains in a neglected
corner of Europe,
and if the mountain peaks are properly mist-enshrouded
and snowcapped,
and if the red ball describes a perfect arc through air
damp with impending rain to b’s hand from a’s;
then we might say that the ball is the sun or
indistinguishable from it;
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and if later that day a puts his large pink hand down
the front of b’s woolen trousers and lays b down in that
alpine lea in the full blaze of midday,
and if b while a attends with solicitous fortitude to
the contents of b’s trousers is staring at the red ball
suspended in the precise center of its trajectory,
and if he suddenly recalls, for no apparent reason,
a photographer engaged upon the occasion of some
distant birthday, a black-clad hunchback whose
deformity seemed oddly advantageous to a profession
seeming mostly to involve remaining stationary in the
very position indicated by his contorted frame as he
fussed with the contraption, appearing and disappearing
beneath the black cloth until all was at last ready, and
the world was erased in an instant with a flimmer of
starburst and a puff of blue smoke;
and if b’s mother at the exact moment that b’s face
snaps crisply open like a brand new umbrella is looking
at the clock on the wall and while gripping to steady
herself a chair if she is suddenly struck by the thought
of the little wooden bird springing through the little

wooden door and knocking and clattering about the
room upsetting various balances and delicate glass
things,
(a thought which b’s mother, a punctilious and pragmatic
widow not given to flights of fancy, finds both disturbing
and strangely delightful, as if the calcified shard of
a dream from her girlhood had suddenly come flying
through the window, causing her to duck, but not soon
enough, her reflexes being equally calcified);
and if sinking into the stiff embrace of a Biedermeier
chair she sinks also into momentary reverie;
then we might admonish b that staring at the sun is
likely to cause one to go blind;
and if when he is thirty b does go blind,
and if he has in place of a wife a hat rack with two hats
(well-worn homburg, straw boater) hanging on it,
and in place of a son a three-legged Appenzeller,
and in place of a daughter a hand-knitted sock with a
hole in it;
and if on Sundays he sits in a public park amid bright
clusterings of children and in the monolithic shadows of
bureaucrats and office workers,
and if a ball tossed by one of the children lands in his
lap
and if he picks it up and if it burns (like the sun) its
roundness into his hand,
then we might infer that b is thinking of a;
and if a finds himself many years later in that same
meadow again or one very like it
and if this time the red ball really is the sun (that
fiery orbicle bobbing saltatorily over the horizon,
accompanied by a distinct sproing-ing sound, the
human heart cracking open to spill its liquid center, a
greedy nothingness lapping at the spillage) and if a, not
knowing what else to do, spreads five fingers to catch
it
and if instead it burrows like a small toothy mammal
into his stomach a perfectly round hole,

and if his mouth is frozen around a b-shaped word when
he is buried in the ground in an unmarked grave,
then we might deduce that the red ball’s parabola
traverses the space between field and battlefield in the
space of one second;
and if b reaches into his pocket and pulls out a snowdrift,
enfolded in a distant chiming of bells;
and if a tosses a ball in April and it comes down in
May;
and if the clock, b’s mother notices (just before the
sequence of events beginning with b’s face snapping
open like a brand new umbrella and ending with b’s
mother sinking into the stiff embrace of the Biedermeier
chair) departs considerably from the usual mood of
rustic merriment and an appreciation for the simple
pleasures of the peasantry such clocks seek (within
the parameters of a limited combination of traditional
thematic elements) to produce, appearing, at first glance,
it is quite true, not markedly unique, an exemplar, even,
of the time-honored principles of Black Forest cuckoo
clock craftsmanship — but if one then notices, as does
b’s mother, the curled and withering leaves framing
a steely-eyed lammergeyer hunkered down atop the
peaked chalet roof, the figure of a predatory fox with
a squirrel’s tail protruding from its slavering jaws, the
rather forlorn tune the clock plays as the cruelly satisfied
fox, followed by a fat and slovenly washerwoman,
followed by a sort of hobgoblin brandishing a deed,
emerges from the right arched doorway of the little
chalet and proceeds, with the rest of its entourage,
along the circular track before disappearing into the left
door, which slams shut with a little clack, while to the
right of the chalet the waterwheel turns and turns;
and if just as a is spreading five fingers to the red ball
hurtling towards him in a nice clean arc, and knowing
that he shall easily catch it smiles a little to himself, at
the same time remarking that this meadow is not so
very much like that first meadow as he had originally
thought; is, in fact, more a clearing flanked on either
side by tall trees or in any case the remains of tall trees

and that the blue-gray shape rising jaggedly in the near
distance is not a mountain because a mountain after all,
a thinks to himself, does not collapse into itself while
one is gazing at it,
and if, concurrently with this thought, the spreading of
his fingers, the shifting of his line of sight from the bluegray shape rising jaggedly in the distance to the red ball
that looks just as it did in a watercolor illustration of
sonne he remembers from a grade school primer, and
the small unconscious smile of satisfaction as he thinks
to himself that he shall easily catch it, a leans forward
into his outstretched arm,
(and if as he performs this simple perfunctory gesture
he is not thinking of b at all, but of a steaming plate
of rabbit stew being laid before him as he sits with
gleaming fork in one hand and gleaming knife in the
other at a small wooden table in front of a small
square window overlooking a meadow stretched like a
green net between two very triangular mountains in a
neglected corner of Europe)
and if b’s mother’s imagining the wooden bird clattering
around the room upsetting various balances et cetera
could not, as it turns out, have coincided with b’s face
snapping crisply open et cetera as not five minutes
hence b walks through the door, or climbs in through an
open window, as b is wont to do, in the spring, when
the windows remain open, stepping over and through a
wedge-shaped sunbeam, the edges of which just touch,
in this order:
the carved leg of the table at which b’s mother is
sitting,
b’s pale kneecap,
and the corner of the windowless wall next to the wall
with the window through which b is currently climbing,
dragging with him into the room the dark brown scent
of mud tamped into the soles of his boots (it has begun
to rain), a jumble of colors, his face flush from hiking,
shaking himself, sending eddies of snow spiraling down,
b’s mother, still in the soft embrace of her daydream,
thinks,
realizing not a moment later as she stands to scold b
for missing his supper that the snow is not snow but
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the easily shed fluff of b’s childhood, swirling in the late
afternoon sunlight, as b removes his loden jacket;
and if a, as he lays down or is laid down, very gently,
he cannot say which,
whether he is laid down, by unseen forces, or whether
he effects this movement himself, from standing to
kneeling to lying, face down in Belgian mud,
although a supposes it does not matter much which,
the important thing to remember, a thinks to himself,
in a dreamy sort of way, is that he is here to die,
and whether he lays himself down or is laid down by
someone or something else, is, all things considered, a
supposes, rather immaterial;
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he is in a meadow, it is spring, he is gazing down into
b’s face,
the red ball has long since disappeared, having rolled or
bounced into some irretrievable place, the sun has gone
behind a cloud;
b is sitting up and brushing off the remnants of his and
a’s desperate gropings,
b is opening an umbrella because it looks like rain;
II
And if, in that gray and gold country, stuck all through
with blue-gray forests upon which are imprinted the
mossy footprints of gods nobody remembers, a very
small country, which nevertheless contains at least one
city, crowded with motorcars and bicycles and carriages
and the stink of horses, a city which has only just come
into being, yet carries about it an air of stale decay,
filled to bursting with citizens encompassing every
conceivable shade of class distinction, from dissolute
aristocrats to grayfaced clerks winding a workaday path
among the great unwashed scrabbling riffraff, a young
man, in a threadbare suit of coarse wool too heavy for
the weather, which is unseasonably mild, steps through
the doorway of a rooming house into that pale morning
hour when one might hold out one’s hands and let the
street seep through one’s spread fingers;
and if just at that moment the entire country gives a
great lurch forward, a movement beneath which the

young man feels a mechanical whir and click, as though,
beneath the surface of the street instead of granite
and molten rock and other things of that sort, geologic
things, there were located hydraulic lifts and gears and
levers and cranks and steam-powered things, and if he
thinks to himself Ah, well! or At last! The nineteenth
century is collapsing headfirst into the twentieth! and
if the country rises, very slowly, into the air, so slowly
that no one in the country notices, and if, like a great
golden zeppelin, it sails serenely right over the green
and silver lands of Austria-Hungary, then crashes to
earth flattening several villages, along with a number
of volksmarchers who have stopped to make a picnic;
a cataclysmic event which sends the inhabitants of the
country tumbling off barstools and flying into bicycle
wheels, startling horses, toppling carriages; in short,
bringing about a scene of utter calamity;
and if, as the young man sits right down on the pavement
with a little hrumph, his entire body from boot-toe to
hat-brim is possessed by
an ecstatic vision,x
consisting not, as one might suppose, of a single
dazzling sunrise (causing all subsequent sunrises to
turn to pallid shadows of their former selves)
but of seven distinct parts, or segments, or episodes
occurring over the course of several minutes (or perhaps
hours);
and whereas each part or segment or episode of the
vision, while singular that is to say each containing
within itself an illumination of the whole in microcosm,
likewise evincing its own particular mystery contributing
equally to the overall sense of great mystery evinced
and contained by the whole while at the same time
referring exclusively to itself and its own parameters
and being furthermore reducible to each of its elemental
components (each part containing its own mysteries
that only hinted at the great mystery aforementioned
while simultaneously referring to it absolutely); each
part or segment or episode in turn thereby presenting
hundreds if not thousands of combinatorial possibilities
all of which the young man apprehends in, as it were,
an abstract sort of way;

each part or segment or episode being further
characterized not only by an or elucidation of the segment
proximate but by an harmonious correlation with the one
preceding or following that one so that the first part of
the vision harmonizes diatonically with the fourth part,
and also with the fifth part, and indeed the first with the
second and fourth and so on; and if, concomitant with
the onset of the vision, there appears an accompanying
musical theme and variations, sounding like no music
the young man had ever heard or would hear ever again
(although it is quite true that his musical education had
been rather limited by the unfortunate circumstance of
his having been born into a resolutely tone-deaf family,
which furthermore harbored a regrettable proclivity for
the most florid and frivolous operetta) though at times
it tiptoes into regions of familiarity in the form of a
manic polka that, many years later, he will remember as
a faint echo, like an old out of tune piano being played,
off in the distance;
then we may whisper into that baby’s ear, or shout
into that deaf old man’s, and turn our attention to the
Archduke Franz Ferdinand, asleep and snoring loudly
under a blue silk coverlet fluttering like an interruption
of the sea, dead drunk, and we may further note: he
has managed to sleep through the entire thing.
III
Somewhere in the Middle West of the United States of
America.
A trainyard at night, strewn about with discarded
railroad ties and empty cans.
Above, a crescent moon, smacked unceremoniously
into the firmament, dangles on silvery filaments.
Four old and weary HOBOS, their bindles open and
spread before them, stoke a small fire.
FIRST HOBO: We shall return to the Duchy of K in
spring, when Hohenzollerns take to the wing and hunker
down in treetops, squatting in pilfered nests to deliver
crystal eggs!
(and sticking two fingers down his throat, he brings up
a flock of starlings).

SECOND HOBO: We shall return to the Duchy of K in
summer, when the veil of the sky wafts gently down
and the Silvery Argus bears its fangs in the saxifrage!
(and avails himself of a long loud belch! because that is
what hobos do).
THIRD HOBO: (retrieving a small mandolin from
underneath a sodden blanket, he begins to strum): We
shall return to the Duchy of K in autumn, when shadows
linger long and well-to-do ladies draped in live marmots
are carried off by swans, who roam in great swaggering
flocks down streets of charming cobblestone littered
with the sodden kerchiefs of broken-hearted gentlemen,
when —
FOURTH HOBO: No, no, no! You are all fools! We shall
never return to the Duchy of K; it no longer exists. How
far away it all seems! Indeed there are days when I can
hardly believe that it could ever have existed at all. It
seems to me now to be as distant as the —
—but reader! we cannot make out the last word,
because at that moment the FOURTH HOBO clutches
his throat, makes a series of rude noises, bangs on
his chest, and coughs out a small wooden bird, which
clatters off into the wilting night.
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JOHN KINSELLA & URS JAEGGI

tractortatus illogico
3.0
Our inky thoughts. Blots on the record.
3.001
Whether or not weather:
sketches in the trenches:
KANNST DU
Can’t you stop Projecting.
You’re the one. You
certainly treat me like.
That’s where we go.
Wrong. You like You
certainly are (like) my

[excerpt]

mother. Oh. You and you.
Can’t we just be. Because
can’t win. I do Win. I must
take care Why. What one
has has been given one
(past, present, future)
eternally mine. Win. How
closer has one to be. The
other told her. So she.
Made and I. She made
herself. She wants him to
be. The same narrow eyes.
Happy and he wants her to
be other. I shall not get.
No. I must not want it even.

I deserve it. The same
narrow mouth. No matter.
Can’t lose good want can
so. And it’s not over. All in
all
is not enough. If may not
open. Say no. If it opens
one may be trough it. There
was never a gate. High and
low the same.
3.01
Totalled, the wreck hauled off.

der Welt beantworten zu
müssen, so zeigt dies,
dass wir auf
grundfalscher Fährte
sind, sagt er). Then all go.
No words for. On
unknowns knees. Go no.
Not for good. Go for good.
Better then a thing. Just
enough joy. No word
somehow

3.02-3.04
Possibly so, but a letter
is only a logic, a kangaroo tic
used as excuse to shake a stick,
set the dogs barking into woods,
looking back to when God held sway,
list-dismay, a state of anyway.
3 (CONTINUED)
What disavows a photo: scratch
spoken corners latching down,
content of frown: fetch, fetch
the brittle yellow grass of home.
Case, set and match. Dispatch.

3.111

There will
be no
gate.

There is no way of
knowing except to go through. It’s
only the beginning. To see that
before one goes trough the gate
before one my think there is a gate
to go through without finding it.
(Und wenn wir in die Lage
kommen, ein solches
Problem durch Ansehen
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3.112
YOU CAN
you stop projecting.
You’re not the one.
You did not treat treat
me like. That’s not
where we go. You
certainly are not (like)
my mother. Oh. I and
you. We can just be.
Because we win. I
d’ont win. I must take
care Why. What one
has has not been
given one
(past, present, future)
eternally mine. Win.
How closer has one to
be. How distancefull
has one to be. D’ont
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told her. So she.
made herself. She
wants him not to be.
The same narrow
eyes. Happy and he
wants her to be. I
shall get. I must
want it. I don’t
deserve it. Not the
same narrow mouth.
m Can lose good.
want to can so. And
it’s over. All in all is
enough. If I may
open say. If it not
opens one may be
trough it. There was
ever a gate. High and
low. There will be a
gate. There is a way
of knowing
when we d’ont go
through. It’s not the
beginning. To not see
that before one goes
trough the gate before
one my think there is
a gate to go through
without finding it.
(Und wenn wir in die
Lage kommen, ein
solches Problem
durch Ansehen der
Welt beantworten zu
müssen, so zeigt
dies, dass wir auf
grundfalscher
Fährte sind, sagt er).
3.113

Then all go. No words
for. On
unknowns knees. Go
no. Not for good. Go

for good. Better then
a thing. Just enough
joy. No word
xxx

3.155
Längst verbrauchter Körper wie
hergeschleppt Von Zeit zu Zeit
Gemurmel. Ohne die Stimmen
trotzdem eine Spur zu laut.
Aufdringlich insistierend ohne
Grund weil dazu in diesem Fall.
Es hätte. Oder zumindest Aber
so Wie nichtspöttisch ohne
Agressionsvolumen Nichts als
Gebeugte Auch in den Profilen
auf jede Weise wurde gesagt
Geräusche mühsamen Atmens.
Auf jede Weise Scharfer
Ostwind. Haken aneinander
gerade noch. Obwohl kein und
Befehle überflüssig. Irgendwie
mehr als Wüste Weiter entfernt.
Es ist ein und die Feinfühlige
Natur. Der Zusammenhang
vermutet gute Nacht.

– without giving reasons, who can
convince (the others), that I’m able to
know it.
das alphabet lernen.
I set off. I got up. The wheather was
fine.
Add other things.
ZUKUNFTEN
futuremaking.
the idea of changing my panties.
4.0 (and on) Sandtext lost to Gravel
Sense
Quartz
Bio collate
is a
is a
4.1212
Said: poem is home. See: poem-home.
4.1213
Waved signal, gesture faced with blasting southerly
loss-sensing, ad hoc vanquish point,
paced out aerial-viewed.

3.609
je nach

Bis

wieder.

the death. The skull dim black. I have
changed my mind. Let us not go. I
prefer being.
Es ware nicht genug, zu versichern,
ich wüsste, was dort und dort vorgehe
– ohne Gründe anzugeben die (den
andern) davon überzeugen, ich sei
in der Lage, es zu wissen (L.W).
Indeed. It is not enough to insist that
I know what’s happen there and there

4.122
Stress test, metal fatigue in housing frame: sink-hole
in black rock little black hole
opening up: outer brackets
curlicues to stress subordinates: no escaping
weights of serif. Affairs inordinate.
4.1221
Feature wall to climbing frame
in park habitat: nails
cleave painting sales: wouldn’t give that patron
time of day under any other circumstance,
desideratum.
4.123
Short term memory loss is payback: eo ipso:
sky never blued thou memory,
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never objected to darkening grey,
being same red. Segue linkage.
4.124
What survey sets off from butcher bird piping: pairs
photo better contrast property claims: joke?
Learn listen, frame such chatter.
4.1241
Species confusion

Depilatory drought.
4.125
Loud shouter. Rustle shit-stirrer.
4.126
eso es eso es

ein kind zahnt in schreie

4.134
He showed me the paper
the weather was fine
4.136
i said i would
4.137
recollecting emotions

4.127
no diré màs no o yo

4.138
i had just, oh, what had i just?

4.128
lo intentér

4.39
i still prefer being

4.129
better than a thing
4.130
Wittgenstein wrote “Wath’s ragged should be left
ragged.” (Cira 1944). Why not.
4.131
Circa 1945 Wittgenstein wrote “Worte sind Taten”:
words are actions.
why?
yy

ein kind legt seine füsse weg

4.133
the very idea of changing

sub-species reformation?

wh

4.132
ein kind knetet sich seine hände

ein kind sagt ich träne mich aus

or (or ipso)
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it helps (us)

not

4.4
T: ocean undermines limestone hegemony and crosscurrents
(or criss-crosses) make tangents:
shoals and reefs.
F: lighthouse sheds scales over eyes fallen off point of
horizon
p: rubbing fossils brasses account
4.41
Pulp annunciations rally a-b rabble rousers but not
rebels.

4.42
INSERT probable equation: factor truth and sets of
agreement:
agree
to disagree
4.43
T-junctions twice on the loop, the U, or the Omega
upper-case horseshoe,
danger implicit, brake failure: flooded gums rest fluid,
all 99 percent.
4.431
~p is submission: shire ‘management’ as quaint as
records
going only so far back but not further; dedication:
grave-hunting, copying details
of headstones: parish
registers of non-believers
4.4
TTTFTTTFTTTFTTTTFFFFFFFTF//~p: representational
sketch of here-now’s
core beliefs. CLAIM.
4.5
blind I ‘m blind
4.6
4.7
48 c’est le peu qui est. Linien
überlaufen.
4.8
birdshit & hoffnung
4.9
all in all in
plenty of

4.91
death destruction
truth & democracie
4.92
while they while they while they I saw no one
kneeling.
no need then to. that is an ordre hiho.
5.0
art. the very way of walking and the oposide?
5.3
schnitta d’r Witt lit. Is 32 Schläg Mazurka
Hez. Adolf Wölfli. Madrid.
Pemm=bimm=bamm =bomm =bum
: Pemm=
5.31
What’s behind the mountain?
5.311
Wenn du Dich Furzen, läßt
Ist 32 Schläg Marsch. Gez, Adolf Wölfli. Bern
5.312
man hört nicht mehr schiessen.
5.313
ein kind sagt zeit.
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LOUIS ARMAND

nomad is this / pierre joris
About half-way through his 2005 lecture on “The
Seamlessly Nomadic Future of Collage,” Pierre Joris
quotes Picasso to the effect that
If a piece of newspaper can become a bottle, that gives
us something to think about in connection with both
newspapers and bottles, too. This displaced object
has entered a universe for which it was not made
and where it retains, in a measure, its strangeness.
And this strangeness was what we wanted to make
people think about because we were quite aware that
our world was becoming very strange and not exactly
reassuring.1

1 Pierre Joris, “The Seamlessly Nomadic Future of Collage,” Justifying the
Margins (Cambridge: Salt, 2009) 28.

In an earlier lecture, “Collage and Post-Collage: In
Honour of Eric Mottram,” Joris discusses the way in
which precisely this strangeness of the displaced object
is nevertheless seamlessly expropriated to the general
work of poiēsis, raising in the process an important
question about the critical stance poetry assumes
towards the world (the world “outside it”) – by way, for
example, of “its syntactical disruptive modes”2 – and
our capacity to know what “it” (poetry) therefore is. To
the extent that poetry is able to seamlessly incorporate
that which was not made for it, it too becomes part of
the “camouflage” of the world, and in so doing raises
a second question: is not poetry, poiēsis, precisely that
which evokes in us a sense of “entering a universe for
2 Joris, “The Seamlessly Nomadic Future of Collage,” 27.

which we were not made,” by pointing to the strangeness
of a world that states the opposite and wishes to
seamlessly incorporate us into its fantasy? Perhaps it is
the radical ambivalence of this countervailing tendency
of collage – towards a visible “strangeness,” on the one
hand, and an invisible “seamlessness,” on the other –
that prompts Gregory Ulmer (who Joris cites in defence
of the collage technique), to argue that “collage is the
single most revolutionary formal innovation in artistic
representation to occur in our [the twentieth] century.”3
This quote from Ulmer is immediately preceded by a
series of seemingly offhanded remarks that have to do,
in part, with the question of simulation, of a radical
mimēsis in fact, at work in the “seamless” potential of
collage, in which the indeterminacy of context removes
the possibility of “assurance” as to the given nature
of the world our thinking is meant to apprehend, and
our ability to know where or how poetry is situated in,
or with regard to, it. “I remember the surprise,” Joris
writes,
by a poet as well read and sophisticated as Clayton
Eshleman, at discovering how much of Olson’s
Maximus was found and collage material – with CE
wondering what this meant in terms of Olson’s “originality” qua poet.4

The incidental reference to Olson here belies a deeper
significance of this poet for Joris’s nomadology, and
the struggle to articulate a poetics that is not bound
by historical paradigms – among which the most
problematic being those of literary modernism and the
anti-Enlightenment, whose tools (such as collage) are
the very ones by which Joris seeks to deconstruct (or
3 Qtd in Pierre Joris, “Collage and Post-Collage: In Honour of Eric Mottram,”
A Nomad Poetics (Middletown CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2003) 84 –
my italics. We must keep in view, here, the necessary distinction between
the seamless potential of collage – which is itself a mode of discontinuity, of
translationality, of nomadicity “at the origin,” so to speak – and mere outward
forms of “discontinuity” produced as aesthetic surface-effects, which have,
in Modernism’s wake, become the emblems of a certain avant-gardism. The
radical character of collage resides in the fact that its seamless potential
threatens the ideology of formal unities, wholeness, the One, etc., and points
to a more fundamental “discontinuity” as the locus of “unity.” This is not a
critical attribute acquired by collage as a method over a period of time, but
a structural inherence, which necessarily antecedes the historical emergence
of collage “technique.” Nevertheless, the specific lesson of analytic cubism is
that through both the dis-simulation and de-composition of the conventions of
pictorial representation, discovers mimēsis to be collage.
4 Joris, “Collage and Post-Collage,” 83.

“unwork”) what the Maghrebi historian Hichem Djaït
calls the tyranny of paradigms. The extent to which
this dilemma is associated with Olson can be gauged
by a remark made early on in the introduction to volume
two (Postwar to Millennium) of Joris and Jerome
Rothenberg’s Poems for the Millennium. In defining the
“postwar” period of literary avant-gardism, Joris and
Rothenberg note:
Alongside the revival of the full range of modern (modernist) moves, more notable expansions and divergences
were taking place – from critiques as correctives of an
art mislabeled “modern” to more far-reaching departures from Renaissance-derived modernities and the
reclaiming of (old) powers in the name of what Charles
Olson called “postmodern man.” Rightly or wrongly
named, the term and the issues raised thereby (but
never resolved or capable of resolution as such) came
to define the time and poetics in question.5

Immediately this calls to mind that moment in Olson’s
“Maximus to Gloucester, Letter 27 [withheld],” in which
Olson writes:
No Greek will be able
to discriminate my body.
An American
is a complex of occasions,
themselves a geometry
of spatial nature.6

Olson is here preparing a type of political manifesto,
in which the many silent interlocutors of a defunct
classicism would have to include the Plato of the ideal
“polis” (in addition to an implied counter-argument to
the unicity of this “polis” in the form of an appropriativegenerative poiēsis, or collage, or what Olson himself
termed “projective verse”). The conclusion to Olson’s
poem is well known:
I have this sense,
that I am at one
with my skin
Plus this – plus this:
5 Jerome Rothenberg and Pierre Joris, Poems for the Millennium, vol. 2
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998) 5.
6 Charles Olson, “Maximus to Gloucester, Letter 27 [withheld],” The Maximus
Poems, ed. George F. Butterick (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983)
184/II.14.
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that forever the geography
which leans in
on me I compel
backwards [..]
to yield, to
change
Polis
is this.

Plato, of course, was a master ironist. “We are all,” writes
the philosopher Badiou, “familiar with the proceedings
instituted by Plato against painting and poetry…” The
reference, it need not be said, is to Books II, III and X of
the Republic (in which Plato ostensibly seeks to break
the moral authority of the poets, in particular Homer,
and establish a primary place for philosophy in the
entraining of Athenian minds). Badiou, after citing “the
violent gesture that excludes the poets from the City”
(on the charge of poetry’s seductions and temptations
away from a pure and consistent truth, codified as the
Foundation Myth7), continues:
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The stakes of this confrontation with poetry seem
immense. Plato does not hesitate to write that “we
were entirely right in our organization of the city, and
especially, I think, in the matter of poetry.” What an
astounding pronouncement! The fate of politics tied to
the fate of the poem! The poem is here accorded an
almost limitless power.8

Badiou, who credits Plato as the “founder of philosophy,”
still acknowledges the antecedence of what Plato himself
refers to as an “old quarrel between philosophy and
poetry” (“One can quote many examples of this ancient
antagonism: remarks about the ‘bitch that growls and
snarls at her master,’ and ‘a reputation among emptyheaded fools,’ or ‘the crowd of heads that know too
much’ and the ‘subtle thinkers’ who are ‘beggars’ none
the less”).9 Plato is the “founder of philosophy” insofar
as the “proceedings” instituted by him serve to desuture, as it were, the one from the other, philosophy
from poetry. We are here on familiar ground; ground

perhaps nowhere more ingeniously mapped out than
in two of Plato’s less appreciated dramas (by Jowett’s
estimation at least), the Sophist and the Phaedrus, each
after its own fashion enacting the reductio ad absurdum
of the dialectical “method.”
Not only an ironist, but a dramatic poet to boot.
Who else but a poet and dramatist could envisage,
after all, the immense threat language must pose
to that tyranny of paradigms which is the polis soconceived? Badiou, while yet abstracting “the poem”
as “this unique fragment of speech subtracted from
universal reporting,”10 rejects the formerly conventional
view that poetry presents a threat to the polis because
of its generally mimetic or imitative character, for
which reason philosophy has always regarded poetry
as “the precise equivalent of a symptom”11; in other
words, as a mere sign, whose object (truth) it shrouds
in ambiguities. An important distinction needs to be
introduced here, as it is not mimēsis in general that
Plato cites as the grounds for poetry’s exclusion from
the ideal polis, but rather a specific genre, dramatic
poetry (that genre with which the century of modernist
poetics is most deeply implicated, from Browning to
Pound and Olson), in which speaker and listener are
invited to inhabit various personae whose viewpoints
and morality may be contrary to their own and to what
is deemed proper.12 (And is not the potentiality of
collage, to seamlessly incorporate that which was not
made for it, i.e. improper, contiguous therefore with
such a radical mimēsis?) Badiou, interestingly, suggests
that it is in fact the objectless (the seemless) character
of poetry which represents the greater danger to the
philosophical polis (a mimēsis, as it were, that no longer
imitates but articulates). Yet, for Badiou as much as
for Plato, poetry still remains a thing bracketed-off
from the domain of language proper: i.e. from what
philosophy claims as the discourse of truth which,
like the “sophist,” it (poetry) nevertheless continues
to haunt in the manner of an itinerant Doppelgänger.13
10 Badiou, “Language, Poetry, Thought,” 241.

7 “The gravest charge against poetry,” Plato says, “remains. It has a terrible
power to corrupt…” The Republic, trans. Desmond Lee (London: Penguin,
1955) 605c.

11 Badiou, “Language, Poetry, Thought,” 245.

8 Alain Badiou, “Language, Poetry, Thought,” trans. Ray Brassier and Alberto
Toscano, Theoretical Writings (London: Continuum, 2004) 244.

12 Equally, Plato cites an element of shamefulness, that dramatic poetry invites
the speaker to “act the fool,” and to indulge in forms of self-deprecation not
befitting he dignity of the individual. Poetry is thus seen as appealing to, or
representing, the “lower,” less “rational” part of so-called human nature.

9 Plato, The Republic, 607b-c.

13 In the process of marking this exclusion, Plato allows a consolation to

Plato’s irony here is that his own writings instruct us
as to the contiguous nature of all discourse, and the
act of philosophical tyranny practiced in the Republic
illustrates better than any argument the exclusion
paradox that has beset it, philosophy, ever since. It was
Wittgenstein who argued that there is no such thing as
a poetic exception, or a “poetic language”; there is only
language as such. Language in its universal ramification;
which avails itself, therefore, also of what it contradicts
(so to speak): that “complex of occasions” (Olson)
which compels “change,” which nomadises the polis,
as it were, from within. Poetry is perhaps nothing more,
nor less, than the expression of this contradiction (the
ruination, as Plato says, of a particular type of thought
or “dianoia”) – of which more later.
“In the background of this conflict,” Badiou continues,
we find two extremes of language: “the poem, which
aims at objectless presence, and mathematics, which
produces the cipher of the Idea.” What “disconcerts”
philosophy, “what makes the poem into a symptom
of philosophy, is not illusion and imitation. Rather,
it’s the fact that the poem might indeed be a thought
without knowledge, or even this: a properly incalculable
thought.”14 Here, discursive thought gives way to
discursus, to the threat of a generalized dissemination,
the “seamlessness” (or semelessness) of a language
unbound by categorical laws (of genre, e.g., or of what
Plato himself identifies as “measure, number, weight”).
For Badiou, this disseminative potential stands in a
type of mirroring relation to the idea of “the poem” as
event, or incalculable singularity (like the “strangeness”
of Picasso’s “displaced object”). In being conjoined
in this way, a curious symmetry is exposed, between
the technics of collage, of the potentially “seamless”
expropriation of the alien “displaced object,” and the
excisions of language upon which Plato’s republic is
founded, tending towards a type of “strangeness,”
an Unheimlich, an alienation-effect at the origin of the
political, as radical counterpart of the poetical. But can
it be said that this gesture itself is nothing more than a
kind of trope – like Socrates being made to conjure up

the fable of Thoth’s pharmakon in defence of speech
against writing? The ideal republic would thus be founded
on a doubly “poetical figure,” and this figuration – this
compulsion to “yield,” to “change,” as Olson says –
would thus constitute the unacknowledged legislation
of the polis as such. As Plato cannot help knowing, the
gesture of poetry’s exclusion (a gesture in kind which
echoes throughout the history of philosophy all the way
to Bertram Russell and beyond) always presupposes
its contrary: the appropriation of the political to the
“revolutionary formal innovation” of a generalised
collage-effect.
For his own part, Olson assumes a somewhat
controversial status in Joris’s evolution of a “nomadic
poetics,” whose impetus is in large part the “quarrel”
between poetry and philosophy centred upon the idea
of the polis.15 In particular through his involvement
in translating writers of the Maghreb (Abdelwahab
Meddeb, Habib Tengour, et al.), Joris’s “nomadics”
tends to a poetico-political engagement with questions
of linguistic migration, colonial and counter-colonial
histories (Egyptian, Persian, Greek, Roman, Byzantine,
Arab, French), the multiform complexities and contests
of selfhood articulated in and by language, or across
languages, and so on.16 The abstract polis as construed
in Plato’s Republic is a linguistically closed space, a type
of juridical technocracy from which poiēsis has been
exiled. This abstraction is the counterpart, for Joris,
of a dead language; being “a language we no longer
translate from or into.”17 Its future is circumscribed, its
possibilities closed, its horizons solidified. It is no longer
a polis so much as a necropolis.
In his essay, “Where is Olson Now,” Joris identifies
in Olson’s poetic project an interest in “another
organisation of human society,”18 one in which “the

poetry, being that it may plead its case against exclusion, but in prose, which is
figured as being less persuasive and more rational than “poetry.” Inadvertently,
perhaps, or not, Plato thus inaugurates the reign of criticism over poetry, as the
foundation of poetry’s so-called defence.

16 See for example Joris’s poem, “Canto Diurno #2 à/to Jack Kerouac, Ode
bilangue,” Aljibar II, 120ff.

14 Badiou, “Language, Poetry, Thought,” 247.

18 Joris, “Where is Olson Now,” 150.

15 Olson’s importance for Joris is revealed in a note to a 2005 essay, in which
he writes: “for me, however, it is clear that the one thinker in Europe who,
without knowing Olson, expanded on Olsonian themes is Gilles Deleuze (w/
Félix Guattari) – especially starting with the 1973 – three years after Olson’s
death – ANTI-OEDIPUS and with A THOUSAND PLATEAUS, a book I am certain
Olson would have been delighted with. Note the ‘nomad’ theme will come in
later.” Pierre Joris, “Where is Olson Now,” Justifying the Margins, 150.

17 Pierre Joris, “Introduction,” 4x1: Tristan Tzara, Rainer Maria Rilke, JeanPierre Duprey, Habib Tengour (Albany, NY: Inconundrum, 2002) 7.
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city and the machine” (as Olson writes in a letter
to Boldereff), “produce a new nomadism, and thus
NOMADS.”19 It is a stance that, to some degree,
echoes McLuhan’s pronouncements about the dawn
of a new tribalism (the “public”), by way of mass
electronic media: the machine-polis or polis-machine.
Like McLuhan, Olson’s vision composes a multiform
historical complex, itself nomadic, recoursing from the
technological nightmare of World War II back to the
“birth” of proto-human civilisation. Olson: “Buchenwald
new Altimira cave.”20 It becomes for Joris indispensable
to think with “Olson’s sense of history / Pleistocene /
a human universe in mind”; to listen always for the
“MIDDLE VOICE.”21 The ideal polis is undone by the
anomalous logic of the “one” (trespassed by a universal
history),22 by a logic of exclusion which terminates in the
revelation to humankind which Olson reads in Corrado
Capli’s recordings of inmate graffiti at Buchenwald
(cited by Olson in “La Préface,” 1946): “my name is
NO RACE.”23 Joris:
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Cro-Magnon hunts, fingers folded
in silent code as paint is blown
from mouth or bone to frame
a hand –
language of bent
fingers decodes the layers of
humans’ understanding of
humans – 24

the origins…”).25 The technē of collage might thus be
said to point (in a quasi-teleological gesture) towards
a NO RACE. The logic of the “one” becomes mirrored
in a logic of radical dissemination – a total nomadism
as the Doppelgänger of the evolved polis envisaged
within the operations e.g. of Bentham’s panopticon: a
weightless architecture of distributed power in which
the “periphery is nowhere, and the centre everywhere.”
Somewhere between the two is a topology Joris’s work
seeks to mark out, and does so by way (paradoxically?)
of a certain resistance: e.g. to Olson’s anthropology;
to the slippage that occurs in Olson’s poetry between
singularities and a certain schematic impulse (the
reification of singularity by way, for example, of
the archetype: his view of history is populated by
transcendent types, quasi-Platonic “ideas” and “forms”
which circulate beneath the flux).
When Joris writes: “We don’t escape our filiations;
we only stand more revealed,”26 he means it in the
same way as when he writes (and not only vis-à-vis
poetry) “language is a stranger.”27
The caravan of syntax… the sentence, pushes into the
not-yet-written… into the desert ahead, in search of
another oasis-word…28

21 Joris, “Where is Olson Now,” 145.

In his reading of “the Maghreb,” Joris is above all
attentive to a certain withering of the “paradigm” of
otherness in general critical parlance – assisted, in part,
by Derrida’s signal work, Le Monolinguisme de l’autre
(which, among other things, examines the ways in
which pluralism is a camouflage for the law of “one,”
and in which all languages are internally translated
and translational, yet aporetic). Nomadology is either
situation or hypothesis, not method. Wherever the
temptation of the paradigm presents itself, we are put
in check. All of the dialectical seductions from Plato to
Hegel and Marx are here constantly in play, exposing
what we might call the seductions of the “anti” (antiPlatonism, Anti-Oedipus, anti-colonialism, etc.). Joris
quotes Tengour, writing at the end of a century of

22 Cf. Henri Michaux, “Down with the Idea of the One!” Preface to A Barbarian
in Asia, trans. Sylvia Beach (New York: New Directions, 1949) v.

25 Joris, “The Seamlessly Nomadic Future of Collage,” 33.

23 Significantly, Olson’s “Préface” is the first poem included in volume two
of Joris and Jerome Rothenberg’s Poems for the Millennium, followed by Paul
Celan’s “Death Fugue.”

26 Joris, “Nimrod in Hell,” Justifying the Margins, 1.
27 Joris, “On the Nomadic Circulation of Contemporary Poetics,” Justifying
the Margins, 7.

24 Joris, “Where is Olson Now,” 146.

28 Joris, “The Word, the mâwqif,” Aljibar I (Québec: Phi, 2007) 82.

And yet something will emerge from Olson’s project
which touches a nerve for Joris, because it exposes
a particular difficulty in this thought of “nomadism.”
Just as in Picasso, the revolutionary potential of collage
is articulated through its capacity to re/incorporate the
so-called “displaced object” (for Joris “brought into the
frame of the poem so as to erase all seams and obscure
19 Joris, “Where is Olson Now,” 152.
20 Joris, “Where is Olson Now,” 146.

French North African colonialism and post-colonialism,
and eleven hundred years of Arab colonialism, etc.:
Who is the Maghrebian? How to define him?
“The woods are white and black despite the hidden
presence of nuances.”
Today definition fascinates because of its implications.
A domain that misleads. Political jealousy far from the
exploded sense of the real
Indeed there exists a divided space called the
Maghreb but the Maghrebian is always elsewhere. And
that’s where he makes himself come true.
Jugurha lacked money to buy Rome.
Tariq gave his name to a Spanish mountain.
Ibn Khaldûn found himself obliged to give his steed
to Tamerlaine.
Abd El Krim corresponded with the Third
International…29

Definition (the marking out of ends, limits, boundaries,
horizons) fascinates because of its implications. Joris:
Reading Edmond Jabès
Here, the end of the world, of the book, of chance.
Desert!
Drop that dice. It is useless.
Here, the end of the game, of resemblance.
The infinite, by the interpretation of its letters
Denies the end.
Here, the end cannot be denied. It is infinite.
Here is not the place
Nor even the trace.
Here is sand.30

In language man dwells, but is never “at home.” It is
the Unheimlich. In it, our own heterogeneity stands,
as it were, “revealed” – as symptom, or perhaps
synthomme. (Not as some object, but rather the
contrary, as that objectless thing which Freud named
das Unbewußte and which Heidegger, by an ingenuous
countermovement, laboured to name Dasein.) As

Badiou notes, like the unconscious, “the poem does
not consist in communication. The poem has nothing
to communicate. It is only a saying, a declaration that
draws authority from itself alone.” Nothing in language,
Badiou argues, “is destined in advance”31 (implication is
not a destining). If poetry is a symptom, it nevertheless
points to no object beyond itself; beyond its own
language-effects (exemplified for Joris in the writing,
e.g., of Jackson Mac Low): “the aleatory / contingency
/ of alphabetic rigour.”32 The symptomology of “the
poem” resides, then, in the fact that language itself is
“nomadised” from its origin: poetics is its articulation.
For Badiou, this relation is posed differently. “The
poem,” he argues, “introduces the following question
into the domain of language: what is an experience
without an object?”33 This leads him to suppose that
the “thought of the poem only begins after the complete
disobjectification of presence.” I cite this in order to
continue building an important distinction which has
only so far been hinted at, and this has to do with
the acceptance of “the poem” as first and foremost
definitional, re-echoing the gesture of the Republic which
treats “poetry” as a type of remainder, or even antiremainder (since it constitutes the negative definition of
the ideal polis). Putting aside the question of what the
“disobjectification of presence” could mean, and the
implications of the exceptionalism of poetry in Badiou’s
argument, I want to consider the anti-objectivism of
Badiou in light of Joris’s “nomad of the interior”34 and
the analytic of Being (of poetic ontology) as:
to be written
when the
time comes35

Badiou, alluding to Artaud’s corps sans organs, seeks
to describe an ontological relation between what we
might call the “poetic body” and (elsewhere) the “body
politic”:
31 Badiou, “Language, Poetry, Thought,” 239.
32 Joris, “Five Elegies Preceded by a Meditation,” Aljibar I, 90. See the note to
“The Rothenberg Variations,” Aljibar II, 52, on the “détournée” compositional
method for that poem.

29 Qtd in Joris, “On the Nomadic Circulation of Contemporary Poetics,” 16
– my italics.

33 Badiou, “Language, Poetry, Thought,” 244.

30 Joris, “Reading Edmond Jabès,” Aljibar II, 110.

35 Joris, “9/11/01,” Aljibar I, 18.

34 Joris, “The Exaltations of Innana,” Aljibar I, 44.
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the elements of the body – such as it is created by the
poem within itself – are those whose identity with the
becoming existent of the inexistent is measured by the
intensity of their own existence…36
This “all alone” of the poem constitutes an authoritarian
uprising within language. This is why the poem neither
communicates nor enters into general circulation…37

The “elements” of the poetic body point not to some
Cartesian inner-life, nor to some externalised object,
but to their own “existence,” as Badiou says, to their
own particular materiality, their textility or what Joris
calls “wordnetting,”38 their “event”:
The poem presents itself as a thing of language,
encountered – each and every time – as an event.39
The poem… from beginning to end… declares its own
universe.40

Joris (“Reading/Writing #18”):
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the mouth simultaneously
place & non-place, place of a
dis-location, gaping space
of the quasi permixtio (Descartes)
of soul & body41

As the surrealist sculptor Hans Bellmer writes: “The
sentence too resembles a body which seems to invite us
to decompose it, so that an infinite chain of anagrams
may recompose the truth it contains.”42 This body is
thus also a collage-body:
trellis work of
shadow & light
lies on body in mind
candle awaits evening

36 Alain Badiou, Logic of Worlds: Being and Event II, trans. Alberto Tascano
(London: Continuum, 2009) 466-7.
37 Badiou, “Language, Poetry, Thought,” 240.
38 Joris, “9/11/01,” Aljibar I, 22.
39 Badiou, “Language, Poetry, Thought,” 240.

trellis plays loose &
fastens mind
the order of order
takes care of mind
the share of light and
darkness fails
to account for the sound
these colours make…43

The collage-body’s elemental existence is traversed
by “intensities” of articulation. Trellis, word-netting,
caravan of syntax, mosaic: a surface of migrating
“symptoms” (objectless signs, if this itself weren’t
almost a type of pleonasm).
but what of Olson’s
tesserae,
articulations
(law? or the same name?
or shards, multiedged reterritorialised onto
the roundness of escaping lines,
of what escapes the
commissures,
or the way (der Weg,
the Weg stirbts
these lines of flight articulate
themselves?44

We return to a metaphor, but also a technē, of the
social mosaic, the polis, not in some dualistic relation
to Jabès’s “desert” (the locus of some sort of romantic
nomadism), or to the Greek city-state as zone of tribal,
taxonomic exclusion; of sedentary fixity; of counteritinerancy – but rather the polis as internally traversed,
as already that desert, already that psychogeographical
terrain whose fantasy of the “one,” refracted through
the language-mirror (tain), seethes with indeterminacies,
paradoxes, contradictions. Polis as metropolis as
cosmopolis:
metropolitain or –tain
through it rebirths or sorts, emerge elsewhere, come up
for breath, even if

40 Badiou, “Language, Poetry, Thought,” 242.
41 Joris, “Reading/Writing #18,” Aljibar II, 76.
42 Qtd in Joris, “Letters and Dolls: The Cruel Syntax of Zürn & Bellmer,”
Justifying the Margins, 114.

43 Joris, “Tuesday, May 23rd 2000,” Aljibar I, 62.
44 Joris, “Reading/Writing #18,” Aljibar II, 80-82.

myth your identity safe
above or under-ground
the grind, the grind…45

From “Notes towards a nomadic community”:
Despite Olson’s effort, that pristine
New England vision of port/polis, that small city
vision a gone possibility.
He descried the “citoyen du
monde” as some Socratic
blunder – but it is not so,
Charley, the particular is
everywhere, is the cosmopolitan exactly, the particular is
everywhere, the smallest
unit, the particle is
everything – & it moves,
it crosses boundaries, it moves
wherever
[…]
because
all we can have is only
a coming community
is the dream is the work
is the insurmountable horizon46

An horizon is the insurmountable, it is the very cusp of
the human idea, where poetry and philosophy resolve
into a type of mirage (as McLuhan liked to pun, on
Browning, “a man’s reach should exceed his grasp,
else what’s a metaphor?”). Vico, for example, spoke
of poetic geographies, the extrapolation of the local
onto the global, describing a general “tropology” by
way of projection, of the horizon-effect of collective
consciousness. The citoyen du monde is not some
Socratic blunder because it is necessarily such a
tropology upon which the polis of Olson, as much as that
of Plato, is founded: the “gone possibility” of Olson’s
“small city vision,” as Joris says, is a transmigrated one
(and a transmigrated “one”). To return to “Maximus to
Gloucester, Letter 27 [withheld]”:

I come back to the geography of it
[…]
This, is no bare incoming
of novel abstract form, this
is no welter or the forms
of those events, this
Greeks, is the stopping
of the battle
It is the imposing
of all those antecedent predecessions, the
precessions
of me, the generation of those facts
which are my words, it is coming
from all that I no longer am, yet am,
the slow westward motion of
more than I am

It would be too easy to see, here, a product of some
historical schema, some progress outwards from centre
to periphery of a self-propagating idea (“J’avance,”
Joris quotes René Daumal, “vers un avenir qui n’existe
pas”). Take Virilio, for example: “The metropolitics
of globalisation will take over from the geopolitics of
nations, just as the latter once took over from the citystate of the antique origins of politics.”47 The challenge,
rather, is to observe the actions of a recursion and
détournement (trope) between the idea of the polis and
the (prior) “gone possibility” of its universalisation. In
Vico we see that the territory of the local, of the “antique
origin” is always already “mapped,” “poeticised,”
“mythological”; the polis itself is a type of poetism,
comprised of “heterogeneous language matter,”48 its
successive translations and re-inscriptions are a type
of objectless, “continuous dérive.”49 In other words,
the polis itself is a “drifting” and “adrift” through a
topology of its own – so to speak – inner space; a spiral
of reading, translating, writing that nomadises “from
47 Paul Virilio, City of Panic, trans. Julie Rose (Oxford: Berg, 2005) 13.

45 Joris, “Five Elegies Preceded by a Meditation,” 100-2.
46 Pierre Joris, Poasis: Selected Poems 1986-1999 (Middletown CT: Wesleyan
University Press, 2001) 164-5.

48 Pierre Joris, “Introduction,” 4x1, 6.
49 Ivan Chtcheglou’s term, from “Formulary for a New Urbanism” (1953),
Situationist International Anthology, ed. and trans. Ken Knabb (Berkeley:
Bureau of Public Secrets, 1981) 4.
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language to language, era to era,”50 by successive
Copernican revolutions.
Olson still
mumbling “the wheels of the sun
must be unstuck”
& you argue for a
revolution
of the imagination…51
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Joris, whose poetics is closely associated with a
critique of “concepts as modes of ordering,”52 in favour
of hetero-linguistic itineraries, arrives at a position
opposed to a perceived monadism at work in Olson,
despite the latter’s own gestures (always somehow
fraught) towards a deconstruction of paradigms
(“global, erratic, itinerant, organising, planning and
flattening, caught up in gears and wheels” in the words
of a contemporary Greek philosopher, Kostas Axelos53).
The question remains as to whether or not the
flawed Foundation Myth to which Olson returns in
the figure of a polis redeemed (Gloucester) – by way
of the “documentary,” the discursive-particular and a
poiēsis of the “unpoetic” (“Document means there are
no flowers / and no parentheses”)54 – is not in fact
any kind of apotheosis of nomadicity. Just as, to quote
Deleuze, “the despot internalises the nomadic warmachine, capitalist society never stops internalising a
revolutionary war-machine. It’s not on the periphery
that the new nomads are being born (because there is
no periphery)…”55 The implication being that, just as a
certain revolutionary potential of poetry is inaugurated
by Plato’s gesture of exclusion from the ideal polis,
so too a radical nomadism is born within the gesture
of the polis’ redemption within poetry, as mirror to a
quasi-nostalgic seeking after a place of acceptance for
poetry within the polis. In any case, the question (a
necessarily open-ended one) remains this: if nomadism,
as André Fléchaux once proposed to Deleuze, is a

serious response to a “collective” rationalisation-bytechnology56 (the polis-machine), for example, what is
this response for? Or if a certain “type” of poetry is to
be the vehicle of a nomadology, what then is served by
thus acceding to the “poetic exclusion” – if a “nomadic
poetics” is thereby to be reduced once again, just as
the idea of “the poem” is in Badiou, to a philosopheme?
Towards what can its revolution tend if, as Joris
contends, “a nomad poetics will cross languages,
not just translate, but write in all or any of them?”57
Or, like the cunning Scythian who learned the art of
dissimulating “seamlessly” between Greek and barbaric
worlds, the polis and the steppes, is a nomad poetics
thus “nothing more” than an art of camouflage (and
thus also of its contrary) by which so-called philosophic
truth is finally de-objectified, not simply as hypothesis
(or countervailing poetical fiction), but, as Michaux
says, in its ownmost “terrifying mobility and tendency
to dissolve”?58

*A version of this essay is forthcoming in Pierre Joris: Cartographies of the InBetween, ed. Peter Cockelburgh (Prague: Litteraria Pragensia, 2011).

56 Qtd in the question/answer session at the end of “Nomadic Thought,”
260.

54 Charles Olson, “La Préface,” Poems for the Millennium, vol. 2, 23.

57 Joris continues: “If Pound, Joyce, & others have shown the way, it is
essential now to push this matter further, again, not as ‘collage’ but as a
material flux of language matter, moving in & out of semantic & non-semantic
spaces, moving around & through the features accreting as a poem, a lingocubism that is no longer an ‘explosante fixe,’ as Breton defined the poem, but
an ‘explosante mouvante.’” Introduction to Poems for the Millennium, vol.2,
14n20.

55 Gilles Deleuze, “Nomadic Thought,” Desert Islands and Other Texts, 19531974, trans. Michael Taormina (New York: Semiotext(e), 2004) 261.

58 Henri Michaux, “Miserable Miracle,” Darkness Moves, trans. David Ball
(Berkeley : University of California Press, 1994) 19ff.

50 Joris, “Introduction,” 4x1, 7.
51 Joris, “Five Elegies Preceded by a Meditation,” 114.
52 Joris, “The Exaltations of Innana,” Aljibar I, 44.
53 Kostas Axelos, Vers la pensée plenétaire (Paris: Minuit, 1964) 46,
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LEÏLA SEBBAR

mon cher fils
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[excerpt]

The young girl sits facing the old man. She writes, she applies herself. He follows the letters on the
page, the words, he asks her to show him what she’s written, attentive, he looks at the very first
line and at the other lines that proceed from what he says, he speaks and it’s written and his son will
read the neat handwriting of this young girl who he doesn’t know. She says she has a fondness for
nib pens and ink and inkwells, like they used to have at school, according to her father, who’d kept a
little white porcelain inkstand for her, very delicate, and a box of nibs. Her grandfather had given her
a leather sheath for the read pens, qalam, that the talebs, the students at the Koranic schools, use,
though she prefers pen-holders. She shows him the box. He looks at it, incredulous, his gaze arrested
by the image of a young blonde woman, red hat, long white dress, bare feet in furrowed ground,
sowing. The old man hadn’t asked her name, if she doesn’t say it he doesn’t ask, raising his eyes to
the young girl, his eyes are blue, China-blue, like his shirt, she hadn’t really noticed the man’s blue
eyes, his grizzled hair, the beginnings of a beard, grey, he ought to have had dark eyes, but his eyes
were blue «Mademoiselle, could you read what’s written there on the box?» She reads «Sermajor
Gilbert REPUBLIC nibs, Paris Boulogne-sur-mer.» She turns the box around, he waits. «Should I keep
reading?» «Yes.» «Gilbert and Blanzy-Poure Réunis exclusive manufacturers of SERGENT-MAJOR
nibs, Factory: Boulogne-sur-mer. St-Aubin-les-Elbeuf-Livry (S & O). Hastière (Belgium) wholesalers:
42, rue d’Enghien. Paris 10th arrondissement.» «OK, I’ve read everything. This stuff interests you?
Oh, I’ve forgot, the lid of the box: “PEN NIBS. PEN-HOLDERS. PENS. CLUTCH-PENCILS.” There,
that’s all of it.» «Thank you Mademoiselle. May I open it?» «Yes.» The man opens the box, there
are all sorts of metal nibs, he takes them one by one «They’re hard these nibs, don’t you find?» He
touches them, puts them back in the box. «Let’s continue. Another letter. The mother, what I have to
say, my son won’t read, but that’s not the trouble… You wrote, “My dear son…” you know, that’s
going to surprise him, a different nib for each letter, is that possible?» «Yes. Whatever you like.»
The young girl, she’s called Alma, but the man doesn’t know that, he learns it when a friend at one
of the post office counters lets it drop, Alma says: «Don’t you want to write your son’s name instead
of “My dear son”? What’s his name anyway?» The man doesn’t respond.
Alma waits.
The man gets up, salutes Alma, says «till tomorrow.»
The next day, Alma arrives at the post office earlier than on the other days, with several letters
to write. For France Belgium Holland Germany England Canada America too. Some men and some
women. Grandfathers and grandmothers, fathers and mothers, uncles and aunts, letters to the
family, the usual news, births, marriages, deaths with the habitual formulas, children, school, work
and unemployment, the Chinese on construction sites all over the country and the sons, cousins,
neighbours, spouses… young people and men sometimes they can’t find work? Buildings, roads?
They don’t want to? They’re not wanted? The company managers think they’re no good? They don’t
want to waste time training them? And technical colleges don’t exist? Always questions. Who can
answer them? No-one to explain. They’d like to understand… Recriminations, resentments… The
letters speak distress, anger, resignation, they give themselves up to God Almighty. It’s necessary

sometimes to pose delicate questions so as to treat without too much confusion, too much disorder,
the complicated issues of inheritance, the litigants are numerous, the squabbles are indecipherable
«Request the solicitor or notary to write to your relations, they know better than I…» No, they’re
wary… Wariness is the rule. These letters wear her out, she’s bored.
Sometimes a young man or a young girl sits opposite her, timid but resolute, they scarcely dare
to speak, they whisper. Alma leans towards them in order to hear their supplications: a love letter, a
love-sick letter… Alma says nothing, doesn’t pose questions, she knows that the letter will serve as a
model for others, feverish in front of the computer in the cyber café next-door, passing the Cyber de
l’Atlas in the street she catches a glimpse of them, from behind, glued to the screen, how many letters
to how many unknown destinations and the wait, impatient, disappointed? satisfied? She won’t know.
Alma amuses herself. Her letters are love poems that she writes with a nib, full and well-pointed, in a
school notebook, each day a poem to be offered to love via the internet. Will the luminous page send
her one of her own poems, by the happenstance of science? She doesn’t look, doesn’t want to know,
letter-poem sent through planetary space, one day she’ll read her words in the sky.
Alma, who loves her? They don’t know, she doesn’t say. Secret loves.
The old man with blue eyes had said «till tomorrow.» Alma waited for him until the post office closed.
She knows that she shouldn’t ask questions, she’s a public scribe, discrete, her duty to be mute. The
name of the son. She hadn’t asked his whole name, only his first name, so that the letter might be
less impersonal.
He doesn’t come back. She’d thought of offering him a box of nibs her grandfather had kept, an
old box, he’d been a teacher, his books, mostly scholarly manuals, and others which can’t be found
anymore, he’d bequeathed them to his son, Alma’s father, before his death, at the same time as
his collection of nib-boxes, pen-holders and pencil-boxes, she had a pretty varnished black wooden
pencil-box, on the cover in gold letters: Pens and Pencils. She hadn’t known her grandfather very
well, she looks at a photo of the student «future village teacher» from Bouzaréa, she’ll go to see this
famous École Normale d’Instituteurs, one day, with her father, the father of her father is standing
with two friends, grey shirt and red scarf, she sees the colours despite the black and white of the
old photo. Before his death, he’d taught her to read out of a children’s book that she hasn’t been
able to locate since. She recalls the story of a little blonde girl who promenades her dolls in a park,
on the other side of the sea, where she’d gone with her father, «for business», her father said, she
went for a walk in a public garden, the one from the children’s book, she’d recognised it, they told
her «It’s the Luxembourg Gardens», she’d seen the big pond, the children’s boats, the stone queens,
hives and bees, she was a little bit bored. Why had her grandfather chosen that particular book? She’ll
never know. In the house, a little room at the end of the corridor, her father called it «the library», his
library.
He hadn’t forbidden his library to her. Alma, from the time she knew how, sat in the large velour
armchair and read. Not a single book was prohibited. In this way she read rare books, several of them
illustrated. Authors nowadays forgotten who spoke about her country better than the books from
school. She discovered accounts by officers in the Arab Bureaux, literate in Arabic and Berber, curious
about this land under the yoke of repressions and reprisals, among them some generous, cultivated
types, graduates from the Saint-Cyr military academy, less obtuse than a lot of the careerists zealous
about «the pacification of the Southern Territories» who favoured a colonisation both violent and
destructive. She’d learned that the father of Rimbaud (her grandfather, in comparison with Victor
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Hugo, Lamartine and Chateaubriand, had held to and her father had respected this order, though
she thinks her grandfather wrote poems, one day…) she’d learned that Frédéric Rimbaud had spent
several years in the Arab Bureau in Sebdou as an officer, that he’d written some articles about Arab
traditions and the region’s holy men, Rimbaud senior spoke Arabic very well, he’d begun translating
the Koran… At a later time his son wandered the length and breadth of the Abyssinian deserts.
She reads the more precious books with care. Her avidity doesn’t preclude delicacy. She learns
everything, almost everything about the countries of the Maghreb, they used to say «North Africa»
now they say «the Maghreb», dress habits and beliefs, alliances and treasons, tales and legends…
the things her mother had never recounted to her, her mother who has lived far away for such a long
time, she’d said «You’ll come to see me in Brittany, where there are real tempests…», she doesn’t
want to think about her little girl’s tears the day of their separation, about her despair… On Friday
she goes to the cemetery with the women of her extended family to listen to their talk, their chatter
is soft to her ears… To hear what her grandfathers hadn’t told her about history, stories from before
she was born. So she reads. The books of liberated, intrepid women, who’ve written and published,
public women, who’ve dared. Her favourite is Isabelle Eberhardt. One day she’ll go to all of the places
this young aristocratic Russian convert to Islam went, Bône Annaba Tunis El Oued Batna Ténès Alger
Aflou El Hamel Kenads Aïn Sefra… Figuig.
One afternoon in the library when she was bored with what she was reading, alone in the house,
she had the idea of searching the place on the shelves behind the books, they say that behind the
books is a «hell», those licentious texts prohibited to young girls. But she hadn’t been looking for such
books, she didn’t think of finding what she found. In a tin box, an old biscuit tin, «Galettes bretonnes»
printed in the lid, were post cards arranged in alphabetical order from the interior of each country,
ALGERIA TUNISIA MOROCCO, the index cards that separated them were titled by hand, slender
letters in violet ink, she reads: Abd el-Kader Arab Riders Barracks Beggars Caïd Cemeteries Children
Fantasias Gardens Gourbis Holy Men Koubbas Madrasahs Markets Moorish Cafés Moorish Houses
Mosques Musicians Nomads Oases Ports Prayers in the Desert Prisons Schools Scouts Tribes Villages
Kabylian Villages Negro Villages Zouave Villages Women Workers…
Alma shuts the box. Her father’s home, she hears his lute. She was born in the words and voice
of Arab-Andalusian music, her father a musician, a lute-player, for her in her cradle, sweet sounds,
words invented for his dear daughter Alma. «You’re not a little girl anymore» when she asks him for a
lullaby, «Practice so that I can accompany you, your voice is beautiful but your teacher tells me you’re
lazy, she won’t come any more if…» «Father, I’ll work hard, I’ll sing and you’ll be here beside me with
your lute… we’ll give recitals, you and me…» Her father laughs «Well, while you wait for glory, work,
one day… I have a concert this evening, you can come if you like…» She’ll go.
At the post office, the old man is waiting for her. She’d thought that after a week he wouldn’t come.
But there he is, patient.
Alma sits down.
«Bonjour Mademoiselle.» «Bonjour.» Paper, ink, pen-holder. She writes: «Mon cher fils…» He says
nothing, her neither…
—translated by Louis Armand
*

From Mon cher fils (Tunis: Elyzad, 2009).

DORRA CHAMMAM

reefs & other consequences

[excerpt]

I have a nostalgia for my mother’s womb.
Everything I’ve been able to say or make, keep, commit or dismantle, issues from
this nostalgia: to return to my mother’s womb…

[...]

Each time I decide to take my existence in hand, an insidious game gets underway. I
veer back and forth… And I boil over.
And I disavow my body. And my spirit…
Then, I disappear into the denaturement of the world.
And I lose my footing. And I’m no longer anything.
Except perhaps, a few words,
the sensation of profound boredom, of nonsensical fears and
the impression that everything loved ensnares us.
Shouldn’t we purify the dross, cease writing our knowing phrases with all those
references we pass-off and impose in the lecture theatres of the world?
Shouldn’t we simply try to approach an apnoea in the nadir of ourselves, to skim the
internalised bookstall, come back and tell each other?
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One times, three times, x times, no-times… And I break myself and curl up, mend
myself the better to break myself… And I shut myself in and clam-up inside a
scarified self and this body I cover in bruises, for want of loving either of them.
Well, even if I often deny it, I do possess one certainty, with all the conviction of a
buried truth: angelic states are the preserve of infernal places.
My reality regards me: I know, I’ve always been nostalgic for my mother’s womb…
It occurs to me I have some sort of amnio-acid syndrome.
Abandonment and the void regard me, they observe me, watch me. Everything else
is a kind of senselessness, an insanity.

[...]
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I’ve always had a serious problem with emotional management. I’m not some
decorative architect.
I have a memory fitted with a dial that doesn’t belong to anything but itself.
I compare it to an x-ray facsimile of a pleuretic thorax.
It comes from a contrario all the things I’d like to say and never said… Worse, it
itself always communicates something entirely unrelated to what I’m thinking.
Happiness is unknown to me, still less its recipe. If I had to describe the idea of
happiness, it’d be analogous to an epilepsy of absence, a state of unreality, a sort of
trance in which you believe you see something which straightaway you forget.
A little like an innate lobotomy…

As for illusions of happiness, they indeed reign in a world that’s become a type
of Hollywood Boulevard from which all the cults of appearance and unbridled
consumption emerge.
To be consumed so as to be loved, rolling about in a lubricious sweat, hot for it,
all forms of impotence forgotten now thanks to Viagra, weightlifting, body lotions,
hormone supplements, competitive sports, jet-setting, cosmetic surgery; new-born
child of standardisation, delivered like cloned pulp and haemoglobin, for hungry old
women who keep their daughters well in the shade…

[...]

Blissfully, I look on as age ambiguates, chiselled good looks resurrected by the
surgeon’s knife, the millennium’s new superhero…
Zombified, I watch this new mutant race which in spite of itself has a geriatric stink
under all the layers of plastic and facepaint, gummed-up with false teeth, eyelashes,
unguents and every artifice known to man. The stink of their relentless pursuit,
refusing ever to be caught offside against Time. And the senile allure, so young, so
fun, so high, so punchy, even with their osteoporitic hipbones splintered by stiletto
heels…
Alarmed, I listen to tales of siliconated women, atomised into a fleshy mist when the
aeroplane they’re flying in pierces the sound barrier…
Horrified, I steer between this hell of deceiving paradisos and its sufferers, and all
the johnny-come-latelys, the opportunitists and fake devotees, the bogus gurus,
gigolos, false friends and ignominious wind-merchants happiness trails in its wake.
Disembodied, I try to flee this abominable Island of Dr Moreau, but straight away the
mad doctor’s on my trail, harrying me, hunting me down. Rather death than these
bodysnatchers.
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I don’t know anyone. Not a soul. Myself included.
I’m not a public works engineer.
I’m just a lie. Just a kind of pulp that allows itself be devoured by fear and so
devours itself, an eel that lets itself be grabbed hold of and which, turned viscous,
slips down behind the cupboards to rot in the space between panel and wall.
The road I initially set out on has run into a dead-end.
Sometimes, for the sake of pointing me along the right path, dark clouds of arrows
fall from the sky to pierce me, revealing in one fell swoop the shadow I’m traversed
by. Even so, they only serve to split open my heart, incapable otherwise of reaching
that invisibility concealed within me, that obscurity around which I’m contorted like a
knot.
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I’m nobody.
I’m just a decayed image. An image still alive but sullied by a shadow I struggle
to avoid touching. Sometimes I’m a sponge for want of having been able to be
something else. A facetious sponge, soaked in the sweat of its own orange skin.
I belong to the race of the vanquished. Woman: broken, crushed, dislocated,
exhausted, prostrated. My lame-duck image has followed me around for so long it’s
finally become inescapable.

Solitude is neither a crisis nor an object of pity. Nor a place consecrated to
meditation. Solitude is an alibi. Within its ambit there’s neither reconstruction nor
isolation, nor mystic inner struggle, nor philosophy…
An absence of fortitude, is all.
Accordingly, I know in advance I’ll be sent right back to square one. Always back to
square one. I never get there on the basis of my own wanting to. Just as I never get
away.
Usually when I go there, I surround myself with everything that evokes the memory
of my mother’s womb. All without knowing a thing about what goes on, has gone
on or ever will go on in the wombs of mothers.

[...]
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I’ve always lived inside the mirages of haunted characters; characters who’re at the
same time me and not at all me. Mirages that reflect my true characteristics like
funfair mirrors.
To begin with, lying is never really conscious. Just a little grand-design on the part
of that lucrative machine which, by reason of a certain dormancy, thinks it can get
away flattering itself with impunity.
I’ve bathed in lies so as to bear what I’m not able to say.
I’ve swum in lies so I wouldn’t sink into the sands of my first admission of truth.
Ever since, I’ve floated, drifted, sometimes foundered, in all the lowness, baseness,
cowardice I could manage, gagged by the fear of my own shadow…
The point is that nobody really changes. Or so little. Or not at all. Or not for the
better.

My family of women grumble somewhat. They reckon I indulge in embellishment
instead of tending to essentials.
I’m not a professor of genetics who can explain the roots and sources of the
problem.
I’m not a psychoanalyst able to expose the origins of the illness.
I’m just a domestic and not particularly amusing bird.
A bird that dreams of being free, limping about in its cage under the impression that
this is flying. A bird that sometimes sings but more often founders in sad muted
silence.
I’m just a domestic and rather unentertaining bird, writing a blues song with halfbroken claws across the bottom of its cage…
[...]
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From time to time they slip though in enigmatic, worried groups. To stare at me for
protracted periods. Writing on my knees with my face buried in a notebook. Then
just as they came, they disappear again.
Choppy waves carry me off on some inner-sea whose desert islands exist only
to remind that I’ve always lived inside a mirage, haunted by effigies which both
resemble and do not resemble me.
To better escape my truth.
Witness, victim, judge and above all jury of my own existence. I twist myself
inside-out, change constantly, chameleon-like, turning about the axis of a psychic
geography I’m equally the slave and the arena of.
And I speak/write/witter-on that I don’t know anyone. Just characters: dead,
undead, spectres, knots, winds, reefs and other consequences.
—translated by Louis Armand

*From Récifs et autres conséquences (Tunis: Le Nef, 2008).

MONCEF GHACHEM

le traducteur

It’s necessary I render exactly the sound of the fall of this first stone. It falls in me and it sings in Arabic. I want to
transmit the intensity of this song, the mineral density of its intact desire, for it is desire: stone on sand.
There’s an R, certainly, in the French word «pierre» and in its Arabic equivalent «hajar». But this isn’t enough! I
want the luminescence, the heat, the mystery, the thud of this stone, this rock, «encore une pierre»1…
And then it’s necessary to juxtapose the two writings, the two voices, the old and the new-born, the source and
the eye of the sorcerer, the flint, the sandstone or marble, and the breathing of their beholder, enclosed in his own
dream or ecstasy… To recreate the time of silence, to conserve the margin between it and the first proffered word,
to assail it the better to rediscover it, elsewhere, in the inner desert. Where can the equivalent of this other speech
be found, how can it be resuscitated, from what language of erosions?
Since nightfall I’ve rejoined my caravan in order to make this crossing. Accompanied by local divinities and other
creatures, insects, birds, animals…
I haven’t been able to find the flux of words that’ll cause to appear, in its authenticity, the singular being of this
living song in which I get carried away, which my saliva inundates with its waves, its forests. I feel a sandstorm
gritting-up my furrowed eyelids. I drink the tide of the poet’s breath.
Then the day lifts a slender wing against the window. The caravan has lost me. Carrying my sepulchre within it,
wrapping my mother in its white wool. Sand beneath the abandoned sand. Who can or who wishes to deter me?
Smooth stone of Petra, bone of disaster in Judea.
It’s to live that I want. To dream of a genesis in the rediscovered dawn. To follow there the faint tracks of Al
Shanfara’s dromedary.
«Progeny of my mother, prepare your mounts for departure,
For to others than yourselves my preference goes».2
Eleven dunes further on, and the night’s aftermath. Then a rider, who identifies himself as Al-Mutanabbî:
«Henchmen can sleep peacefully
Since in the dark, you are light».3
I recite so as to reach the luminous course of the poem. I’m overwhelmed by words, before finding the true
word, the word quivering with light. I write, I recreate, I forget myself in that stone, on that ground. I’ve seen my
share of love and of the absolute.
And I rewrite, I search again, I gasp for breath, I exhaust myself. I want to advance further towards him, the
poet. And also beyond him, far from the caravan. When it was moonrise, la lune des naissances, over Najd, I spoke
to you about him. «Strict mendicant with bones of light…»4
—translated by Louis Armand
* From Matin près de Lorand Gaspar (Tunis: l’Or au Temps, 1998).
1 Lorand Gaspar, Sol absolu et autre textes (Paris: Gallimard, 1982) 93.
2 Al-Shanfara

ﺃﻗﻴﻤﻮﺍ ﺑﻨﻲ ﺃﻣﻲ ﺻﺪور ﻣﻄﻴﮑﻢ ﻓﺈﻧﻲ ﺇﻟﻰ ﻗﻮﻡ ﺳﻮﺍﮐﻢ ﻷﻣﻴﻞ ـ ﺍﻟﺸﻨﻐﺮى ـ
ﺃﻣﻦ ﺇﺯﺩﻳﺎرك ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺪﺟﻰ ﺍﻟﺮﻗﺒﺎء ﻣﻦ ﺣﻴﺚ ﺃﻧﺖ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻈﻼﻡ ﺿﻴﺎء ـ ﺍﳌﺘﻨﺒﻲ ـ

3 Al-Mutanabbî

4 «Le quatrième état de la lumière», Sol absolu et autre textes, 47.
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JANE LEWTY

to name & the name

[Selfdom in the Poetry of Mahmoud Darwish]

The opening to Darwish’s Mural (2000) reads as follows:
This is your name
a woman said
and disappeared in the spiraling corridor1

Revolving alone in a white nothingness, a pre-birth, post-death state, the speaker is and yet isn’t.
…I came before my time and not
one angel appeared to ask me:
“What did you do, there, in life?” [103]

Life being a “brief moment between two points….the blurred simile/between two doors” (111).
This tripartite poem moves as imagined illusion, and tangible illusion. Its voice morphs into every
1 Mahmoud Darwish, If I Were Another, trans. Fady Joudah (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2009) 103. All subsequent references
in-text.

“other” in the search for itself: the elusive “horizontal name” (111) which may be an “I” or a “you,”
a shadowy third or the “stranger self” (109). All pronouns are dissolved
And the poet says: “Take my poem if you want,
There’s nothing in it for me besides you,
Take your ‘I.’” [109]

We are told to contribute to the poem’s exegesis, to differentiate, to find the I that is “the missing or the newborn” with not enough life “to pull my end toward my beginning” (114). Prose has
detached itself, aesthetic is a “ruse,” to think in terms of abstract description is perverse.
The book is not enough for me to say
I found myself as present as a filled absence.
Whenever I searched for myself I found
the others. [114]

We are the “I am” to whom “the mysterious letters say/Write and you’ll be, Read and you’ll find…
your translucent interior is the poem” (110). Mural is perfected in its brokenness, its smooth elision
of singular and plural that nevertheless creates fragments, like the brown wind that crosses the
land unheard in The Waste Land:
My name, where are we now? … you’re strange in your meaning. It’s enough/that you be there alone,
to become a tribe… [108-109]

This voice cannot feel “the ardor of death or my first life” (112); it needs to be formed as it formed
the “you,” or the “me in my other image” (118). It is in “the light of the vanishing” that the body
can be defined. I am reminded of Eugene O’Neill’s Long Day’s Journey Into Night (1940), where
the character Edmund walks on a road by the sea, in the fog, feeling as if he were drowned long
ago; as if he were a ghost belonging to the fog, and the fog was a ghost of the sea.
Mural is a true evocation of exile, where the no-man’s land of the psyche becomes a locus for
the voice of the Palestinian people. An echoic land spoken into being “from one time to another”
by its poets (117). But a mural is a static thing. It adopts the architectural features of its chosen
area, transposes what is in place already. Darwish’s poem is the “past of the powerful returns”
(108) and vice versa, just as the “one [is] the multitude” (109).
This fleeting evanescent figure that seemingly cannot be cohered is, in truth, the self as a kingdom always hoping to utter the word “mine” – as though one’s identity can only be designated
through a fixed, stable assertion on the part of the collective. At the conclusion of the poem, it is
exile that has effaced the I. Opaque “eternal whiteness” (103) is the condition of the unnamed,
severed from its tethers:
Now that I have become filled
With all the reasons of departure
I am not mine
I am not mine
I am not mine… [147]
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STEPHAN DELBOS

diﬃcult modernity
I.
A flock of green parrots bursts from a date palm just out of reach of the balcony and, scattering,
flecks the air between my deck chair and the Mediterranean Sea. High tide washes against a small,
coved beach across the street. As the birds disappear over the roof, their soft, high-pitched chatter
is swallowed by the collision of waves against the stone fortifications of the ancient hospital a
quarter mile down shore. This is Sitges, Spain. In the undemanding light of early morning I am
reading the poetry of Adonis. A bell chimes in a sleeping cathedral.
I know the shell
the sea’s lantern
thigh of night
tongue of carnation

the moon’s blade
lip of basil

This is why
I echo […]
This is why
I hear words without a voice […]1

[“Singular in a Plural Form”]

I find myself yearning for home; I feel exiled in my body, as if everything suddenly depends on
belonging; as if there is a single place I truly belong: childhood. To have a home, a shell to cup
wind; an ear to hear my fingerprinted heart; home, a clock with hands cut off; the dictionary of
day and night; to have a home, a table for trust’s bread; a home in this exacting, satellite century,
in which wind spits sparks; a desert of white paper – oasis ink.
Sitges, December 29, 2010
II.
Genius, revolutionary, prophet, heretic, exile: Since he began publishing poetry in 1957, the Syrian
poet Adonis, who has lived in Paris since 1986, has been known by many titles. Some claim he
has ruined Arab poetry while others say his innovation has saved it. Whatever opinion ultimately
prevails, Adonis – who has positioned himself between Arab and Western societies and is equally
critical of both – is a poet of the highest order, composing difficult yet public poetry concerned
with the heights man is capable of reaching and the depths to which he often falls, and tracing the
quicksilver paths of the mind while changing readers’ perceptions of clarity. Adonis has actively
engaged Arab poetics and culture for more than five decades, constantly testing the strictures of
tradition and expanding outward from lyric fragments to open forms.
Born in 1930 in Al Quassabin, Syria, Adonis – whose real name is Ali Ahmad Said Asbar – was
recognized as a talented poet when, at the age of seventeen, he recited poems to the Syrian
president Shukri al-Quwatli, who agreed to fund his college education. In 1955, Adonis was jailed
as a member of the Social Nationalist Party. The next year he helped found Shi’r, or Poetry, a
prestigious journal which had a profound effect on the burgeoning avant-garde of Arabic poetry. He
later settled in Beirut as a Lebanese citizen. When the Lebanese civil war erupted in 1982, Adonis
fled to Paris, where he has remained, becoming a French citizen while teaching Arabic literature at
the Sorbonne and representing the Arab League in UNESCO. Throughout his involuntary travels,
Adonis has published 20 books of poetry and 13 volumes of criticism and literary scholarship.
Adonis represents a class of poet that has become increasingly rare: He is as respected for
his literary criticism and voluminous historical texts as his famously innovative and often difficult
poetry. His study of Arab culture and history, The Changing and the Fixed: A Study of Conformity
and Originality in Arab Culture, published in Beirut in 1977, has been banned in some Arab countries
for Adonis’ critical stance on what he calls the backwards-looking clerically-based nature of Arab
society. In addition, his Introduction to Arab Poetics, a published series of lectures Adonis gave at
the Collége de France in 1984, is one of the definitive books in that field, offering readers in the
West and East an insightful narrative of 2,000 years of Arabic poetry.
An Introduction to Arab Poetics is the result, Adonis writes, of a quarter century of research
into Arabic poetry and culture. In it, Adonis promotes a complete reassessment of Arabic poetry,
an effort begun with Shi’r, and expresses his own lifelong dedication to reorienting the prevailing
outlook of Arab criticism, which, he writes, “[is] the product of a functionalist view of poetry.
1 Adonis, Selected Poems, trans. Khaled Mattawa (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2010) 147.
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As a result, poetry [has] a semi-organic relationship with the establishment and its religious and
social values.”2 In these lectures, Adonis is extremely critical of what he sees as Arab culture’s
half-hearted attempts at modernity, which he believes “has continued to be something imported
from abroad.”3 In chastising these attempts, and in elucidating innovative Arab poets from a span
of 20 centuries, Adonis reveals ideas about his own poetry. Referring to Points Relating to the
Inimitability of the Quran, a 9th century text by literary and religious scholar al-Rummani, Adonis
evokes his own insistence on open forms of poetry, the pursuit of which has governed his life’s
work: “[al-Rummani] concludes by establishing a sophisticated aesthetic criterion, claiming that
the ‘beautiful text’ is ‘the one which the spirit can approach in all manner of ways,’ or in modern
critical terminology, the open text, the text with multiple meanings.”4
Despite Adonis’ insistence, echoing Rimbaud, that poets must be absolutely modern, he is
aware of the dangers of writing in innovative forms and in direct opposition to tradition. Many have
supported Adonis’ self-appointed task of leading Arabic culture into the future, yet traditionalist
critics have vocally railed against him. Adonis does not seem dissuaded, in part because he has an
entire culture’s history, a culture whose modern period began in the 8th century, in which to find
models: “This modernist poetry aroused a storm of criticism amounting in some cases to outright
rejection, which was instigated by members of the traditionalist culture and other patrons of the
old… the poetry was seen as an attack on the values of the ancient and authentic…it was also seen
as an attack on the authentic in poetic expression, held to exist in its exemplary form in ancient
poetry,”5 he writes, referring to critical reactions against innovative poets in the 8th century.
Despite Adonis’ knowledge of Arab literature and history and his accomplishments as a literary
and cultural theorist, he is a poet above all, and one rigorous in his pursuit of new forms and
new language to appropriate the shifting nature of our world. One arc of Adonis’ body of poetry
is his progression from closed to open forms. At times his style has seemed to move in several
directions at once, and at times historical events have dictated his choices. Adonis’ earliest work
largely consists of short lyrics or lyrical fragments. “Labor Pains” from First Poems, reconfigures
archetypes, internalizing imagery from the natural world: “For whom does dawn open my eye’s
window,/ for whom does it blaze a path between my ribs?”6
Gradually Adonis began to fuse technological language onto classical imagery, and here his
reputation as a poetic revolutionary becomes clear. His use of varying levels of diction and metaphor
families at times is reminiscent of surrealism, yet there is a surgical precision to Adonis’ poetry
– even at its lushest – that is more critically intellectual than much surrealist poetry, although
Adonis’ imagination and formal instincts seem determinedly unbound, and his belief in the power
of language unwavering.
Legislation and codification go against the nature of poetic language, for this language, since it is man’s
expression of his explosive moods, his impetuousness, his difference, is incandescent, constantly
renewing itself, heterogeneous, kinetic and explosive, always a disrupter of codes and systems. It is
the search for the self, and the return to the self, but by means of a perpetual exodus away from the
self.7
2 Adonis, An Introduction to Arab Poetics, trans. Catherine Cobham (London: Saqi Books 2003) 9.
3 Adonis, An Introduction to Arab Poetics, 79.
4 Adonis, An Introduction to Arab Poetics, 39.
5 Adonis, An Introduction to Arab Poetics, 88
6 Adonis, Selected Poems, 15.
7 Adonis, An Introduction to Arab Poetics, 33.

This rally against the legislation of language takes place at the intersection of critical and creative
drives, between cold intellect and ecstatic spirituality, an intersection most literally represented
– in Adonis’ work – by Sufism and Surrealism, published in 1995, which argues “that Surrealism
is a pagan form of Sufism whose goal is to become one with the absolute, whereas Sufism is
Surrealist in that it searches for the Absolute and seeks to immerse itself in it.”8
By arguing that a literary movement is essentially a religious movement and vice versa, Adonis
expresses not only his belief that poetry can lead one towards the Absolute, but also makes clear
his belief that spirituality is, or ought to be, personal and independent – exactly as he believes
poetry is in its highest form. Adonis demands nothing less from poets, and from himself, than
this highest, elemental form of poetry that skirts inside the borders of the unknown. The poem
“A Mirror for a Question,” from Stage and Mirrors, published in 1968, for example, ends with the
lines: “I did not know that my face/ was a ship that sails inside a spark.,”9 a startling couplet and
an image that is staggering in its complexity yet sits, naggingly elusive, on the edge of logic.
Adonis favors ambiguity of form and content in poetry, as it offers multiple possibilities of
interpretation. His images are completely distinct and are often connected to nature and the
elements, yet they are symbols for concepts and emotions that are not logically explicated. It is
an inner reality, an inner language Adonis pursues through constellations of images with pinpoint
focus. As he insists, “Writing poetry…means putting into images what cannot be put into images.
The aim is no longer to represent the realistic appearance, but the internal essence instead.”10
Despite Adonis’ verbal and visual ingenuity, however, his most affecting work is often that
which is tied to real places and events. The Book of Siege, published in 1985, is perhaps Adonis’
most accessible collection, and was prompted by the poet’s firsthand experience of Israel’s invasion
of Lebanon in 1982: It is said that the poet’s bedroom was bombed while he and his wife sat in the
living room. Adonis’ skill with language and his depth of vision intersect with history in The Book
of Siege, an occurrence that is rare yet necessary for great public poetry. The poet’s mind-bending
imagery fuses with real events from the poem’s very first lines: “The cities dissolve, and the earth
is a cart loaded with dust./ Only poetry knows how to pair itself to this space.”11 In this single
couplet, Adonis provides a correlative image to the violence of the invasion and makes a claim for
poetry as the only form of communication able to grasp and grapple with a schism of reality that
threatens to surpass language.
The Israeli invasion’s effect on Adonis’ poetry is evident throughout The Book of Siege. Single
lines and whole poems become longer and Adonis’ imagery takes on igneous fluidity.
Murder has changed the city’s shape – this stone
is a child’s head–
and this smoke is exhaled from human lungs.
Each thing recites its exile…
a sea
of blood – and what
do you expect on these mornings except their arteries set to sail
into the darkness, into the tidal wave of slaughter?12

8 Adonis, Sufism and Surrealism, trans. Judith Cumberbatch (London: Saqi Books 2005) 12.
9 Adonis, Selected Poems, 92.
10 Adonis, Sufism and Surrealism, 183.
11 Adonis, Selected Poems, 197.
12 Adonis, Selected Poems, 200
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In Adonis’ next volume, Desire Moving Through Maps of Matter, published in 1987, the fluidity
exhibited in The Book of Siege is pushed even farther, as the poet breaks the page into quadrants
and conducts four simultaneous narratives that combine to form a resonating verbal chorus. These
poems take on a musical dimension, resembling a con-ductor’s score, often with several narratives
and lyric crescendos taking place at once, creating harmony and dissonance, adhering to rhythm
and tempo shifts and seemingly unfolding in time rather than in space.
It’s my desire that’s flowing
on maps of matter now.
Every speck of time is now open
like sexual organs on the beds of space.
On my morning walks
from 116 Lourmel Street
to 1 Miollis Street, I read
the ocean’s book
in a drop of water […]”13
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(M)
Neither East nor West belongs
to God (Forgive me, Goethe.)
North is sinking in the ice of memory,
and South, whenever it imagines itself
cured of a disease, contracts another
and consoles itself
by repeating this ditty:
Joy is Sorrow’s
closest friend

Beginning with Desire Moving Through Maps of Matter, Adonis’ poems are centered more
explicitly in geographic locations, and draw attention to the interaction between a narrator and his
surroundings. Adonis’ most recent work, including Prophesy, O Blind One, is even more concerned
with place, questions of travel and the complexity of human interaction.“Concerto for the Road to
Dante’s Church” takes place in an airport and in Florence, Italy.
The last corridor to the airplane. A woman kisses her drooping lover on the lips whenever he takes a
step. A rhythm that equates steps and kisses. Next to me on the plane a woman pours herself on her
seat like a thin light. A crooked nose. She is weeping. I do not dare ask her the reason.
Perhaps her heart, like this era, is full of holes.14

The last line offers one of Adonis’ repeating gestures: a leap from the singular to the universal.
That these are intuitive rather than calculated leaps is appropriate to Adonis’ conviction that
“Reason and logic do not regulate poetry.”15
The evolution of Adonis’ use of form has been a steady progression from the lyrics of his early
work to the more unwieldy, ranging open form poems of recent decades. Adonis’ most recent
poetry casts a wider net than his earliest work, and seems to recreate more fully the patterns of
movement and thought of modern man and the modern mind. Adonis’ open forms resist closure,
allowing for several possible meanings to emerge from poems that essentially have no edges, as
they are not justified, but spread across the open field of the page, often in a manner recalling
Mallarmé’s Un Coupe De Des.16 These poems not only represent an evolution in Adonis’ method of
constructing a poem, they represent an evolution in his conceptualization of the page as a plane of
13 Adonis, Selected Poems, 247
14 Adonis, Selected Poems, 298.
15 Adonis, Sufism and Surrealism, 19.
16 Stéphane Mallarmé, Un Coup de Dés (Paris: Vollard 1897).

possibilities rather than a rigid frame. This conception of the page opens spaces between words,
lines and stanzas, and does not lend itself to linear reading. Thus the space of the page becomes
part of the poem, permeating it.
Adonis has written about modern Arab poetry’s “almost entire elimination of… metri-cal moulds
and… the focusing of poetic writing around kinetic power.” His work would seem to be a strong
example of this style of writing. Adonis has been exacting in his demands that poetry reflect the
society in which it is composed rather than remaining veiled in anachronism. This connection
between society and poetry is especially preva-lent in the Arab world, as protesters’ use of poems
as rallying cries in the ongoing revolutions in the Middle East indicates. For Adonis, any poet who
does not develop forms – which he has called “the products of social experience” – to mirror society
is failing in his or her duty as cultural and not merely aesthetic arbiter. But that development must
take place from both sides, as Adonis writes: “Forms…will not change unless there is a change in
the socio-cultural experience that produced them and a change in the values that sprang from this
experience, the mindset of society and the way it relates to things and views the world.”17
Prague, April 2011
III.
I met Adonis in the lobby of a hotel in Prague on a sweltering morning in June. The at-mosphere of
the room seemed to alter when he entered; he was of medium height, wizened but hearty, with a
shock of white hair and a crimson scarf draped loosely about his neck and shoulders. The previous
evening he had given a poetry reading. He was scheduled to read for thirty minutes, but appeared
on stage late. He spoke in French, which was translated to the audience through headphones – a
short apology for the de-lay, which he said was “not my fault.” He then recited from memory a
single poem in Arabic – it lasted perhaps one minute, it was not translated – and disappeared from
the stage, leaving the audience nonplussed and enraptured. During our interview he spoke French
through an interpreter, his voice slightly nasal but never wavering, and I got the impression he
understood a great deal more English than he let on. We shook hands af-terward and he looked me
in the eyes and said, in English, “Do not forget me.” I haven’t.
You have written several times about a divorce between society and poetry. Does the poet have a
responsibility to try to bring poetry and society together again?
First of all, we are all responsible. And we all have to work for a better society and a better world.
There are two ways: a theoretical way and a practical way. Poetry cannot work in the practical
way. Poetry can give new images of the world and new relation-ships between words and things.
And this is its responsibility. But to transform its new images into practice is the responsibility of
politicians and institutions as well as society. So a society without poetry is almost a dead society.
Poetry is not just the poem. Poetry is a way of seeing the world, and all individuals are poets. A
human being is by definition a poet because he or she is transforming the world. The poet’s vision
does the same as all other men’s, so it’s not a difference of nature but of practice. A society
without poets is dying of cold.

17 Adonis, Sufism and Surrealism, 178.
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In an interview with Yang Lian, you said “Poetry in the West has already ended. There’s no reason
to go on reading it.” And later, “Poetry in the West is perfume on the bodies of beautiful women.
Here, it is a choice between life and death.” This seems a very limited view of Western poetry,
especially thinking about poets like Paul Celan, who wrote partially in response to the holocaust, to
name just one example. Could you explain your feelings of Western poetry more thoroughly?
We have to make a distinction here because we were talking in a different context about poetry
in society, which is different from the poetry of the poets. Among the people, we can say that
poetry doesn’t have such a presence in the West, though there are always great poets, including
Paul Celan, whom I knew personally, having met him in Paris. But if we compare the reading public
of Paul Celan and any novelist, Celan’s reading public is much smaller, even though his poetry is
much more important – revealing many things – and more beautiful than any novel. Only in this
sense did I mean that poetry in the western world is dead.
What can Western poets do to make poetry more central to society?
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We tried in the Western world, and we invented political and ideological engagement. There have
been many western poets who were engaged for liberty and other causes, but this engagement
killed all their ideas and their poetry. So the engagement of poetry did nothing, because when you
use poetry as a means to an end, you kill both the means and the end. Poetry cannot be a means.
Poetry loses its specificity if it becomes a means and a thing which loses its specificity also loses
its identity, so it’s finished. Poets have to create beautiful poetry and have to create ways of
thinking about others, because the other is an integral part of ourselves. If the poet is expressing
himself, he’s also expressing the other.
Some of your poems seem to want to address both the Arab and the Western world at once, and
in others there is a tension, as if the poem can’t decide which world to address. Who are you
addressing with your work?
I think most poets don’t consider their audience. What is an audience? It is a political concept.
An audience is a combination of many very different mentalities and tastes, so it’s impossible to
conceptualize a certain public. That is only possible in politics and ideology. We all accept that
two plus two equals four, but we all dream differently, everyone has their individual dreams, and
it is the same with love. Every love is different. But if you express your love very profoundly,
you express all loves in the world. There is no audience. There is a very superficial audience, an
audience for music, for singing, but in poetry that doesn’t mean anything. A poet, because he has
a very specific experience, is searching for a reader who will also be very creative. The reader of
poetry is always a creator and not just a consumer. So the poet has creative readers, but not an
audience.
You wrote in The Pages of Day and Night that “an Arab poet’s only shelter is the hell of exile.”18
How can exile be both hell and shelter, and how much does exile figure into your work?

18 All textual references taken from Adonis, Selected Poems.

Exile is a state of mind. It is not a place. You can be in your own country and be exiled at the
same time. From the poetic point of view, exile is very closely linked to creativity. Political exile is
very superficial; it’s only a change of place. Real exile is the interior exile of your mind. Because
poetry is always a search for new worlds, we always feel an exile in the contemporary world, and
we’re always trying to find new worlds. This poetic movement doesn’t have an end. In this never
ending movement there are many ends. For the poet, every finished poem is an exile. Every end is
an exile. A poet who doesn’t feel exiled is only part of the superficial world. In this sense, exile is
hell because it represents anxiety… the perpetual searching for something, but it’s also paradise
because it opens toward new things.
You have been writing autobiography in recent years. Why did you decide to turn now to that
genre? Do you feel people can learn from your story or that your life is representative?
That’s a good question. I’m starting to forget things, especially the earliest events of my life. So
now I even have to go to visit friends from my early years to find some memories. That’s why the
first part of the book is very complicated, because I’ve forgotten many things, and I must go back
and ask people. There will be three parts: the first, my experiences in Syria, the second in Lebanon
and the third in France. The first is the most difficult.
You quote Hölderlin at the beginning of Songs of Mihyar of Damascus. What other Western poets
have been influential to you, or are close to your heart and your poetry?
My poetry comes from a vision, a certain project. It’s a project of giving a new image to what we
call the Arab world, and of creating a new way of seeing our contemporary world. I am influenced
by movements, not by individual poets. This influence begins with Heraclitus, a great philosopher
and poet. I’m influenced by movements that do not dis-tinguish between thinking and poetry. All
great creative poets were also great thinkers. Nietzsche, Heraclitus, Rimbaud, these movements
influenced me. But I read almost all poets. Poets live in the big air of poetry and all poets share
the same air. This is the se-cret of poetry. All great poets are living in the same forest. Homer
and Dante, Hölderlin and Celan, all together. Each of them is a different world, but they are living
together. This is the secret alchemy of poetry. It’s like the alchemy of love. Contradictions dissolve in the same space.
Prague, June 2009
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ALI DAGHMAN

power & resistance
Given his preoccupation with the operations of power, one cannot ignore the charge that resistance in
Foucault’s system has remained undertheorised and
underdeveloped. While resistance to the discourses
of power and knowledge and the mechanisms of their
operation is not an issue explored in Foucault’s early
work, the subsequent genealogical phase, with its emphasis on systems of domination and exploitation, has
not allowed a clear conception of resistance.
For Foucault, both the existence and operation of
power entail some form of resistance, not as an effect
or consequence of the functioning of power, but as a

necessary condition for its operation. He argues that
“there are no relations of power without resistances.”2
What distinguishes Foucault’s concept of resistance is
that although it is an element of power, it is also the
“source of its perpetual disorder.”3 Yet the exercise and
resistance of power work in a disruptive rather than
a dialectical relation to each other. This means that
“power is a two-way process,”4 that is, “resistance to
1

1 Barry Smart, Foucault, Marxism and the Critique (London and New York:
Routeldge, 1995) 147.
2 Michel Foucault, “Power and Strategies,” Power/knowledge: Selected
Interviews and Other Writings, 1972-1977, ed. Colin Gordon (Brighton:
Harvester, 1980) 142.
3 Hubert L. Dreyfus and Paul Rabinow, Michel Foucault: Beyond Structuralism
and Hermeneutics (Brighton:The Harvester Press, 1982) 147.
4 Robert Young, White Mythologies: Writing History and the West (London and
New York: Routledge,1990) 87.

power is ‘heterogeneous’ inasmuch as power is itself
heterogeneous.”5 In one sense at least, the insistence
on this model rules out a kind of total resistance, revolution for instance, whereby resistance could get a grip
on the whole network of which it is part. Foucault holds
that “there is no single locus of great Refusal, no soul
of revolt, source of all rebellions, or pure law of the
revolutionary.”6
As such, social change in the form of e.g. a revolution can only occur if resistances have been strategically
manipulated and channelled as to effect a significant
rupture in the dominant order:
Just as the network of power relation ends by forming
a dense web that passes through apparatuses and
institutions, without being exactly localized in them, so
too the swarm of points of resistances traverses social
stratifications and individual unities. And it is doubtless
the strategic codification of these points of resistance
that makes a revolution possible, somewhat similar to
the way in which the state relies on the institutional
integration of power relationships.7

This means that for a revolution to take place, there
must be a particular historical and political conjuncture
when all the contradictions within the social formation
would nevertheless merge into a revolutionary ruptural
unity. The problem with Foucault’s conception of power
and resistance is not that the possibility of resistance is
weak due to power having no basis and opposition lacking focus. Rather, it is that the means and the grounds
of conceiving and exercising resistance are under-theorised. A key question remains unanswered by Foucault:
“Is there or is there not a reason to revolt? Let’s leave
the question open.”8 Elsewhere, however, Foucault
seems to imply that “no such philosophical motivations
or justifications are necessary” or prominent. Those
who resist are all “those on whom power is exercised
to their detriment, all who find it intolerable.”9
5 Young, White Mythologies, 87.
6 Michel Foucault, History of Sexuality, trans. Robert Hurley (London: Penguin
Books, 1990) 95-96.
7 Foucault, History of Sexuality, 96.

What is ruled out here is the argument which would
envisage resistance as leading to a better alternative
to the system that is resisted. Foucault states that “to
imagine another system is to extend our participation in
the present system.”10 He is driven to this conclusion
by his belief that “there is no guarantee that the state
of affairs brought about by resistance will be better
than the present, as any social arrangement or definition of community may become oppressive even if it is
instituted by acts of resistance against a previous regime.”11 Yet this view fails to address the fact that any
oppressive, social formation produced by resistance
could itself be resisted in the future. If such are the
problems and difficulties of Foucault’s model of power
and resistance, surely a postcolonial theory that bases
itself on them will be constrained to the extent to which
these very models are vague and problematic.
This totalised representation of the discourse of
power and knowledge disallows a position outside the
structures and operations of power: the critique of power can only take place within the discursive parameters
that power makes possible. In Foucault’s account, the
operation of both power and resistance appear to be
processes without subjects in the sense that subjectivity is one of their effects rather than their source.
Moreover, since for Foucault the subject is constituted
by power, the power it resists can never be outside it;
thus in resistance the subject can be said to collude
with its own subjection to power. Nonetheless, does
not this view conflate all kinds of power? Why should
power be represented so monolithically? Is the form of
power that “constitutes” subjectivity the same form of
power that “the subject” resist? Each of these questions point to the fact that power in Foucault’s critique
is a considerably undifferentiated concept.
Homi Bhabha’s conception of power overlaps with
and even inflates Foucault’s. Both theorists tend to focus on the dominant rather than the resistant discourse.
Bhabha distinguishes between colonial discourse and
the discourse of the revolutionary struggle.12 The object
of his analysis, he declares, is colonial rather than anti-

8 Jon Simon, Foucault and the Political (London and New York: Routledge,
1995) 86.

10 Foucault, Language, Counter-Memory, Practice 230.

9 Simon, Foucault and the Political, 86; Michel Foucault, Language, CounterMemory, Practice, ed. Donald F. Bouchard (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University
Press, 1977) 86.

12 Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture, (London and New York: Routledge,
1994) 110.

11 Simon, Foucault and the Political, 87.
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colonial discourse, asserting that the latter “requires an
alternative set of questions, techniques and strategies
in order to construct it.”13 Similarly to Foucault, Bhabha
rejects the dialectic of the Self/Other in favour of a
conception of otherness as the same’s difference from
itself. Bhabha also produces a totalised representation
of colonial discourse, according to which natives can
only resist from within discursive space and only with
the tools that it makes available. Most importantly, he
insists that the resistance of the colonised is “not necessarily an oppositional set of political intentions,” thus
downplaying colonial subjectivity and agency. Bhabha
emphasizes the possibility that anti-colonial discourse
“may be historically co-present with,” even “intervene
in,” colonial discourse, although this is a somewhat
contradictory claim for Bhabha to make given his acceptance of Foucault’s paradigms of discourse and
knowledge/power (he exposes himself to criticism for
not considering this possibility of the overlap and copresence of colonial and anti-colonial discourses, a
possibility that he opens and closes at the same time).
Indeed, Bhabha, immediately shifts his focus to colonial discourse not only because anti-colonial discourse
requires a different set of questions and techniques
to construct it, but also because to accept a resistant
native subjectivity as such would go against his main
thesis, which cannot accept intervention from a space
outside the structures and operations of colonial discourse.
Consistent with Bhabha’s totalised representation of
colonial discourse is his conception of Otherness. For
Bhabha, colonial Otherness is not constituted through
a binary of “Colonialist Self” and “Colonised Other.”14
Rather, it is formed by the Self’s splitting and multiplying, a concept that “turns on the idea of Man as his
alienated image, not Self and Other but the Otherness
of the Self inscribed in the perverse palimpsest of colonial identity.”15 In other words, sameness slips into
Otherness, but it remains an Otherness that has nothing to do with any Other. The Other must be seen as
13 Homi Bhabha, “The Other Question: Difference, Discrimination and the
Discourse of Colonialism” 155.
14 Bhabha, Homi. “Remembering Fanon: Self, Psyche and the Colonial
Condition,” in Franz Fanon, Black Skin White Masks, trans. Charles Lam
Markmann (London: Pluto Press, 1986) xix.
15 Bhabha, “Remembering Fanon,” xix.

“the necessary negation of a primordial identity—cultural or psychic—[because it is] never simply an It-Self,
a font of identity, truth or misrecognition.”16 The problem with Bhabha’s mode of representing Otherness is
that he relegates the objective existence and difference of the colonised to the mere status of Western
Man’s alienated image or his “dark reflection.” Similar
problems stem from Bhabha’s conception of native resistance. Although Bhabha criticised the early Said for
implying that colonial power is entirely possessed by
the coloniser, he does not suggest that the colonised
possesses it too. This is one of the binary oppositions
that Bhabha inherits from Foucault: the only alternative
to a singular agency possessing power is nobody possessing it. Bhabha, like Foucault, affirms that power
is exercised in a variety of ways and through multiple
channels, but never in the possession of a particular
agent. Subversion of colonial power and its loss of authority and control occur non-intentionally through the
ambivalence and inner dissension of colonial discourse
itself. Resistance is therefore the name of an agency
without a subject. Bhabha’s “agency” takes place at the
moment of enunciation; it is “a process of circulation
rather than a fixed point.”17 In this way, the coloniser’s
strategies for maintaining power are thwarted by the
ambivalence that results from the coloniser’s attempt
to fix the colonised as an object of knowledge.
Bhabha’s account of the operation of colonial power
and the strategies of colonial discourse does not allow a conception of the native subject as existing on
its own outside the structures of colonial power, nor
does it allow the possibility that existing native knowledge and discourse may overlap with or impinge upon
the operation of colonial power and knowledge. The
native subject is constituted within colonial discursive
boundaries. He returns to the possibility that discourses
of native knowledge and resistance may be historically
co-present with and intervene in colonial discourse; a
possibility that he has affirmed but never pursued or
brought to bear upon his analysis of colonial discourse.
Through the concept of the hybrid, Bhabha argues that
16 Bhabha, “Remembering Fanon,” xviii.
17 Homi Bhabha, “Difference, Discrimination and the Discourse of Colonialism,”
The Politics of Theory, ed.,Francis Baker and Peter Hulme (Colchester: University
of Essex, 1983) 200.

native knowledge transgresses the limits of colonial
discourse and subverts its authority. Bhabha defines
hybridity as “a problematic of colonial representation…
that reserves the effects of the colonialist disavowal,
so that other ‘denied’ knowledge enters upon the dominant discourse and engages the basis of its authority.”18
Hybridity is thus the articulation of both colonial and
native knowledge and discourse.
Although this represents a discursive condition of
colonialism insofar as both are produced by colonial
power, Bhabha claims that hybridity enables native
resistance by destabilising and undermining the very
structures that produce it in the first place: “If the effect
of colonial power is seen to be the production of hybridisation [this in turn] enables a form of subversion… that
turns the discursive conditions of dominance into the
ground of intervention.”19 In this light, Bhabha’s claim
for native resistance proves problematic. Since Bhabha
dismisses an “intentionalist” account of agency, he is
left with no other option than to stress that the operation as well as the subversion of colonial power and
knowledge occur “outside the conscious control of the
subject.”20 Consequently, the loss of colonial authority
and the subversion of colonial power and knowledge
turn out to be an effect of the discursive conditions
and operation of colonial discourse itself, rather than
an agential effort on the part of a native subject that
knows what it is doing. In other words, though the native may be the unconscious agent of the change that
occurs within colonial power structures, “hybridity” (as
the locus of this change) remains a kind of agency without a subject. For at the moment of hybridity, native
knowledge and discourses enter upon the dominant
discourse unaware and the resulting change is wholly
unintentional.
So far, none of the issues Bhabha has articulated,
whether in terms of ambivalence or hybridity, can be
accorded the political status of resistance. For resistance implies a conscious, native subject who observes
the ambivalence and slippages in the discourse of the
coloniser, and consciously uses them in order to desta-

bilise the coloniser’s position and control. The question
is: how can Bhabha account for “strategies of subversion” or “grounds of intervention” in the absence of a
conscious, native agency? What, if at all, could be their
political status? What sense does Bhabha’s analysis of
strategies, interventions and subversion make without
positing a subject-as-agent (in the full sense in which
these terms have been theorised elsewhere by Lacan et
al.)? In the absence of a clear differentiation between
forms of politics and political analysis, Bhabha’s account
of resistance seems to lodge political intervention and
strategies of subversion within the very act of analysing
and understanding colonial discourse at present. What
is shown and emphasised is Bhabha’s own subjectivity
and agency as interpreter when he attempts to signal
his own resistance. This is obvious in Bhabha’s assertion that “when the words of the master become the
site of hybridity… then we may not only read between
the lines but even seek to change the often coercive reality that they so lucidly contain.”21 Surely then “what
such a reading reveals are the boundaries of colonial
discourse” enabling an active “transgression of these
limits”22 with regard to Bhabha’s own “space.”
On the whole, however, Bhabha’s intervention and
attempted subversion are neither an effect of the failure
of colonial power, nor an active resistance on the part
of a colonised. Rather, it is the strategy and agency of
the conscious writing (andtheorising) subject. In certain
respects, Bhabha’s desire to displace native subjectivity and agency is also a desire to replace them with
his own subjectivity (evinced in the repeated interpolation of the first person plural pronoun). If the problem
of agency and intentionality constituted the original
grounds of Bhabha’s complaint against Said, his own
account of native agency and resistance remains problematic with hardly any political advance on what he
has criticised in Said’s representation. In fact, Bhabha
himself remains vulnerable to his own criticism of Said.
In his insistence that “there is no knowledge, political
or otherwise, outside representation”23 he ends up constructing “the World according to the Word.” This Word,

18 Bhabha, Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture, (London and New York:
Routledge, 1994) 114.

21 Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 121, emphasis added.

19 Bhabha, The Location of Culture 112.

23 Benita Parry “Signs of Our Time: Discussion of Homi Bhabha’s The Location
of Culture,” Third Text 28-29 (1994): 9.

20 Young, White Mythologies, 152.

22 Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 67.
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however, is almost exclusively the coloniser’s. As previous commentator’s have noted, “everything outside
colonial culture is treated [by Babha] with remarkable
fuzziness.” Moreover, the “hybridity” of coloniser and
colonised is theorised largely by “tracing the vicissitude, or the mutations in European culture.”24
In view of Foucault’s and Bhabha’s claims, Said’s
conception of native agency and native resistance is
more elaborate than that of Foucault’s and more useful
than Bhabha’s. Although Said neglects both the evidence of native agency and resistance in Orientalism,
he explains the reasons behind it: “What I left out of
Orientalism was the response to Western dominance

which culminated in the great movements of decolonisation all across the Third World.”25 However, after
Orientalism, Said started to be more concerned with the
question of resistance. It may be recalled that the issue
of resistance was the reason that ultimately induced
Said to part company with Foucault, after disagreeing
with him on what must be done to oppose neo-colonialism and neo-colonial oppression. Foucault’s work is not
geared towards producing a politics, and Said seems
to be impatient with him because he does not “commit
himself to descriptions of power and oppression with
some intention of alleviating human suffering, pain or
betrayed hope.”26

24 Anita Loomba, Colonialism/ Postcolonialsim (London and New York:
Routledge, 1998) 179.

26 Edward Said, The World, the Text and the Critic (London and Boston: Faber

25 Edward W. Said, Culture and Imperialism (London: Vintage, 1994) xii.

For Said, Foucault’s “power” is “passive” and “sterile.” Indeed, for Foucault, power is irreducible: any
claim that it serves interests beyond itself is dismissed
as “functionalist” or “teleological.” Said argues that
Foucault’s passive view of power is ascribable to his
rejection of the role of classes, “the role of insurgency
and rebellion” in the societies Foucault discusses.27 In
order to go beyond Foucault’s limitations, Said moves
to a position that enables the possibility of critique.
Said affirms the “vulnerability of the present organisation of culture” and points out that “the discursive
analysis of power is premised on the recognition that
if power is constructed by humans, it follows that it is
neither invincible nor impervious to dismantling.”28 In
other words, Said states that however saturating the
hegemonic systems are, they are not unassailable or
omnipotent. Foucault, in contrast, is too pessimistic to
accept that alternative methods or modes could escape
the totalising embrace of discursive power. “Power,”
he argues “is co-extensive with the social body; there
are no primal spaces of liberty.” Foucault even suggests
that any proposed alternatives to the existing hegemony or oppression would still be filtered by the dominant
discourse. The alternative, for Foucault, are “only the
inventions of our civilization and result from our class
system.”29 He therefore plays down even the very idea
of a social formation based on principles of justice because the very idea of justice has been “invented and
put to work in different societies as an instrument of
a certain political and economic power or as a weapon
against power.”30
Foucault’s argument here seems to give the discourse of power and knowledge too much credit by
subscribing to an over-totalised and undifferentiated
conception of power. As Said writes:
The disturbing circularity of Foucault’s theory of power
is a form of theoretical overtotalization superficially
more difficult to resist others because, unlike many
others, it is formulated, reformulated and borrowed

to use in what seems to be historically documented
situations … Foucault’s archaeologies … make not
even a nominal allowance for emergent movements,
and none for revolutions, counter-hegemony, or
historical blocs.31

For Foucault, while power thus assumes a certain
“singularity,” it is too mercurial, elusive and defuse to
provide a target for assault. Yet, for Said, even when
Foucault does admit the possibility of resistance, he
seems unwilling “to take seriously his own ideas about
resistance to power.”32 It is therefore the totalising aspect of Foucault’s conception of power and his “lack
of interest in the forces of effective resistance” which
forms the basis of Said’s disagreement with him.33
Another no less significant point of disagreement is
the related question of individual subjectivity and agency.
Foucault does not deny entirely individual agency; he just
claims that the agent is itself constituted by power. This
leads to downplaying the role of individual subjectivity
and individual agency, for if everything is produced
by power (including itself) then the term cancels itself
out, rendering any talk of an individual subject or agent
meaningless.34 Said rejects these premises and asserts
the necessity of individual agency: “Unlike Michel
Foucault to whose work I am greatly indebted, I do
believe in the determining imprint of individual writers
upon an otherwise anonymous collective body of texts
constituting a discursive formation like Orientalism.”35
In view of his politics of anti-colonial resistance,
the categories of individual subjectivity and agency
are too crucial for Said to be dismissed or deflated,
mainly because they are closely related—as has been
widely noted—to a resurgent humanism, via a “move
to reclaim human dignity and active historicity for the
colonial and post-colonial subjects,” a move which is
31 Introduction to Theodor W Adorno, Negative Dialectics, trans. E.B. Ashton
(New York: Seasbury Press, 1973) 17-18.
32 Said, The World, the Text and the Critic, 246.
33 Said, “Foucault and the Imagination of Power,” 151.

29 Foucault, “Power and Strategies,” 142; 143.

34 “The ethno-political choice we have to make everyday is to determine
which is the main danger. … My point is not that everything is bad, but that
everything is dangerous. … If everything is dangerous, then we always have
something to do. So my position leads not apathy but to a hyper-pessimistic
activism.” Michel Foucault, “On the Genealogy of Ethics: An Overview of Work
in Progress,” The Foucault Reader, ed. Paul Rabinow (Harmondsworth: Penguin
Books, 1986) 343.

30 Foucault, “Power and Strategies,” 150.

35 Said, Orientalism, 23.

and Faber, 1983) 247.
27 Said, The World, the Text and the Critic, 244.
28 Edward Said, “Foucault and the Imagination of power,” Foucault: A Critical
Reader, ed. David Hoy(Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1986) 154.
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at the very “heart of resistance movements.”36 After
all, “history is not a homogeneous French-speaking
territory, but a complex interaction between uneven
economies, societies and ideologies,” and Said is interested in foregrounding the subjectivity and agency of
non-Western subjects in relation to their own cultures
and histories as well as to the West’s colonial and imperial discourses.37
Said not only rejects any totalised, all-inclusive system
or discourse that ultimately has no space from which to
mount critique and resistance; he is also not interested
in “the dominant inside/outside model of conventional
politics.”38 He postulates that subjects can resist from
a position inside as well as outside the operations of
power: the sense that subjects can resist from a different power position, for one can be outside power in the
sense of being part of another form of power. This is
why Said does not claim a straightforward, simplified,
oppositional kind of resistance. He cautions about “hasty
projections of a decolonised future in which Orientalism
or imperialism will cease to influence the representation
of the self or the other.”39 Moreover, Said acknowledges that “Otherness” is a discursive construct, but
his “insistence on empirical Others who are historically
constituted rather than ontologically given” also implies
that “the ‘Other’ is invocable if not definable.”40 This
means that native subjects are constituted not exclusively by colonial discourse, but also in relation to their
(own) native knowledge and discourse—which overlap
with and impinge upon the operations of colonial power
and knowledge. From this point of view, Bhabha’s principle mistake is that he writes as though there was
nothing else in the life of the colonised but the colonialist, which is what the latter would perhaps like to think.
Said, in contrast, does not only affirm the existence
of native knowledge and discourse, but he also argues
that they have their own power and integrity:

It has been the substantial achievement of all of
the intellectuals, and of course of the movements
they worked with, by their historical, interpretive
and analytic efforts to have identified the culture of
resistance as a cultural enterprise possessing a long
tradition of integrity and power in its own right, one
not simply grasped as a belated, reactive response to
Western imperialism.41

What we see here is that the “Other” inhabits different
cultural and material locations. While the Otherness of
the Other is constituted within the parameters of colonial discourse, the Other nevertheless exists within its
own history and culture. To deny this fact would mean
that the native subject is a colonial discursive product
and nothing more (a spectre, in fact, of colonialism and
its adjunct post-colonialism), one that comes into being
only upon its entry into the history and discourse of the
West.
Although Foucault nowhere denies the possibility
of resistance, his models of power and knowledge
attenuate his own critical stance by defining resistance
as a function of power, and thus as being always in some
sense complicit with it. This has serious ramifications
for conceiving and mobilising resistance as a practical
effort to introduce a new social order. Foucault’s
rejection of the dialectic of ideology and individual
consciousness inevitably diminishes the effectual,
political status of subjects-as-agents. For his part,
Bhabha proffers a Foucauldian description of colonial
discourse, and his strategies can still be identified
as operating within systems that have already been
demarcated by Foucault; however, Bhabha’s resistance
claims are in turn undermined by his dispensing with
political intentionality and any awareness of a latent
“imperialism” on the part of the native subject. In
contrast, Said offers a subtler account of post-colonial
experience which extends beyond the historical
forms of Western “civilisation” and encompasses the
internally heterogeneous “subjectivity” and “agency” of
contemporary emancipation struggles.

36 Peter Childs and Patrick Williams, An Introduction to Post-Colonial Theory
(London: Prentice Hall/Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1997) 86.
37 Said, The World, the Text and the Critic, 222.
38 Young, White Mythologies, 86.
39 Said, Orientalism, 145.
40 Said The World, the Text and the Critic, 220.

41 Said, Culture and Imperialism 250.

MEHDI MAHFOUDH

mes maux par mes mots...
SONGES & MENSONGES

NON

Dreams of a pupil on the path to knowledge,
of the counsellor fronting his conscience,
of mumsy cradling her delicate novice,
of the sailor lost among tides & torments.

No to this life with its worth thieved from it,
its colour, its savour, its fervour;
to this sham life without judgement, faith,
where total austerity dictates the law.

Lies from a career of grease paint & stage lights,
of red velvet curtains.
The slapstick of a train derailment,
of becoming a eunuch, ambushed by walls.

No to this world where love is never
of the heart but only of the genitals;
where difference is exiled in perpetuity
by the neuroses of the state.

Dreams in books, in children’s stories;
our dead souls’ unhappy dreams. Stifling
endogamies of empty, trivial, dull cogitation.
Puddles of heartache.

No to this existence mired in betrayals,
where a man’s tears pronounce against him;
where the sobs of a child being raped
are snuffed-out by a father’s hand.

Lies welling in redacted eyes, inundating
our sentences; adrift, demented.
You abuse, you feign, you steal, you perjure,
you live, you deny, you make talk with the wind…

No to this land where gestures
merit speeches; all speech, meretricious.
Where obscenities lie in wait to throttle
souls already made witless…
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Screen of your body beaten in distress,
shield of your tied tongue; cut, treacherous.
You hide behind a thread, fooling no-one:
dream or lie, or life. Believing all things equal.

Dream a Nirvana beneath this sky;
blue-draped bosom of God.
Declaim poems spattered in blood,
cry pearls, diamonds.
Heave off the heavy muting chains,
shout down, deafen;
proclaim a new life where at last
it will be permissible, to say: yes…

*From Mes Maux par mes mots (Tunis: Éditions JMS, 2002).

—translated by Louis Armand
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DAWN FOWLER

david greig’s conflict spaces
When the Tricycle Theatre in London, under the
auspices of artistic director Nicholas Kent, announced
that it was devoting two months of its 2009 late spring
season to a cycle of plays that would offer veteran (and
some new) dramatists the opportunity to write about
Afghanistan it was no surprise that David Greig was
one of the assembled writers. The epic Great Game:
Afghanistan, which played out over twelve hours allowed
audience members willing to complete the marathon a
full historical background to Afghanistan beginning in
1892 and ending in 2009.1 Consisting of eighteen short
plays it was an ambitious education project and Greig’s
contribution, Miniskirts of Kabul (Tricycle, dir. Nicholas
1 The Tricycle ran The Great Game: Afghanistan alongside an Afghan film
festival, Afghan ceramics and photography exhibitions and educational
events.

Kent), saw him continue his exploration of characters
in the midst of conflict that began with Damascus in
2007 (Traverse, dir. Philip Howard).2
In the Author’s Note to Damascus, Greig reveals
that he has participated in a series of artistic exchanges
in the Middle East since 2000, which, he states, has
taught him “an enormous amount about the complexities
of relations between the West and the Arab world.”3
Damascus explores these complex relations through
a series of encounters between Scottish textbook
salesman Paul and a range of Syrian characters. In
2 This was Greig’s sixth collaboration with Howard who was Artistic Director
of the Traverse Theatre from 1996 to 2007. Howard also directed the revival
and the Middle East / North Africa tour in March 2009.
3 David Greig, Damascus (London: Faber and Faber, 2007) 3. All further
references to the play are cited in text.

Damascus a bomb at Beirut Airport prevents Paul
returning home for Valentine’s Day with his wife, so he
is able to develop his friendship with interpreter Muna
in the foyer of a Damascus hotel. In Miniskirts of Kabul,
Greig abandons a literal setting completely as a young
female writer creates an imaginary meeting with a real
historical figure, former Afghan President Najibullah,
who was dragged from the UN compound in Kabul
and hanged by a mob in 1996. Through conversation
and emergent understanding of one another’s cultures
unlikely bonds form while the threat of outside conflict
punctuates and drives the action.
It was during his own experience teaching workshops
in the Middle East that Greig developed the initial idea
for Damascus. He explains, “Damascus came about
as an unexpected by-product of the artistic exchange
I have been privileged to have with young theatre
makers in the Middle East, particularly in Syria and
Palestine, since 2000” (3). When Damascus transferred
to the Tricycle Theatre in 2009 Greig revealed in an
interview that although his time in the Middle East
was ostensibly to introduce young Arab writers to the
techniques of British playwriting he also realised that
there was a lack of Middle Eastern representation on
British stages: “British playwrights don’t experience the
Middle East so we don’t have a great deal of plays
that are set there. Also there isn’t a great tradition of
playwriting in the Middle East itself so we can’t get
hold of those plays and see them here either.”4 The
exchange of ideas and exposure to varying theatre
practices has clearly enhanced the range of influences
on Greig as a writer which is witnessed in Damascus
and Miniskirts of Kabul as strangers meet in innovative
spaces. Through the transnational interactions between
his characters Greig explores ignorance, guilt, paranoia
and defensiveness, but also the warmth, humanity and
desire for understanding which can emerge from both
sides when surrounded by the sinister presence of an
intensifying outside threat.
Greig’s somewhat unique position as a dramatic
chronicler of the Middle East resulted in March 2009 with
a British Council funded tour of Damascus in the Middle
East and North Africa, which saw the play performed in
4 Kate Jackson, “David Greig On…The Middle East, Scotland and Belonging,”
N.pag. What’s on Stage? Web. 12 February 2009.

Damascus, Beirut, Amman, Cairo, Tunis and Ramallah.
When Scotsman theatre critic Joyce McMillan joined
Greig and the Traverse Company in Damascus she
noted that they were “still reeling from the shock of the
ferociously mixed reception they received the previous
evening.”5 The intensity of the debate surrounding the
performances demonstrates that this kind of crosscultural dramatic exchange (and the responses to it) is
groundbreaking work. Conversely, Nicholas Kent found
in his planning of The Great Game: Afghanistan that
when he “did a trawl for writers, including novelists,
from the sub-continent… apart from Siba Shakib I met
with little success.”6 Clearly there is an audience for
plays about the Middle East and Afghanistan from
local writers, but Greig’s most recent work attempts to
provide some sort of bridge to that gap from a British
perspective at least.
In light of this, what I would like to do here is look
at Greig’s staging of transnational exchange between
British and Middle Eastern characters and his creation
of theatrical worlds which I have termed conflict
spaces. In Damascus and Miniskirts of Kabul Greig
explores interpersonal relationships that struggle with
the ethical concerns placed on them by characters who
are supposedly on opposing sides of the political and
religious spectrum. In Damascus we are led to believe
that the world outside the theatrical space is engaged
in war. The advancing Taliban who are coming to deal
Najibullah his dreadful fate provides the nature of the
threat in Miniskirts of Kabul. However, in both pieces
the conflict is somewhat obscure and ill defined, existing
outside the space yet intruding upon it in various ways.
In the midst of unstable environments, however, Greig
focuses his attention on the development of crosscultural understanding through exploration of language,
mannerisms and human relationships.
As Dan Rebellato has written, in Greig’s theatre it is
interesting to think about the impact of globalization on
the action of his plays.7 It seems somehow typical of
Greig that Damascus, a play named after a city which
5 Joyce McMillan, “To Damascus: David Greig’s Damascus in Syria and
Lebanon,” N.pag. Scotsman Arts Online. Web. 19 March 2009.
6 Nicholas Kent, “Introduction,” in The Great Game: Afghanistan programme.
Tricycle Theatre 17 April-14 June 2009. 8.
7 David Greig, Plays One (London: Methuen, 2002) ix – xxiii.
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crosses the oldest inhabited buildings in the world with a
modern cityscape, which became Arab Capital of Culture
in 2008, and which has all the biblical connotations
of being a metaphorical road to enlightenment and
spiritual awakening should be set entirely in a hotel
foyer of a generic three-star hotel. Greig revealed in a
2007 interview that his use of homogenized space was
because he “was tremendously nervous of trying to
represent people in the Middle East, because of that old
Western thing of misrepresenting and exoticizing other
cultures.”8 Various dramatic interests are at play here.
On the one hand, Greig uses the universality of the
space to avoid the potential stereotyping of his chosen
subjects, but this also paradoxically allows him to
explore the ingrained persistence of individual historical
and cultural identities.
The hotel foyer, set up to provide bar and reception
services for short-term stay European businessmen
and comfortable accommodation for middle-class
Damascenes plays an important function as an
archetypal, universalized space. Despite being in the
Middle East the hotel setting allows for a level of
standardization imposed by nascent globalization as
described by Marc Augé: “the same hotel chains, the
same television networks are cinched tightly round the
globe, so that we feel constrained by uniformity, by
universal sameness, and to cross international borders
brings no more profound variety.”9 The hotel pianist
Elena, a self-described “transsexual Ukrainian Christian
Marxist” (116) acts as a narrator figure throughout the
play, both introducing and commenting on the action.
Elena’s characterization and her lack of interaction with
anyone else on stage locates her as a sexual, religious
and political other which allows the action of the play to
pass through the filter of objectivity that her difference
and displacement implies. Elena also serves, with her
direct addresses to the audience, to function as a
disruption to the otherwise realist conventions of the
play. The hotel foyer allows characters to meet for the
first time with the open nature of the space lacking the
connotations of intimacy carried by hotel rooms. “Hotels
8 Joyce McMillan, “David Greig Interview,” N.pag. Scotsman Festival Magazine.
Web. August 2007.
9 Marc Augé, Non-places: An Introduction to Supermodernity, trans. John
Howe (London and New York: Verso, 2008) xii.

are sexy” (124) says the Dean of Damascus University,
Wasim, at one point, but it is how relationships play
out in public space that is Greig’s chief concern in
Damascus.
In the foyer English is spoken, Arabic coffee is served
alongside beer and whisky and a television screen
continuously plays news images from “the current
situation” (7). This enigmatic “current situation” referred
to in stage directions throughout the play reminds us
that Syria, which is bordered by Iraq, Israel, Palestine,
Lebanon, and Turkey is an enclave amongst shaky
political instability in the Middle East. When Paul enters
the Damascus hotel foyer he provides an obnoxious first
impression, speaking loudly into his mobile phone: “I
should be at home… Why me? Why do I have to come
to a war zone?” (10). The indefinable speculation of
what constitutes a war-zone in modern global conflict
is alluded to throughout the play as both Paul and the
Damascenes grasp at ways to describe “the situation.”
Paul describes his fears over the phone as “Iraq and
Gaza – the Gaza thing, and Iran, and…” (10). When he
meets Syrian interpreter Muna to discuss his language
textbooks she worries: “I wondered about you. Last
night. I thought, what if the airport is closed because
of the situation… the situation just now is not good”
(17). Zakaria, the hotel porter, relays Paul’s eventual
entrapment in Damascus: “Mr Paul, British Airways
have called. There has been a bomb in the car park of
Beirut Airport. Beirut Airport is closed. Your flight is
cancelled.” Beat. “It is the situation” (39).
The non-specificity of the conflict serves to make a
more generalized comment about attitudes to violence
and also the proliferation of screened images of conflict.
Paul refers to an image on the television of a crying
girl: “They’re showing the child. Every hour, on the
hour. Crying for her father” (108). The anonymity of
the child and lack of information about her nationality
points to the horrors of the outside conflict, but also the
anaesthetizing effects of repeated images of trauma.
Paul and Muna quickly move onto another conversation
and the television resumes its role as part of the
background. Lyn Gardner felt that Paul’s attitude to his
surroundings and entrapment in Damascus represented
Bush and Blair’s “get-in get-out” foreign policy: “as
they discovered in Iraq sometimes the situation on

the ground is such that you find yourself unavoidably
detained.”10 Greig has, however, commented that the
play should not be seen as a comment on the specifics
of the present day: “I felt very engaged with the Middle
East – but I didn’t want to write about the political
situation directly. I would feel queasy about that, as
if I were nailing my colours to the mast in order to
score brownie points.”11 The streaming television and
vague references to outside conflict are in this sense
somewhat dystopian referring depressingly as they do
to a constant rolling war. The situation on screen may be
‘current’ but the implication stands that another could
soon replace it, and that whenever and wherever the
play is performed this stage direction will hold chilling
relevance.
The year before Damascus premiered in 2007,
another famous play set in a hotel, Sarah Kane’s
Blasted (1995) was performed in London in Thomas
Ostermeier’s acclaimed German production Zerbombt
(Barbican, November 2006). Ostermeier also opted
to have a television screen on his stage in the first
Act in which news images of conflict were ignored
by the characters who were engaged in their own
sexual and domestic affairs. Anyone who had seen
Ostermeier’s production would be forgiven for thinking
that war would intrude the stage and enter the lives of
the characters in Damascus in a similarly violent and
explosive way as the second act of Blasted. In fact,
the one act of violence in Damascus is perpetrated by
hotel worker Zakaria against himself. His suicide by
gunshot at the end of play, although shocking, serves
to challenge Paul’s early paranoid fears about terrorists
targeting western businessmen in hotels. As Jean
Baudrillard explains in The Spirit of Terrorism, images of
conflict create a politics of fear that infects the minds
of those who witness it: “Terrorism, like viruses, is
everywhere. There is a global perfusion of terrorism,
which accompanies any system of domination as
though it were its shadow, ready to activate itself
anywhere like a double agent.”12 Greig uses the rolling
images of “the situation” to show that the knowledge
10 Lyn Gardner, “Damascus,” The Guardian, 11 February 2009.
11 Charlotte Higgins, “Road to Damascus,” The Guardian, 16 February 2009.
12 Jean Baudrillard, The Spirit of Terrorism and Other Essays, trans. Chris
Turner (London and New York: Verso, 2002) 10.

gained through the screen is a mediatized vision which
does not necessarily mirror the reality of the situation
in Damascus. Paul eventually realises the extent of
deception in news coverage telling his wife over the
phone towards the end of the play:
You would like it here. You should come. We should
bring the kids.
It’s not a war zone.
It’s not the way it’s usually described. (112)

The sheer impossibility of language to describe the
complexities and nuances of “the current situation” are
a key element of Greig’s dramatic strategy in Damascus.
When Paul meets Muna’s employer Wasim both find
that they can only communicate through Muna or in
basic French. Here Greig uses a technique explored in
his 2005 play The American Pilot (Royal Shakespeare
Company, dir. Ramin Gray) where all characters on
stage speak English but we are led to believe that they
are speaking different languages. As both Wasim and
Paul speak in their native tongues the potential for
misunderstanding is high. Wasim’s seemingly genuine
interest in issues of family connection, patriarchy and
patriotism lead him to enquire if Paul’s son is in Iraq.
Paul, however, carrying the weight of western guilt on
his shoulders, stutters and stumbles over apologies to
Wasim in pidgin French:
Monsieur le Dean, les citoyens de Grande Bretagne
n’aiment pas la guerre. Non. Moi je pense que la guerrre dans Iraq c’est ... un ... un grande erreur.
Trés grande.
Sorry, my French is terrible. (21)

Paul’s placing of himself as apologist and speaker for the
nation serves to show the absurdity of cultural stereotype.
In Greig’s plays, though, the misunderstanding of
cultural custom works both ways. The Damascenes
continually refer to Paul as an Englishman while not
recognizing Paul’s Scottish heritage as important.
When Zakaria learns Paul is Scottish he responds:
“Mel Gibson. Braveheart… Freedom!” (22), his skewed
knowledge of the country derived from the heroizing
Hollywood film.
Damascus, at its heart, is a play about language.
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What we say, why we say it and what effect this has
when we are in another country with different customs
to our own? Paul is required to strip down his language
to make himself understood and this results in forcing
him to determine who he is and what he represents
as a visiting stranger in Damascus. Some of the
longest and funniest scenes in Damascus involve Paul
and Muna debating over the use of expression in his
language textbooks. As a couple they form a striking
partnership, he a western liberal desperate not to cause
offence and she a progressive nationalist thrashing out
delicate political and cultural issues. Their sometimes
radically different points of view, expressed through the
increasingly bizarre scenarios in the textbook convey
a burgeoning attraction which culminates in a nonconsummated flirtation. Throughout their conversation
Muna expresses incredulity that British professors
would come to Syria to lecture at a conference on
Human Rights (44), that Paul would sanction one of
his characters wearing the full niqab in his language
textbooks (42), and that honour killings still take place
in Britain (43), when she tries to promote a modern,
secular society in her work. When Paul accuses the
Syrian government of censorship her response is
defensive:

passage. For Zakaria the constant stream of transient
guests through the hotel space only serves to show
him the things that he cannot have, the places he
will never go, and the dreams he believes he will not
achieve. Zakaria holds a hopelessly aspirational vision
of life in the west, and his world, which sees him
dealing with tourists or Damascenes of a higher class
than him creates an alternative reality. He interacts in
a foreign language; he no longer sees his family; and
he works the endlessly long hours of the hotel porter,
receptionist and barman. He cannot buy the American
girls he is courting a drink at the hotel because they are
too expensive for him. What Zakaria wants, though,
is not only things he cannot have but things which do
not exist in the first place. His experience of the west
is one mediated by absurdly exaggerated, elitist and
aspirational cultural references while he feels trapped
in an endless cycle of low-paid labour. As such he
undergoes a spiritual crisis:

Our country is surrounded by war in Iraq, Palestine,
Lebanon… Israel occupies our land. America calls us
evil. We have many minorities here and we all live in
peace and stability. There is very little crime. There
are schools and universities and all the time there are
fundamentalists trying to – you have to understand the
context in which we are living. (48)

Greig here dramatizes the injurious spiritual effects
of globalization on low-skilled workers but I would
also posit that Zakaria’s role also explores ideas of
dominance and moral exclusion imparted by global
conflict. Patrick Anderson and Jisha Menon recognise
that “[t]he global significance of violence is not simply
in its creation of a division between aggressor and
casualty but in its pseudo-contractual function to bind
involved parties in a mode of engagement defined by
domination and facilitated in suffering.”13 Zakaria is
trapped in a meaningless existence from which there is
no escape and the streaming images of the ‘situation’
and the westernised veneer of the hotel only serve to
reinforce this. The bomb may delay Paul but Zakaria
cannot go anywhere. His backbreaking reality shows
a level of coercion and control without any prospect
of hope that he can only end with an act of extreme

Greig uses these debates to highlight that one language
cannot simply be directly translated into another.
Nevertheless, hints of what could be a potentially
tender relationship developing between Paul and Muna
show that holding different views does not necessarily
mean being on different sides and the threat of conflict
that preoccupied Paul at the beginning of the play is
forgotten as his friendship with Muna develops.
If Paul takes his own revelatory Road to Damascus
throughout the course of the play, however, Greig
also reminds us that the creation of a supposed world
without frontiers does not mean everyone gains free

My brothers. They are all in the village in my father’s
house, all their wives, all their children. Many, many
children. Everybody sits around the big table. Everybody
eat and drink. I am here. In Damascus.
If I am not away from here, I am dead.
I am dead inside. (38)

13 Patrick Anderson and Jisha Menon eds. Violence Performed: Local Roots
and Global Routes of Conflict (Houndmills: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009) 5.

violence. His suicide by gunshot at the end of the play
reflects his own inability to survive in a globalized world
which sees him as a dominated subject in his own
country. Choral voice Elena gives us a history of the
gun he uses to shoot himself. It has been sold through
Russia, Iraq, the Islamic Brotherhood and finally to
Zakaria’s friend Kamal who is planning to go and fight
in Chechnya (114-5). The irony of Zakaria is that in his
situation he has no noble cause to fight for, no strong
belief system except greater individual freedom and it is
this which causes his destruction. The final stage image
sees Zakaria pointing the gun at a sleeping Paul before
turning it on himself. Paul’s fears that he is a direct
target are unfounded but the spiritual desolation of this
space and its surrounding conflict claims its victim.
While Greig has created dramatic scenarios that
allow characters from different cultural backgrounds to
merge throughout his career, the meta-physical nature of
Miniskirts of Kabul seems a departure. In the imagined,
speculative meeting between a fictional writer and an
ex-Afghan President Greig creates a mindscape which
explores the sacrifices that can be made for moral and
political purposes. Set in the UN compound in 1996 as
Najibullah sought protection from those calling for his
arrest, the dangers outside the space are apparent from
the outset:
He lifts weights.
In the distance the sound of shelling.
She enters.
He stops.
This is not a normal visit.
I don’t understand.
I’m imaging you.
It wasn’t possible to arrange a meeting any other
way.14

The historical Najibullah was a doctor who abandoned
his original profession before graduating to enter into
the political arena. He became President of Afghanistan
in 1986 but was replaced by Burhanuddin Rabbani
in 1992 and spent four years in refuge in the UN
compound as the country was devastated by brutal
14 David Greig, Miniskirts of Kabul, in The Great Game Afghanistan (London:
Oberon, 2009) 125-145. Cited here 125.

civil war.15 His death on 27 September 1996 at the
hands of the advancing Taliban ended in his being
dragged through the compound tied to the back of
car, castration and public hanging. Miniskirts of Kabul
represents a collapsing of physical and timed space, but
in entering the writers mind, grasping for understanding
of incomprehensible events, Greig shows the difficulty
of boiling historical events down into dramatic action.
Greig’s stage directions point to the intensifying
nature of the threat which culminates in “fighting and
shouts outside” (142), and “bangs very close” (143).
As the depressing inevitability of Najibullah’s fate
is secured the writer is left to reconstruct history by
imagining a heroic death:
I don’t know what you did at the end.
No one wrote it down.
I imagine you fought.
You spent four years lifting weights. You were a boxer. They called you the ox.
I imagine you fought. (145)

With this final image as well as his staunch refusal to
leave Kabul the writer restores some speculative dignity
to Najibullah’s final hours. Even though he is configured
as brave and strong in the context of his painful demise
Najibullah also confesses to the “few thousand” (136)
people who have died at his own hands and admits to
a love of the Spice Girls, whose video for Wannabe is
surreally imagined onto the stage (138). The playfulness
of the writer and Najibullah dancing and singing along
to the Spice Girls offsets the historical and political
education set out in the play. Greig offers a commentary
on the present by looking through the lens of the past.
Nicholas Kent writes that the reasoning behind The
Great Game: Afghanistan was to try and broach the
“massive gaps in understanding” about Afghan history
and culture, especially in light of the intensifying war.16
The writer in Miniskirts of Kabul goes further than this
and stresses that there are gaps in Afghan history
which cannot be filled by research: “I’m just saying
that I have read all the books I could find and I have
15 There are many good general histories of Afghanistan available. I found
John C. Griffiths’ Afghanistan: Land of Conflict and Beauty (updated in 2009)
offered a comprehensive overview.
16 Kent, “Introduction,” 8.
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talked to people but I want to understand the world
from your point of view” (130). Miniskirts of Kabul,
then, simultaneously flags up the impossibility of the
potential dangers of filling in the gaps in history and
understanding, but also the vital need to engage with
history. The miniskirts of the title refers to a book the
writer has read which mentioned that in the 1970s
women could wear miniskirts on the streets of Kabul.
Najibullah is at first resistant to this line of questioning:
“Have you come all this way – imagined yourself sitting
with me in a city under siege – to ask me about women’s
fashion?” (137). However, he eventually relents that if
women did not go so far as to wear miniskirts they
were free to wear whatever office clothes they chose
to their jobs in Kabul.
This short piece demonstrates that in times of
hardship and conflict when the political and tragic
threaten to overwhelm, it is often the minor details of
daily living that reveal the most. In the supposed frivolity
of fashion we can learn much about the changing nature
of Afghan political history. Women’s clothing is actually
a stark symbolic reminder of the fragility of political
structures as Afghan historian John C. Griffiths states
in the conclusion to his history of the country:
Superficially the Afghanistan of today is unrecognisable as the Afghanistan I first explored a little over
50 years ago… A nascent democracy in which I could
debate serious policy with elected women members,
as they stood on the steps of Parliament in western
clothes… Today the enterprises undertaken under foreign aid programmes are destroyed by warfare almost
as soon as they are completed. There is scarcely a
modern concrete building unadorned by a necklace of
bullet-holes, scarcely an old mud home that has not
been reduced to mortar blasted rubble.17

The changing political nature of Afghanistan and the
loss of women’s civil rights under the Taliban are at
the heart of this play. Miniskirts of Kabul rejects time
and spatial boundaries, but what use is time it asks
when nothing progresses? “Surely history can only
move in one direction” the writer asks Najibullah.
“Not in Afghanistan,” he replies, “Afghanistan has a
complicated relationship with time” (134).
17 John C. Griffiths, Afghanistan: Land of Conflict and Beauty (London: André
Deutsch, 2009) 272.

Greig has written that “political theatre has at its
very heart the possibility of change.”18 With this piece
he has put a human face on political history with
moving results. Miniskirts of Kabul along with the other
plays in The Great Game: Afghanistan provides a timely
and much needed commentary on the current political
climate. President Barack Obama has pledged 30,000
more troops to Afghanistan with an estimated date of
withdrawal of Allied Forces beginning in mid 2011. By
then, it is believed, it will be clear if the current war
is winnable. As the American and British governments
begin their military endgames the situation in terms of
fatalities and casualties on both sides will most likely
get worse before it gets better. What The Great Game:
Afghanistan dramatized so effectively is that the country
has been continuously blighted and ripped apart by war
throughout history. Both Damascus and Miniskirts of
Kabul as examples of Greig’s most recent writing clearly
act as important reflections on “the current situation”
and its potentially devastating consequences.
Global conflict and its constant presence on our
television screen attempts to segregate and seeks
to unsettle. In Greig’s plays whether from different
countries or cultural backgrounds, different worlds or
historical periods, his characters are constantly reaching
out and searching for ways to connect with their fellow
human beings. In the words of Vincent Descombe, “The
character is at home when he is at ease in the rhetoric
of the people with whom he shares life. The sign of
being at home is the ability to make oneself understood
without too much difficulty, and to follow the reasoning
of others without any need for long explanations.”19
Facing a background of hardship, violence and conflict
ordinary people are able to find ways to communicate
with one another. Greig shows us characters who
are not enemies but who, without sharing a common
language, can form meaningful friendships. Even in
bland, lonely and threatened homogenous spaces the
curiousness and quirks inherent in individual characters
remain the focal point.

18 Greig, Plays One, xxi.
19 Augé, Non-places, 87.

KEN EDWARDS

nothing doing
SOMEBODY:
There’s nothing.

NOBODY:
Extraordinary.
SOMEBODY:
Absolutely nothing to be seen.
NOBODY:
Houses can’t just vanish!
[silence]

NOBODY:
Where?

SOMEBODY:
They must have destroyed them.

SOMEBODY:
Here. Everywhere. Nowhere.

NOBODY:
That must be it, I guess. They must have destroyed all
their own houses. That’s terrible!

[silence]
NOBODY:
This is some kind of place, isn’t it?

SOMEBODY:
They must have destroyed everything. Everything has
disappeared.

SOMEBODY:
Well, I can’t see anything. There is nothing left.

NOBODY:
Are you sure?

[silence]

SOMEBODY:
Can you see anything?

NOBODY:
I think there must have been people living here once.
SOMEBODY:
Where?
NOBODY:
I don’t know. I believe there were people.
SOMEBODY:
Well, they’ve all gone, then. There’s NOBODY left.
NOBODY:
Where did they live? Where are their houses? They
must have had houses?
SOMEBODY:
All vanished.

NOBODY:
No, I must admit I can’t.
SOMEBODY:
Nothing moving.
NOBODY:
Not even a stone skipping across a lake.
SOMEBODY:
No lake!
NOBODY:
Not even a sound, the plop as the stone hits the water
for the last time and sinks, not even that.
SOMEBODY:
There’s not a single sound. Not even the wind. Just
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silence everywhere. The people have vanished. And
their animals, and all their belongings. The houses have
vanished. The lake has entirely vanished.
NOBODY:
It’s uncanny.
[silence]
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SOMEBODY:
And how? How could they get away?
NOBODY:
By road?
SOMEBODY:
There are no roads!

SOMEBODY:
The people must have destroyed their houses. Then
they destroyed the lake. And the mountains all around,
which might have been heavily forested, for all we
know, and all the creatures that dwelt there, if there
were creatures, they destroyed those too. [pause] Then
they destroyed themselves.

NOBODY:
I have to admit you’re right. There’s no sign of a road.

NOBODY:
Why would they want to do that?

NOBODY:
But surely there would be some evidence of this?
There’d be, I don’t know, rubble.

SOMEBODY:
Who knows?
NOBODY:
Perhaps they didn’t.
SOMEBODY:
What?
NOBODY:
Perhaps they didn’t destroy themselves. Perhaps they
got away.
SOMEBODY:
Where to? There isn’t anywhere else!
NOBODY:
I guess not.
SOMEBODY:
There’s nowhere for them to go.
NOBODY:
We don’t know that.

SOMEBODY:
I suppose they could have destroyed the roads behind
them as they went. You know, they could have covered
their traces.

SOMEBODY:
Rubble?
NOBODY:
But there is no rubble. I would expect to see rubble and
detritus, that kind of thing, I would expect to see it and
smell it, but there’s not a sign of it anywhere. So even
the rubble has vanished!
SOMEBODY:
They could have had some very powerful weapons.
They could have had extremely advanced technology,
capable of vaporising even the rubble they created when
they destroyed their roads and houses. The technology
might even have vaporised the lake, how about that?
NOBODY:
That would be awe-inspiring.
SOMEBODY:
Such technology would have taken years and years
to develop. Millennia, even. It’s almost inconceivable.
Generation upon generation, these people would have
worked patiently on their technology, perfecting it bit
by bit. They would have tested it from time to time,

let’s say on a cowshed, or an enemy, tried to see if
they could destroy that with any success. Then back to
the drawing board. Passing on what they had learned
in their lifetime to their children. Can you imagine? The
men with their strength and obduracy, the women with
their brains, and their breasts bursting with milk. They
must have had a huge capacity for application and
selfless endeavour, without expectation of an ultimate
reward.
NOBODY:
Yes, that’s right, generations would have been born
and lived and died without knowing whether they were
going to succeed in the end.
SOMEBODY:
Without even knowing what success might look like.
NOBODY:
They weren’t to know.
SOMEBODY:
Weren’t to know what?
NOBODY:
That it would look like [pause] nothing.
SOMEBODY:
I tell you what, it looks exactly like nothing. There’s
nothing there!
NOBODY:
100% success!
SOMEBODY:
Who would have thought it?

I don’t know: a need, a … threat. Yes, a threat perhaps,
that’s what they would have been responding to,
working hard to eliminate the threat.
SOMEBODY:
A threat from where? As we’ve seen, there isn’t
anywhere else.
NOBODY:
It could’ve been a threat from within. An existential
threat, if you like. What they created might have been
too much for them, they would’ve needed to deal with
it, and if they couldn’t deal with it, they would’ve
needed to eliminate it. To make it, you know … vanish.
[pause] I’m not putting it very well.
SOMEBODY:
Go on.
NOBODY:
You have to create, how can I say, the means to
cope with this, to cope with this sense of threat. It’s
not enough to make things, to make things that are
beautiful, things that delight, let’s just say, for the sake
of argument; that’s not enough, you have to have the
capability to make things vanish, be gone and not come
back, because, what am I trying to say, there’s a terror
in existence, a finality to it, even beauty is dreadful,
especially beauty, beauty is a threat, it’s the end of
everything, I mean – bear with me – I mean, it’s a full
stop, it has to be destroyed, otherwise no movement
is possible. [pause] Do you see? [pause] You need a
culture of vanishing. In order to continue. Do you see
what I mean?
[silence]

NOBODY:
They could’ve…

SOMEBODY:
You’re not making any sense.

SOMEBODY:
They could’ve created a beautiful environment.

NOBODY:
No, I suppose not.

NOBODY:
I don’t know. These people … you’ve got to hand it to
them. They weren’t stupid. They must have perceived,

SOMEBODY:
Are you talking about … progress?
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NOBODY:
I’m talking about movement. It’s impossible. Beauty
makes movement impossible, because of its finality.
But then destroying it…
SOMEBODY:
Perhaps there never were any people.
NOBODY:
You’re kidding!
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NOBODY:
…it never existed at all.
SOMEBODY:
It’s impossible to tell the difference.
NOBODY:
Yes.
[silence]

SOMEBODY:
Perhaps there never were.

SOMEBODY:
So where are we, anyway?

NOBODY:
It’s a moot point.

NOBODY:
Who knows? We’re here. That’s all I know.

SOMEBODY:
Perhaps none of this ever happened. That’s a possibility,
isn’t it? There were no people, there was no town or
city, there were no animals to be domesticated and
husbanded, no mountains or forests, there was no lake,
no sky, no fresh-smelling earth or grass. Perhaps there
was never a murmur of insects, or the calling of birds
from one tree to the next, or the thrum of machinery or
even the hum of human conversation and music playing
in a distant bar. Perhaps…

SOMEBODY:
Where’s that?

NOBODY:
Did we invent all this, then?
SOMEBODY:
Somebody did.
NOBODY:
But there’s NOBODY!
SOMEBODY:
Good point.
NOBODY:
So it’s impossible.
SOMEBODY:
Either all of this existed, and it completely vanished,
or…

NOBODY:
[silence]
SOMEBODY:
Where’s here?
NOBODY:
[silence]
SOMEBODY:
Why are we here?
NOBODY:
I don’t know. There’s nothing for either of us to do
here. There’s nothing for us here.
[silence]
SOMEBODY:
Who are you?
NOBODY:
NOBODY.

VADIM ERENT

twice found objects
[improvised explosive devices]
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CARLA HARRYMAN with FLORIAN WERNER

mirror play / spiegelspiel
Epilog/ue

MATSCH AUF DEM BODEN / MUD ON THE FLOOR
Fliegen. Flying. Clothes flying. Kleidungsstücke fliegen. Sleeves wrapping around clouds,
zurren sie fest, ziehen sie. Pant legs knotted to sleeves dragging sleeves dragging clouds.
Mach dir eine Notiz. Note this. Listen. Hör zu. Summ die Note nach. Hum the note. Pants
are ballooning out, wohlgefüllt, vollgestopft mit Unterwäsche, and the legs knot sleeves,
die um Wolken gezurrt sind. Rounded Hosen Bäuche Hosenbäuche ziehen Kleidung and
clouds, mach dir eine Ziton, rummage through clouds a little wildly, und lass dich treiben,
und merk dir das, in alberner Haltung. Emos of the clouds are faded. Auch die Wolken, hie
und da etwas mager, sind verblichen. There are certain dramatic flares, the stuffed pants
for instance und der Wanderschuh and fadings, und Ausblenden, Nahaufnahmen, note that,
then merk dir das, hiding a shoelace, kritzel.

Such, and note this also, the
composition of the sky is a matter of
knowledge. Die Zusammensetzung des
Slemmih yks ist bekannt. It is known
for Nobody, die dem Boden Verhafteten
überschwemmen die Atmosphäre,
touching down, schlagen zwischen ihnen
auf.
Addicts süchtige, hört und suffer merkt
euch, and listen an der Atmosphäre. Sie
erleiden atmosphere Atmosphäre. This
Nobody. Dnamein reseid.

ACT FOUR / VIERTER ACT
VORRAUM / ANTECHAMBER

Einige der Kleider-im-Himmel einige Sturmgeworfene wurden zuerst in diesem Zimmer
zerfetzt.
(Enter)
This is the room one arrives in first where Nobody converses in a public voice.
(Auftritt)
(Auftritt)
(enter)
(Auftritt)
(Auftritt)
(enter)
(enter)
(Auftritt)
(enter)
(enter)

Sei still
Jemand hört zu
Sei still

Be quiet
Someone is listening
Be quiet

(Until they) Solange, bis sie, Niemand (Nobody), eine Säge hervorholen und sich an die Arbeit
machen (get out a saw and go to work). (With the saw) Mit der Säge, einer mit kleinen
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Zähnen (a small toothed), trennen sie den Vorraum vom Rest des Hauses (they separate the
antechamber from the rest of the house, all of the private spaces), von den ganzen privaten
Räumen. Diese (These) werden (are) weggeschnitten (cut away).
(Auftritt)
Undressed, Nobody, singular throws the door open just in time for a look at an airplane flying
into clothing into knotted and shredded clothing, e-enough clothing to dress a symphony
orchestra the captain reports. Luft mit jemand strömt in das Zimmer während der Captain
von der Landung berichtet. Landet. Sicher, safely, jetzt landet es s-süßes kleines Ding.
Landet. Lands. Vor dem Vorraum.
This scenario was dreamt up by one of us
Diese Handlung hat einer von uns enträumt
(And we’re not saying which). Und wir sagen nicht wer.
Though one of us is more inclined to leak information than
the others.
When Nobody is listening.
Es gibt keine wirkliche Architektur
Nobody is the one
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Der die Caterpillar-Raupe herbeorderte, sie kam und half, das Eingangszimmer vom Rest
des Hauses wegzuziehen sie banden ein Seil darum nachdem es durchgesägt worden war,
damit es von all dem morbiden Zeugs befreit werden konnte, das hinter ihm stattfand. Willst
du wissen wie sie das gemacht haben?
Who ordered the caterpillar tractor that came and helped to drag the entry room away from
the rest of the house they tied a rope around it after it had been sawed through so that it
could be freed from the morbid stuff going on behind it. You want to know how they did
it?
Du willst es nicht wissen?
You don’t want to know?
Ich will nicht wissen wie es passierte.
Images bother me.
Ich würde lieber nicht sehen.
Listen.
Ein Flugzeug ist draußen gelandet und eigentlich sollte dort nichts sein.
Richtig

Right

It’s wrecking the vegetation that has taken centuries to grow. Soon sand will be flying
around.

Richtig

Right
Glaubst du mir etwa nicht?
And the caterpillar
Und die Raupe

Was it an insect in the larval stage or a machine?
Wouldn’t that be the same thing?
Die Maschine ist ein Insekt im Larvenstadium?
Wenn sein Motor anspringt, sprengt es die Schale der Litanei.
Der Latenzzeit?

The Latency?

Aber es wuchs nicht so wie
But it did not grow in the same way as
Nein
No
(Auftritt)
(Enter)
Es wuchs nicht so wie
It did not grow in the same way as
(Auftritt)
(Enter)
Aber stell dir vor, die Ärmel wären auf der Jagd nach Wolken und schwerelos
But consider the sleeves predators on clouds freed from gravity
Schwerwiegend?
Gravitas?
(Auftritt)
(enter)
Geworfen.
Tossed.
Und jetzt sind unsere Kleider für uns verloren.
And now our clothes are lost to us.
Jetzt wissen wir, dass wir jeden Augenblick zu dem ursprünglichen Gefühl zurückkehren
können.
Now we know that at any minute we can return to the original feeling.
Es ist ein Garten der Lüste.
Its a garden of delight
Raupen nagen an grünem Zeug.
Caterpillars gnawing on green stuff.
An der Grenze kann genagt werden.
The border is open to gnawing.
Überall unregelmäßige schäbige Löcher.
Irregular scruffy holes everywhere.
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Auch die Grenze ist sehr filigran, man beachte die Spitzenmuster.
The border is also filigree, notice the lacy patterns.
Vorhänge und Vorhänge
Curtains and curtains
Sind in Vergessenheit geraten
Have been forgotten
Und bitte ich möchte mir keine mentalen Bilder machen von
And please I don’t want to form pictures in my mind of
Das ist alles die Wahrheit
We are open for predation
Throw the door open
In die Wolken mit euch
Und ziehen
(Reißt die Tür)
(Mud)
(Matsch)
Ja.
Shush.
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You du du must m-m-musst mein mein be my Spiegel mirror Spiegel oder oder Echo or
Echo echo sein sein genau genau just wie wie as die Raupe Raupe the caterpillar eine eine
Maschine Maschine is a oder machine oder ein ein or Echo Echo and echo ist ist g..genau
g..genau just wie as wie die die Rau Rau pe pe eine the caterpillar eine Ma-ma-schine-schine
is-is t-t is a und machine und ein ein Insekt Insekt (in das schlüpft das schlüpft) insect
(bursting out) ein ein räuberisches räuberisches Insekt a predatory Insekt insect oder but
oder but eine eine a a machine machine Maschine but aber but you you du can can kannst
not not mich nicht berühren touch touch me me oh ja oh oh yes yes I I ca..ca... ich can
ca..ca..kann can dieser this this mirror mirror Spiegel is is in in existiert in in the the future
future n..n..nur o..o..only o..o..only and and in der Zukunft and und and in in the the in
der present present Gegenwart we we c-can können c-can k-können wir uns b-b-b-berühren
t-t-t-touch.

ANDRÉ JAHN

dungling

[Prologue: On Transacribia & Transacedia]

Transacribia and Transacedia are two small, neighbouring countries in the middle latitudes of the Northern
Hemisphere. To the south, they border on the Great
Rubble Sea, its coastal strip sweeping into the
Transacedian Plain with its rich agricultural land and
industrial zones. At the end of the Plain is Transacedia
City, the faceless capital. Beyond that, the land rises
into the wooded central highlands, through which the
open border with Transacribia runs. This is the home
of the separatist mountain tribes fighting for an independent Transarcadia. Then, on the Transacribian
side, there is the Transacribian upland with its agriculture and industrial zones and, at the far end of that,
Transacribia City, the faceless capital. Beyond that are
the high mountains. Their valleys are the only place in
the world in which the oily dung-loving Panaeolus antillarum, known as the dungling, grows, a rare mushroom
species which is the basic ingredient of various drugs.
On either side of the border running through the
central mountains live (often slightly overweight)
white people with pink faces. This is why, from the
outside, the two countries are often perceived as one
and the two peoples are not distinguished from each
other. To the Transacedians, the Transacribians are
too well-behaved, obedient and consumerist, while the
Transacribians think of the Transacedians as godless
and work-shy. Whereas outsiders see Transacribian
and Transacedian as a single language, linguists in the
two countries argue over whether Transacedian is a
degenerate dialect of Transacribian or vice versa. The
Transacribians let their hair down only for the few weeks
in autumn of the world-famous Glacier Man Festival celebrating the descent of the mythical Glacier Man from
the high mountains to Transacribia City. Everybody
wears traditional folk costume, drinking and wench-

ing, and pissing in pedestrian precincts. In Transacedia,
such activities follow no prescribed rhythm; although
the daily grind of work is much the same in the two
countries, the Transacedians’ escapes from it are much
more spontaneous, improvised affairs. Nonetheless,
even the Transacedians are not particularly cosmopolitan. There’s a popular public toilet graffiti that reads,
‘Transacedia is the ultimate in provincialism!’; but if the
sort of poster were to be put up in Transacedia City
that you see in Transacribia City, saying ‘Let’s leave
the church in the village and the mosque in Istanbul’ it
would be ripped down again fairly sharpish.
Nowadays, both countries are democratic, meaning
that the people have a choice between various parties representing various vague interests. Some cynics
say it is a choice between different masses of capital.
Others say it is a choice between small animal breeding
associations with a spiritual bent and utopian citizens’
initiatives.
The two countries have never gone to war with
each other. One reason for this is that they both have
a common enemy in the separatist tribes in the central
mountains. Another reason is upholding their economic
community based on the dungling. This is still in existence today, even though the world’s larger countries
got together many years ago to form the International
League for the Worldwide Fight Against Dungling
(ILWFAD).
All routes for transporting this evil-smelling raw
material to the ports on the Great Rubble Sea lead
through Transacedian territory. This means that the
Transacribian dungling dynasties, once so close to
the ruling houses of both countries and still wielding
considerable political influence, rely completely on cooperation with Transacedia. Caravans of heavily-guarded
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covered wagons once used to make this trip, but the
transports were constantly attacked by separatists, so
underground trains, cargo balloons or goods zeppelins
are used nowadays. The separatists only attack these
occasionally. Every time one is shot down, hallucinogenic rain falls for a few days afterwards. Every time a
tunnel is blown up, dungling residues seep into the soil
and ground water and so get into food supplies.
The economic community between the two countries benefits Transacribia as a producer of raw materials
more than it does Transacedia, which merely receives
a share of the profits for the use of the tunnels and
flyover rights. So more and more Transacedians are
moving to Transacribia in search of work. One of them
is Mark Miller, a mediocre IT consultant in his early thirties. He recently got a job with the ILWFAD aid units
after Transacribia had been forced to bow to international pressure and allow the ILWFAD to take action
against the dungling trade even within its own borders.
The ILWFAD workers are mainly Chinese, Indians and
Canadians, so an army of people like Mark Miller are
needed to look over documents and translations and to
convert one data file format into another.
If the usual psychological tests had been done when
these auxiliary units were hired and not skipped over
for lack of time, the internal ILWFAD file on ‘Mark M.’
would never have been opened. It includes the following:
... Despite cooperation from all authorities, we have not
been able to find out much about the past of Mark M.
His parents were therapists who lived near the coast
and recently disappeared. Former teachers and fellow
pupils could not remember him.
The files of the University of Transacedia City Number
Two show that he had little contact with teachers
and other students. A woman with whom he shared
a flat for some time describes him as nondescript and
introverted. She calls him a “typical IT nerd.”
After gaining an average degree, Mark M. worked as
a ‘freelance IT consultant’ until joining the ILWFAD.

Almost all his clients say that they were satisfied with
his work. One of them says that Mark M. stopped
working immediately when the prospect of a ‘permanent
appointment’ was mentioned to him in vague terms.
This is the first deviation from the profile generally
required by the ILWFAD.
There is a second in the files of the Transacedian authorities. Two persons with whom Mark M. had private
contact were suspected of being involved in dealing
dungling derivatives on the street. The first person is
Frank Collins, a photographer in his early forties who
has been drawing state benefits for decades. He was a
neighbour of Mark M.’s in Transacedia City and shared
a landline telephone with him for a long time. The second person is Karen Chambers. She worked ‘on the
side’ as a waitress in a bar called Yes, Well, which Mark
M. regularly frequented.
It may be concluded that Mark M. would never have
passed the background checks normally carried out
before an appointment to the ILWFAD. There is no
reason to make any changes to them.
—translated by Catherine Hales

TRAVIS JEPPESEN

longitude’s necklace
Upon waking, Zach decided to pay someone else to
think his thoughts for him that day. There were so
many things he wanted to do. It was never easier to
pray than in those unhampered bushful yearns.
Lukas just had a realization. He wants to tongue his
little sister’s humpy entropy. She’s too little to know
what forest is. I’ve already been led down the wrong
hallway once or twice. Now I’m giving up to share the
silence with someone else’s barker. Call security, quick,
cries Taylor.
Zach went on to elucidate all the forms of thought to
Arnold. There is word there is image there is gesture.
We give priority to the third, because it’s the only nonstatic gestation. The way you flex it is often an alarm.
Sometimes I write so hard I have to go vomit in the
bathtub during. (I hope Taylor’s not still in there!)
Q: Why am I so cold?
A: I can’t afford a pair of cool-me-down wheels.
Once the whore abandoned him, Adam had to
televisualize someone else’s eyeball.
On top of old smoky, all covered with smog, I bought
my baby some radiation, yeah she really knew what to
do with the dog.
Before his mother came over for lunch, Lukas jacked
off in the tacos. Arnold was trying to quit smoking.
There were friends all over to help him. Friends not in
the cerebral sense, but real entities there to vasten the
underwater nuclear enterprise. To sell the soviet nun’s
stocks off before they all turned to celery. The orange

pathos that a lightning rod sometimes butterflies. There
is no politics that addresses human desire, which is the
place where the animal reigns through havoc.
Adam went into the bathroom and shat out a mentally
retarded baby. Blind, he’d never be able to teach it
anything in this life. And so he had no choice but to
flush it: a lesson in abjection.
The most deplorable sentiments are the ones we
genuinely feel. I’m not after anybody. Who can blame
me? Adduce the color out of that last statement.
Adduce is not a trembly adverb.
My mutant satisfactualizes left, proclaimed Peter,
coming out of hiding for a riding. The sore horse had
another debate to enter into. There were children on
the way. There was a strange silence that rhymed with
pathology. The lentils screeched in the kitchen.
Stop causing the fire to come after us! Screech owl
is merely a fix. White whale a product also. Smells so
lardy to be me.
Hysterical voidance chasing after a leper farm. Your face
can’t be cuba also. I am waiting. I won’t be chased. I
am not added. I am not after a fire. I am the burden of
the fire’s logic. That sort of tropical everydayness is not
my thing, really.
De-invention – the prismatics of obliteration. Is this fit
to scale? A mountainous melancholy. Fit painless anal
tutorial right up her sheath, the black cat represents
whaling time when you get right into it (loneliness.)
Cold institutionality makes the german want to jerk
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off. Those from the south find it oppressive – they
know what a sweaty dictator smells like up close and
personal. I’m thinking there might be another chance
to get controlled. You see the fine ashwork the natives
have made with their changes.
Maybe the whore savors the scent of the biscuits
brewing. Matthew went to a place called amsterdam,
must ask how his interview went. I am a log, so
happy and naked in my spite. Harried through the
windlessness, okay to hate me now. It won’t be long
before the window becomes sacred. You won’t let it
get to that level papa will you? Legalize gay abortion.
I’m all revved up and ready to scale the shores. A certain
dayglo medicine saved me from having to reload the
sandals. Sometimes silence is the sweetest music that
we’re after, the only weapon. I know you chased him
into the bog. Savoring the maggot into misdirection,
the days don’t matter.
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A big chunk of lucifer, that’s what got me there. Typing
means you make a decision faster. You’ve got guts
blown the color of steel. Whoever said maybe didn’t
have a better place to feel.
Gotta get to the library, feel my caustic disorder array,
dig me up salty? One need not feed the disease, it
contains its own viral ashtray. The throttled sum alright.
How about tiny maggots wresting their way through yr
veins? Viens, viens, certain things not at all unpleasant,
says Lukas in a strange accent. I went after lima.

my arm. There is an animal that annihilates most of my
fears.
Down in the terror shelter once more. The guy who
tried to write like a russian. I will give you three ways
out of here. But I will be speaking in code all the while.
Do you hear me squeaking? That is one clue as to the
nature of my sorrow.
It becomes an angle, a vague. Suddenly the boys
found themselves back in the forest again, confronting
the burnt black totems sticking out of the ground,
magnificently huge, a civilization that pre-dates our
crustified language. Let him out of the sorrow camp,
he is only a child.
The child, nameless, was forced by the suicider clan to
serve as an offering to the great mystery of the burnt
trees. The parents told the child not to be shy, that he
wouldn’t be molested, merely sacrificed. And the child
said okay. He wanted it too, he just couldn’t say it.
My favorite critique to be one step ahead of the logos.
Always the sacred, yeah, my mother’s doctrine. I’m
always a bisexual chemist on Tuesdays. I’m playing so
hard it’s like my eagle. Wanna go outside and play?
Dance like a nigger outside of time. All this history has
a crude effect on my intestines. Cancer is something I
could grow fond of. It’s a light blue sweater, holding
on. Get on top of me, it’s sad, right?

Bank and library equal the limit all my cares. Maybe if I
finish being myself a canned tomato can emerge. I have
problems with the morning. Anxiety causes you to get
another silly abortion with too much hair. Read again
those thoughts you once attributed to another. You’re
all I see.

The artificial light warriors are always the ones who
want to shatter my face. I can’t let them into my eyes,
annihilation is certain. The weather is something else.
The way the burnt totems radiate their salvation out
loud. A new intuitive sense is necessitated, the yearning
buried deep within every process. Everything that can be
called process. Or processual. Steamy navel. Thoughts
viscous and lunar also.

Boy with the lips doesn’t want to call me, whore
complains. Adam’s eyeball itches. That’s what makes
me love him more. I talked to him for five seconds, now
I’m pure and ghosted. Feverish blades run right through

I went down to the western world, someone said
my name. Fuck is an avoidance, always. A totalizing
statement is oft made. We weren’t inside the silence
holding out for us yet. Were we to doubt, we would

unbridle our names. Here comes Lukas holding a goose
liver. He will feed it to the child that we offer to the
offering. He will mention something that doesn’t always
come across in the right englistened moment.
Christianity is for saviors, said Taylor, who had diarrhea.
He must’ve been remembering something about his
mother.
A song was suddenly broadcast through the forest. Sink
the frontier into the midstream, twin infinitives imbued
the forest with their gruntful intonations.
The totems replied with purple smoke.

Satan chases Taylor through the forest. He doesn’t
know what to do, it is such a dramatical moment. He
wants to go fishing, but first he must sacrifice the child.
This is someone else’s notion of inherited defenses. My
bottle was scientific before the vulture. One day our
animals will eat us.
The child ran in a circle around the totem circle. His
life was repetitious, like a word that you want to avoid
and so you use it over and over again in the same
paragraph. Give up on me, I need you hear. Adam holds
Lukas’s hand. It’s not because they’re gay or nothing,
it’s just that they suddenly find themselves in a different
culture.

Adam writes all his lyrics now in noninstitutional puddles
of sperm. He writes for a dyslexic audience that lends
itself well to the interpretive enterprise. What cannot be
simplified can luckily always be misconstrued. Bedroom
closet of a teenager being the perfect instance to waive
a revolution. Ambition likely to stand in the way of
petrification. It doesn’t matter, you’re too far outside
the game of chance to fit survival.

(My armpit.)

Mother mayhem, the tooth that breeds. At my lover’s
house, cried Peter, shaving. His is an indigenous waxjob
in need of a baker. The mirror dilates every time I writhe
on it. My perfect object went away.

Sometimes I am ready. At others a farce. Don’t absorb all
the energy yes I am deepfried, the elements. Sentences
blend into things. Is the boy just a girl with short hair?
Ice cream on your mother’s head.

Smoke continued to pour out from the forest floor,
refusing itself all the while through its means of
infiltration. The sacrificed child coughed, trying to
sound alarmed. In actuality, he couldn’t wait to meet
the beast that would consume him. We are not living in
an era of typical saints anymore. We have to improvise,
I am afraid of what submission tells me. And especially
what it could smell like.

You had those in the other america, Adam reflected:
yearning for release. A stomach-fried alcohol. Love
comes in different colors; the vices are all the same.

Being corrosive is such my zero, Lukas asserts loudly,
to no one. A pause for rest at the end of an eventful
day. Night begins in thirty-nine minutes. Will I get there
in time. Now there are no others to rely on. (What a
dream!) Are my teeth clean? Lipstick on the ape’s eye.

Gesticulative lemons leaning down. Pistols’re pretty,
the whore asserts knowledge. Boy in the building
across from mine. (The tree tower, a forest charm.)
Once you’re addicted, you never get off it, someone
says on the other side of that thornbush. Do people
die?

Here come my doubts, all seething and listful, Zach
shouted into the forest’s hair. Pastels are for winter;
winter is for pastel. What my stomach will go through
once this is all over, once the child has been sacrificed
through the forest’s windfall and we have already
digested his bones. This proves we’re allergic to
primordial soup.
Lightbulb bare is my everyday awareness, the lads
reflected as a collectivity. What you can do by cleaning
up the house. Let’s not go back to it ever again. We
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have to, this is a forest, he said, pointing at the furcoated trees.
I don’t want to queef in L.A., shouted the whore.
I am glad that you understand something. I ate pizza
and so is the juice of thought burgeoning. Get stoned
with a teenage child.
Adam doesn’t know before he sits down to re-write it
what will come of it. He doesn’t need this knowledge;
Zach does. An act of instinct. Oh my. Glide it in
motion.
Sometimes I think the snow. A curtained shadow
reveals itself on liveliness. Stapled to the trophy flower.
All my future beds will have wings attached to them.
This brings us more in line with christian volition.
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The will to co-exist with the predominant interpretation
of salvation, oh my lucky feathers. Messed-up punk
rock brother-in-law beats the house down into its
foundations. There is nothing that can be returned to;
finally! We won’t be satisfied, says Lukas.
You’re relying too much on the things in that goddamn
notebook Matthew tells Adam. Fuck you you’re not
allowed to talk to me like a savior that’s Zach’s job. I
don’t want to get ugly on the matter, but this can be all
de-interpreted in the order of emittance. Sharpstrained
feather feeders are festive in the forest. Floor me,
why don’t you, the totemic aura is being emitted in
the wrong disaster area. The child won’t stop circling
the circle, soon he will accidentally run a square. We
will then be forced to gag on another thought disorder
function. Chances are opiates could help reduce that
factor, Taylor duly noted.
Dramatic sinking ship flashes its way across my mind.
Oh my god, the disaster will be tomorrow. Let’s kill
ourselves before that is allowed to happen. You’re a
shitty cult leader, Zach. I think you want us to know
something. That sucks.

Shut up, fuckface, before I dingle you back into the
reality I dug you out of. Homos don’t always have
to be vultures. A language is ultimately a thing that
cannot be spoken. Sometimes I believe in waves and
I want to become a star. Christ is such a ridiculous
jew to emulate, I mean really. Don’t exterminate my
contamination. Fighting the complete picture man,
forest gets shattered. The preacher affirmed that he
wouldn’t fuck anymore children until the second coming
of christ.
Ashes would be left where the totems once stood. They
simply burned from within. They had been programmed
to do so by their ancient makers. You know, creation is
sort of like a virus. You have to believe in it in order for
it to infect you. Two notes drown out understanding.
The way they are intoned from within the forest’s floor,
they do not harmonize. It is more like a competition,
skull-fucked drifter screaming sunday please. Lukas got
a premonition to dig, and then he unearthed a shapeless
statue made of bronze. Hey guys, we can sell this to
help fund our suicide. But the others didn’t wish to enter
the art realm. Nuclear fart inferno felt better. What’s
that chinese mexican doing going through my purse,
the whore shouted in her worst white trash accent.
Everything in the forest that wasn’t human applauded
her efforts.
Bitch I know you just stole that silence right out from
under my aegis, get out of my goatskin ego before I
scan that nametag right off your heart. I keep coming
back to that bitch’s incision. It makes me think of what
I meant to say to her thought process.
Emit me carefully please. I have a hunch that you’re not
really a crossbow. All across the squirrel, the teenagers
traversed new territory. The rot that comes from
within always has to be re-directed outer. Otherwise
a microwave. Belief a parable too defiant to inhibit the
weather machine. I’m not much interested in black
penetration by the forest machine. Inner sanctuary
defied by dreamlessness. A state without vision; that’s
where we always dreamed of living.

I don’t like that songwriter, he fucks too hard.
Sometimes what you overhear has less meaning than
an ego.
Oh, you want to fuck yourself harder what it is to me
to hesitate.
No I don’t! The next time you protest, I swear, the
spiral roamer will go in the other direction.
It’s sad that we don’t have our house no more, said
Lukas, but to tell you the truth, I never liked it much
anyway.
Then why did you never leave it?
I never had a chance to breathe outside it!
We were only there in an egoistic sense, thinking about
it. Slutty nutjob all in pearls. We don’t really want to be
stuck in this loveless marriage!
What we were leaning towards, we were starting to
come to realize, was something that had to be destroyed
faster than we had originally fathomed. It was much
better than the whale that had been turned into a
salty paste. Re-inventing the other america, let silence
explode into a million heartaches, a vague flower. I’m
sniffing you out, the transmission factor. All its loveless
variables, feed me into the silence, it is a machine. And
it shreds.
Lukas awakens all alone in the forest. He can’t find his
mother in the pine needles. She was the only thing he
was heading towards in those years. Zach came down
to find him. He was aimless in his searching, the long
while.
Zach got out the soapbox and decided to mutilate
the others through his words. The silence begs for
another form of silence. The White Nothing leaning in
to sabotage his leadership.

Once the child was done being sacrificed, we decided
to disown it. Its mother was in the forest searching. We
didn’t want to lead her in the right direction. We knocked
down all of the signs, decided to forge on – some
demon’s inner lair. That’s the direction of the smoke,
we all knew. Not the smoke of the White Nothing, the
smoke of the self-combusting totems. That feathered
logic that annihilates most soaps.
Her heart is boundless, bleeding. She is the porn
star mother of us all, the whore, and she doesn’t
even acknowledge her own presence once the forest
threatens to overtake her human-style longing. She
dresses in fur and feathers, leaves and twigs to make
herself invisible. You can blend in with nature, which
is nothing less than an extended series of disasters, all
competing to annihilate us. We won’t let it. We will
become like nature, and thus win this war, the war
against the silence that bleeds in our mouths from afar.
High up, the eagles squat over us on the tree branch.
Those trees are higher than the sky’s own children. We
can’t own the sky, but we can at least see which parts
of the ground have evaded us the longest. Then we will
know how to answer these questions. We will learn
what it means to ask them. We will go inside the knife
blades. We will speak the language of the worm.
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huntball
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STEVE McCAFFERY

one rutting taxonomist
I must make clear at the outset that I make no claim
whatsoever to being a Joyce specialist and scholar but
rather to being a poet whose own creative practice has
been radically vitalized and is constantly challenged
by the linguistic ramifications of Finnegans Wake. The
polysemic cluster within that last word offered me
through the 1970s and 1980s the cluster of clarion
calls that resonated in poetry and theory alike. It was a
call for textual turbulence, excess and a hydraulic force
within signifying practice. Additionally there was also
a call to the death of the subject and the lyric alike,
that offered the imperative to wake up to the state of
discourse under late Capitalism and the Vietnam-thenThatcher eras. Finnegans Wake was also catalytic to my
decade and a half of poetic research with Jed Rasula

into the linguistic imaginary. This research appeared
(in a severely truncated form I might add) as the book
Imagining Language. It was the Wake’s egregiousness
to the canonical spectrum and the broad context of
modernism, its customary dismissal as “unreadable”
that formed the nodal point of our investigations into
a two and half millennia of speculation on the written
and spoken sign. It took us on a voyage of discovery to
a diversity of historically and geographically separated
practices that included (to name but a small fraction)
the Rogo Rongo writing system of Easter Island,
Francis Bacon’s Biliteral cipher, a Monolog by Novalis,
Athanasius Kircher’s 72 Names of God, the Divine
Emanation of Marcus the Valentinian, Alfred Kallir’s
psychogenetic explanation of the letter “B,” Erasmus

Darwin’s Pronunciation Machine, the Lord’s Prayer
in Formosan, Giacomo Balla’s Onomatopoeic Noise
of a Printing Press, Hélène Smith’s record of Martian
script, visual-lip poems by Ernst Jandl, and Jean Paul
Brisset’s vertiginous homophonic analyses in support
of his claim that human beings and human language
alike descend from frogs. In all of this our beacon was
Joyce’s text of delirium. Our concerted design was to
contextualize Finnegans Wake in a linguistic riverrun of
over two millennia of linguistic conjecture, in a history
parallel to that of general linguistics but utterly heretical
to it. The most specific catalyst that worked on me,
like a crystalline critical attractor, was the haunting
phrase: “The proteiform graph itself is a polyhedron of
scripture.” Joyce uses the sentence in a letter to Harriet
Shaw Weaver and in the first draft of the “Mamafesta”
episode, dating from 1924 the phrase reads “The
proteiform graph is a polyexegetical piece of scripture.”
Joyce’s subsequent revision to a more general statement
is a calculated improvement, rendering morphogenesis
itself as already being a multifaceted and architected
work of writing.
This address then avoids the Wake’s multiple themes,
nor does it offer a new hermeneutic reading of the book
or a part thereof. Rather it advances a few reflections
on two dominant dynamics, or poetics, of Finnegans
Wake, dynamics that allow the work to be considered
less through formal and genetic methodology, than as
an economy, a vast circulation of nodes and intensities
through which circulate a spectacular rivalry between
the products of two literary figures: acrostic patterning,
and portmanteau condensations. Through both is
delivered the dazzling and dizzying wordplay that some
believe render the Wake unreadable and others as the
highlight culmination of 20th-century Modernism. I
will touch too on the Wake’s creative legacy before
finishing with a couple of pieces of my own creative
candle-lit sorties into the Book of the Night. As a poet
then I’m not attracted to the hermeneutical complexities
and critical readings that make up the vast corpus of
literature on Finnegans Wake, readings that primarily
address the question “What does it mean?” or “How
is it Written?” but rather “what does it do and how
does it do it?” In this respect the two most invigorating
texts I’ve encountered are Philippe Sollers’ “Joyce &

Co.” and Chapter 7 of Derek Attridge’s book Peculiar
Language entitled “Unpacking the Portmanteau; or,
Who’s Afraid of Finnegans Wake?” to which I would
add A. Grésillon’s magisterial study of the portmanteau
La Règle et le monstre: le mot valise.
It’s common knowledge that Giambattista Vico’s
Scienza nuova (1744) was a constant influence on
Joyce’s writings and one particular assertion of Vico’s:
that “among the Greeks ‘name’ and ‘character’ had the
same meaning”1 obtains a profitable pertinence to any
entry into the acrostic economy of Finnegans Wake.
For Vico, the divine materiality of the letter and the
sovereign semantics of the name are interchangeable.
Joyce dilates this territory of the proper name by way
of recurring instances of geoglyphs, or cartographical
grammata, at the same time disseminating the proper
name into a plenum of acrostic compounds. (And
here I would suggest that interested parties read Jean
Baudrillard’s critique of Saussure’s investigations into
the letter threads or paragrams in early literatures, “The
extermination of the Name of God” that concludes his
book Symbolic Exchange and Death.) These acrostic
threads, along with the portmanteau word, constitute the
fundamental structuring principle of the entire book. The
two eponymous heroes Humphrey Chimpden Earwicker
and Anna Livia Plurabelle proliferate anagramatically,
disseminating a series of phrase clusters that tessellate
the book beneath, or within, its narrative economy:
Hermyn C. Entwhistle, Huges Caput Earlyfouler, Helpless
Corpses Enactment, Howth Castle and Environs, Human
Conger Eel, Haveth Childers Everywhere, Humphrey,
champion emir, Herod with the Cromwell’s eczema,
Hocus Crocus Esquilocus. Amnis Limnia Permanent,
Annushka Lutetiavitch Pufflovah. Such “proteiform
graphs” circulate among less obvious configurations.
There are, for example numerous specimens of reversal:
Emancipator the Creman hunter, erect, confident and
heroic. In addition anagrammatic variants occur like
Ecce Hagios Chrisman, and telestic renditions such
as Honuphrias is a concupiscent exservice major. The
most complex and versatile manifestation comes in an
actual allusion to the Viconian cycle of return, which
in Joyce’s hand, takes the form of a double acrostic
1 Giambattista Vico, The New Science, trans. T.G. Bergin and M.H. Fisch
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1968) 433.
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palindrome of the form HCE ALP PLA ECH:
Have we cherished expectations? Are we for liberty
of persuasiveness? – A plainplanned liffeyism
assemblements Eblania’s conglomerate horde.
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Through an intense and complex proliferation of letter
threads Joyce circulates and distributes a profoundly
complex, polysemous textuality as a network of
latent and manifest interactions. And – significant
to Girard Genette’s claim that Finnegans Wake is a
para-logocentric text constructed out of a fragile oral
economy of the sign that is constantly counteracted by
an eruptive and irreducibly graphic disposition – these
acrostics depreciate the phonic values of signs with a
counter insistence on their visual, graphic potential to
initiate and determine intra-syntagmatic patterns.2 Susan
Stewart supports Genette’s claim, noting the acrostic
to be “a surplus of signification in written discourse
[that takes on] an added dimension through the process
of reading the text on the page.3 [In the acrostic] the
temporal act of reading is redirected into a spatial act of
perception” The law of the acrostic ensures not only that
texts function as decentered generators of meaning, but
also that the nature of interpretation remains dialogic as
its minimum condition. Acrostic implants approach the
nature of an alien semiosis operating within the text
at large forcing from the message to the material of
linguistic signs. The alien laws of the acrostic letterthread can be understood as implementing in a tensional
manner not only a formal constraint but also a semantic
delirium. Acrostics, through their sheer preponderance,
ask of the reader a developing alertness to their
subliminal presence; what is not evident comes to be
detected, what is insignificant assumes significance
to the extent that the book’s narrative is transformed
across the structural field of the acrostic patterning.
Tracing in Finnegans Wake a generalized equivocity
precluding history, Derrida sees Joyce to be repeating
and assuming responsibility “for all equivocation itself,
utilizing a language that could equalize the greatest
possible synchrony with the greatest potential for

buried, accumulated, and interwoven intentions within
each linguistic atom, each vocable, each word, each
simple proposition, in all worldly cultures.”4
The reference to “linguistic atoms” suggests the
important place of Lucretius in Joyce’s grammatological
lineage. Unlike Democritus’ earlier deterministic model of
an invariant, vertical fall to atoms, Lucretius’ account of
atomic theory outlined in his poem De rerum natura (On
the Nature of Things) installs the random inclination of
the atoms as its basic law. Lucretius explains this law of
parenklisis or clinamen in the following passage: “While
the first bodies are being carried downwards by their
own weight in a straight line through the void, at times
quite uncertain and uncertain places… they swerve a
little from their course, just so much as you might call a
change in motion.”5 The collision of atoms then is both
inevitable and unpredictable initiated upon the minimal
order of the manifest without temporal or spatial
determination. As the being-of-movement, the clinamen
becomes apparent to itself only in the disappearance
of stabilities. Like a slip of the tongue or the Joycean
portmanteau the clinamen is less a “performance” than
a “happening.” At a key point in De Rerum natura
Lucretius draws the analogy between atoms and letters
explaining that “basic bodies take a certain structure,
and have defined positions, and exchange their blows
in certain ways. The same bodies, with only a slight
change in their structure, are capable of forming wood
or fire. Like letters in the words for these same things
ignes and lignum: with slight transpositions, they can be
nominated ‘flames,’ or ‘beams.’”6 Atoms are to bodies
what letters are to words: heterogenous, deviant and
combinatory constituents. There are grammatological
implications in Lucretius’ analogy that should not be
overlooked. Conceived as atoms, letters emerge as
meta-sensory organizations of events strictly defined
by their dynamics. Perpetually and unpredictably
volatile they introduce libertine deviance as the basic
rule of grammata: precisely the dynamic of the Joycean
letter-thread-compounds. At this point Giordano Bruno,
4 Jacques Derrida , Edmund Husserl’s Origin of Geometry: an introduction,
trans. John P. Leavy (Stony Brook, New York: Nicolas Hays, 1978) 102.

2 Gérard Genette, Mimologics, trans. Thaïs E. Morgan (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1995) xlvii.

5 Jeffrey Mehlman, Cataract: A Study in Diderot
University Press, 1979) 10.

(Middletown: Wesleyan

3 Susan Stewart, Nonsense Aspects of Intertextuality in Folklore and Literature
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989) 97.

6 Titus Carus Lucretius, On the Nature of Things, trans. Palmer Bovie (New
York: Mentor, 1974) 908-915.

whose name occurs so often in Finnegans Wake needs
to be petitioned. In a radical revision of the Lucreteian
analogy Bruno remarks that atoms are to matter what
dots and strokes are to words, thus we enter the
sublettristic world of the gesture.7
Does Joyce’s “proteiform graph,” which is itself a
“polyhedron of scripture,” name the precise relation
of a shifting acrostic economy, caught in the fixed
dimensions of the page, and also arrested in the obtuse
materiality of the book? I believe it does and in major
places the relationship of self-identity is at the same
time an antinomial relation. Let me draw attention to
the book’s ending, which Phillipe Sollers reads as a
paradoxical negation:
Finnegans Wake: a waking and negation of the end,
wake of the negation of the end. The end of what?
The beginning again of what? Of the generative sleep
which sweeps speaking humans away in their dreams.
Active negation, present participle, of all teleology.8

However, if we turn attention to the book’s bibliographical
code, its bibliographical temporality, we note an
antinomy between the book’s constructed finitude and
the infinite circularity of the textual narrative. Starting
with an non-originary “riverrun” and ending with the
indefinite article “The,” we are forced to engage blank
space as an undercodified phenomenon. The proteiform
here takes on the aspect of an incompleteness that
the polyhedron anulls; the beginning negates the end
just as the end negates the beginning in a circularity
that one code supports but only post facto. Suddenly,
the Wake evokes Mallarmé’s dream of gathering all
reality into a book, the ideal because impossible book,
suggesting almost subliminally that both continuities and
eschatologies are elective within the material cosmos
of the book. (I am tempted to read this theologically as
a witty comment on Christ’s resurrection as a text from
the top of the book.)
If God speaks in thunderclap words, then his angels
speak in puns and portmanteaux and I for one embrace
Finnegans Wake alongside Swendenborg’s Heaven and
7 Giordano Bruno, “De triplici minimo et mensura” in Opera I, iii. 119-361.
Bruno’s poem was first published by Johann Wechel and P. Fischer, Frankfurt,
1591.
8 Philippe Sollers, “Joyce & Co.,” In the Wake of the Wake, ed. David Hayman,
TriQuarterly 38 (Winter 1977): 115.

its Wonders and Hell as a quintessential angelic text.
The portmanteau was not Joyce’s invention, indeed the
origins of this method may lie buried in the Ango-Saxon
kennings, those conceptually compound words such
as beodaleana meaning “battlelight” – i.e. a sword.
However, the honour of its origin we normally bestow on
Lewis Carroll by way of his character Humpty Dumpty,
and Joyce carries it to dizzying levels, contributing the
other major linguistic element in the Wake’s turbulent
internal dynamics. As Aristotle is the first to note,
metaphor emerges as a need precipitated from a state
of linguistic scarcity, (a quantitative imbalance between
things and the words to name them), so Attridge
detects the fundamental relation of portmanteau to an
over-abundance of linguistic ambiguity. The observation
allows us to situate the portmanteau in a countermetaphorical proclivity whose basic dynamic is fusion,
disjunction and condensation rather than substitution.
Gertrude Stein, as well as the Objectivists, and later
Language Writers, share a distrust of metaphoric
writing, but none turns to the mot valise despite
the latter offering the potential to launch a powerful
poetics of counter-metaphor. Through the portmanteau
Joyce powerfully presents language as a sedimentary
phenomenon moving to suggest its almost autopoietic
status. The latter, of course, results from the condition
granted words in the Wake not as fixed designations
but morphemic wanderers, promiscuous and capricious
molecules constantly grafting into hybrid forms.
Attridge is certainly correct in calling the portmanteau
word “a monster, a word that is not a word, that is
not authorized by any dictionary”;9 it is an ascription
too that Grésillon had used in 1984. Its unauthorized
existence emphatically installs the portmanteau in the
linguistics of délire and the remainder, on the dark side
of language among chimerical hybrids, grotesques and
fakes, where Messerschmitts meet Mittelschmertz
in a riotous carnival of agglutinations. Capitalism, as
I’ve written elsewhere, commences when you open a
dictionary, anarchy when you close it, and it’s Eugene
Jolas, multilingual poet, supporter and admirer of
Joyce’s Work in Progress who in his February 1928
defense of the language of the Wake embraces the
9 Derek Attridge, Peculiar Language: Literature as Difference from the
Renaissance to James Joyce (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1988) 196.
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portmanteau as the new language of the future. It is
Jolas too who, twenty years later (in his “Elucidations
of James Joyce’s Monomyth: explication of Finnegans
Wake”) claims the Wake to be “at the same time the
requiem for a civilization and the announcement of a
new era” asserting this against the fancied background
sound of Viconian thunderclaps echoed in “the terrible
roar of the bomb of Hiroshima.”10 It is salient to return
to Jolas as arguably the most insightful of Joyce’s
contemporaries.
Let me return to Attridge and Grésillon and itemize
what I consider the most salient points in their
analyses, points relevant to poets today and some
of which have been engaged in a manner different
than Joyce. Put simply, the portmanteau involves
two separate meanings in a single new meaning: 1.
Unlike the pun the portmanteau is a monster which
subverts all narrative aspirations to theme, character
and plot and which remains the parte maudite in the
institution of literature; 2. The portmanteau denies
the steady equation of a word to a single, or a single
cluster of meanings; 3. It demonstrates that meaning
“is an effect” of language, not a presence within or
behind it,11 and like Kristeva’s psychoanalytic outline
of language’s semiotic disposition, it is uncontrollable
and highly volatile12; 4. “The portmanteau undermines
the notion of authorial intention”13; 5. The principles
of this monstrous construction are precisely the same
principles as those supporting the construction of all
legitimate linguistic articulation. In the field full of folk
the hetroclyte, pariah and maverick share the same
comportment as the clergyman, businessman and Dr
Frankenstein himself.
In fact the portmanteau is a compressed paradox,
a disjunctive synthesis, to adopt Deleuze’s term. The
paradox underscores the negativity embodied in the
portmanteau whose component parts have meaning
but whose synthesis does not. Where the pun “America
isthmus” carries a clear designation whose phonic
10 Eugene Jolas, Critical Writings, 1924-1951 (Evanston: Northwestern
University Press, 2009) 420.
11 Attridge, Peculiar Language, 197.
12 Julia Kristeva, “Towards a Semiology of Paragrams,” The Tel Quel Reader,
eds. Patrick ffrench and Roland-François Lack (London: Routledge, 1998) 2549.
13 Attridge, Peculiar Language, 206.

value evokes a further meaning “A Merry Christmus,”
“Chaosmos” carries a zero designation but broken
down into “chaos” and “cosmos” renders delight. The
proliferation of portmanteaux guarantees that Finnegans
Wake will be both a stuttering text and a profoundly
decentered one. The general instability of meaning derives
from the portmanteux’s seductive lure to anatomy;
we attend less to the compound “meaning” (which
is ultimately empty of designation) than to identifying
and analyzing its parts. Take “penisolate war” from the
second sentence of the book. Confronted with this nonlexeme we isolate its part into a loose cluster of words
“pen” “is” which are themselves an anatomization of
“penis,” “isolate” (rendering “I” “so” and “late” and
additionally suggesting “peninsular.” This tendency
to ramify through syntactic condensation match the
polysemeity of much else in Finnegans Wake; let’s
look at Carroll’s “Snark” for example as the disjunctive
synthesis of “snake” and “shark.” But ramification
becomes instantly apparent in the presence of multiple
other suggestions: “snarl” and “bark” which locates it
in a verbal rather than nominal series, or “snail” and
“lark” thus returning us to a nominal series, and “snook”
and “stark” etc. We quickly enter labyrinths of plurality
and suggestions whose architectures are strictly (and
solely) governed) by a phonotactic law (a “sn” series
and an “ark” series). This is precisely in accord with
Jakobson’s definition of poetry as the projection of the
axis of selection onto the axis of combination.
Lest we assume Joyce to be a solitary figure along
the path of neologism we need to distinguish Finnegans
Wake, the book, from its serial manifestations in the
pages of transition and in Eliot’s Criterion supplements
as Fragments of a Work in Progress. Certainly the
portmanteau style was not only discussed but employed
by Joyce’s contemporaries. In transition’s Revolution
of the Word Dictionary, published more than a decade
before the publication of Finnegans Wake, Jolas
includes alongside those of Joyce himself, several other
portmanteaux by Mary Godwin, A.L. Gillespie Jr., Theo
Rutra, Laurence Vail, Stuart Gilbert, anonymous Rialto
slang, the New York tabloids, Sidney Smith, Charles
Duff and several portmanteaux by Jolas himself. It is
clear that Jolas’ endeavour in the Dictionary is clearly
to establish a portmanteau “moment” within both a

cultural historical change and a lexicographical project
of a new word thesaurus en route toward a new
language.
If the Joycean portmanteau shatters signifying
stability and annuls authorial intention, it also explodes
the boundaries that establish national languages.
Attridge refers en passant to the polyglottal nature
of many of Joyce’s portmanteau constructions but it
is Philippe Sollers who elucidates the politics of this
style. “Since Finnegans Wake was written” he claims
“English no longer exists. It no longer exists as a selfsufficient language, no more indeed than does any other
language.”14 The English language as we know it ends
in 1939 with the Wake effecting two deaths, that of
the Name of the Father and that of the Mother Tongue
– we inherit a language world of splendid orphans and
Artaud for one happily assumed this condition in his
mad pursuit to recover the languages of all his lives.
JE RETROUVERAIS LES LANGUAGE DE TOUTES MES VIES

In Sollers estimation Finnegans Wake radically
repositions English from that of functioning as a base
language to that of filter. The English Language now
serves as a sieve through which other languages
pass and by filtration renders other languages visible.
This allows the Wake to carry a philological as well
as political and prophetic burden. Dead languages
resurface, forgotten and unknown tongues make their
presence heard and the contemporary languages of
Europe, as well as the subaltern language of empire are
all filtrated. It is this polyglottal quality that renders the
Wake the paramount interbellum text of Europe looking
back to World War I as it ominously enters Word War II.
The achievement and legacy of Finnegans Wake is to a
large extent recuperative and the link between war and
language along nationalistic lines had already been noted
by the Zurich Dadaists (with whom Joyce was familiar).
In 1915, in their capacity as editors of the literary
magazine Der Mistral, Hugo Kersten and Emil Szittya
launched a prescient attack, not on the current military
conflict of World War I per se, but on the linguistic
structures that support the institutions and ideology
of the bourgeois – religion, law, politics, the current
14 Sollers, “Joyce & Co.,” 107.

linguistico-culture industry – that collectively comprised
a “grammar of war.” To supplement this editorial policy
(so anticipatory of Foucault’s work on discourse and
the later critique of referential language launched by
some Language Poets) poems were included and
chosen on the basis of their deliberate undermining of
grammatical and syntactic norms, hence the appearance
of Apollinaire’s calligrammes and Marinetti’s parole in
libertà.15 In Tristan Tzara’s “The Admiral is Looking
for a House to Rent,” sound, text, discrepant noises,
whistles, cries and drums interweave in a sonic version
of collage. Interlocution proper gives way to a texture of
promiscuous parlance and polylogue at the same time
as linguistic fragments, in French, German and English,
intersect and combine into efficacious new amalgams.
(It is no coincidence that the three languages utilized
are respectively those of the three combatants in the
Great War and most fitting to the quadralingual tongues
of neutral Switzerland.) Hugo Ball’s explorations into a
poetry without words or lautgedicthe (sound poetry) as
he also termed it. offers a more extreme Dada attack
on conventional language. Where Tzara (and Joyce)
pulverize national lexemes, Ball moves to abolish
language entirely in order to preserve the innermost
alchemy of the word. Translation becomes unnecessary
and national boundaries no longer impede or intimidate
international communication.
It was Sollers too who first described Joyce’s
portmanteau method as the syllogistic development
of a certain condensation towards a knotted thematic
and he exemplifies this with Joyce’s SINSE: “ever since
sense, there is sin; ever since sin, there is sense; ever
since since (time) there is sin and sense.”16 Without
doubt the grafting of lexemic parts across discourses
and languages engenders new encounters with enriched
semantic possibilities, encounters which often allow
for wide interpretation on the part of their readers: this
is Joyce’s legacy to reader response theory, the open
text and Language Poetry alike. What Sollers does not
make clear is how the syllogistic development does
not function according to the Hegelian-Marxist rules
of the dialectic but, but rather that of the Aristotelian
15 Matthew S. Witkovsky, “Chronology,” Dada, ed. Leah Dickerman
(Washington: Distributed Art Publishers, 2005) 421.
16 Sollers, “Joyce & Co.,” 113.
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enthymeme, a truncated dialectic in which the third term
is neither stated nor induced but added at the thinker’s
volition. I also wish to draw attention to the parallel
between the portmanteau condensation and the method
of a non-anglophonic system of writing that proved
influential on Ezra Pound’s method of composition:
the character of the Chinese ideogram. I do not know
whether Joyce was familiar with the manuscript of
Ernest Fenollosa’s research into the Chinese written
character. Pound inherited the manuscript in 1913
after Fenollosa’s death and in 1919 it was published,
severely edited by Pound, as The Chinese Written
Character as a Medium for Poetry – well before work
commenced on Finnegans Wake. Suffice that I point
toward one important congruence here of the Chinese
ideogram and the portmanteau. Both involve the use
of simple glyphs to produce compound glyphs, but
where the ideogrammatic linkage has a pictorial basis
(for example the simple glyphs of “sun,” “legs” and
“branch” when superimposed produce the compound
glyph “East” (understood as a person standing before
a tree looking at the rising sun through the branches).
The portmanteau, of course, operates on a phonotactic,
and non pictogrammatic paradigm. This, however, does
not negate the affinity. There is another affiliation with
Pound that can be deduced through certain descriptions
of the portmanteau method. Susan Stewart describes
its dynamic in the following way: “each word contains
within itself a multiple nest of other words, other
meanings, converging into etymologies and the near
infinite possibilities of their combinations.”17 As well
as seriously challenging Derrida’s claim that Finnegans
Wake precludes history, the passage indicates how
nidification is not static, but ignites a centrifugal potential
to near vertigo. Stewart’s continued reflections,
however, call for a different remark. “The multiplicity
of the word” she observes, “spins in a vortex towards
its roots and out towards its borrowings, modifications
and nuances…“ In other words its eccentric trajectory
is in seeming accord with Pound’s revised theory of
the poetic image, now conceived as “a radiant node
or cluster… from which, and through which, and into
which ideas are constantly rushing.”18 Where the image
17 Stewart, Nonsense Aspects of Intertextuality, 164.
18 Ezra Pound, Gaudier –Brzeska (New York: New Directions, 1970) 160.

as vortex gathers its intellectual material centripetally,
the portmanteau decenters outward, yet the kinetic
intellectual dynamic remains the same. We are thus
left pondering whether Joyce is indebted to Pound, or
whether Joyce offers the counter-phenomenon to the
poetic image.
Remember those wheels into whales? Those wholes
into squires and squares into wheres? To entre possé by a commoditous viscus (it’s Sid sidereal sir real
again) half-cousin to Ebonics. Snouts down to the red
tripe that lox them in the same biro of invastigation
into a trinitarian of excology via Plural Livlier Anagrams
(“huge chain envelope” indeed!) where your tsin tsin
tsin meets a mitz mitz mitz. “Bay bay black ship have
you any will?” For Herpes Trismachrissmas in his try all
and horror, but steel mussent crumple missed oui? Its
still a dine and fun day toady for bone happy tots in an
Archie typical Mahitobel winery of biting off our choice
buffet and feast til ya bust on the gourmet gonearrear
(Shem’s Choice) the order of atomic a tome meant.
Thinkagains Week. Severn passed oral dairy dear
days with his ten comcondiments snailed up as cargo
in all the do not shops and a zam zam zam beezi boni
bia oviposited through the lower Sophias of Whorll
Marts and Ear tones and Simpering Sons and chapped ears and Wheel warts and Troys ‘r Us and Rodeo
Shocks and Honor’s Dead’s and Black bastard feardios. All profighting cervix wither smile. I sphincter
there for I hammer. Sadder the manner wither stutterer. This is theory if heiffer the war’s won through
foodnotes and margarinealia to lovehers of the siam
sound (i mean the homo-fin not the anguish patient)
the hummer phone (bee still stung) to decollate my
imutilated menuscraps. Hear to greet Lou Creases his
clinamen in clinatown there to meet Charlie Chance
and his number one sound going Greek via the Homer
phone (most ill he had and odd he seest). Gavel gavel
gavel! Membrains of the gyrey! Weir atolled that Hell’s
stinky and that the lust to finnish is a cissy. Thinagainst
Weight. So the race is un. Tame terns times as the
bitter fly slips on its catterpillow and a merry chrysalis to all wish a rhyme to change it. Blosssom times
sodomites inkwells blossomdom’s blooming removing
the fat facts of missed her choice (blue j blue j) by
a kinder kinky liffisuction. It’s as sinful as Hoy Buoy
Soya.“and-all-of-the-letters-coming-together-into-a-bitof-a-rumble-like-this-isnt-all-to-your-eye-ears-to-clamp-on-to-it”
in witch i see obelisk and i see tobit and i see Erin and
i see Erse and sum royal hip laws got from the aristoclaps in unland’s groin and peasant gland.

I present this section from my own portmanteau work
Roll on Bards to illustrate the relative simplicity of its
phonotactic construction. Like Dada, portmanteau is a
state of mind.
I want to move on to the influence on and relevance
of Finnegans Wake to subsequent writing and in so doing
rekindle a major interest of the late 1970s, precisely the
time when Language Writing was being formulated: that
State of Writing in the wake of the Wake. I need not
repeat the historical document David Hayman supplies
to the Introduction to TriQuarterly 38 that appeared
toward the end of 1977 and which explores the book’s
rich creative legacy, instead let me list the names of
writers who contributed creative works to that issue:
Haroldo and Augusto de Campos in Brazil (both seminal
foundational forces in the international Concrete Poetry
movement), Maurice Roche, Héléne Cixous, Philippe
Sollers, Arno Schmitt, Christine Brooke-Rose, Samuel
Beckett, Raymond Federman (the inventor of surfiction),
Gilbert Sorrentino, William Gass, Italo Calvino and John
Cage. In hindsight this appears as a luminous roster,
a veritable Who’s Who of 20th-century innovative
writing. I will focus, however, on John Cage after first
interposing a haunting text from an earlier epoch: the
1499 Hypnerotomachia Polyphili, (The Strife of Love in
a Dream), a work attributed to Francesco Colonna and
totally justified for inclusion in the pantheon of Joyce.
Joscelyn Godwin offered the first English translation of
the entire text in 1999 but in a style that admittedly
betrays its original. It is that original style that allows us
to judge the work (in the spirit of Oulipo) as a “plagiary
by anticipation” of Finnegans Wake. Colonna’s method
involves writing in Latin while obeying the grammar
and syntax of vernacular Italian. I quote Godwin’s own
version of this style from his Introduction
In this horrid and cuspidinous littoral and most miserable site of the algent and fetorific lake stood saevious
Tisiphone, efferal and cruel with her viperine capillament, her meschine and miserable soul, implacably
furibund.”19

19 Francesco Colonna, Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, trans. Joscelyn Godwin
(London:
Thames and Hudson, 1999) x-xi.

The closest approximation in English of the time
is Thomas Urquhart (the co-translator of Rabelais)
whose Logopandecteision (replete with a chapter
titles such as “Neaudethaumata,” “Chrestasebeia” and
“Cleronomporia” attest to a 17th-century appreciation
of Soller’s notion of the Anglophone filter.
But allow me now to talk at more length about John
Cage’s engagement with the Wake. His investigations
into systemic-chance composition are well known
as too his Buddhist inspiration (to achieve a writing
from within the non-ontological condition of non-ego).
Cage employs a mesostic (middle acrostic) method to
reorganize (and reduce) texts in order to spell a certain
theme word or name arranged upon a vertical axis of
capital letters. Cage outlines the mode of production in
the case of Finnegans Wake in the following passage:
“first [I find] a word with J that didn’t have an A, and
then a word with A that didn’t have an M, and then an
M that didn’t have an E, etc.”20
Although Cage applied the writing-through method
to several other texts (most notably and extensively
Thoreau’s Journals ) its application to the Wake
seems surprisingly canny. Indeed Cage’s method
of systematically tracking words, names and letter
threads bears a natural affinity to the Wake’s own
method of acrostical composition of the HCE and ALP
occurrences and both methods grant a valence and
values to the letter over that of the word. It’s well
known to Joyce scholars but less so to poets that
Joyce would frequently indulge, or have others indulge,
in methodical transcriptions of certain mundane textual
occurrences, whether it be all the passages in which
“Finn” is mentioned in Mark Twain’s Huckleberry Finn,
or all the titles of Thomas Moore’s Irish Melodies. The
projects for precompositional reading, tracking and
itemizing are numerous.
Finnegans Wake has not proven a salient influence on
the style within much contemporary Language Writing.
Lyn Hejinian, for instance, is one poet who confesses
the influence of Stein’s syntactic estrangements
on much of her early work. Likewise Ron Silliman’s,
Carla Harryman’s and Barrett Watten’s excursions
into the prose poetics of the New Sentence seem to
be derive from phenomenology, Russian Futurism
20 John Cage, Themes & Variations (Barrytown: Station Hill Press, 1982) 76.
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and, stylistically, partly from Stein. It seems to be in
the east coast and the “third coast,” New York City
and Toronto that we detect a proclivity to excess and
festive expenditure, particularly in the highly disjunctive
writings of Bruce Andrews. But Andrews carries neither
the polyphony, fluidity nor the linguistic sedimentation
of Finnegans Wake. Joyce’s proclamation that “the
proteiform graph itself is a polyhedron of scripture” is
seemingly being played out in other contemporary poetry
between the poles of two vastly different writings that
might fashionably be termed “post-Language.” The
proteiform graph is manifesting in Australian poet Tim
Gaze’s investigations into a poetics of the doodle that
he calls “asemic writing,” while Kenneth Goldsmith’s
Day, a mammoth and absurd verbatim transcription
of a single copy of the New York Times offered to
its “thinkership” as nutritionless, uncreative writing,
stands majestically and polyhedronically as the stele
(and one hopes the cenotaph) of appropriative writing.
However, the relation between the two is one of scale
within a common poetic of semantic negativity but
not in a relation of self-identity; the challenge of the
latter still awaits contemporary creative writing. Gaze’s
theorizing of a continuum between abstract asemic and
legible is available on the Prague-based webblog blattblog (posted as textimagepoem) and develops in a new
way Roland Barthes’ own idea of “contre écriture” that
he both practiced and theorized in his writings on André
Masson’s “semiography” itself a development of Henri
Michaux’s experiments into picto-verbal liminalities
within gestural inscription.21
Through the portmanteau Joyce resuscitates not
only the Baroque dream of an ars combinatoria but
the Baroque’s love of artifice as a material strategy;
it is picked up again, after Joyce, by the late British
poet Veronica Forrest-Thomson whose 1978 Poetic
Artifice remains a valiant attempt to reinstall artifice as
a powerful poetic strategy of linguistic de-fetishization.
Artifice, unlike plot, and “authentic” lyric “sincerity,”
does not conduct its readers to an extra-linguistic world
but confronts them with the obdurate materiality that
language is. Joyce is the great practitioner of artifice and
surfaces – precisely the qualities that Artaud despised
21
See Roland Barthes, “Masson’s Semiography,” The Responsibility of
Forms, trans. Richard Howard (New York: Hill and Wang, 1985) 153-56.

in Lewis Carroll; it further shatters both univocity and
authorial centrality. I would not suggest a resuscitation
of the portmanteau in contemporary poetry but a new
encounter (or reencounter) with the wider consequences
of portmanteau poetics: errancy, plurality, autopoesis,
artifice and materiality. Language Writing embraced
these qualities as desiderata in its poetic productions
and petitioned Finnegans Wake not once.
Let me conclude with two of my own pieces that
relate to, or encounter, the Wake. The first is a short
section from Anticollabora written in September 1977
and comprising an “anamorphic” excavation of the
entirety of Finnegans Wake. Taking the 1959 Viking
Press edition, it records the premier portions of all the
words fractured at a line end and carried over to the
next line for semantic completion. As such it stages the
clash of two codes: textual and bibliographic. Each line
of Anticollabora corresponds to one page in the Wake
and stanza breaks correspond to textual breaks in the
source text. The vocabulary then comprises 50% of
the total of lexemic units Joyce would have considered
semantically incomplete and arbitrarily broken. (The
reader will note that some of the part-words are words
in their own right.) The section reproduced is the
anamorphic transcript derived from the final section
of Finnegans Wake (Section Four) that occupies pages
593 to 628 in the Viking edition. Anamorphic painting
was a popular minor genre through the Baroque. The
painting when viewed from an orthodox angle, yields an
extremely distorted and unrecognizable image, which
would transform into a recognizable one when viewed
from an extreme angle. – The most famous, of course,
is Hans Holbein’s 1533 “The Ambassadors.”
Surrect Mac Te gen carry
umprin quan club Fan ducks yellow Ceol
good Amsu Naman bargainbout
milch hearth consecrated Dig ex in any
tittle sourd sponth pura break evera re admini
with In wander stuble Dor This yeaster accousto to
house
na condi Nomo Aecquo
appa Moyla re pro Mainy
Perlan Bella
perfect woodtoo Potter ques Reli allthe
backen night declaina

there primi buz smool pro Eyr tim
en guid hiber epi am there
trans wis sacra Nuota de along
maxi Mac one heopon spring whither Boerge good
confraterni Bally bled cockly better ohahn upper pass
popu gwendo them Hoc mana tono
paridi turf
to pura re to top pat comprhen melan grassbelong nigger
com please Em periparo completamen seeming quite
trampa plan luxuriotia charnel one ptimo ort
lather dap Whenast Inni peru teradoma a verypet
Colum hoophaz Cockalooralooraloo thin commend
egg manun missile
Morn preadam
to leather here con
me Dodd sleep
ruck clutter Mineninecy be
Fleming
mutther Shaugh strulldeburg uncon
tuf mara cum
beard bar pro poor new wedding
Anna big swag hilly bay
Think alla
thous

Finally Mr Fish also Eye a homolinguistic translation
of the first page of Finnegans Wake. Following the
principles of allusive referential, it was the ambitious
project of a young writer to out-Wake the Wake and
take on the impossible challenge of translating Joyce’s
magnum opus into a different English. It was wisely
and mercifully abandoned after completing the first
page in 1975.
neep streems was time of noun and name’s S from the
dodged – was it water end? – to round of sea womb
coming to the roaming imperial ease and commodity
italicized italianate aestheticated vittgensteinian gertrudism banked flowing to an oily spine at the question’s
article rooked and hinter steel. a musical knight with a
night’s music instrumental to the pond-stepped passengers embarking for newtique land from small hamlet’s
middle state and underaged continental pugilists circa
1810 twained by the frank and cintra’s conventional
fish fin marked on his gut and riverstoned gall by a
heavy (if financially suggestive) hyperbole moving to
the beauty of some stone faced dancer-for-money in
green sward county’s city duplicated entrance to the

sound-sick and absolute chronology. but never a sound
from a flame (flambloyant blewsie or jumbled catholic
saint) nor yet the meat’s own time scheme never that
nor cigaretted and margarined blew up in smoke never
that nor the prophet of braille never the war loved and
the mirror catching nicety of issues to the family’s familiar associations. red of the pepper measuring the
brewer’s dad’s dadaism in biblical reference to names
suggestively chinese the beer smell geometrically traced
in the bulb’s glow lighting a certain scottish lad in munich labelled olympic and post shavian. to heer hugo
ball’s notation of a fortunate fortissimo miltonic slip:
(banananananaonooooooolalala- rastaatavatororapeelolorussollolaffantataragugoonavastanaboomeskimomomondo
– dodomalion) splitting the a-thomistic dolores spaced
in a deserted liberty torch lit battery of gleenotes from
his lute extracting with a bedstead fastic narrative inclined toward an ontologically fresh flat aire’s religiosa.
the city being destroyed and laterally neck-wise Berlin
to China town down the phil of sophical implication
a jump into para declarations that Mr. Fish Also Eye
with all of his nordic opucity human and nurseried topographically directed to even a bee’s own definition
– existentially on time to deliver one interrogatively
foreign sun set sound to the chiropractical tympani:
shaking their speares along a barb of haven rapped
where the cars outspanning print of colour places on
the bumper peel with a clubfoot lust one rutting taxonomist

*Presented as a plenary lecture at the XXII International James Joyce
Symposium, Prague, 17 June 2010.
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HANK LAZER

transcriptions
[Notebook 18]
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N18P17
as
on
an
ever
in
or
of
&
is
us
that fact what were
“But it is not at all arbitrary,
and consequently depends on a mysterious
operation of schematism, in language…”
(Lévinas, Otherwise than Being)
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N18P27
what we are moving toward what we are becoming
enamored of the virtual world

taking up residence in it

as language & the brain were locked once in a beneficial dance
so now the human brain & this
“The word I means here I am, answering for everything and for everyone.”
(Lévinas, Otherwise than Being)

N18P36
“that the center of gravity of existence is outside of existence”
(Adin Steinsaltz, 13 Petals)
142 |

pay attention pay attention to what
what exactly is it that calls us into attention
“The impossibility of escaping G-d lies in the depths of myself as a self, as an
absolute passivity. This passivity is not only the possibility of death in being,
the possibility of impossibility. It is an impossibility prior to that possibility,
the impossibility of slipping away, absolute susceptibility, gravity
without any frivolity.” (Lévinas, Otherwise than Being)

N18P43
can you sing
a simple song
can you say
what you mean
can you sing
a simple thought
can you say
what is so
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N18P44
beast of spoken play beast of written play animal fact outside way outside
in her case the structures are too apparent
we assume they come from fear
brother & sister dogs run down the squirrel run her up a tree
all
this at
the end of
rationalism
washing clean two centuries of trying
hanging it out to dry
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page
the field
of vectored crops
“but as the chance of a new
position of man in relation to
Being.” (Gianni Vattimo, Belief)
it has always been a matter of who gives the time to figure it out
or who puts the words back into play
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PHIL COATES

joyce reading duchamp
[On the Art of Ian Hays]

Imagine if you will, that at some distant future time
our friend Ian Hays has died and is interviewed by St
Peter at the gates of heaven. It would be a mistake to
be in the queue behind him. For there is no doubt that
the pair would be talking for some considerable time.
Not because Ian’s moral position requires debate, but
because he has so much to say that is so interesting
to talk about that even St Peter would want to make
the most of the opportunity. And once admitted to the
sublime heavenly theme park, I suspect Ian will become
a magnet for the company of his own “Mullingcan Inn.”1
It would be a place for those rare individuals who enjoy
clear draughts of intelligent, informed conversation and
the hilarity of missed understandings. Ian’s scholarship,
1 James Joyce, Finnegans Wake (London: Faber, 1939) 64.9.

particularly in the arts is wide and deep. Talking to him,
one discovers new diversions along one’s own familiar
routes and whole countries at the end of dusty cul-desacs.
We know that Art, from our contemporary belvedere,
is never easy to pin down. It is something uneasily
suspended between the anchors of the artist, the age,
the muse and the medium. Equally it is something that
only exists in the language and thinking of people: and
never attached to the objects it claims. Given such
uncertainty, Ian’s choice of medium is apt. What he
calls his “daft program” and also “the only work I could
reasonably undertake” is virtual images, electronic
tapestries of diagrams, diatribes, visions, verbosities,
words and windows, a confrontation between the

textual and the pictorial.
In theory Ian’s “Work in progress” could be projected
onto a screen. The result would be the size of a house.
It would be difficult to see where the projection ended
and the world began: so much of the image is familiar
to us from the whirl of writing, signage, advertising and
imagery of our every day experience. Equally there is
an uneasy crossover felt between bookish scholarship
and ordinariness.
Sampling various details we find long DNA chains
trailing from a picture of a ruined church to images
from a graphic novel. Nearby a section of text talks
about Proust’s view that a novel and a cathedral share
something in the way they are structured: themes of
complexity, change and kinships are elaborated and
connected. Elsewhere Tesseracts build other sets of
connections between people and ideas. The Tesseracts
themselves signify difficult and strange relations across
time, recalling Einstein, Bergson, Heidegger, Deleuze
or Derrida: an assimilation into the culture of ideas
such as the Fourth Dimension. Indeed the whole work
evokes time in its provisional status, always open to a
revision of its layers and limits, its contents endlessly
replaceable while it looks like nothing on earth or
perhaps “like a poss of porter- pease” (FW 21.17-18),
or porter ‘pees.’
Looking at Ian’s work is like listening to a particularly
intricate and also motivating conversation between
writers, philosophers, painters, pundits and (piss) artists
about Joyce and Duchamp and reflects their intelligence,
irreverence, waywardness, irony, double irony, treble
irony, irony of indifference and intent. Other details
reference Homer, Virgil, Dante, Shakespeare, and also
new contemporary Hypermedia Joyce scholars and an
indebtedness to their works like Louis Armand, Donald
Theall, Alan Roughly, Sam Slote, Darren Tofts, Laurent
Milesi, Mark Nunes, Daniel Ferrer, Marlena Corcoran,
Thomas Rice, Finn Fordham and Dirk van Hulle among
many many others, and including all of the “standard
works” that have enriched his imagination and have
also made contributions to his works as we see them
today and will continue to see in the future. In fact,
Joyce, Duchamp and Hays share deep questions about
the nature of language, and the production of the work
of art - a love, therefore, of hilarious juxtapositions

and odd ambiguities and make unsettling observations
about human nature among the jibes, wisecracks, puns
and pictures. In fact, “painting”, as Duchamp once put
it, is here completely “washed-up” and yet this too is
reflected in the most minute details of Hays’ works in
question as he attempts to complete (!) all 625 pages
of Finnegans Wake that also encapsulates Ulysses
and the oeuvre of Marcel Duchamp: the Glass project,
the “readymades” and our electronic future to come.
Most art institutions of learning betray the future of
technology preferring to ply students with the learning
materials and concepts of past technologies and their
aesthetics: in order to bypass or extricate himself
from this absurdity it seems ironically critical that the
History of Art is likewise annotated in Hays’ work,
even if in fragmented form, to show that writings and
the language of the histories of art have been and will
continue to be the ways through which works of art
become exactly what they are at any one point in time
– from, say, the early Renaissance through to the most
recent additions. Duchamp held the strong view that
“art should be at the service of the mind”: this Idea is
consistently agreed in Hays’ works.
A naïve observer might ask what this is it all about,
hoping for some kind of synoptic. And perhaps once
it was possible to talk about teleology in the progress
of our species. But of course what is reflected here is
the ever-expanding universe of contemporary science
where things simply never become simplified. In a
globalised world we have multiple purposes, accretions,
proliferating errors and myths. Technology cannot
be reversed. Ian once described his process as the
poco a poco peeling away of the layers of an onion
to see what’s possible in language, image making and
technology - there being no central kernel. Perhaps it
would be more accurate to talk about adding to the
layers of the onion in the same way that Hays adds to
the layers of his images, as Joyce multiplied all of the
possible associations and meanings within his writings,
and as Duchamp multiplied the significances of what
were thought to be relatively simple categories in art
and the history and critical writings on it.
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ANN HAMILTON

montage or the will to power
148 |

Now, only values which are already current, only accepted values, give criteria of recognition […] The will
to power, understood as the will to get oneself recognised, is necessarily the will to have the values current
in a given society attributed to oneself (power, money,
honours, reputation). […] What seems symptomatic
in this philosophy of the will is conformism, absolute
misrecognition of the will to power as creation of new
values.
– Gilles Deleuze, Nietzsche & Philosophy

Between pages 492 – 500 of Finnegans Wake we are
more or less dropped by mamalujo and find ourselves
chiefly in the presence of Shaun and also Saint Mark and
then Saint Mathew but even these saintly presences
appear only briefly. The longer one reads the Wake
the more paths (confinement) or non-paths (a state

of Reading/Imagining in leaps, and also montage) one
encounters – but it is a random chaos of chance and
deliberation that is experienced. Nietzsche’s concept of
the will to power though subtle can also appear crass
as it does in the quotation I have used above from Gilles
Deleuze’s Nietzsche & Philosophy. The will to power and
Nietzsche’s other major concept of eternal recurrence
are dealt with by Deleuze in a series of deeply involved
patterns that may be opened up with the Wake as ideas
that concern the creative act and the role of thought
and time in Joyce’s portrait of Shaun. To live well, for
Nietzsche, is to fully express one’s power, to go to
the limits of one’s potential, rather than to judge what
exists by non-empirical or “transcendent” agreements.
Society constantly suppresses difference and alienates people from what they can do. To affirm reality,

through the will to power, which is a flux of change and
difference, we must overturn established identities and
so become all that we can become – although we cannot know what that might be in advance.
The pinnacle of Deleuzean practice, then, is creativity – as Deleuze writes: “Herein, perhaps, lies the
secret: to bring into existence and not to judge. If it is
so disgusting to judge, it is not because everything is of
equal value, but on the contrary because what has value
can be made or distinguished only by defying judgment.
What expert judgment, in art, could ever bear on the
work to come?”1 Since it is not “judgement” we seek
in art we can be fully open to values and differences
in our values, recalling Nietzsche’s claim in Beyond
Good and Evil that it “is the intrinsic right of masters to
create values.” Art has a “purpose” or better, purposes,
though these need not evolve in a specific direction
but are, instead, to be redirected (quickly or slowly)
and absorbed into something that we consider to be
completely different or new, and so on. As Nietzsche
writes in the second essay of the Genealogy of Morals
(§ II): “The cause of the origin of a thing and its eventual utility, its actual employment and place in a system
of purposes, lie worlds apart; whatever exists, having
somehow come into being, is again and again reinterpreted to new ends, taken over, transformed, and
redirected by some power superior to it; all events in
the organic world are a subduing, a becoming master,
and all subduing and becoming master involves a fresh
interpretation, and adaptation through which any previous “meaning” and “purpose” are necessarily obscured
or even obliterated.”
“Mastery” for Nietzsche, is complexity as a
component of morality and such too is the will to
power. There are no constraints on the quantity of
contradictions or artistic creative experiences to be
explored concerning the becoming superstructure of
the creative act in question as the will to power. The
comic arrogance that is Finnegans Wake obviously
cannot be evaluated or assessed by orthodox means
and Duchamp’s Readymades, his Writings and The
Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even (perhaps
the best known examples of his oeuvre) cannot be
evaluated in conventional artistic terms either since
1 Gilles Deleuze, Essays Critical and Clinical, trans. Daniel W. Smith and Michael
A. Greco (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1998) 135.

both thrive on seeming contradictions. There are no
corresponding works of literature or visual art that can
provide similarities or opposites against which these
works may be discussed in an affirmatively complex
way. Joyce and Duchamp in particular among modern
artists have shown the greatest disdain for the reactive
principle of conscious recognition of what the artist is
and what he or she has created: as Deleuze maintains,
the artist is the central motivator of active principles.
Our tools for opening up this work comes from within the works under scrutiny – a disdain for the world of
art as it is in our day serves as an emptiness, a space in
time, for the recovery of a writing and a visual art that
must wait for its audience since Literature as a moment
of creation and meaning born of one moment of creation
is denied by Joyce and Duchamp. Not only is this traditional concept deconstructed by Joyce and Duchamp
by uses of “bad” puns, libricide, indifference to “taste”
and a minutely careful precision of later re-execution,
but the readable, examinable and critical entities all
melt: there is no totality to this work, and attempts to
segment, to study only the writing or only the Glass
or only Duchamp’s pre-1913 works, or Joyce’s work
before the Wake are doomed to over simplicity and ellipsis – the “baby talk of common language” – because
each item partakes of the whole, a whole that, delayed,
deferred, cannot engulf its parts. The “parts” march out
of the whole and change identity by means of deconstruction, linguistic alchemy, différance, supplément
and marge: in other words, indecidables.
Hays’ work-in-progress through pages 474-500 of
the Wake takes the form of six constructions contaminated by images and texts that play on the “Readymade”
as will to power in which interpretation becomes an art
of pluralism and appropriation. As in a game of chess,
all of the pieces have power and force whether in direct
conflict with one another or not, and the differences
in forces between each is one example of a structuralist game – a game of sense and value which, like the
Wake and the Glass, find their meaning in the nature of
their unfolding history, and state of play, and in cause
and effect: a semiology, then, of phenomena. As such
Hays’ works as individual entities that have been created and variously exhibited as art from a larger whole
appear to leave enough squares open for play as a life
of the “outside” world begins to inhabit them, even
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as does the Wake and the Large Glass and its Notes
– we are all, as it were, potentially exhibited inside of
them – even more so now that they have been taken
up as the work for an ongoing internet exhibition and
critique. Blotches, blobs and mistakes appear in the
works because like the two Blue Prints he exhibited
alongside the eight full colour prints at the James Joyce
Symposium in 2010 he works in both directions as it
were: backwards to reinvest and forwards to impose
new/old material and old/new readings of the ideas he
has been accumulating and continues to build up, store
and if necessary dismantle.
Nietzsche was the first to express the unconditioned
aspiration of man, independently of a moral purpose,
and he therefore never accepted the writing condition,
as such, of his peers because it implied taking a position in regard to the “human condition.” Duchamp and
Joyce likewise avoided aligning themselves with any
moral forces by refusing both the typical writing condition and the painting and narrative/abstract conditions
of the virtually incommunicable nature of communication itself, ephemerally rife. Hence the story of the
“underground man” and Hays’ corridor-like images and
sometimes texts, that face toward a future and past,
in a present not of course unlike the blazing contradictions inherent in Nietzsche’s visions for the future
of philosophy. Art and literature are, like philosophy,
aspects of means of communication in progress, thus
they are activities as opposed to bodies of doctrine: that
is to say Hays’ images change places a lot and share
concepts and iconographies between recent works and
much earlier works – this too is a connection he shares
with the aphoristic medium that Nietzsche exploited
and the conditions of the time-engaged philosophies of
both Duchamp and Joyce. This allowing of works to
combine and also to become – through time, for instance, points to the reconfiguration of Shaun in the
Wake as the outcome of a previous dissatisfaction with
the first Shaun set of works that are currently on his
site Reading Joyce Reading Duchamp.
Hays’ images are presented as works that require
studied attention and it is this declaration and commitment to what he sees as the complexity of what it is
to be human through philosophical outreaches and insights that define his position as being totally opposed
to previous critical tendencies that would, for instance,

wish to make the Glass and the Wake “readable” in
the prosaic sense of what it is to “read” – what it is
to write art-historically, as it were, what it is to make
images that are attainable in one “glance”, and it is this
attitude toward density and the work of the observer
and reader that causes his work to be, artistically, poetically and structurally aggressive.
Joyce and Duchamp’s work are based on a conclusion that all that is the world is theoretical – such a
claim has been aligned with the work of Alfred Jarry
and Pataphysics in a prolongation exercised by the
American artist William Anastasi but was a cause that
Hays had recognized differently due to his readings of
philosophers ranging from Wittgenstein, Heidegger and
Derrida very early in his academic life as a student of
art in the 1960’s.
Hays’ current work (e.g. Shaun 1 [pictured], drawing upon pages 474, 476, 477 of the Wake) shares the
same vast format that people now measure by imagining football pitches. At the Prague Joyce Conference
in June 2010, which heralded the first exhibition of
his printed works there was a compromise found that
allowed the images to be viewed more or less at headheight, as in a typical gallery, thanks to the work of
Louis Armand and David Vichnar at the Faculty of
Philosophy. This showing and the companionship he
found in Prague provoked in Hays a desire to gradually build his readings and creative faculties into a more
powerful instrument, and to my own knowledge his
work on Joyce and Duchamp has increased to a point
at which his aims claim 16 hours of every day of the
week in composition: this term “composition” meaning
reading, writing, creating visually. A work of art is an
account of reading and/or none reading, even if this
theory is as difficult to assess, as it is to show or to
measure. Just as Time is key in the arts of Duchamp
and Joyce, Time philosophies accompany the readings
of Hays’ accumulation of material in terms of visual
images (and writing here too is of course another form
of visual image) and the trace of his activities. This is
not mere collage or montage, even in the sense that
montage often accompanies the Time experience in
Joyce’s writing (as noted by Eisenstein), but a semantic
dichotomy in which complexity reaches out for amplification…
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Christian Berard, Frontispiece, Portraits and Prayers
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MARJORIE PERLOFF

abstraction & unreadability
[Gertrude Stein’s Portraits: The Case of Christian Bérard]

The myth of Gertrude Stein’s “unreadability” dies hard.
A recent incarnation may be found in Janet Malcolm’s
widely discussed Two Lives: Gertrude and Alice, a
gossipy, speculative memoir, published, first in The
New Yorker, and then, in longer form, by Yale University
Press in 2007.1 Ironically, the Beinecke Library at Yale
is the primary repository of Stein’s manuscripts – the
source of those “experimental” texts that give readers
like Malcolm such headaches. In her opening chapter,
Malcolm observes:
In the trio of stories Three Lives, written in 1905, and
the novel The Making of Americans, begun in 1903
and completed in 1911, Stein is still writing in regular,
if singular English, but by 1912 she had started pro1 All references to Malcolm’s Two Lives: Gertrude and Alice are cited in-text.

ducing work in a language of her own, one that uses
English words but in no other way resembles English
as it is known. (9, my emphasis).

And Malcolm cites some lines from “Portrait of Mabel
Dodge at Villa Curonia” and extracts from Tender Buttons
as examples of “an early foray into this language” (10).
There is no discussion about the nonsensicality of
the compositions in question: texts like “A Box” and
“Orange” are presented as mere exhibits of what would
be obvious to any sensible reader.
Later, in her sessions with the three Stein scholars
Ulla E. Dydo, Edward Burns, and William Rice, Malcolm
recalls that Burns made a distinction between Stein’s
“real” or “experimental” writing (e.g. Tender Buttons,
An Acquaintance with Description) and her “audience”

writing, of which the most notable exemplar is The
Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas, produced in six
weeks in 1933 and designed for the wider audience
Stein supposedly craved. When, as Malcolm recounts it,
she confessed to the scholarly trio that “the ‘real’ [i.e.,
experimental] writing is not congenial to me, they looked
at me pityingly” (96), and made her feel “like someone
who has ordered a cheeseburger at Lutèce” (97). But
obviously Malcolm has no qualms about her “lowbrow”
taste, for, despite her decision to eliminate the larger
part of Stein’s oeuvre from her radar screen, she has
managed to produce an “intellectually provocative”
disquisition on Stein’s psychology, her purported antiSemitism, and her wrong-headed politics. Malcolm’s
readers seem to have accepted her refusal to engage
Stein’s writing as more or less inherent in the nature
of things. Thus Justin Beplate, in a long review for the
Times Literary Supplement, refers to the “impenetrable
language” of The Making of Americans, Stein’s
“monumental, and largely unread, chef d’oeuvre.”2
It is easy to dismiss such commentary as no more
than Philistine – the response to Stein of those who don’t
know any better. But Stein’s admirers have often taken
the same tack, except that they turn “unreadability”
into a virtue. In her study of Stein’s literary portraiture
(1978), for example, Wendy Steiner refers to the “selfcontained movement” of the enigmatic portraits of the
1920s, declaring that their “theoretical development is
matched by the adaptation of a basic storehouse of
devices – repetition, non-referential shifters, rhyme,
verb-oriented writing – to the needs of the changing
theories,” creating an “intellectually perfect solution to
the demands of the portrait genre” that was, however,
“also a dead end.”3 And even Ulla Dydo, the leading
Stein scholar writing today, whose The Language that
Rises (2003) provides such an important biographical,
historical, and textual matrix for Stein’s difficult texts
written between 1923-1934, says in her Introduction,
“One way to free words was to remove them from
habitual association and treat them as things rather
than as signs. Repeating a word over and over gradually

breaks the bond of word and reference… What remains
is, on the one hand, a physical compound of sound,
tone, rhythm, length, weight, look, shape, thrust, or
whatever one wishes to call these things, and, on the
other, a meaning, which, abstracted from its carrier,
tends to vanish. Free of convention and meaning, words
can be used in new forms.”4
I think this is a little misleading: Dydo knows very
well that those abandoned “referents” also matter.
Indeed, a few pages later, she remarks:
With the words, there enters into her work referential
detail that speaks of the world and herself. Such details
challenge us, as does all referential matter, to read representationally. Pointing out from the composed text
to the world, they become centrifugal elements. But
joined as words in a text they become centripetal, creating patterns that point inward, to the composition.
Reading Stein becomes both a centripetal, compositional task and a centrifugal, referential task, the two
in constant creative opposition. (19)

Here Dydo echoes David Antin’s important
characterization of the Steinian mode as the “oscillation
between representational reference and compositional
game,” the tension “between a pointing system and a
self-ordering system.”5
But it is a tension that continues to be largely ignored.
In September 2008, the podcast series Poem Talk,
sponsored by the Poetry Foundation and PennSound,
featured, as its Poem Talk #10, a discussion by three
well-known poet-critics with a special interest in Stein
– Jerome Rothenberg, Bob Perelman, and Lee Ann
Brown – of Stein’s portrait “Christian Berard” (1928).6
The session, moderated by Al Filreis, professor at
the University of Pennsylvania and director of the
Kelly Writers House, was prompted by the recording,
obtained by PennSound, of Stein’s reading of the
first of seven pages of this text, originally published
in Paris in Dix Portraits in 1930 and then in Portraits
4 Ulla E. Dydo, Gertrude Stein: The Language that Rises (Northwestern
University Press, 2003) 16.

2 Justin Beplate, “Gertrude and Alice,” Times Literary Supplement, 2 January
2008.

5 David Antin, “Some Questions about Modernism,” Occident 8 (Spring 1974)
13.

3 Wendy Steiner, Exact Resemblance to Exact Resemblance: The Literary
Portraiture of Gertrude Stein (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1978) 130.

6 See http://poemtalkatkwh.blogspot.com/2008/09/portrait-but-of-whompoemtalk-10.html.
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and Prayers (1934).7 I want here to discuss the portrait
of Christian Bérard in the light of this discussion, so
as to raise some questions about current critical habits
–habits that I fear make Stein vulnerable to the kind of
dismissal we find in Malcolm’s book and the reviewers’
approving response to that book, as typified by Justin
Beplate.
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CHRISTIAN BÉRARD
When asked by Al Filreis, what role the Christian Berard
of the title might have in Stein’s Portrait, the three
participants agree that in fact he has none.8 The opening
lines, “Eating is her subject. / While eating is her subject.
/ Where eating is her subject. / Withdraw whether it is
eating which is her subject,” surely refer, it is argued,
not to Berard, but to Stein herself. At one point, Filreis
notes that Berard was an admired set designer but less
successful as a painter and that Stein had once quipped
of his paintings, “they are always something and then
they are just not.” “Is it possible,” asks Filreis, “that
what she says in the poem is somehow linked to what
she says about his paintings?” The panelists all say no.
Rothenberg posits that the composition may well be
for Christian Berard – a dedication – but that, like a
Cubist, or even abstract painting, it says nothing about
its subject, its pleasure being its punning, verbal play
and especially its repetition, each instance of a word
or phrase constituting a new event so as to create the
famed Stein “continuous present.” Perelman agrees. “I
don’t think there’s much of [Berard] in this. It’s not
mimetic,” he notes, and Brown declares that the text is
really “about” language, that it’s “like a painting made
out of words.”
Indeed, the remainder of this Poem Talk focuses
on particular words: the punning on “withdraw,”
meaning not only “never mind,” or “take that back,”
but a reference to drawing the portrait in question with
various tools. Perelman skips ahead to the sentence
some five pages later “what was what was what it
was what is what is what is is what is what which is
what is is it” (Portraits and Prayers, 78) and comments
7 Gertrude Stein, “Christian Berard,” Portraits and Prayers (New York: Random
House, 1934) 73-79.
8 Note that Stein eliminates the accent on the name, thus assimilating Bérard
into her own linguistic (English) orbit.

that these word shards look like pebbles of literacy,
like items in a “Wittgensteinian linguistic ballet since
there’s no punctuation,” reminding us that it was this
sort of syntactic unit that detractors like Wyndham
Lewis regarded as so much “linguistic debris.” And
Rothenberg points to the connection between Stein’s
writing and children’s poetry, its chant-like quality, its
use of motion and time to create a new universe. Verbal
play, the critics agree, is central to Stein’s enterprise.
But that play is treated somewhat cavalierly. When
Rothenberg reads aloud the opening page, he makes
a small error: “She ate a thin ham and its sauce”
becomes “She ate a thin ham and its name.” Perelman
pronounces this an improvement on the line: “It makes
more Steinian sense,” he says, “to say ‘a thin ham
and its name” rather than “a thin ham and its sauce.”
The point, evidently, is that Stein was so preoccupied
with naming (“a noun is the name of anything”) and
its pleasures and pitfalls, that Rothenberg’s error
inadvertently makes the text more Steinian.
But is the use of the word “sauce” really just arbitrary?
And could we assign a different title to “Christian
Berard”? The first thing to note is that Rothenberg is
not quite right when, in comparing Stein’s portraits
to those of Picasso or Braque, he remarks that in the
latter, the subject “doesn’t count.” For surely a Cubist
portrait like Picasso’s 1911 Portrait of D.H. Kahnweiler
is hardly to be confused with, say, Mlle. Léonie, a
portrait of the same year, featuring a very curvaceous
young woman. Neither of these portraits is a realistic
likeness, of course, but although Cubist portraiture does
away with mimesis, as understood in Western painting
from the Renaissance through the nineteenth century,
it does not do away with referentiality.
Christian (Bébé) Bérard was a member of the group
of young artists and Stein acolytes, sometimes called
la petite bande or la seconde famille, who spent their
evenings gossiping and often fighting, both for Stein’s
attention and among each other – at the Rue de Fleurus
in the late 1920s. It was a time, James Mellow tells
us, when Stein referred to all the young men as being
twenty-six. Many of them had been brought to Stein’s
salon by Virgil Thomson (who was not twenty-six!); the
petite bande included the French poets Georges Hugnet
and René Crevel, the American Bravig Ims, as well as

the group of neo-Romantic artists, many of them also
designers, who admired Maurice Dennis, Bonnard, and
Vuillard – the Russian émigré painter Pavlik Tchelitchew,
the Dutch painter Kristians Tonny, the artist brothers
Eugène and Leonid Berman, and the painter-designer
Christian Bérard.
Stein had reservations about much of the work done
by these artists, but she understood that the Cubist
triumph could not be repeated. “Painting,” she observed,
in How to Write, “now after its great moment must come
back to be a minor art.”9 But she was curious about
these young men and, as Mellow tells it, maliciously
enjoyed their competition. “When Tchelitchew, who
had a ‘passionate enmity’ for Bébé Bérard, complained
that Bérard ‘copied everything,’ Gertrude beamed.”10
Her own feelings about Bérard, who worked primarily
as a set and costume designer, were mixed. When
Virgil Thomson expressed his admiration for Bébé, Stein
declared that the Church made a distinction between a
true mystic and an “hysteric” and that Bérard was the
latter. Nevertheless, she and Thomson hoped Bérard,
who was designing Cocteau’s La Voix humaine, might
do the sets and costumes for Four Saints in Three Acts.
This project fell through, but Bérard made two watercolor portraits of Stein, both of which remained in her
collection until her death. One of these was to become
the frontispiece of Portraits and Prayers. In return, Stein
wrote a portrait of Bérard, included in Dix Portraits,
along with the second Picasso portrait, “If I told him,”
and portraits of Apollinaire, Satie, Thomson, Hugnet,
Tchelitchev, Tonny, Eugene Berman, and, last but not
least, the now notorious Nazi fellow traveler, Bernard
Faÿ, who, writes Dydo, “was becoming more and more
important to her as a devoted admirer, supporter, and
friend.”11
This, then, is the context of “Christian Berard,”
written concurrently with “Arthur a Grammar” and
“Sentences,” those important compositions in How to
Write. It opens:

9 Gertrude Stein, How to Write (New York: Dover, 1975) 9.
10 See James Mellow, Charmed Circle: Gertrude Stein and Company New
York: Avon, 1974) 385; Dydo, Gertrude Stein, 430.
11 Dydo, Gertrude Stein, 350.

Eating is her subject.
While eating is her subject.
Where eating is her subject.
Withdraw whether it is eating with his her subject.
Literally while she ate eating is her subject. Afterwards
too and in between. This is an introduction to what she
ate.
She ate a pigeon and a soufflé.
That was on one day.
She ate a thin ham and its sauce.
That was on another day.
She ate desserts.
That had been on one day.
She had fish grouse and little cakes that was before
that day.
She had breaded veal and grapes that was on one
day.
After that she ate every day.
Very little but very good.
She ate very well that day.
What is the difference between steaming and roasting, she ate it cold because of Saturday.
[Portraits and Prayers, 73]

Of this food fetish, Dydo writes, “All her life, Stein
ingested, chewed, bit, swallowed, spat, and ate
words. Why? Because the poetry of eating is the
eating of poetry… We delight in eating the words, not
only in tasting the dishes.”12 It is this metaphor Bob
Perelman evidently has in mind when he jokes that
Rothenberg’s substitution of “name” for “sauce” is
entirely apropros.
I tend to read Stein more literally. “Christian Berard”
may be said to create a verbal counterpart to a very
lively dinner party, an evening, let us say with the boys.
But, as Joan Retallack puts it, “The relation of words
to things named is not mimetic; it’s analogical, in the
sense that biologists mean when they note a formal
resemblance (wings of butterfly to wings of bird) without
an evolutionary link.”13 Analogically, eating is Stein’s
subject; it is what she is doing now and she doesn’t
mind her frivolous young friend Bébé Bérard knowing
it. The suspended “while” and “where” sentences, no
sooner put forward than “withdrawn,” with anaphora
12 Dydo, Gertrude Stein, 341.
13 Joan Retallack, Introduction, Gertrude Stein, Selections, ed. Joan Retallack
(University of California Press, 2008), 35.
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of while, where, withdraw, whether, which, are a
challenge to the reader, as if to say, dare to disagree!
Or, you know this is what I do! And as the passage
continues, the catalogue of foods – “pigeon and a
soufflé,” “thin ham and its sauce,” desserts, “grouse
and little cakes,” “breaded veal and grapes” are given
temporal identifiers, as if it makes a crucial difference:
“That was on one day,” ”That was on another day,”
“That had been on one day,” “before that day,” “on
that day,” “every day,” “that day,” “Saturday.”
The repetition Rothenberg speaks of is central to this
passage, but, as he notes, it is always repetition with
difference. “What is the difference between steaming
and roasting,” and again “There is a difference in
preparation of crayfish which makes a change in their
fish for instance.” Like Duchamp, whose captioned
readymades are actually closer to her poems than are
Picasso’s paintings, Stein prefers pun and echolalia to
image and metaphor: “Willed him well will till well,” Gain
may be hours,” “By my buy high.” We hear the voice of
the hostess but, near the bottom of the second page,
also her guests. There is a query about a friend who has
had a tooth extracted, followed by this passage:
Nothing surprises Edith. Her sister made it once for
all.
Chair met alongside.
Paved picnic with gratitude.
He is strong and sturdy.
Pile with a pretty boy.
Having tired of someone one.
Tire try.
Imagine how they felt when they were invited.
Preamble to restitution.
Tire and indifferent.
Narratives with pistache.
[Portraits and Prayers, 74-75]

“Paved picnic with gratitude” could be the title of
the whole sequence. This is an urban picnic, and the
young men are duly grateful for the invitation. “Nothing
surprises Edith” – no doubt Edith Sitwell, who was
a frequent visitor to the Rue de Fleurus at this time
and knew Virgil Thompson and the others. Someone
is exhorted to “pile with a pretty boy”: Berard could
be subject or object here, “having tired of someone.”

“Tire try” is a particularly happy conjunction. It can
mean, “When you tire of one pretty boy, try another,”
or “too tired to try,” or “don’t tire to try,” or “(en)tire
try,” and so on. “Imagine how they felt when they were
invited.” Restitution is in order but “tire” can also go
with “indifferent”; Berard seems not to be making the
effort tonight. These are, in any case, “narratives with
“pistache” – with, that is, a little oomph or exotic flavor
from the Chinese shade tree.
This section is followed by a sequence on sentences
that could belong to the companion piece in How to
Write. Eating, Stein’s passion, has now given way to
a related passion, talking. Some guests are departing
(“Got to go away”), but the principals are absorbed
in their discussion of “Anybody can be taught to love
whatever whatever they like better.” As the evening
goes on, with much innuendo, double entendre, and
jockeying for position – “How are you in invented
complimented,” “How are you in in favourite” – we
come to a more overt party scene:
How can whose but dear me oh.
Darling how is George. George is well. Violate
Thomas but
of must with pin and near and do and dare defy.
Haynes is Mabel Haynes.
What was what was what it was what is what is
what is is what is what which is what is is it.
At since robbed of a pre prize sent.
Tell a title.
What was it that made him be mine what was it.

The first sentence above – How can whose but dear
me oh” – is a beautiful condensation of any number
of gossip items. George is Georges Hugnet; Mabel
Haynes, Gertrude’s old Baltimore rival for the love of
May Bookstaver, had been a troubling presence in the
Stein-Toklas household. In this context, and with the
reference to “violate Thomas” and “dare defy,” the
“What” sentence Perelman cites as an example of
Stein’s peculiar use of repetition and syntax, takes on
a rather different cast. “What was”: What was it that
really happened? Was it what it seemed to be? Have
things changed? What is its status now? And so on,
leading directly to the enigmatic, “What was it that made
him be mine what was it.” One can hear Bérard saying

it to Tonny or Tchelitchew saying it about Bérard.
The party is almost over. “We leave we form we
regret.” “What is ate ate in absurd.” And now, Mathilda
(according to Dydo, Bérard in drag was known as
Mathilda14), “makes ours see.” Christian-Mathilda
“loves his aigrette” – his feathery female headdress.
And the portrait concludes:
Take him and think of him. He and think of him. With
him think of him. With him and with think with think
with him.
[Portraits and Prayers, 79]

It is easier, this portrait suggests, to think with Christian
Berard than to think of him. So flightly, moody, gossipy
is our Bébé, so exasperating but also fun to talk with
and about, that the “I” who speaks is having a good
time producing her impressionistic sketch of her young
friend in motion. Indeed, what makes Stein’s portraits
so special is precisely this temporality. We watch the
subject of the portrait gradually unfold, not visually but in
terms of a dozen sequential impressions of this “Absurd
our our absurd” young man. Dydo puts it tellingly when
she says, of Stein’s portraits in general”:
The fact that we cannot recognize likenesses does
not mean that they are not portraits. They are compositions of, about, around, occasioned by, involving,
with, through their subjects rather than being visual
or psychological pictures. Artist and subject stand in
constantly changing relation. Failure to recognize the
subject of a portrait means simply that it has not been
read in right relation to the shifting word composition. If we abandon preconceived notions of subject and
resist the wish to read representationally, we gain access through elements of composition, a necessity for
reading Stein at this time.15

The difficulty – and it continues to bedevil Stein studies
– is to do justice to those elements of composition at
the same time as one takes account of their referential
– but not representational – dimension. To talk of
Stein’s verbal play, her turning words into things,
as do the Penn panelists in Poem Talk finally leaves
14 Dydo, Gertrude Stein, 339.
15 Dydo, Gertrude Stein, 340.

us not much better off than is Janet Malcolm, who
dismisses these compositions as unreadable and hence
easily dismissable. A given sentence such as “What
was what was…” cannot be taken out of context. At
the same time, Stein’s extraordinary punning-rhyming
ungrammatical sentences can never be wholly explained
or paraphrased. “A sentence like “By higher but tire by
cry my tie for her” is brilliantly suggestive, the pseudo
oath (“By higher”) modulating into those references to
a souring love affair, complicated by the echo of “die
for her” in “my tie for her.” The density of the sentence
is striking.
The only way to confront the charges of Stein’s
“unreadability,” I would posit, is thus to read her –
sentence by sentence when necessary – and without
too many prior assumptions. What is the difference
between steaming and roasting? Stein’s questions are
never idle.
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from pre-articulation
to pre-fabulation
[On the Thought & Fiction of Michal Ajvaz]

Although a late starter, publishing his first book no
earlier than the revolutionary year, 1989 (already having
reached the age of forty), with over 16 books over
the next twenty years, Michal Ajvaz, novelist, poet,
essayist and translator, has been one of the most prolific
and influential Czech writers of the post-communist
period. Although an author popular with the literary
establishments and audiences abroad – his work having
been translated into almost ten languages, the English
translations of some of his works (especially, The Other
City and The Golden Age,1 both with Dalkey Archive)
ranking high on Amazon’s Science Fiction and Fantasy
lists – Ajvaz is to some extent a writer very much

Prague-centred and oftentimes associated with the
fantasy vein of Czech postmodern fiction (together with,
e.g., Daniela Hodrová, Miloš Urban, or Jiří Kratochvil),
particularly on the basis of the exclusively urban settings
of his fiction, generating a specifically “urban poetics.”
Although an outspoken heir to the poetic experiments
of Franz Kafka, Raymond Roussel, Italo Calvino, and
especially Jorge Luis Borges (to whom he has dedicated
a book-length study, The Dreams of Grammars, the
Glow of Letters: An Encounter with Jorge Luis Borges2),
literary scholars in this country have so far busied
themselves with including Ajvaz in the genealogies of
Czech experimental poetics, particularly those leading

1 Michal Ajvaz, The Other City, trans. Gerald Turner (Champaign, IL: Dalkey
Archive Press, 2009); The Golden Age, trans. Andrew Oakland (Champaign, IL:
Dalkey Archive Press, 2010).

2 Michal Ajvaz, Sny gramatik, záře písmen – setkání s Jorge Luis Borgesem
(Prague: Hynek, 2003), my translation.

from the 42 Group via the surrealists toward the
above-mentioned “fantasy” postmodernists.3 Although
source-hunting might seem a particularly rewarding
endeavour with a writer so invested in quotation,
allusion, paraphrase and parody, my main concern here
is yet another “although” of Ajvaz´s literary output.
Although an author of works of “wonderful fantasy
– scenes that unfold like in surreal films, or Daliesque
artworks“4 and texts that work as “catalogues of – and
meditation on – other-worldly ideas and notions as well
as multi-layered work[s] of fiction[s],”5 Ajvaz has also
contributed to the current Czech philosophical discourse
by studies on both specific philosophers (Derrida in
Sign, Self-Consciousness and Time)6 and philosophical
topics/problems (the theme of perception in Jungle of
Light: Meditations on Seeing).7 The ultimate although
of this brief essay will, then, be the following: although
Ajvaz himself has insisted8 on keeping the two – i.e.
his fictions and his treatises – separate, there is an
intriguing dialogue between Ajvaz the thinker and Ajvaz
the writer to be heard in both genres of his creative
output. So, here, theory and fiction will be treated side
by side, for it is the basic tenet of this essay that the
peculiar to Ajvaz’s poetic method arises precisely out of
combining the two. For clarity’s sake, I will concentrate
on Ajvaz’s key philosophical work and on one of the
two of his novels already translated into English.
Ajvaz’s Sign, Self-Consciousness and Time bears the
subtitle, Two Studies in Derrida’s Philosophy, a subtitle
that would cause little hubbub in the Western world,
but sadly enough remains the only book-length study of
Derrida’s philosophical critique of Western metaphys-

7 Michal Ajvaz, Světelný prales (Prague: Oikoymenh, 2003), my translation.

ics penned by a Czech thinker to date. This befuddling
fact loses some of its surprise in view of the extent
to which the post-war Czech philosophical scene has
been dominated by the Moravian-born Husserl-founded
phenomenology and Prague-Circle-bred structuralism,
i.e. the two intellectual streams Derrida departs from
and subjects to uncompromising critique in his “structuralism without centre.” It, therefore, comes as
little surprise that Ajvaz himself bases his reading of
Derrida largely on two of his works only – on Derrida’s
Grammatology, his critique of Saussure’s structuralist
linguistics, and Speech and Phenomena, his critique of
Husserl’s phenomenology of the sign and signification.
If the first, far shorter, part offers a fairly faithful followup to Derrida’s deconstruction of Saussure’s semiology
– interspersed with alternative metaphors for the given
problem or suggested solutions here and there – the
gist of Ajvaz’s study surfaces in the latter, far lengthier
half – a passionate defence of Husserl’s conception
of the inner time-consciousness by means of a philippic against all Derrida’s objections. Quite briefly – for
Derrida, Husserl’s entire system is predicated upon a
présupposition métaphysique, an absolutisation of presence formed in Husserl’s views on the transcendental
ego, conscious of itself without any contact with a material “outside.”9 What is at stake is the sheer fact of
the construction of the present within the human mind,
explicated by Husserl through the structure of retention, the “now” predicated on the “not-now.” Based on
the presupposition of the privilege of the self-evidence
of opinion without representation, Husserl’s phenomenology must by necessity ensure that consciousness
should be of something at any point of its activity, i.e.
both to ensure a consciousness full of consciousness in
each of its moments and to conceive of a beginning of
any such moment. It is in this direction that Derrida’s
critique is poised, exposing the contradictions between
Husserl’s pre-expressive meaning and his conception of
a consciousness of something. The phase of the two
moments in which consciousness views itself had to,
in Derrida’s insight, be evaded by Husserl, who was
aware of the impossibility of reconciling the unity of
the moment of articulation, on the one hand, and the

8 Michal Ajvaz, interview with Erika Zlámalová for the 20th Prague
Writers’Festival, http://www.pwf.cz/archivy/texty/rozhovory. See also the
present interview for VLAK 2.

9 I owe some of this exposition to Michal Kříž’s review of Ajvaz’s treatise
published in Aluze 1/2008.

3 As is demonstrated by e.g. Jana Dostálová’s dissertation on the subject,
“Topos města v díle Michala Ajvaze,” Masarykova univerzita v Brně, 2009:
is.muni.cz/th/53216/ff_b/topos_mesta.doc; or by Zdeněk Mitáček in his article
“Nad knihami Michala Ajvaze” for Scriptorium, http://www.inext.cz/texty/
book/p027.html. or indeed by Jaromír Typlt’s postscript to Návrat starého
varana (Prague: Hynek, 2000), 155-9.
4 M.A. Orthofer´s review of The Other City for Complete Review, http://www.
complete-review.com/reviews/ceska/ajvazm.htm.
5 M.A. Orthofer’s review of The Golden Age for Complete Review, http://
www.complete-review.com/reviews/ceska/ajvazm2.htm.
6 Michal Ajvaz, Znak, sebevědomí a čas (Prague: Filosofia, 2007), my translation.
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doubleness of such moments, on the other.
Ajvaz, by way of defence of Husserl’s position,
points out how Derrida’s very project of déconstruction
constantly features the combined notions of duality
and ambivalence, the one pointing into the realm of
so-called metaphysics of presence and delineating the
space within whose boundaries Derrida’s thought is to
move, the other pointing in the direction of semiotics,
or a general theory of communication. In Derrida’s critique of Husserl as part of the logocentric tradition of
European thought, Ajvaz discerns a duality, an either-or,
at work: “Either we accept unity as an identical, pregiven signified indifferent toward the signifier, thereby
rendering it superfluous, or we cannot but participate
in a game where meaning is born as not more than a
trace in the endless welter of references among signs,
a game of transformations of articulation systems […]
governed by […] a ‘throw of the dice.’”10 As long as
Derrida postulates the non-existence of an identical
meaning that stands before, and is thus independent
from, articulation through signifiers, then Ajvaz is at
one, but disagrees when Derrida claims the only possible unity of meaning to be a “rigid and indifferent
self-identity independent from the signifier,” accepting
“nothing outside of articulation systems” due to the
dictates of “the duality that permeates his thought [and
which] makes him see outside of individual articulations
just the metaphysical dangers of the self-unity of a selfenclosed individual meaning.”11
For Ajvaz, beyond such a duality lies, first and foremost, the experience of “a unified style of a literary
work,” which is not only “a unity whose moments are
the organisational modes of all of the work’s layers,”
but which is also “a rhythm transcending the sign system of language and acting as the mode of the gestural
unity of existence and, deeper still, as the mode of being as such.”12 Derrida speaks of the differences among
the elements of various systems of articulation, but
doesn’t speak of the different degrees of articulation.
And yet, “such action as the genesis of a literary text
shows that the signifier gradually crystallises in the premarked field, that articulation and organisation, which
10 Ajvaz, Znak, sebevědomí a čas, 17, my translation.
11 Ajvaz, Znak, 18, my translation.
12 Ajvaz, Znak, 18.

bring forth the signifier, are preceded by less specific
adumbrations, very much like the picture in a telescope
gradually coming into focus.”13 According to Ajvaz,
this “pre-articulated field,”14 the matrix of all individual
articulations and articulation systems, precedes articulation while not independent from it, since the birth of
any given articulation is the fulfilment of a pre-articulated field and a change thereof at the same time.15
It is this pre-articulated field that presents a “meaning
unity” while not becoming what Derrida terms “a transcendental signifier” – and functions, in Ajvaz’s book,
as an escape from the double-bind of Derrida’s thought.
Ajvaz’s defence of Husserl is, then, conducted on similar grounds, centred as it is around Husserl’s idea of
meaning as a beginning, not in the form of some deep
principle at the basis of sense, but rather as a certain
pre-structured space, a space given over to structuration consciousness and language.
One should note, however, that despite his disagreement over Derrida’s objections and the results of the
thought-process, Ajvaz still keeps to the latter’s idea
of mutually affected and inter-communicating meaning-systems and the differentiality of their relations.
And even though the context in which the whole topic
is treated might have shifted, from a poststructuralist
back to a phenomenological one, there are references to that which precedes and conditions articulation,
language, signification, throughout Derrida’s work.
For instance, the by-now notorious formulation from
Of Grammatology, “il n’y a pas de hors-texte,”16 can
and should be understood not only as suggesting that
the words within a text derive meaning, not from some
transcendental source, but from the interior relations of
the text to itself and other texts, as most popular accounts have it. It also implies that meaning comes from
texts or corpora, rather than from an outside-of-writing; that meaning, however un- or pre-articulated, is
always already material, ready for (re-) articulation, i.e.
13 Ajvaz, Znak, 19, my translation.
14 Ajvaz, Znak, 20, my translation.
15 Ironically, Ajvaz’s “pre-articulated field” is strongly reminiscent of Jan
Mukařovský’s “semantic gesture,” which locates all that which, in Ajvaz, is
placed outside of signification, in the centre of any truly structuralist approach
to art.
16 Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatology, trans. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976) 158.

endowed with qualities that Ajvaz’s critique bemoans
as lacking.
Let us now trace this dispute between Husserl and
Derrida through the epistemological concerns of Ajvaz’s
novel The Other City. By way of illustrating that in
Ajvaz’s oeuvre this argument is far from restricted to a
single piece of fiction, and not even to his prose, here is
an excerpt from one of his earliest poems, “The Theory
of Knowledge”:
True knowledge arises only
once the known has been forgotten. In the twilight of
oblivion,
the outer contents seep through the saps of the mysterious unity, changing
into a meaningful shape, maturing into a live word.
I’ve read The Critique of Pure Reason,
The Phenomenology of Spirit and The Crisis of European
Sciences:
Once I’d forgotten the contents of these books, they’ve
turned
into a vast erotic adventure novel,
taking place in Prague, Istanbul and Malaysia […]17

What is at stake in The Other City is the search for the
centre, the one home supposedly given over to man
together with his unique life. Already half-way on his
quest into which he has been drawn by sundry mysterious discoveries, the narrator pauses to ask himself:
“Can there really exist a world in such close proximity
to our own, one that seethes with such strange life,
one that was possibly here before our own city and
yet about which we know absolutely nothing?” And he
answers in the affirmative:
The more I pondered on it, the more I was inclined
to think that it was indeed quite possible, that it corresponded to our lifestyle, to the way we lived in
circumscribed spaces that we are afraid to leave. We
are troubled by the dark music heard from over the border, which undermines our order. We fear what looms
in the twilit corners; we don’t know whether they are
broken or disintegrating shapes of our world, or the
embryos of a new fauna, which will one day transform
the city into its hunting ground – the vanguard of monsters slowly lurking its way through our apartments.
[…] And yet the world we have confined ourselves in
17 Ajvaz, “Teorie poznání,” Vražda v hotelu Intercontinental (Prague: Mladá
Fronta, 1989) 30, my translation.

is so narrow. Even inside the space we regard as our
property there are places that lie beyond our power,
lairs inhabited by creatures whose home is over the
border. We are familiar with the strange queasiness
we feel when we encounter the reverse side of things
and their inner cavities, which refuse to take part
in our game: when we shove aside a cabinet during
spring-cleaning and suddenly find ourselves looking at
the ironically impassive face of its reverse side, which
stares into dark chambers that are mirrored on its surface, when we unscrew wires, when we crawl under
the bed for a pencil that rolled away […].18

In the cyclical dynamics of the narrative, it is this “reverse side of things,” this other city on the obverse of
this city, that is ultimately the matrix, the pre-articulated
field giving rise to the articulations which the protagonist, in turn, aims to break through in order to reach
the other side. Where, then, does the “reverse side of
things” first manifest itself, from what dark nook or
cranny does the monstrous, that which is “hidden” and
yet (by virtue of its hiddenness) “shown,” first poke
any one of its numerous heads? The answer is: from
a class of object which is indeed of-this-world – has
its own materiality, objecthood, corporeality, even a
certain social history and market value – while yet simultaneously endowed with an intangible, imaginary,
signifying dimension capable of ushering in the otherwordly. Such as a book:
I realized that the alphabet in which the book was printed was not of this world. It was still a simple matter
to ignore the crevice from which there wafted a disconcerting and alluring breath and allow it to become
overgrown with a tissue of renewing circumstances.
It was not the first such encounter in my life. Like
everyone, I had, on many previous occasions, ignored
a half-open door leading elsewhere – in the chilly passages of strange houses, in backyards, on the outskirts
of towns. The frontier of our world is not far away;
it doesn’t run along the horizon or in the depths. It
glimmers faintly close by, in the twilight of our nearest surroundings; out of the corner of our eye we can
always glimpse another world, without realizing it.19

The word-choice of the translation here is clever, capturing as it does the procedure of most of Ajvaz’s fiction:
18 Ajvaz, The Other City, 56-7.
19 Ajvaz, The Other City, 2.
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a “glimpse” of, an “encounter” with, a gaping “crevice” which opens up a “realisation” of the other-wordly
within “our world,” within the “tissue of circumstances” that oftentimes obstructs this “realisation,” leading
to “ignorance.” The issue at stake, here, is precisely
this within, the entanglement of the problematic, challenging otherness with the ostensibly self-evident
givenness, which is the author’s trademark, marking
him off as different from so much of what passes for
“magical realism.” Reality, at least in its phenomenological aspect – i.e. as perceived by consciousness in
time and through the system/language of signs – is always mysterious and magical, in both its sublime and
its dreary conjurations: the magical print is to be found
either in the book, or “scratched onto the wall of a
urinal in a pub at Staré Město pod Landštejnem, alongside a picture of an octopus throttling a tiger with its
tentacles.”20
However, despite all Ajvaz’s otherworldliness, despite all the adventure-story conventions and clichés of
which he avails himself with such fondness and zest as
to win him the label of a “fantasy” writer in the U.S., or
indeed despite his Husserlian metaphysical optimism,
there is throughout his oeuvre a strong counter-current
of skepsis, along the lines of Derrida’s doubt as regards
the possibility and indeed intelligibility of an “outside”
beyond the text of the apperceived world. The pre-articulated field mentioned above is thematised in The
Other City, ironically, as re-identified: in that it no
longer precedes articulation, but is as if always already
articulated beforehand. If there is one emblematic gesture, one structural device re-enacted and re-deployed
in all his works of fiction – The Other City not excepted
– it is the mise-en-abîme, a particularly apt emblem in
that it captures both Ajvaz’s predilection for the mediaeval art of inscription and illustration as well as his
involvement in postmodern concerns with language and
representation.
Asks Ajvaz: if the other city is truly other, then
how can it be approached and understood by the tools
of this city? Here is the caveat pronounced by the library scholar, the first of his chance encounters on his
quest:

Maybe the source of our world’s shapes is really hidden beyond the frontier, but we would never be able
to understand it anyway; it could have no meaning for
us. The only thing that is meaningful and understandable for us is what moves along the paths of our world,
what follows the lines of our ornament in Knossos,
wherever its origins lie, whether they are the trace of
the dances of exalted gods, or the record of the capers
of a drunken demon. We wouldn’t be able to talk about
a primordial dance because speech is inadequate to
describe what was here before the emergence of ornament. We wouldn’t even be able to see the primordial
dance because vision is so embedded in the mesh of
familiar sense, that whatever is not nourished by that
sense would remain invisible to us.21

The elaboration of this point adopts an outright
Derridean vocabulary, and thematises the troubled relationship between a grammar, the notion of a frontier,
and an outside:
The anxious and cunning deity of grammar holds its
protective hand over us, and conceals the monsters’
faces; we say ‘that thing’s a mystery’ and ‘that incident is uncanny,’ but in doing so we discreetly wrap
their dreadful presence, their sinister essence, unrelated to anything and defying our gaze, in metaphor, as
if in an old threadbare suit and so assign them a place
in our world. […] Don’t concern yourself with weird
books that remind you of the frontiers of our world.
They can’t lead you out of it, they can only eat away
at its structure from within. The frontier of our world
is a line with only one side. There is no path from the
inside out, nor can there be.22

Such, then, are the dynamics of the quest that runs the
length of Ajvaz’s Other City – the optimistic prospect
of catching “a glimpse of the other world,” and the
sceptical caveat of the “anxious and cunning deity of
grammar” circumscribing the frontiers of our world with
“a line with only one side.”
A bird’s-eye view of the narrative’s progression reveals these two approaches forming an intertwined
double-helix out of which the plot of the novel evolves.
The chapters following the first encounters (that is,
with the divined otherworldly and the provoked skepsis) are devoted to the practicalities of the journey.
21 Ajvaz, The Other City, 13.

20 Ajvaz, The Other City, 11.

22 Ajvaz, The Other City, 14.

Chapter 11 features another discussion, this time with
an old shopkeeper on the understanding of “home,” followed by another disputation (on the roof of St. Vitus
Cathedral) which subjects the possibility of a “home”
to harsh scepticism. Chapter 15 features a struggle
with a helicopter, after which a tract is read out-loud
bringing home the news that every centre is merely the
edge of another centre, ad infinitum. In chapter 17, a
conversation played on a gramophone record no longer
mentions centres but a path toward the goal, leading
through confusing and potentially misleading places, so
that one is left wondering whether duping the narrator
might also feature on the agenda of the old hermit accosted in chapter 20, whose role is to indicate where lie
the outskirts of the other city. It comes as little surprise
that the concluding chapter, 21, should retrospectively
“review” all the ambivalent and conflicting reports on
the ontological and epistemological status of this other
city, and – in a typical Ajvazian metatextual turn toward
the inside – pauses to reflect on the narrator’s own
travelogue which he has written during his quest: how
is such a book to be written and, what is more, read
and understood? Neither can one write in the language
of this city in the hope of getting anywhere near the
other’s essence, nor can one adopt the language of the
other in the hope of communicating this otherness to
this city. The carefully balanced either-or seems to have
arrived at a neither-nor impasse, but only till the discovery that there is, indeed, the hyphen, the in-between of
these two, a frontier as a space of possibility:
I was in no hurry; I had no idea which direction I would
take at the next corner. I wondered what employment
I would find in another city […] Fine, so I’ll leave here
my book about meetings and the frontier. My future
books will be written in the script of the other city
and printed in nocturnal printing houses hidden behind
coats in closets. Maybe some of my books will find
their way onto the shelves of antiquarian bookstores.
Maybe someone like me will take shelter from a blizzard
or a rainstorm in a bookstore and gaze with wonder
as a delicate female hand reaches from the other side
to make a space between the volumes on the shelf
and slip a book into it: the astonished customer will
take out the book and stare at the pages covered in
strange signs, before leaning forward and peering into
the dark fissure remaining between the books on the

shelf, where he will glimpse lights twinkling on a dark
surface and smell the odor of stone passages.23

Thus, the hope of reconciliation is left radically open to
a future whose only conceivable space is the frontier,
where the plot of The Other City launches a mise-enabîme and includes, at its end-point, the possibility of
a (potentially) endless variation and replication of its
own story.
Some critics have accused Ajvaz of being a “onebook” writer, whose fiction revolves around identical
concerns via identical paths along the same narrative
procedures by means of an identical set of worn-out
devices. What this wide-spread, if also reductive and
simplifying, viewpoint fails to acknowledge is that
Ajvaz’s fictional world leaves unresolved, and thus in
perpetual motion, the dynamics of opposing principles
which his own thought as a philosopher has striven to
bring to the stasis of resolution. His fiction is, thus,
bound to repeat itself, again and again, in all of his attempted re-writings of all the impossible accounts of all
the other cities, all the other intimations of pre-articulated fields, approachable in fiction only through linguistic
articulation, and thus always already pre-fabricated. If
this be the failure of Ajvaz’s fiction – a simple formula repeated ad nauseam without conclusive progress
– then its saving grace, like that of Beckett’s, is its
continuous effort to “fail better” – imaginatively, challengingly and, ultimately, joyously.

23 Ajvaz, The Other City, 167.
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novels to get lost in…

[interview]

[DV] You didn’t enter the Czech literary scene until
1989, having already reached the age of 40. To
what extent was this “late start” caused by political
circumstances and to what extent by the inner needs
of artistic maturation?
[MA] In the beginning I wrote prose and verse that
could probably be best described as surrealistic; in the
70s and through most of the 80s, it was clear as day
that no-one would ever publish something like that, and
so I didn’t bother to even try. As, in the late 1980s,
the cultural atmosphere started changing under the
influence of the Russian perestroika and some formerly
forbidden authors began to get published again, I said to

myself I’d give it a go, and so in 1988 I sealed several
of my poems in an envelope which I sent to the Mladá
fronta publishing house. The publisher accepted the
manuscript which came out in November 1989, a week
before the revolution.
So, my non-publication was caused by external
conditions, however, when later in the 90s there was
the opportunity of publishing I reviewed my older texts
and found them unworthy of publication, and I haven’t
returned to them since. This has also to do with my reluctance to deal with my older texts – for me, only one
text exists at any given time: the last one I’ve written.
But perhaps, sometime in the future, I’ll sit down and
give the old texts, provided I can find them, another

inspection to see whether some of them would, after
all, be worth the while.
How did you perceive the changes in the literary scene
of the 1990s?
Naturally, the fact that I could buy books and literary
magazines according to my taste meant an enormous
change in life – it felt as if I’d returned from a long
journey after twenty years’ time. That said, as far as my
relation to literature is concerned, the formative years
were the 60s, a period of the most important literary
encounters when I became acquainted with most of my
favourite writers: Kafka, Hölderlin, Gracq, Mandiargues,
Breton, Michaux, Benn a many others. Those were the
crucial literary revelations of my life, the 90s saw only
a few of these…
What’s your relation to post-war/contemporary
Anglophone literature, which authors appeal to you the
most and why?
Of Anglophone writers, I’ve probably read the older
authors more – e.g. Conrad, Stevenson (I particularly
like his New Arabian Nights), Henry James… From the
post-war authors I probably prefer Nabokov (in particular,
his Pale Fire), from the living authors, Thomas Pynchon.
I’ve only recently managed to get my hands on his first
novel, V, and I realised that the letter “V” played a
role similar to that of the “double trident” in my Empty
Streets – the role of an element whose contents and
meaning haven’t got much import, its function in the
text is to set the narrative into motion, to unwind various
plot-strands while keeping these together. (I think this
has to do with what Deleuze called “object X” and what
Alfred Hitchcock called “MacGuffin.”) I also like William
Gibson, and as an avid reader of “hardboiled” detective
novels I have to mention Raymond Chandler, whose
work partially fits into the period you ask about (after
the war, new authors writing in this style appeared,
e.g. Ross Macdonald). Sometimes I read some other

stuff, like Philip Roth, recently my attention has been
captured by China Mieville’s novel, The City & the City,
which is commonly tied with the genre of New Weird.
This also dovetails with a question about the
Anglophone writing happening in Prague. Last year you
were included in Louis Armand’s anthology, The Return
of Král Majáles, which maps the Prague Anglophone
scene over the past 20 years. Have you made any
closer contact or artistic collaboration with any of its
representatives?
Back in the 90s, I’d spend plenty of time sitting around
cafés, especially Velryba (the “Whale”) – that’s where
I’d have met Doug Hajek and Tony Ozuna from Yazzyk
magazine, which also published a few translations
of some of my short stories. Talk about the Prague
Anglophone scene of the 90s brings to my mind the café
hum, out of which emerges and into which disappears
excerpts of English sentences…
How has Prague come to be the centre of not only your
life, but also your fiction?
I’d say Prague is, in a sense, neither. I was born here
and I’ve lived here, and so there was a period in my
writing when I drew a lot of inspiration from the city.
But at the same time I do feel the need to change the
scenery of my books, placing my narratives into new
spaces, and so I don’t write about Prague that much
any longer. The last book (yet to be published) takes
place in Paris, Nice, Moscow, the United States, the
Caribbean, and Sicily, and there’s not a single mention
of Prague.
In connection with your work, the genre category of
“magic realism” is often invoked. My feeling is, however,
that it’s a highly imprecise description, as your poetics
is different from the commonly understood magical
realism of the South American sort: whereas in the
latter, the magic comes from the miraculous, the extra-
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ordinary, and so from the outside, your fiction portrays
it as either part of reality itself (the magic of the book
as medium, exoticism, the labyrinth of narration) or it
reduces magic to “fantastic zoology.” How would you
yourself regard these points of connection, departure
and difference?
I agree that the label of “magical realism” is a misleading
description for what I write. The works of magical
realists aren’t especially close to me, nor do I think that
they’ve been of any influence on me. The differences
between their writing and mine have been captured by
your question so precisely that I’ve nothing to add to
it.
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Let’s stick with “fantastic zoology” for the moment
– although a reference to Borges, in the case of an
essentially Prague-author like yourself one can easily
draw a parallel with your favourite writer Kafka and
his animal metamorphoses. Again, with a substantial
difference: for Kafka, the animal seems “merely”
a transformed human (and so man and animal are
separated by a permeable membrane), whereas the
binary obliterated in your work seems that of the
domestic v. the exotic, while the human remains
human and only very seldom does the animal achieve
any anthropological features (here I’m thinking of e.g.
The Return of the Old Goanna, The Turquoise Eagle).
How do you feel about Kafka’s heritage for your own
“Prague-based” works and what’s so appealing about
domesticated exoticism?
In my opinion, Kafka’s animal-fiction still belongs into
the genre of fable, even though his fables, unlike the
classical ones, carry no unambiguous idea, nor do
they teach any “lesson.” It seems to me that animalcharacters, for Kafka, present first and foremost a
radical means of evading psychology, of transposing
everything into that peculiar blend of introspection
and physicality so characteristic of his oeuvre. Kafka’s
animals are, indeed, transmogrified people, as you

say, while fully retaining corporeal animal behaviour;
reading Kafka’s animal stories, we see and hear all the
burrowing, puffing, sniffing, bustling about… The blend
of philosophising and corporeality reigns supreme even
in works featuring no animals whatsoever, one could go
so far as to say that Kafka portrays people as animals,
describing their odd physical comportment on the basis
of an attentive, quizzical look reminiscent of the look
we sometimes cast upon animals. This comes to the
fore in Kafka’s notebooks, as well. Every now and then,
this regard transposes itself into animalist imagery, for
example, in a scene from The Castle: “There they lay,
although not as absorbed in each other as on their first
night together. She was in search of something and so
was he, they tried to get at it almost angrily, grimacing,
butting each other’s breasts with their heads, and their
embraces and writhing bodies didn’t bring oblivion but
reminded them of their duty to go on searching. Like
dogs desperately scraping at the ground, they worked
away at one another’s bodies, helplessly disappointed
as they tried to retrieve the last of their bliss, sometimes
licking each other’s faces with their tongues.” Or in The
Trial: “He kissed her on the mouth and then over her
whole face like a thirsty animal lapping with its tongue
when it eventually finds water.”
My animal-texts, on the other hand, are not of the
fable genre: here, animals play the role of something
encountered, the theme here is man meeting the animal, with the animal expressing, as it were, the other,
the unknown, the non-human, that which defies the established forms of being, but one must come to terms
with it nonetheless. What’s projected into the relation
to the animal is the ambiguity of a relation to the other
as such: blending anxiety, compassion, aggression, desire and intimation of happiness all together…
Let’s dwell with Borges (about whom you’ve written a
full-length book study) for a moment. In an interview
at the International Prague Writers’ Festival, you
mentioned him, together with Raymond Roussel, as
perhaps your most significant source of inspiration. Is

it their approach to what you called the “materiality of
language” that draws you to them, or is there something
else?
I can’t recall anymore what I said in that interview. If I
called Borges and Roussel the greatest sources of my
inspiration, that could’ve been the result of a suggestive
question. As far as Borges is concerned, it’s true that
he was the influence behind my third, fourth, and fifth
book of fiction; in the two books before those, and in
the three books afterward, I don’t think his influence is
of any import. Also, the fact I wrote a book-length study
on his work is a bit of a coincidence. I was asked for a
contribution to a Borges conference at the Philosophy
Faculty in Prague, and so I scribbled something together
and delivered it, but was so dissatisfied with what I’d
written that I thought I had to re-write it. And as I rewrote it, the text began getting longer and longer, and
in the end grew to the length of a whole book.
In connection with Roussel I did mention the “materiality of language”; what I meant was the way in
which he emphasises the material nature of the sign,
or more precisely, the material nature of the signifier.
Roussel thematises this by stressing and defamiliarising the substantial nature of letters (hand-in-hand with
pinpointing the materiality of the visual sign – e.g. the
tooth-mosaic in Locus Solus). This idea is very close to
me, what interests me about it is the sudden, almost
violent turning of the gaze onto a level of reality usually
disregarded and deprived of being: ordinarily the matter
of letters and their peculiar lives become invisible behind that which the letters signify; thus, they form one
of the unknown territories within our lived world.
You are known as an author of not only “fiction” but
also philosophical treatises, both your own discourses
on variegated problems and studies devoted to
individual philosophers. What role did this circumstance
play in your choice of Ernst Jünger, both a writer and
a philosopher, as an author you’ve translated into
Czech?

What has drawn me to Jünger is the breadth of
his interests – literature, philosophy, biology and
entomology (there exist some beetle species named
after him)... For example, the first edition of his book,
The Adventurous Heart, is an example of a work
successfully combining interesting philosophy with
good literature; that’s quite a rare achievement (Jünger
himself excluded the majority of philosophical passages
from the second edition). However, the crucial reason
why I translated Jünger was my feeling that nowhere
in Czech literature could one find the type of writing
represented by Jünger, so that translating him would
provide an interesting experience to the Czech reader.
Czech prose is written either in the “low” colloquial
style (Hašek, Čapek), or in the “high” Baroque style
(Vančura, Durych) – Jünger’s “classicist” style is, to
my knowledge, lacking in Czech prose.
What’s your experience with your own work in
translation, especially into English? Have you met with
some particularly noteworthy reception abroad, or some
which strongly contrasted with the one at home?
Experiencing reception abroad is never without its
particular interest. In the States, for example, I’ve
been classified as a “science-fiction/fantasy” writer,
in Poland, on the other hand, I’m a poet, invited to
their poetry festivals (whereas, in the Czech Republic,
everyone seems to have all forgotten about my poetry
juvenilia, so much so that it’s not to be found even
in the most comprehensive poetry anthologies). And
reading in Switzerland, I was under the impression that
the public considered me a humorist writer. As if I were
a different character for each and every country – and
I think that’s how it should be.
From your philosophical work, two books stand out.
Jungle of Light, your meditation on the phenomenology
of seeing, refers to the Husserlian heritage and to the
whole Czech phenomenological tradition up to Patočka.
At the same time, it seems to me you’re an author of
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primarily visual perception, even your “materiality” of
words is pre-eminently visual rather than aural. What’s
your attitude to philosophising fiction and fictionalising
philosophy?
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I strive to keep these two separate, in that my novels
never depart from thoughts and I feel no need to write
theoretical works as belles-lettres. Nevertheless, writing
fiction and theory, you never cease to be one person,
both spring from one source, both are embedded into one
existence only, marked by a certain mode of experiencing
the world, a certain rhythm, and so it’s obvious that
there are parallels between the two. In my case, one of
the connectives might be the visuality you speak of. It’s
something deeply rooted in my approach to the world
and expresses itself in both areas. In philosophy, this
has resulted in an interest in phenomenology, whose
basic tenet is that the fundamental in all things reveals
itself to an attentive gaze, that nothing truly substantial
is hidden from the gaze and the analysis which is based
on it – and this conviction also manifests itself in my
fiction. The visual approach makes itself felt also in the
work’s creation: when writing fiction, I view the novel’s
plot as a film of sorts, when reflecting on ideas I tend to
view them as abstract paintings in evolution.
Your book-length study, Sign, Self-Consciousness and
Time, is devoted to the work of Jacques Derrida, briefly
to his critique of Saussure’s structural linguistic in Of
Grammatology, and chiefly to his critique of Husserl’s
phenomenology in Speech and Phenomena, while siding
with the Moravian-born Husserl throughout. Was the
choice of Derrida’s texts motivated by your effort to
defend phenomenological standpoints? For a writer’s
interest in his work, Derrida on the “secret of literature,”
among many other things, would also be an option...
In the world of thought, phenomenology is my
“homeland,” so to speak, and my interest in Derrida
was spurred by his investment in problems similar or
identical to Husserl’s and by the different conclusions

he drew from them. I had the need to re-think and
consider both viewpoints, especially as regards the
intertwined problems concerning the nature of time,
self-consciousness and the sign. And you’re right
claiming I’ve decided to side with Edmund Husserl.
Very briefly speaking, here is what’s at stake: Derrida
seeks to remove from philosophy the illusion of an
immediate original givenness, to which are secondarilyadded chains of signs, and he manages this by replacing
this schema with chains of signs which are, as it were,
grown into one another like roots living off each other.
However, by seeing nothing but ready-made signs he
rids himself of the complex issue of how something
like a sign even comes into being and, at the same time
(since the sign, for Derrida, lies in the foundations of
the constitution of self-consciousness and time), how
self-consciousness and time are formed. In brief, he
replaces one naïve belief in the immediate givenness
with a naïve belief in a sign always already made. This
attitude makes it impossible to peer into the laboratory
in which the mysterious process of the birth of the sign
takes place, a process closely tied with the birth of time
and self-consciousness.
Kafka’s “dreamlike” poetics is mentioned in your
remarkable book transcribed from your correspondence
with Ivan Havel about your dreams called Dreamweaving.
Here, you also elaborate on the age-old parallel between
artistic creation and the activity of dreaming on the
basis of similarly un-/sub-conscious processes that
work in both. To what extent do you allow your dream
world to flow into your texts, to what extent is your
work “un-/sub-conscious”?
It is not unconscious in the sense of a classical [Jungian]
psychoanalytical understanding of the term, insofar
as it doesn’t carry hidden meanings to be deciphered
with the help of some psychoanalytical key. The real
creation is paradoxical by actually not having any
hidden meanings – the work means itself and nothing
more, there is nothing to solve, and so there’s no need

for keys. That is precisely how the work’s structures
and rhythms manifest the structures and rhythms of
the world or being. It is within these structures and
rhythms that conscious action is grounded, and in this
sense one could speak of the work’s un-conscious or
pre-conscious dimension.
In The Secret of the Book you present an impressively
“fantastic” description of the book as a mysterious
object/space with its own reality replete with strange
places. Many of your works thematise this labyrinthine
quality of textuality via references – more often than
not to old manuscripts. In the excerpt published in VLAK
[“Regent and Surr” from your current novel-in-progress
The Luxemburg Gardens], you contrast this ancient
framework with the modern computer and hypertext. In
the internet era, the referential and labyrinthine quality
of the text is present already on the level of the medium,
without necessarily being thematised. What, to your
mind, is the future of the book in the era of hyperwriting? What about your own work and hypertext?
An American critic noted that the island “Book” from
The Golden Age presented to him a sort of “preGutenberg internet.” I myself am fond of digressions
and parentheses, and it’s strange to realise that the
two form parts of both the “most modern” and the
oldest modes of expression: connected with computers
and the internet, while at the same time inherent to
the structure of the Hellenistic novel and re-emerging
in such cult narratives as A Thousand and One Nights.
I like novels one can get lost in, novels with ground
floor plans full of deviations, descents and ascents
among various floors, etc. I like the tension arising
from the various levels, I like the space of breakage,
which transfers you from one level to another, from
one world to another; it seems to me that it’s these
points that open up something behind the various levels
and worlds, a strange glow from which all discourses
emerge and which permeates them all… (Paradoxically,
I am thus more invested in the unity than the plurality

of discourses.)
Now, surfing the internet may resemble this formally, but a disorganised wandering among various
information sites can hardly galvanise the fruitful tension between various levels as I mentioned before. More
often than not, it resembles rummaging through a trashcan (I don’t mean to imply that such an activity can’t
lead to discovering a genuine treasure). Otherwise, I’ve
nothing against the computer, it’s a great tool for all
sorts of things. There’s also something magical about
its thingness, as all things are endowed with a certain
magic. Therefore, far be it from me to forbid computers
and all sorts of other modern gadgets from entering into
my prose. Actually, I dislike the new-romantic disdain
for technology; he who knows how to look discovers
much mystery and poetry in technical appliances – high
voltage electricity poles are as mysterious as the forest
they face.
—translated by David Vichnar
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regent & surr

[excerpt from a novel in progress, The Luxembourg Gardens]

Even though not too fond of fantasy himself, Paul was
nevertheless curious about the text that originated
under such peculiar circumstances, particularly about
the language devised by Donald Ross, and so he clicked
back onto Ross’s prose text and re-commenced reading
as it appeared on the screen.
THE RETURN FROM THE OTHER SIDE
A black-cloaked man paced hastily through the palace,
the cloak fluttering in the draft of the bright empty
corridors; many times the guards had intercepted his
path, but every time he raised his hand holding a Gryf
badge, the guards made way and let him proceed, even
the last sentry standing in front of the Council of State
Hall. As the man entered the room, all hushed, but soon
the silence gave way to an outraged hum. The cloaked

man paid no heed to the ministers whom he didn’t even
bother to show his badge; he continued on his way,
treading upon the ancient tiles of Council Hall, directly
toward the Regent sitting in the head of the table. That
was unheard-of, and so some of the ministers rose to
their feet in order to apprehend the trespasser, but the
Regent beckoned to them silently to sit down. The man
stooped down and whispered a few words into the
sovereign’s ear. The Regent rose up right away and
uttering nothing more than “Byrullu pyggaden vynnen,”
he left the entire documentation lying on the table and,
together with the man, quitted the Hall swift-footed,
leaving the ministers in puzzled awe.
They walked speedily, the sound of their steps
resounding along the high-vaulted corridors, upon whose
white walls lay sunlight streaming through the high

windows looking onto the inner gardens of the palace.
So, they have returned, after all, the Regent said to
himself, joy and relief blending with anxiety in his mind.
Those few people in the know about the expedition
to the Other side already considered it forlorn, and he
himself had begun losing faith over the past few weeks
that there ever would appear in his palace a messenger
with tidings of their return. He ached to ask about
Surr, but instead merely queried had all members of
the expedition returned. The man nodded, whereafter
both the sovereign and the messenger kept silent; the
Regent’s worst misgiving was warded off, but there
were still enough reasons for worry.
The Regent now reminisced about the moments
preceding the expedition’s departure, and scenes
which took place a year ago in the palace began arising
before his very eyes like pale frescoes on the white
corridor walls. He didn’t want to give consent to such
an enterprise, and kept raising the objection of its
excessive riskiness at the Secret council conventions.
However, the Secret council members knew all too well
that his reluctance had to do with one of the expedition
members being Surr… The Council generality deputy
repeated with more and more insistence the reasons
why dispatching an elite troop into the enemy’s rear
area was indispensible under given circumstances, and
though he spoke respectfully, the tone of his voice
reverberated with increasing impatience. The general
read out intelligencers’ reports, according to which an
invasion from the Other side was to be expected within
two years at most, and he emphasized how vital it was
to attempt at ascertaining what intentions the enemy
harboured, what new weapons he has developed and
in what direction he is likely to conduct his attack… He
was most certainly right and the Regent knew it all too
well. To realise the impending danger, one hadn’t the
need to avail oneself of the reports of agents working
on the other side of the border; the threat coming from
the Other side made itself felt in the life of the empire
just as exhalations infesting the atmosphere on a daily
basis.
The Regent objected that should the commando be
detected, it would not only face a merciless liquidation,
but also serve as a pretext for attacking the empire
that wasn’t quite ready for combat yet. However, it
wasn’t only his sense of responsibility for the troop, his

apprehension regarding a possible attack from the Other
side or his fear for Surr that was then the cause of his
irresolution. It was the task of the generals to take care
of good war, which is what they did with utter assiduity,
but the Regent – through whose mouth, according the
old epic incorporated in the empire constitution, spoke
the voices of thousands of thousands of visible and
thousands of thousands of invisible mouths – was
aware that for his empire, the war didn’t have to be
the gravest terror, not even a lost one… He was one of
the few who knew that the penetration of the baleful
vapours through the crevices from the Other side
encompasses a much more certain doom than war, for
they couldn’t be fought against by any weapons. The
crevices and interstices seemed to grow more and more
numerous, appearing not only along the borderline, but
also in the capital city of Lara. These vapours sank like
a noxious infection into the inhabitants’ thoughts and
dreams, even into their movements and gestures; it was
oftentimes possible to discern their effect in the melody
of their speech, even if its contents were inflammatory
incitements to defense of their country against the
enemies from the Other side.
Desperate, the Regent watched the empire wield
weapons helpless against these poisons; the land
seemed to him a drunken soldier hacking around himself
with his sabre in all directions, without a body to cut
through – moreover, rumour has it that the alcohol
provoking this scene was, for good reasons, bought by
the enemy. War could, at last, face the weapons of the
empire with an enemy who can be fought against and
eliminated. However, during his studies in the mountain
cloisters of Umuria, the Regent was taught by the monks
that all things were to be considered from many sides,
and constantly re-considered. Some called it wisdom;
the fact of the matter was, nonetheless, that those
who called his demureness pusillanimity in public and
cowardice in private; the opposition press – and there
almost was no other – complained that the traditional
upbringing of the future sovereigns in cloisters seated
high up the mountains towering over Lara, in the region
of eternal snow, was an anachronism from other ages,
disastrous for the present empire; supposedly, swift and
thorough resolutions were essential to be taken in the
regent palace, not long disputations undertaken in the
peaceful cloister cells up there, etc. Be that as it may,
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the monk dialectics had become embedded within the
Regent’s mind, so much so that whenever he pondered
the advantages of war, there came another inner voice
objecting: Would war truly provide the empire with a
combatable and vincible enemy? Would the empire not
be combating an illusion and vanquishing a straw man?
Would such a victory not entail a waning of the last
vestige of vigilance, which still provides a protection of
sorts? Would that not be the beginning of the ultimate
defeat?
Waging and winning a war would also entail a
dangerous proximity; the fight would necessarily bring
about the blending of the two kingdoms’ bodies and
the contagion would spread even faster than now
when muffled by distance. Proximity is oftentimes of
more import than victory or defeat. Were the war to
end with the defeat of the Other side, the enemy’s
decomposing body would exude its poisonous breath
much more pungently than now, like an infection from
the carcasses of dead animals. Moreover, the reports of
agents and defectors were concurrent in claiming that
life on the Other side was marked by an outstanding
tractability, capable of assuming the most peculiar of
forms, even those considered as ailments or death
everywhere else; life even seems to thrive particularly
in such conditions; a state considered a great victory in
the empire could therefore be assumed something quite
different on the Other side, bearing some very bizarre,
well-nigh unimaginable fruit.
Hence, the Regent held the current state of affairs
untenable, just as almost everyone in the empire, but he
began asking himself with increasing frequency whether
this state of affairs wasn’t the best of possibilities, since
the omnipresent anxiety ruling the life in the empire at
least nourished vigilance and alertness, even though noone really knew to what dark corners vigilance should
turn itself or to what the empire was to be alert – this
uncertainty resulted in an atmosphere of ill-focused,
neurotic roaming-about, always on the lookout for new
objects of fear and hope. Such questions, to which the
Regent had no answer, weighed heavier and heavier,
day after day. At this moment, what was of essence
was the expedition had returned, as did Surr. As they
approached the Malachite hall, the guards opened up
both leaves of the high door.
All were seated inside, sprawling – grubby and

haggard, in ragged, smeary clothes and heavy lace
boots – on sumptuous cases of ancient armchairs and
couches, with weapons lying about on the carpet,
staining its ornaments with oil. The hall was awash
with sunlight entering in through the windows from the
garden, glittering upon the malachite columns that came
from quarries in the South, the treetops in this season
were covered in large white blossoms, underneath
which tame panthers played on the trimmed lawn.
Right away the Regent’s scrutiny watched out for Surr;
and to his great relief he found her cloak lying on the
upholstered backrest of the armchair in which she sat
wearing a khaki T-Shirt and slacks, with her gun case
on display; she viewed the garden, her finger pensively
turning an aged yellowish globe.
Upon catching sight of the Regent all rose; his hand
beckoned them to be seated.
“Sigeste,” he said only, “edymu na edeluggu
umudezen.”
Tyr was the only one who remained standing and
approached the Regent in order to present his report
on the expedition. Before he commenced talking, the
Regent embraced him and motioned him to sit down
again. He brought a plain chair for himself and sat down
among his soldiers.
Tyr was slow in beginning to talk, and so the Regent
waited patiently in silence in which just the voice of
the old clock could be heard. “Bullisudelu gemmeb yl
ellori oll umuzu,” Tyr spoke at last. “Nedumudelu igg
ulamarun, edeluggudelu dunydelorin gulorin ed lugimen
yzillen, egirran og nyd-mutyrravin girran am obitemi,
nomyregudorin og nedd lugudelorin ed ymiramaguderu
og ogirra, omigedd om usum, ed bazelori byggada sin
durr og lomm ali latta om bet-lurrera igama…”
The Regent realised immediately how different the
commander’s voice had become over the past six
months. He heard fatigue and echoes of some bleak
events therein, events of which he had no knowledge
and perhaps never would, events he would never
comprehend, events likely to accompany Tyr and all
expedition members in memories and dreams for the
rest of their lives. He wondered what voice Surr will
speak in, and anxiety beset him, again.
“Edeluggudelu gameddan uzen,” continued Tyr,
“bazela dunada loggedda tan madde ed lugimenori
yvinori bygori, edeluggudelu udyrorin begorin om

megaru om bazelori muzuryd ogirr og kumituna girra
dammada, edeluggudelu udyrarun ali lugimarun
ollizimavimarun mavidarun ali umuzugo ivizemorin
keggorin, lugudelorin bet goggula dumma tan nuvidaru
tubemi, ed gemmunaru tanadaru tavabbudelu nyraru og
tygaru lattaru ed bademi om byge og usum lumedda
og girravim ogirr og nyddum nyd-mutyrra, nyssirudelu
valladelorin beggorin byggadeddorin tan ilit om megaru
(oddudelu umuzugo vidan glome ed mannan yllaran, ita
ubitumudelu val duggyb og lomm-tener mu otunaru,
san dunuledu bete riva gemmato ed laggura og umur,
na du-nalygada vatunirr). Edeluggudelu tuddan sennan
om kamabaru megaru ed lugim byg byrull-vallimer om
byrull og linavata, ubitumudelu gallidan, byda kitorin
og gallida mu ilyparu, yllaramerun ubitemin og lommtenerori ali lullyben og dynaru…”
The commander fell silent for a while. The Regent
listened to his words with increasing anxiety. The words
Tyr had uttered were ominous, worse than expected.
“Yllaramerun ubitemin og lomm-tenerori ali lullyben og
dynaru…” he repeated for himself – what weapons will
the empire be able to wield against such dark traps and
snares? A mere while ago he thought war didn’t present
the worst fate for the empire; a novel question emerged
now, question whether a new age was dawning with
no difference between war and peace to speak of.
He raised his head and looked at Tyr. He asked: “Ali
gemmeb? Da dunada gemmeb?”
“Gemmeb dunadul ogirrori og bagganori bazelori
lugudade mu ilypa og yllaravima dyna, doddegelori ali
ziggelori girromebori beggori udd sennela yzilida ed girrabadogg, duggyb og kuppun ed yllavimaru otunaru…”
Despite all his fatigue and echoes of dread reverberating
in every single word he uttered, Tyr’s voice sounded
hard; it was the voice of a soldier, but it wasn’t easy
to discern to what it extent it had been infected by the
poisons from the Other side.
“Ullu,” the voice of Surr said all of a sudden, everyone
turning to look. She had let go of the globe, which was
still revolving, but her look missed the Regent, roaming
about the blossoming trees and panthers in the garden.
“Da Tyr tabbada,” she said, “dunad monyla, umuz ellori
edeluggudelu ali ubitumudelu, ali kanneto ollude yzita
dun-omigirr. Ali edeluggudelu mir bydaneb, udyrorin
begorin om ollemegaru, ogireddorin tan mullamela
girra, ogirriman duggelan om kavelleb kalab og baggan

ed yllara, tubemin og vanedyneddan megadan, umuzus
vidan umuzego odd-beget du-muggada tabirr…”
She was silent for a while, adding pensively: “Dunad
vug ta dunada umuzego yda…”
Just as Tyr’s voice, Surr’s betrayed for the Regent’s
ears a certain fatigue and resolution, an immense
courage which had enabled her, together with all
the other expedition members, to set out onto such
a dangerous terrain; now, too, the Regent was under
the impression that the voice he was hearing had
been etched by the atmosphere of the Other side; it
occurred to him he had lain bare some matter older than
words, belonging to some ancient Paradise or ancient
Hell. However, that still wasn’t all he heard in Surr’s
voice. The monks in the mountains had instructed him
repeatedly that a thousand voices, human, animal, even
those of things, could be heard in one voice, they had
taught him how to hear and distinguish among them,
how to sort them out patiently, they had insisted that
whoever cannot manage it shan’t ever understand the
sense of the sentences he hears. Sometimes he held it
against them, for he has learnt it so well that all voices
he had ever listened to had grown thousandfold: in the
voice of a foreign country emissary during a hearing at
the palace he heard the strident voice of his wife, the
purr of his cat and the chink of the cutlery in his diningroom, he had to process a thousand news at once, lived
at a marketplace at every moment (fortunately, there
was another monkish proverb saying that a thousand
voices form one drone of a river). And so, in the voice
of the woman he loved, he heard another voice evoking
in him more anxiety than all others. He strove to give it a
name, the words whirled round an evasive feeling, until
one word emerged, at last: “Olunara,” he whispered in
surprise. What Surr went on to say only escalated his
discomposure and disturbance.
“Tan elle dunad mutum-budder,” continued Surr in
a monotonous voice, as if there were no-one in the
room and she were talking to herself, “du-vugude
mutumelan egirran og girra… San vanat girravim ogir og
nyd-mutyrraru bete damad om umuzego nyrabaggaru,
tyrumada ed umuzu senori sin torreru linavateru ed
salla, uta mutumavinaru ymaddaru guddumade, ali
umuzego nyrabaggaru salade da dunadul ed syrumaru
og linavateru ed salla, vugude talubirr na ollade yzita mir
summuneto sumir? Na du-ollade kiramydirr umuzego
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bagg ed ulyryd sotumel og ludunnaru yrunorin umunorin
ed nalagaddavimeru milatemi ed ludunna-nylaru,
baggeddaru og torr og mulludaru linavataru ed salla?”
Regent saw Tyr wanted to interrupt Surr. After all,
he was still the commander and soldier obliged to abide
by rules and regulations; it is even possible that the
places he has treaded for the past few months and
whose juices etched the solid order of things, have
compelled him to all the more cling to formal rules
as to the sole certitude remaining, incontrovertible as
long as no-one asked about their sense. Surr went on
to say, her gaze still fixed upon the garden: “Dunade
pammunori, bazelori bete tunn kylade vad yrunori
umunori ali bazelori viggumade mynnydorin viggorin sat
umuzugo naddumyb ed kumitunavimaru ulamaru, ed
bazelaru dura girra abudysad ed millyran?”
The Regent was appalled at the image of Surr
dancing these bizarre sacred dances of which one spoke
in hushed tones in Lara; Surr, nevertheless, seemed to
speak of them as of something wholly familiar. What
more was there for him to hear? “Sat-da talubude
na maggumaru bazelaru,” she said, “gulludadul og
lom-byggadori dunade val du-vidaru, lome umutude
na kymina tabba oddanumad ali na koma lavanaru
og vad-danumelori umunori agabanade tan umuzu?
Sat-da banavude na du-ubitumude ballaru bazelaru
vanateto nulubade og umuzugo gunori, ballaru bazelaru
ballamade sin madanemi ed bazelaru ikunaru lattaru
tan yreto-bymileddaru lunaru lysade tan egirrunavimori
varanori?”
Anywhere outside of this confidential circle such
words would have the gravest consequences. Having
been brought up by the monks whose parables spoke
of quite the same, the Regent was nonetheless above
taking Surr’s discourse amiss. Still, Surr was no monk
and spoke in no parables, and should her speech be
publicised, even he would have no choice but to launch
disciplinary proceedings; he knew that his refusal
to take action, his inertia would be interpreted as
impassiveness, weakness or a symptom of corruption,
resulting in a further advance of the disease infesting
the empire’s body. Fortunately, the possibility of Surr’s
words ever reaching outside the Malachite hall was
slight.

Paul ceased reading for a while. The long utterances in
a tongue unbeknown to him were discombobulating,
but still he could not coerce himself into neglecting
them, he even felt whilst reading that he heard the
voice of the weary woman uttering them, knew
the pauses she had made and saw her absent look
fastened upon the windows. Then he envisaged Donald
Ross pacing to and fro on the veranda of his country
house, dictating incomprehensible words. The entire
room was awash with sunlight, as was the monitor,
which rendered the words upon it illegible. Paul rose
and began walking hither and thither through the
empty apartment, from the large bright room to the
quiet back rooms with windows facing onto the yard,
still submerged in shade; such was his constant path
winding itself among ottomans, armchairs and closets,
on which he was accustomed to thinking. He mused
on the possible influences exerted upon Ross during
the writing process. Reading of the impending war and
decay imposed upon the life of an empire by an external
threat recalled to his mind The Opposing Shore, a novel
by Julien Gracq, a writer who under his real name Louis
Poirier had once taught his father history at the Claude
Bernard Lycée and about whom his father had often
related. He knew Gracq’s novel had been translated into
English – could Ross have known the book provided he
had read nothing but specialised books? It occurred to
Paul then that Ross could only have found the motif
of a war waged between two imaginary superpowers,
connected with the exacerbated and chilly atmosphere
in which the gleam of automatic weapons mingles with
the splendour of princely palaces and the mysticism
of mountain cloisters, in videogames of which the
professor, according to the sources Paul read, had been
fond; also, the rendering of the commando that has just
returned from its expedition to the Other side seemed
as if the author had borrowed from a computer shooting
game characters manoeuvred by the mouse (which was
rather at odds with the descriptions of the characters’
inner life – but who can tell whether computer shooting
game characters have no rich inner lives?). As for the
Surr character, Paul could not help projecting into her
the visage of Kara Thrace from the Battlestar Galactica
series.
—translated by David Vichnar
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PAVEL NOVOTNÝ

tramvesties

[A Capturing of the Liberec - Jablonec / Jablonec - Liberec Tramline]
The narrow gauge tramline between the Northern Bohemian cities Liberec and Jablonec winds up and down across
hills, rushes through villages, competes with a train, dashes through dark woods. One city gradually peters out,
turning into ruins, falling apart, only to be recomposed again – Liberec merging into Jablonec and vice versa. This
metamorphosis lasts for about 30 minutes and is difficult to be rendered in words – especially when one is faced
with such a task on one’s own. One “self” cannot encompass such a journey, for the sheer reason that verbal and
physical solitude is in sharp contrast with the principle of mass transport: Such a journey can only be recorded by
people.
So, every now and then, I cram one of my friends into tram no. 11, position him at the back window, tack a
microphone and force him to incessantly describe the passing landscape. It’s quite a struggle: the speaker has to be
prodded in the ribs, cursed, threatened, and so on. Such laboriously obtained voice-recording are then transcribed
into a text which is further edited, filled-in, expanded, shortened, rhythmicised, etc., in brief – treated as a text of
my own. Such a “theft” is by no means a simplification to my own work on the text, rather to the contrary, as a
fine balance needs to be kept between myself and the other, neither of us may be left out. In any event, such a
mode of production suspends all certainties, for it’s a mode of penetrating into not only the landscape (by means
of a retrograde reconstruction on the basis of the recording) but also into the heads of my friends, or rather: into

their vocabulary.
For clarity’s sake, a code denoting the name of the recorded person is provided, and the date and time of the
recording. The text-strip can be re-enacted from the start of the tram journey to the end, or reversed in the opposite
direction, ridden round and round ad nauseam, of left-off at any time should nausea really appear… At present there
are 15 text-strips completed, ten of which, in the form of a tram timetable of sorts, are exhibited as textual objects
at the Regional Scientific Library in Liberec. Several other texts have been installed directly in one of the LiberecJablonec trams, thereby blending in with the tectonics of the journey itself.

NKL1202061010
Liberec – Fügner Street
for hours
I’ve none but inner impressions
outer impressions are no fun
a brown building
Mill Road
hoping to survive this
I’ve got to adjust myself
oh, the mill road
wheels that crush me
it’s receding further away
nothing to be had from me today
those rules of yours
Textile Mill
I’m not going to talk no wait
give me five minutes
a moment five minutes
so that it can be opened
then it’ll be possible
at that car over there
it could be possible
we’ll see
you stress me
whiteness nothing but whiteness
nothing to be had from me
whiteness desolate landscape
the same inside
Easter stick eggs void
masts
on our way somewhere upward
Still I am drawn downward
At the Quarry
I’m lost for words

JNK1101081647
Jablonec n. N. – Tyrš Orchards
I’m a large guy & so
my world is such
if only I could stand normally
but then I couldn’t see outside
I’ve got to stay crouched legs apart
head leaning
forehead already bruised
against the glass
conductors extract money
from a lady & three
gypsies & whoosh off we go
prefabs with little houses
decorated by ads
hustle & bustle
Liberec Road
gorgeous wool from the roof
like an ice-tongue of a glacier
gorgeous the way it
slides downward
nicely downward
into the valley
Brandl
traffic lights with the “J” inscription
a request stop
a little boy has got off
where is he off to here I can’t tell
might get rapped over his knuckles
apart from coal unloading
there’s just a chimney which
in diameter
spans twelve metres or more
maybe it’s even wider
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nothing to do with the landscape
ladders taper upward
one can climb all the way upward
skip off somewhere over the birches
become absorbed
scars birches treetops
house windows
people are far away
New Ore
we stand stand then go
don’t try to form me
don’t suck out too much of me
orange colour
snow vast windows a hole
one could squeeze onseself through
inside sublimate oneself into the room
to people asquat & asleep
but I don’t want to
white landcape
path railway cars tree
skies without rules with clouds
we are on our way upward
the trees aim to outstand it all
enroot you drag you down
Old People’s Home
on our way downward
to people in flatlets
with tellies & slippers
we’ll live with them for a while
for as long as we can
then a plain leading upward
beautiful emptiness
Brewery
cars white & green
green colours a-changing
wheels wheels letters high “C” notes
reflections upward of green red blue
flag movement undulates
the impression of the flag transports me
I can’t just stick to dry description
otherwise I’ll be dead by Jablonec
Pharmacy
lady running late lady can’t make it
poor thing what a bitch of a day today
couldn’t get up the kids were a bother

up there than down there
as the perspective
narrows things down & over there
road workers are cutting
a felled tree
we start our rapid descent
some desperate type
next to our tram
is plodding through snow
Substation
a mister is happy carrying
a vast yellow sack
what on earth might he have in there
he’s carrying it in one hand only
perhaps it’s light perhaps
he’s carrying home some
rubbish cardboard
for kindling or such
another one is lugging
some planks for kindling
or for the windows
Green Valley
a request stop
passed without stopping
the tram on its way
equals it out
with its huff & puff
puffing up a thin layer
of so-called puffings
New World
chimney still that chimney in the hill
and a forest tree nursery this is where
one could pinch an Xmas tree
for there are many little trees here
with the parameters of a Xmas tree
Proseč – Substation
greenhouses many small
empty greenhouses & the roofs
insulated by plastic the avalanche
slowly sliding off the roof
into the picturesque ruins
Proseč – Post Office
textile mill almost suited to fit
another ramshackle textile mill
nice little three-storey house

then to kindergarten impressions all
car chaos lunatic asylum all peeled
aquapark impressions devour vibrating
puddle I keep bumping with that thing
everywhere there’s a harmonious house
I feel extracted we slow down & stop
Vratislavice – Church
what now?
gorgeous ornaments
the cross recedes to faraway
then pisses off for good
man trees nothing nowhere
we’re utterly lain bare
grey building green orange white
windows ghastly square new buildings
how can anyone live in there
pointer pointing somewhere up
but nothing’s up nowhere nothing
skies nonsense where am I going
why on earth to Jablonec?
yellow space with a renault
pillar nowhere nothing
a building old decrepit trees
the city vanishes is gone can’t take any
more railsrailsrailsrails
orange red buildings
one is vertiginous
gazing downward
then upward again
Vratislavice – Substation
here a lady
there a child running
a red child running
to wait at the stop
Sparkling Waters
fruit bottle water
the Vratislav sparkling water
icicles prick me
yellow house with a top
houses water bridge
green white white trees
we’ve stopped
Proseč – School
wasteland traffic light water
street island far away

with no storeys the interior all
fallen through full
of snow & debris all around
walls clock one sesquipedalian
in diameter
the dial gawking into the forest
that’s what’s called cool-hand
a lady with a dog
of the stately sort with all those
rolls of fat the Proseč title completely
defaced probably a completely
pissed-through tramstop entitled
Miss Such-and-such is a cunt
Proseč – School
a gift wrapping of garages
two twin houses
galloping forward we overtake
an express train, probably
the Liberec - Železný brod
3pm express
tram can take care of that
squaring it off two three houses
the chimney askew then sheds
a patulous Art Nouveau beech
silver spruce we stop
Sparkling Water
sparkling water seldom a stop
valid only
in case of traffic closure
recreation object floors
twenty square meters times five
times four with an extra storey
a hatch toward the floodgate
Vratislavice – Substation
traffic lights with the “J” inscription
the driver takes it away
and so we dance
all that’s needed is a solid posture
and spaces for rent
beer driving around us
a mister travelling in beer
a beer salesman
another purdy little factory
that’s where I’d like to live
in such a house simply
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group of birches growing together
tables warning us to beware
last year’s foliage holes old building
windows bricks grazed orange
something reflected in the windows
Proseč – Post Office
green eleven proseč
request stop
yellow sport building
someone laughing
people living terribly close to the line
watching people drive by
green growth old building
curtain coloured with holes
icicles cage full of snow
at which we stop
Proseč – Substation
pillars green
climbable
nice in here
icicles no people
all at work
tin hut with a window
covered with snow rusty
departs then gone
New World
we’ve swung over
red buildings gorgeous
recede further away trees chimney
let oneself go turn black
road water bathe swim
it keeps going
Green Valley
trees
people getting off & going
lady wearing red trousers
looks fiercely cheerful
someone working over there
us loafing around
drone sounds sounds
sounds sounds
Substation
we change every moment
and this trip is increasingly the same
houses tree blue containers

have a hangar what an area
I could put a pingpong table
in the middle
or a volleyball basket
in the toilet for example
Vratislavice – Church
the small church of vratislavice
parking lot with a bow tie
well-kempt furniture
centre of healthy sleep
Western Club
Goal Restaurant
Pharmacy
Ms. Olga Melčová
sells newspaper in a garage
with nobody around
just broken arborvitae & a silo
Brewery
the skies blush
slopes peer from the mountains
on our upward way
up toward the old people’s home
Old People’s Home
kids sauntering from school
a portentous mister
cheeks all crimson
a lit-up store
with automobiles where one can
purchase a car like in a shop
hand me this red one, for ex.,
and add those goosenecks over there
New Ore
a loaded branch hangs over a billboard
panting under the load of the branch
the dusk is slowly growing one can say
it’s dusking darkness falls we descend
in the liberec direction round the aerial
of a mobile operator the sky is low
the occasional road toward the garages
what a gass in that snow they probably
garage it & let it stand there till spring
At the Quarry
graffiti in Chinese bus full of beer
some twenty passengers
everyone travelling in beer

plastic red signs white
red frame white field
red streaming with regulations
red triangles chimney wow
wouldn’t you see a lot from up there
Brandl
we’ve reached the sign
a mister in a cap
is waiting & bored
someone’s crawling
along the pipeline
may it be spring soon
this snow makes me
everywhere it makes me
white delicate ham
language already
falling apart
colours varnishes
chemist’s everywhere
leave me in peace
actionactionactionaction
Liberec Road
so many people
all living in a crammed flatlet
escaping to grab a pint sometimes
getting away from the monstrous wives
bird feeder a lady in a cap
quite something
post office at the boulder
where’s the boulder?
Jablonec n. N. – Tyrš Orchards

we pass a turn to
Železný Brod & there’s a fence
with barbed wire
defending nothing
protecting nothing hollowed-out
pits fallen-down trees
traffic lights with the “J” inscription
Lord of the Dance
an awesome dance show
a plain designed to be built over
Textile Mill
then this here those buildings
nice without the windows
the way it’s through&through
translucent through&through
glass attempts that as well
but never quite reaches it
glass always catches gunk
gunk that blurs the view
Mill Street
wine vendour taped up
by Art Nouveau stickers
stoves fireplaces boilers
a Lime pharmacy
mattresses on discount
for immediate purchase
tram not slowing down
even when crossing
the crossroads even when
it’s all finished Liberec
Liberec – Fügner Street
—translated by David Vichnar
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ONDŘEJ BUDDEUS

kladno positions
1.

GNOSONDALK (TENNOS/DESTRUCT)
ognadnaf delpmurc sti skcits gninroM
.noitcerid naiva eht otni
,oy dna ondalK ylno s’erehT
.noitats sub eht ta sbutS .stips ohw
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.deootat si ,oot ,tlahpsa ehT.
,nworg-rettaf era spih reH
,deroom si ehs sbaf-erp eht gnoma nehw tub
nwad-erp ni sa ,tnaw tsum ehs
.tsum ot stnaw reh ni gnihtemos
erost ydnac ecitnerppa eht ta ,letoh eht dniheB
“?emoc t’nsah eh... “ yrwa dnast stressed enoc eht
!eromyna sdeb eht ekam t’nahs ew – evol yM
deregnif-er si lairt a sub eht nO
.derebmemernu rasc lanimobda eht gnola

2.
along the abdominal scar unremembered.
on the bus a trail is re-fingered
my love – we shan’t make the beds evermore!
the cone desserts stand awry. “…he hasn’t come?”
behind the hotel, at the apprentice candy store,
something in her wants to must
she must want, as in pre-dawn
but when among the prefabs she is moored,
her hips are fatter-grown,
the asphalt, too, is tattooed.
who spits. Stubs at the bus station
there’s only Kladno and yo,
into the avian direction
morning sticks its crumpled fandango

KLADNOSONG (NNOSET/DESTRUCT)

3.

4.

KLADNOSONG
(SONNET/CONSTRUCT)

CLAD-NO-SONG (IST JA SO NETT!)
(PSEUDODIALECTONNET/DESTRUCT)

Morning sticks its crumpled fandango
into the avian direction.
There’s only Kladno and yo,
who spits. Stubs at the bus station.

More nings tick sits crump led fan dan go
in tot he avi andi rect ion.
The re’s on ly clad no and yo,
whos pits. Stub sat theb US stat ion.

The asphalt, too, is tattooed.
Her hips are fatter-grown,
but when among the prefabs she is moored,
she must want, as in pre-dawn

The asp halt, too, is tat oo ed,
He rhip sa re fat-ergo-own,
bu twhen amon gt he pre fab ss he is moo red,
sh emu stwa nt, a sin preda-wn

something in her wants to must.
Behind the hotel, at the apprentice candy store,
the cone desserts stand awry. “… he hasn’t come?”

so meth ingin her wan ts tom us t.
Be hindt he hot ela tt he app rent ice can dys tore,
th econ e des serts standa wry. “… heh as n’t co me?”

My love – we shan’t make the beds evermore!
On the bus a trail is re-fingered
along the abdominal scar unremembered.

Mylo ve – wesh an’t ma ket he be dsev erm ore!
Ont heb usat railis ref ing er ed
al ongt heab dominals car un rem ember ed.
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5.

KLADNOSONG (DISHONNET/DESTRUCT)
Morning sticks its crumpled fandango into the avian direction. There’s only Kladno and yo, who spits. Stubs at
the bus station.
The asphalt, too, is tattooed. Her hips are fatter-grown, but when among the prefabs she is moored, she must
want, as in pre-dawn
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something in her wants to must. Behind the hotel, at the apprentice candy store, the cone desserts stand awry.
“… he hasn’t come?”
My love – we shan’t make the beds evermore! On the bus a trail is fingered along the abdominal scar
unremembered.

6.

KLADNOSONG (DESTRONNET)
Morning
sticks
its
crumpled
fandango
into
the avian
direction.
There’s
only
Kladno
and
yo,
who
spits.
Stubs
at the
bus station.
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The asphalt, too, is tattooed.
Her hips are fatter-grown,
but when among the prefabs she’s moored,
she must want, as in pre-dawn
something in her wants to must.
Behind the hotel, at the apprentice candy store,
the cone desserts stand awry. “…he hasn’t come?”
My
the beds evermore!
love is re-fingered
On the bus
we shan’t make
along the
a trail
abdominal
scar
unremembered.

—translated by David Vichnar

ONDŘEJ BUDDEUS

quattro formaggi
[Alternative title: Postsonnetism I. – IV.
Alternative title: I’ve broken my elder brother’s toys and got to let him beat me up.
Alternative title: Status nascendi/quo/vivendi/morendi
Alternative title: Brand new retro style poem fun go ok?]
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NO. 1

NO.2

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipisici elit,
sed eiusmod tempor incidunt
ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

Populism is neoexpressionism
Communism is cannibalism
Dadaism is pluralism
Objectivism is alibism

Ut enim ad minim veniam,
quis nostrud exercitation ullamco
laboris nisi ut aliquid
ex ea commodi consequat.

Postcolonialism is humanism
Liberalism is surrealism
Socialism is automobilism
Structuralism je optimism

Quis aute iure reprehenderit
in voluptate velit esse cillum
dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur.

Lyricism is Leninism
Pessimism is exhibitionism
Constructivism is devotionism
Anthropocentrism is multiculturalism

Excepteur sint obcaecat cupiditat
non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia
deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.

Subjectivism is Darwinism
Nationalism is occultism
(Optional punchline:
Feminism is sexism
Ecoterrorism is minimalism)

NO.3

NO.4

Copy copy copy copy
copy copy copy. Copy
copy. Copy copy copy,
copy copy copy. Copy.
Copy? Copy copy copy
copy copy. Copy copy
copy copy. Copy - copy
copy, copy copy copy.
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Copy copy – copy. Copy
copy copy copy copy copy?
Copy copy. Copy copy
copy copy copy copy!
Copy copy. Copy copy.
Copy copy copy. Copy.

File name: vlak_04.jpg
Directory: G:\texty\vlak\
Compression: JPEG, progressive
Resolution: 300 DPI
Original size: 3443 x 2295 Pixels (7.90 MPixels)
Current size: 29.2 x 19.4 cm; 11.5 x 7.7 inches
Original colors: 16,7 Millions (24 BitsPerPixel)
Number of unique colors: 226
Disk size: 2.16 MB (2 267 790 Bytes)
Current memory size: 22.61 MB (23 711 980 Bytes)
Current directory index: 1 / 1
File date/time/location: 4.2.2011/19:30:30/Czech republic
Loaded in: 344 milliseconds
Photo/text: Hana/Ondrej Buddeus, OK

—translated by David Vichnar

JONÁŠ HÁJEK

a report on a possibility
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PRINCE OF PERSIA

COTTAGE

Standing by me, your voice’s deep.
So many visitors I have never had.
The rare are led to a rifle range.
Prefabs witnessing the executions.

Moth-eaten quilts show explicitly
which creature’s settled in here:
a flimsy frame remains underneath
akin to princess-compressed peas.

Six weeks of a prohibited release.
No time for you to gorge on facts.
In euphoria, all corticoids burnt,
sorting out the world like grains.

A burly lime astride like Michael
grows through the roofs, and bees
provide blooming with soundtrack.

Later you touch me. Be not afraid,
the last moment will quickly pass.
You’re safe. You sleep with yours.
Wish you were prescribed a secret.
Wish there was one for both of us.
Wish to death, before it binds us.

Drenched foundations, beams loose
with a crap signal, a pig of job.
The fruit press recalls no fruit.
Burglars check in on us at times.
Thanks to the last one our closet
is now open. Maybe someone on The
Road sought for canned treasures.

SUPERFICIAL RELATIONS

DRYING ROOM NO. 3

Now you will see superficial relations
he told me, as I refereed the wedding.
Not much is new, I answered to myself.
I keep sleeping well and waking badly.

There’ll always be a gangling floor missing
secure for a notion of an effective suicide
guaranteed for beholding an unnamed hillock

I got an inflatable couch and a kitten
- mutually exclusive. I ride the tube,
contemplating chicks who are not mine,
I have raised the consumption of chili
and I got myself warm shoes. Sometimes
meseems we’re here because of meeting,
which pleases me. Once I loafed around

Instead drying room no. 3 has to be witness
to a weary convention on thermal insulation
whose common feature is reference to trivia
Houses should be uniformly high At holidays
there’ll be three beds in each room Two for
us the 3rd for a professional on commission

on the escalator, and the idea arrived
to go swimming, on my own if needs be.
For we hadn’t seen each other in ages.

MARS
Terrace, flowerpot. Finite number of stubs in it.
Soaked by the rain into soup as dim as servility.
Takes a while. Later they begin to resemble soil.
Inert pale blooms arise from smoked-through time.
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ADAM BORZIČ

colour theory
BLACKNESS: /EXORCISM WITH THE PROJECTIONIST/ VARIANT B
/First scene:/
Panes trickle down, smoke turns blue, the walls compressed by greyness
scratch the naked flesh,
the eye’s broken bulb on the floor,
dust and cobweb…
all scratch gone
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/Mr. X speaking in space X:/
here I am the lord of the unworn suit
suitcase in hand
professional ID
teeth of ivory
shoes polished into a smile
I’ve ascended
I’ve descended
I’ve clothed myself
standing on a ramp I agent of bead escapes,
the slow celluloid wind blows up my pockets, I blow up, too, carrying away you all and myself,
flowing around the black pillars, demurely, the point lights in the halls lower their eyes,
curtseyed by rosy Japanese girls, taking off the tinfoil, kneeling, naked,
their saliva polishing the already-japanned shoes, my head feels like a point,
one step away from becoming
the white jelly of a melted film
I certainly own disguises,
one thousand/two/hundred/three/hundred/two
disguises
I change them
faces
touches
screens

each disguise meticulously shed like like skin and filed into a box
May your hair with sweet rain brim, may bare lashes dance therein

every second
every outline
every line

digitalised / huge green eye of the dollar bill
open closed
blinking
blinking
blinking

/Another voice as if from the skies:/
The sailor bends down,
I’ve seen the sailor through the eyes of the planets, the sailor of spaces puffing out bubbles,
I’ve seen tiny lights switching on the air,
The sailor of galactic waves,
The partisan in the global war sitting on a barstool drinking velvet beer
Silence shrouding his shadow
Longings after strips of green forests, longings after breasts lain bare, after bands of light,
Longings after rocks and valleys, eternal dreams
About stars in bed,
White murmuring streams….
similitude.
concentrated will alters the course of events
even if Antigone had broken anything
even if any shard were to issue forth from her cunt

summoned by order to show
the dice
grey white black
masterfully cast with one blind move
for a blind man
can be no longer encountered only on Baudelaire’s bridges
for a blind man
greets my eyes round every corner
I begin to divine what they’re up to:
the weather-worn palaces are haunted merely by shadows
the dusk arrives and at dusk, the city hobbles
an animalistic deluge of lights
anomalous lights,
fish scales itch:
keys, chips, cards
codes in the cactus realm
/o god how painful this awakening /
all photographed, scanned, fingerprinted
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with every corner / camera at every corner/ we melt into nets
the netting-out
with a billion possibilities
of atoning
of sobbing

into infinite corners
of blinking
with rectal precision
and sobbing megalomaniacally devoured

by a rubber rainbow

/The return of Mr. X/
And so here I am the lord of the suit
even cigarettes already self-forbidden
I melt without cease
in two shakes of a beastly tail I’m in all places
at all times
smashed into hyperbolic metamorphoses
becoming a window
which opens closes
Space I search for space
Into neat little boxes
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hoping to compress it
a with the help of shiny buttons to gain control
Over the blood of the world

COLOUR MEDITATING ON COLOUR
I shuffle the chessman
aim with the bishop
keep distance
martial green
squalls in the closest face
if only to tussle
the caked hair
smelly dreadlocks
if only to relish
another chilly fear
I undertake a research as I rush up and down the escalator
I’ve got a mobile laboratory, testing devices, samples of the inner colour
I’m equipped for disappointment of all kind I’m equipped for joys of all kind
one evasive manoeuvre can gain it all: a blossoming cherry-tree, a glossy weapon, a tattooed leg
one sidestep can get you off the wagon and let the feet fly let the feet carry themselves

I narrate new stories, new mythologies, discovering new nooks
there are reactors droning in my mind, there are pigeons swooping down onto strewn glass in my mind
and women adjust their black hills of hair with their red nails,
they fix a blossom, attach with a pin and leave their bodies up to cinnamon –
dissolving as rapidly as originating from one single fold of mind
platinum light

falls onto the ground
pure lines of air

pure white stars
I brush my teeth, operating on myself in mid-morn,
felling the chessmen, with one nimble punch I lose them all
I am the morning melancholy
I am the day melancholy
the clear shiny blueness

the clear shiny light

I metamorphose into a black line, a black letter, a black beast of prey
leaving the constricted flat, leaving the dripping faucet, leaving the paper walls
floating in the blueness like a Berlin Angel like a blue Angel
the blueness uplifts me
I am the eagle

Landing headlong
Falling
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metallic blueness
above the Brandenburger Tor

I lift myself from the ground fiercely kicking around myself
to kick the airy bottom
I lift my hands toward the skies
aircraft aim southward
I see heads burning
I see bodies all heaped up into a pile
I see shovels all weary
and I see black-and-white hands fearing every swing of the wings
dreading beetles
the black antennae
I dread the slowness I dread the shuffle
I dread the broken chair the room’s shitty corner I dread the only
yellow tooth
in the black maw
of the only flash
in the dark

of the world

flexible metallic waves flow through my stomach I turn into a puppet on a wire
drinking juice-box setting my watch according to TV meanwhile orchids turn into snakes
I attempt to fathom the change but get lost get lost among the fat bodies of journalists
among the chubby information interferences I try to orientate myself in the street but even the scent of linden
changes in front of the nose into a black joke at whose end there is a lit pumpkin hand grenade cigar

I want to escape down the alley but there is nowhere to go I encounter black children I encounter their laughter
turning into a prayer
into a clear blueness into a different blueness I see other children hands torn away heads torn away I see hunger
puffing out gaining on weight turning into a lizard swallowing more and more
I am replete with blueness and still my body hair stands on end still my heart races away
still I am mad I am madness born of the inner colour I am madness burgeoning from the palm of the world
I am a deranged seeker of Light I seek the Reflector

I seek the Flare
I seek the Face

the blueness of the Silence holds me by the throat
my heart is held by the Player……………………………………………………………………
/Stars came up over Unter den Linden /
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REDNESS: CORRIDA
absorbed by another day
corrida burned the dust
then greased the space

he beheld corrida
and rinsed it like the morning
and a man was pulling moments
out of his pockets
in between the glued fingers
the shark

wounded by the cloth of blood
into unending folds
such a sea he was
blood would endlessly
inflate his threads
and he would be getting drunk on language
a tiny black spider
with joints all contorted
in the hollow of his skull
lived a hundred sentences
and another hundred
miraculous sentences
hard-bitten cadences of death and life
he knew the bulls
knew their time
knew so much of the life of glands
he knew how to tie
a necktie like dust
and like a blind sculptor
he would breathe into the backs
of all those
who wanted who dreamt
of his dusty back
of his nights with his eyes all wetted
of the wicker moment
as something begins
to get born
and something begins to perish
he knew
June as a month of death
he read in the paper
that another bull
had been torn apart
by time
and over time
over time it seemed to him
he could outlive the stones and sand
he would be able to throw the discus

to perforate the membrane
of time
but
redness
crossed
his path
with its ray
and so he set out
following moon footprints
tripping
over persistence
over a withered branch
of an olive tree
Odysseus wedged in between the heels of the world
by the distance between the nipples
and immortality sprawls below him
like a mountain of defunct stones
even the limbs recall
eyes outside sockets
foolish joys
of windswept scarps ground
bloodthirsty masses of stones
the needle has punctured the vein of air
black blood has spilled over
white tiles
his head swathed in a bandana
his heartbeat quickened
by those with blood hot
and a pungent scent
of thighs
he was robbed of many a dawn
and of many a villain by the hand’s shadow
he brushed against
tested out the camera
then the game of dates and figs
but the soul music exacted just another and another anxiety
night of gestures
in a single moment the corrida got smashed
on the plate
and it was necessary to clump up a defence measure out of clay
the soldiers glimmered with
the sweat of their foreheads
penises
and
shields
and
antlike movement
the stars of the sun
the star of the sun scorched his emaciated fingers
with tobacco
he drew freedom as his lot
in the form of a sheened shirt
and so the bulls, at last, were admitted
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to the arena

then fury set out a-running
its teeth all bared
its mask all bared
lines
around the nostrils
drawn
with a thin black pencil
a frightful movement
a halt
a dreadful stiffness
spasms
for a spasm
is a movement within halting
and a spasm means
that’s all he’s got left
as he bent down
to polish the boot’s arrow
the only river of fate
to let oneself be bound up
and hear
the panting of pain
injuring
breath
with a sharpened wing
the river is brown
sea black
and the adder creek shivers with blood
blood is all
corrida has pitched its camp
exploding
in the one only
white second
of oblivion
and memory
what’s that changing into a green wave ?
what corral red assumes ?
what is the true question written in fire upon the crater wall ?
lo, corrida : corrida! steel moon leaping down the roof
how many black beards
how much black clay
in the nostrils
how many blackness in the blood
blood which is to become the black of gestures
withered like a butterfly ear like a pouch sagging downward
such is the expression
of a beetle snake bull
skulls

sweltering a few dozen inches above the dust of the lands we tread
each
with his
only
heel
corrida consists of fragments all dislocated
broken stocking threads hang
from the hand like a swooning flower
mown by the heat
by the hot penis of the day
from amid such floury moments
men acrobats step forth
along the brown track caught upon a
fishing-line
a cord
of art
still
against the bull’s eye in which a cathedral beholds itself like a Creole beauty ready to be flung on the bed green
gloomy rains of first August days arise in which fatigue casts a noose around the elements, tugs and sets off
the cooling dampness of the rain
cabins of Parisian Neptunes
for the fate of a man in one man
is an acceleration of the flower dust
is the essential eroticism of the arena
is the word arising from the sea of dreams
that is why corrida is like man and that is why corrida is in my back like a conviction from the mountains
in my back like a conviction from the mountains and rivers like the spirit of fire and wind dog
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like an indefatigable worry found on the riverbed
in the sleepy arms of a crayfish
corrida is launched ad infinitum in endless
variations
is the particoloured garment of feathers and skulls
is reinforced by the teeming of insect by the black hands of cobra
children
by the grotto in dim light
by the magic of hunt by the ardent contraction of an orchid’s purple hollow
and of a cruel snake who eyes
coldly shine needless toreador grip the catching of the prey
in the void
in the devouring flames
in the manual unrest of poetry

—translated by David Vichnar
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MARK MELNICOVE

unguarded
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ADRIAN CLARKE
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ahead of their names
[Re-encountering Quirks & Quillets]

In The Five Senses, Michel Serres writes: “My beautiful
strong relevant old language has lost its power to
science, has abandoned its charm and enchantments to
the gigantic information and entertainment businesses,
leaves its utterance to those who dictate facts. All that
is left of it now are tatters. This phantom in rags retains
a vaguely aesthetic function. Aesthetic? So let it talk
about the five senses, let it celebrate the beauty of
the world.”1 The twenty-sixth of Karen Mac Cormack’s
Quirks and Quillets reads:
In this way the body translates to taste or
smell compared for lack of equilibrium the
drum skin fine it is what doing does when
1 Michel Serres, The Five Senses, trans. Margaret Sankey and Peter Cowley
(London: Continuum, 2008).

termination incites ingenuity so firm
surfaces to lean on are factors in a different
sight windshield wipers pursue warrant no
fortune rhapsody in the bolder clauses a
scare surge or mallet conveyance bitten
sleek inquiry forgetting the wait extend.

Quirks and Quillets was published by Chax Press in
1991. If not a watershed in Karen Mac Cormack’s work,
it offers the fullest development of a strategic repertoire
that, despite her progress to quite other compositional
procedures, has, I will argue, a continuing pertinence,
both aesthetically as it celebrates her “beautiful strong
relevant old language” and, implicitly, in wider terms…
But first, in what way are these texts distinguished
from those in the collections preceding and following

that appear to develop in similar ways? Compare the first
paragraph of “Forgeries” from Quill Driver (1989):
A parade anytime floats and south too an endangered
species all listening in its dust. Caution mounts (reason given) ear the bell’s heir. Waiting for crispness.
Delusion and the rain not talked about films on water
and earth form ratio of how much read to when to
write. Animal passed.

… or the beginning of “Untitled” from Marine Snow
(1995):
to keep the apple
alight doesn’t need a switch
back and forth
will produce a flame
turn combinations to
oblique range was home
for many then few
are these sentences
because that word appears
– no comment drama
plays away the seriousness of
insert’s association copies urgency
to convenience built suit
knowing includes grey
to resist is just that
planet as a moving vehicle
….

So, are these sentences because that word appears
or are they sentences when they are punctuated as
such? Each section of Quirks and Quillets begins with a
capital letter and ends with a full stop – to that extent
the designation is accurate. The text given in full above
could be punctuated in the same manner as my quote
from “Forgeries”; the lack of internal punctuation makes
syntactical linkage increasingly problematic through
to the concluding “extend” which may be engaged in
an impeded struggle to refer back to “bolder clauses”
or forward beyond the terminal period. It is clauses
– or more often phrases – rather than sentences that
foreground themselves in the course of a reading –
placed artfully in fluctuating contexts.
Gerald L. Bruns (“Karen Mac Cormack Among the
Pagans”) reads Mac Cormack’s work as “an ongoing
exploration of Jean-Francois Lyotard’s anarchic

conception of the phrase,” following his translator in
rendering the French phrase “phrase,” and reducing it
to a “basic unit of language on the hither side of every
conceivable grammar…”; a doubtful tactic insofar as
Lyotard writes of his phrase that it “presents what it is
about” (The Differend, section 25). I have myself used
that contentious translation opportunistically in support
of a phrasal poetic, though the usual English equivalent
outside musical contexts is “sentence.” Mac Cormack’s
practice may be seen as internalizing Lyotard’s “and then
a sentence” given that the terminal full stop redirects
the reader to seek in syntactical instability the elements
of a complete statement, only to find that in a linear
reading, despite the presence of linkable elements in
the text, beyond a first “and then a phrase” the attempt
breaks down in a kind of grammatical double bind.
So what do these “sentences” have to offer beyond
vexation? In his review Clint Burnham hears “[a]n
accusatory tone, hectoring…,” in hers (fragmente 4)
Caroline Bergvall finds “the book makes for a cold and
relentless read,” and Bruns similarly finds the poems
“avocal,” read by the author without “any hint of
prosody,” their phrases being “not poetical.” Whilst
none of these responses should be taken as constituting
outright dismissal – far from it, they nonetheless appear
remiss in failing to recognize the aesthetic pleasures
this work may afford. Ezra Pound: “LOGOPOEIA, ‘the
dance of the intellect among words,’ that is to say, it
employs words not only for their direct meaning, but
it takes count in a special way of habits of usage, of
the context we expect to find with the word, its usual
concomitants, of its known acceptances, and of ironical
play. It holds the aesthetic content which is peculiarly
the domain of verbal manifestation, and cannot possibly
be contained in plastic or in music.” The Mac Cormack
text with which I began juxtaposes metonyms from
chains generated by the senses, surfaces and instances
of stability and movement, “compared for lack of
equilibrium” in such a way as to create rapidly changing
possibilities for signification that are seldom quite what
we might expect to find.
Bergvall’s review continues: “Perhaps one could
also ask how far it is possible to go before the tension
applied to sense by this practice of metonymic
‘difference’ suddenly drops and, instead of an increase
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in and proliferation of meaning, starts flattening out.”
But the instances of metonymy in Quirks and Quillets
do not lead to the drift Bergvall implies. This metonymic
rather than metaphoric element avoids the common
identity in metaphor’s “this is that,” but the choice
of a containing sentence “without evasion by a single
metaphor” (Wallace Stevens) as the formal if not the
semantic unit leads to local concentrations and overall
complexity rather than “flattening” or dispersal.
Here it may be useful to attend to Paul Ricoeur:
“Metaphor prevails over metonymy not because
contiguity is less fruitful a relationship than resemblance,
or again because metonymic relationships are external
and given in reality whereas metaphoric equivalences
are created by the imagination, but because metaphoric
equivalences set predicative operations in motion
that metonymy ignores.”2 Ricoeur’s “predicative
operations” are clearly at odds with Pound’s logopoeia
that “employs words not only for their direct meaning”;
more pertinent may be his acknowledgement that
metonymy’s “relationships are external and given in
reality”
Mac Cormack’s is not a private language nor one
resistant to meanings – it could be characterized as
a diachronic sounding of the words of the tribe. For
Caroline Bergvall it “leaves unanswered the renewed
and urgent question of poetry’s public, outwardgoing commitment,” but, though, phrase to phrase,
relationships may be problematic, the reality that is its
source and that unquestioned “predications” often belie
is recognizably ours.
To return to that final “extend,” as it comes up
against its full stop we find ourselves at risk of being
thrown through the windshield – which would not
involve landing in a poetic open field. The prospective
has yielded to the virtual immediacies of Virilio’s
DROMOSPHERE: “…the more the speed of information
increases, the more control tends to grow, the allpervasiveness and all-seeingness of such control aiming
to turn our much-touted CYBERNETICS into a substitute
for the human environment, into our natural habitat, our
‘New World.’”3

Incorporated into “hyperspace,” a source of
(mis)information, instant opinion and, for the most part,
tritely pernicious phantasies, the virtual has sidelined
imaginings, aspirations and potentialities whose
manifestations hover like pathetic supplicants – so much
is all too familiar, if increasingly resistant to reappraisal.
Perhaps the prose poem as characterized in Lyotard’s
Chambre sourde: L’Antiesthétique de Malraux (1993,
my translation) still offers those qualities a refuge:
“Prosaic because the writing borrows its elements
from ordinary language just as cubist painting borrows
its elements from the prose of the visible. Poetic or
poematic because, unset from contexts and usages,
and grouped in a dense, hard little mass – like a ‘jewel,’
Max Jacob says – words compose a writing with the
value of making: poiein, to make… To the exigency
of style, Max Jacob adds the further constraint that
the work be ‘situated’… He summarises the effect of
this dual requirement as follows: ‘We recognize that a
work has style by the impression it gives of being selfenclosed; we recognize it is situated by the little shock
it gives or else at the surrounding margin, by the special
atmosphere in which it moves.’” Even with its aesthetic
connotations and the qualification “multifaceted,” in
relation to Quirks and Quillets Jacob’s jewel metaphor
would not be wholly apposite, but “situation,” the
creation of a site in which language can be a making
or valid doing once again remains very much to the
point. These “situated” prose poems are clearly not
locked into a formal strait-jacket, rather they create
spaces hospitable to the discovery of transformative
possibilities; like the mandala or Navajo sand painting
they may offer an apparence of closure, but the readerly
activities they encourage are expansive – to the margins
and beyond. As Mac Cormack puts it:
… sweet knowing reinforced the letters act.

2 Paul Ricoeur (The Rule of Metaphor, 1975; trans Robert Czerny, Routledge,
1978, pp 132-3.
3 Paul Virilio, The University of Disaster, 2007; trans Julie Rose (Cambridge:

Polity, 2010).

VINCENT KATZ

paul taylor dance company
a sagging weight
resigned strength
forefends
hodgepodge elegance
mired sanity
rust
instinctive grace
a needless rush
flustered
off the mark
sitting punching
a cold lying down
in death
in flag of country’s
death
black not black
back of space
regret
yellow green
purple red
wait
hungry entity
priest vision
wrist
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J/J HASTAIN

from cyborg to earth
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ALI ALIZADEH

avant-garde in the antipodes
[On Contemporary Experimental Poetry in Australia]

When in mid-late 1990s one Australian publishing
house after the other announced their decision to
cease publishing Australian poetry – a chain of events
most likely precipitated by Penguin Books Australia’s
sudden axing of their prestigious poetry list – the
blame for this apparently cataclysmic crisis fell on
the poets themselves, particularly those notoriously
experimental, academic, postmodernist poets whose
difficult and inaccessible poems had alienated the socalled general reading public, as a result of which the
longsuffering publishers had been left with no choice
but to reluctantly stop publishing all poetry to cut their
losses, and so on.
That the commercial publishers’ uncannily unanimous

determination to abandon contemporary Australian
poetry came in the immediate aftermath of the release
of the single most commercially successful book of
Australian poetry in the country’s publishing history
– the late Dorothy Porter’s bestselling detective novelin-verse, The Monkey’s Mask (1994) – does not only
give the lie to the publishing industry’s protestations
that their decision had been a necessary measure in
euthanising a commercially unviable activity, but it
also undermines the assumption that readers were/
are averse to experimental, academic, postmodernist
poetry. Porter’s immensely popular book could best
be described as, precisely, experimental in its hybrid
fusion of prosaic narrative and poetic lyricism; academic

in, among other things, the setting of its story being
a university campus; and postmodernist in that the
clues to solving the narrative’s murder mystery are
only ambiguously alluded to in a somewhat Borgesian
method of using interconnected poems within poems.
The assumption that the (supposed) commercial
failure of poetry in Australia had something to do
with the whims and excesses of avant-gardist poets
was, in a Lacanian sense of the word, imaginary.
As yet another dimension of the all out culture war
that had also included widespread media attacks on
the country’s (supposedly) Leftist, politically correct
and, yes, postmodernist historians, educators and
filmmakers, the belief in the culpability and malice of
experimental poets was in many ways an ideological
counterattack against the Counterculture of the 1960s.
It was not altogether surprising that in such a climate,
and with the ultra-Conservative Prime Minister John
Howard’s personal blessing, Les Murray, the nationalist,
traditionalist poet and arch-nemesis of the innovators
of the so-called Generation of ’68, was given the task
of writing the preamble to the country’s constitution.
Yet this was not to be the end of modernism and
aesthetic and/or conceptual progress and iconoclasm in
Australian poetry. By the start of the new millennium,
burgeoning small presses, magazines and anthologies
– such as the Cambridge-based Salt Publishing, the
Sydney-based Vagabond Press, journals such as
Jacket Magazine, HEAT and Cordite Poetry Review,
and anthologies such as Calyx: 30 Contemporary
Australian Poets (2000), etc. – had come into being
to publish work by inventive and in many cases openly
experimental, post-avant Australian poets. Abetted – but
by no means instigated – by the Internet, radically new
and unconventional Australian poetries have persisted,
survived and even thrived over the last decade, resulting
in what I believe to be some of the most exciting and
subversive poetry in today’s Anglophone writing.
How did this rather unlikely survival / revival come
about?
If in the 1990s there was something imaginary and
wishful in the conservative and/or mainstream Capitalist

intelligentsia’s perception that avant-garde poetry had
run its course – a view in concert with the post-Cold
War era’s other ephemeral fantasies such as Francis
Fukuyama’s rather silly, pseudo-Hegelian the end of
history hypothesis – this zeitgeist prompted a necessity
which, after Slavoj Žižek’s superb conflation of properly
Hegelian notions with psychoanalysis, I would equate
with Lacan’s symbolic order.1
The continuation and (re)emergence of experimental
poetry in Australia has been in part due to the obligation
felt by the country’s cultural elites and establishments
– such as the Australian Government’s chief arts
funding body, Australia Council for the Arts, schools
and departments of more affluent universities, etc. – to
occasionally provide much-needed funding for some
of the aforementioned small presses and magazines
(and grants for individual poets) due to the desire to
represent the elites’ stated commitment to fostering
creativity, artistic freedom and the like in accordance
with the dictates of a democratic superstructure.
In other words, although (apparently) commercially
untenable and (putatively) unpopular with readers,
challenging modernist poems continue to be written
and published in Australia because the powers that be
deem it necessary to maintain a symbolic appearance
of cultural progress, literary innovation and so on.
But such a frankly cynical and exploitative network
(in which cultural elites pay lip service to the arts via
thoroughly meaningless, mythical phrases – or, in
Lacanese, Master-signifiers – such as artistic merit,
cultural value, etc.) would have long turned banal and
hegemonic had it not been due to the foundational
presence of an impossibility which, also after Žižek,
I associate with the third and, in this case, most
significant element of Lacan’s triad, the Real.
It is this truly incomprehensible and traumatic
constituent, far more shockingly real than any presumed
reality, precluded by the symbolic order of language,
culture, commerce, etc. – or, more precisely, the
remnants of such a part that the symbolic order fails
to eradicate – which compel and force the contingency
1 Slavoj Žižek, For They Know Not What They Do: Enjoyment as a Political
Factor (London: Verso, 2008) 136-7.
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or condition which maintains the drive and momentum
of, in this case, contemporary experimental poetry in
Australia.
What contemporary Australian poets such as Ania
Walwicz, Patrick Jones, joanne burns, Pam Brown, Peter
Minter, Justin Clemens, Michael Farrell, Π.O., Emma
Lew, Nicole Tomlinson, Lionel Fogarty, Dominique
Hecq, Louis Armand, Chris Edwards, Gig Ryan, Felicity
Plunkett, John Kinsella, Matt Hall, jeltje, Ken Bolton,
John Tranter, Matt Hetherington, Maria Takolander, Kate
Fagan, Michael Brennan, John Mateer, Claire Potter,
Sebastian Gurciullo and D.J. Huppatz (to name but a
very few) have in common is that their work is driven
by a poetics of impossibility; that is to say, a poetics
in which the very possibility of language as a suitable
means for the production of meaning is unsettled. These
poets’ work displays a linguistic network disrupted and
ruptured by the void of signification, or by what Žižek
has described as the “failure of... symbolization”:
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The impossibility of the Real refers to the failure of its
symbolization: the Real is the virtual hard core around
which symbolizations fluctuate; the symbolizations are
always and by definition provisory and unstable, the
only “certainty” is that of the void of the Real which
they (presup)pose.2

It is due to the praxis of the “impossibility of the
symbolization of the Real” in the work of the
abovementioned poets that their work comes to function
as a “virtual hard core” which, with “certainty,” enables
the persistence and, in my view, flourishing of avantgarde poetry in the contemporary Australian literary
scene.
It is precisely because of the (rather dubious)
perception of experimental poets being responsible
for the decline in the popularity of poetry in the
1990s, and the resultant marginalisation and, in many
cases, exclusion of difficult and inaccessible poets
(two adjectives that immediately evoke the Real) in
favour of more accessible and readable poetry, that
the symbolic order (the literary and cultural milieus
and establishments) has had to not only tolerate but
also support and at times celebrate exuberantly nonconformist poems that display blatant linguistic/formal
2 Slavoj Žižek, Living in the End Times (London: Verso, 2010) 107.

experimentalism, a rejection of lyricism and/or realism
in content, and an antagonism towards dominant sociocultural values. Therefore, against all odds – or, more
accurately, precisely because of all these odds – truly
radical and innovative poetry has survived and thrived
in contemporary Australia.
And what, if anything, will be the legacy or
outcome of this phenomenon? Is this prodigious flow
of an anti-aesthetic, anti-mimetic, and anti-hegemonic
Australian poetics an event, in Alain Badiou’s sense
of the word, that is, an encounter with the Real that
may forever transform the symbolic order by causing
a rupture and inducting the new? Will present/future
literary scholars coin a term à la the Generation of ’68,
L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E and so on to confer a degree
of longevity (and perhaps uniformity) upon the work of
the newer poets under discussion?
Although the rational answer to such a question
would be a cliché such as only time will tell, my feeling
is that Australian poetry is indeed experiencing a radical,
and irreversible, renewal and transformation thanks
to the work of the country’s energetically inventive,
cutting edge poets.

ANIA WALWICZ

5 sections

4. RAINBOW
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10. REPRESS
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12. ED
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14. PALACE OF CULTURE
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35. PANTHER
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CLAIRE POTTER

3 poems
DUCHAMP’S BLUE JEANS
nine pairs of blue jeans
drying on the line
jeans without organs
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ladies without jeans
sandwiches without cucumber
Baudelaire without spleen

ANDREW ZAWACKI 1
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ANDREW ZAWACKI 2
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FELICITY PLUNKETT

3 poems
BACKMASKING

Will the wind that blew her boat across the sea
kindly send her sailing back to me?
(Paul McCartney, “Honey Pie”)

Blew boat across sea:
it is 1968, nine months since
Donald Crowhurst set sail
in a broken trimaran,
its intestines coiled and nervous
pursuing the Golden Globe.
The ocean’s vagabond tongue twists,
its teeth flake sense.
Syntax shatters. Its pieces
float like sea clutter across his wife’s mind
as she waits at night,
listening to the fitful
interruptions of her children’s sleep
and for him, lost to himself
in the Atlantic.
At the same time Chay Blyth abandons
sailing forwards. In 1971
he will first circumnavigate the globe
‘the wrong way’:
1968’s records
start playing backwards.
Like unpicking stitches,
records rolled the wrong way
give up their punctured secrets:
backmasking, sonic Braille, John Lennon
at the helm of the experiment,
sick of sailing the right way.
Paul is dead, the back-current sings,
eerie words strung on the wind.
Paul is dead, man. Miss him. MISS HIM.
A year of true hoaxes.

Who knows phantom death
when it laps at the prow?
Number nine, number nine:
Turn me on, dead man.
In the northern summer
two dead men stay low, writing.
Crowhurst seeks the square root of -1
in the lost Atlantic, McCartney
plots the fox-trot that will wing him
past his own demise.
Sea the blew boat,
the woman repeats to her children,
her finger under each word,
insistent, and soon they know how to read,
uneasy; already she senses
she is teaching them a lie.
At night, she recites
his fractured catechism,
willing him home across the sea,
while somewhere in Scotland
Paul begins his resurrection.
And Crowhurst sails in circles:
eaten or eating
drowned man of honour
or the Sin of Concealment;
takes the two ends of a rope
in his hands, and marries them:
two stories, two ends to his own entanglement
plaited into one another.
Writes: what a bloody awful decision
and doesn’t know, himself,
which way the wind will blow him.
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CYCLONE PLOTTING
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The danger is that we’ll drink this one quick drink too fast. The
danger is that one vodka beckons, flirting, to the next. The danger
is that, catching vodka’s white wave, I could spill, purple. The danger is
that I will become a nest of Matryoshka dolls, falling out of myself. The danger is that
your umbrella, stripping its black veils one by one, will spoke my eye. The
danger is that the rain, hard, will fill the streets with people, pushing. The danger
is that with the smallest shove I’ll miss my train. The danger is
that your every gesture, like a Cocteau film, must be deciphered. The danger is that
if I’m not lifted out of this hot storm everything will open, slippery and roof-shaking.
The danger is that I have invented you, and your hip bumping mine promisingly. The
danger is that the rain will wash away my lightening-flash glamour. The danger
is that you feel my softening. The danger is that you know it already. The danger is
that my rained-on hair cannot pretend to be a satin sheet. The danger is that
the only umbrella I have is paper, crimson and stuck in my third drink.
The danger is that I am well out of my depth in this gutterless downpour. The
danger is that you feel the mercury’s rise and rise. The danger
is that you don’t feel its rise, retaining your leather-jacketed cool. The danger is
that I am making this up out of nothing. The danger is that.

SPINAL CRACKER
Barefoot on Abbey Road = dead man.
He wear no shoe-shine.
McCartney as cardboard cut-out?
Baby’s in blue on Sergeant Pepper’s
and inside, backwards =
OPD*.
Stop all the clocks.
Prevent the fans from flagging
with a juicy bone.
Play your records backwards.
Mercenary hysteria. Black mass.
Backsmash crashtrash.
McCartney’s body double:
Billy Shears, William Campbell: who is
the fifth Beatle?
M15 and the CIA
have nothing on this baby.
Vote for your favourite Beatle!
Sentence him
to decapitation!

Assemble the clues to make Paul die!
You were in a car crash
Wednesday morning at five o’clock.
Overnight lyric fight:
Paul leaves, upset, good-looking, so hard
to see. Drives his Aston Martin
into death: he didn’t notice that
the lights had changed.
You’d better change your head.
Number Nine, Number Nine: head on, head off.
Nachträglichkeit.
Here come old flat-top.
PID, 28IF, conspire, refine
your memories.
Play it again, backwards:
Turn me on, dead man. Turn me on.
A frisson of expensive
terror: Paul is dead man,
miss him, MISS HIM!
*Officially Pronounced Dead
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ascension
GIG RYAN

1.
Guardian bugs and clarinets screw air
where flowers pop in berated streets, the local Erechtheion
at ease among hoarse dogs and tiptoe possum
At sunset floodlights crown the valley
beneath the freeway and pushed stars
a biding desk
that night flanges and czar camellias
talc the church ground, the country on a hill
whose windows pine your former names
nuggeting the pastures but chiefly, stacks.
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Thermos the inspirations and curtsied pasts’
emollient regions
here under the moreton bays and data
2.
that slam you back from there
to thy sole self - or is it
She masquerades the suburb unto death
and recalls the mystic’s abandoned child’s
a wilting thorn in his ascent
Bookbinding a seethed alignment you taxi into
or embody
Old jokes enamelled on a cornice
over a tiled wall furnaced
up to heaven and vanish coldly

JELTJE

4 poems
THERE THEY ARE, UNDER A TREE...
Babu* watching over my father lying in his cot, a musician with a gamelan and bamboo hat
accompanied by a small, seeing figure
“A blind street musician plays for Hansje,” wrote my grandmother, in white on black
There is Mama with Hansje in the pram, wearing stockings and high boots “on the way home,”
just like in Holland
“A Noble Knight,” riding on the shoulders of his father, in a suit
And Mama’s “own snapshots” of Babu holding up Hansje, Babu holding Hansje, Babu holding
Hansje
A photograph of (unnamed) relatives printing batik cloth
Those same (unnamed) relatives and slim, smiling girls in “activities for a festive meal”
Then the series of Him & Her, and Him & Her & Hansje, and Hansje & Her & Him,
and Hansje laughing, by himself
And Hansje on the lap of a smiling, blond boy in shorts and singlet and bare feet
Hansje with Father, and Father with Hansje
Official photograph of Father, Mother and Hansje, on Hansje’s “first birthday,”
but Hansje doesn’t smile.
* A Babu was an Indonesian woman, hired by the Dutch colonists as a nursemaid, known simply as “Babu,” or Babu
plus her first name
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COLONIAL SPACES (1)
One evening I picked up the phone in my parents’ house.
A woman shouted, as if in the middle of an engaging conversation: “You know,
I only ever loved my babu!”“
“Hello” I said, “I’m not the Jeltje you want, I’m my mother’s daughter.”
“No, no, no” she said, “It’s you I want to speak to!”
“Okay. What did you say, then, about your babu?”
Her very lengthy answer disappeared in a haze of incomprehensibility. Was my informant*
drunk that night?
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Or did I have no business finding out more about her babu, until I’d made some similarly
incriminating statement, in return?
*I realized I was talking to one of the few regular woman columnists from the Dutch-Australian Weekly, or the “Homesick
Journal” as my mother used to call it with great self-mockery.

WITH MY MOTHER ASLEEP.
HER BABOE*
awake to the watchful eye. entirely replaceable. part of my mother.
ears attuned to the night. contained in her room. she could not play
with underrewarded protection. in
her cut-up landscape. awake. alert.
baboe was part of my mother.
the way she would. not play
with us. as if we belonged to
somebody else. the iron grip
crossing the road. the watchful eye. ears attuned to the
night and the roaring silence.
ears attuned to the roaring night.
with watchful eye. she didn’t trust.
the talking faces. panic in her eyes
was a part of my mother. her iron
grip when crossing the road. undervalued protection. the cut-up landscape. where she could not play.
* Dutch spelling of Babu

BA-BOE
there was a performance, a
cabaret, most probably, in amsterdam, when my mother was
still a student at the lyceum. before the war. she called her own
parents “ba” and “boe” after seeing this show. i only knew my
grandparents by those names,
even though my grandmother
modified boe to boetje (-tje means
little in dutch). it all seems very
odd now and surreal, calling one’s
grannie boe-tje, and grandpa ba.
who knows what the show was
actually about? did the spoilt
brat call out for his/or her
baboe after arriving back in holland and this, if course, had to be
ridiculed by the dutch intelligentsia
who saw themselves (like max havelaar) above colonial oppression.
my mother was nursed by her
baboe, as was my father. i once
asked my mother why my grandparents went along with this mad
renaming of themselves. she just
shrugged her shoulders. must have
been a well-developed sense of
humour. anyway, it served to keep
the memory of my parents’ baboes
alive in this family. lest we forget.
ba-boe’s lov-ing care. the chil-dren.
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JUSTIN CLEMENS

the mind is always at the
end of an age
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One day, me trumpet says to me
I’m ashamed of your animality, I’m ashamed of your smell,
I don’t know how long I can go on with you.
He looks off manfully into the middle distance.
I’m blinking back tears, trying to keep my voice flat, only able
to scope him from the filaments of my own watering eyes,
and I ask what do you mean are you telling me that that’s it what’s wrong with me surely we can find a way
through this why don’t we just take a short break really everything’s ok basically though isn’t it you ok i’m ok it’s
ok it’s ok ok ok ok ok
Me trumpet snickers then: ‘NOW IS THE NOW THAT IS NOT YET THE NOT YET!
I, I am the happening, I am the image of myself, I am the performance
of my own disappearance, I am the wigger and the droop!’
No question, none, me trumpet’s truly hilarious,
but bugger me if he’s not too cruel for school.
After a certain time
watching me cry
into the FRENCH ONION SOOP DZU ZHOOR
me trumpet recommences his chanting chantage:
This is the idea of prose!
This is the idea of prose!
This is the idea of prose!
This is the idea of prose!
This is the idea of prose!
This is the idea of prose! This is the idea of prose! This is the idea of prose! This is the idea of prose! This is the
idea of prose! This is the idea of prose! This is the idea of prose! This is the idea of prose! This is the idea of
prose! This is the idea of prose!

MATT HETHERINGTON

5 poems

YOU KNOW WHAT THIS IS
< > rushing at your face like wind < >
< > there’s a new moon coming soon < >
< > trees shaking their fists < >
< > the sky like a misted-up window < >
< > every car is a hearse < >
< > spiders climbing down from their webs < >
< > a stamp left on your eyes < >
< > babies in the sewers < >
< > your fingers typing in your sleep < >
< > all the legends begging to be killed < >
< > a faint taste of sperm in the air < >
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SPECIES
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‘THIS
‘THIS
‘THIS
‘THIS
‘THIS
‘ IS
‘ I
‘
‘
‘

IS SERIOUS!’
IS
US!’
IS
U !’
IS
!’
!’
!’
!’
!’
.’
’

FORM IS CONTENTED
i want it to read:
‘don’t hurry’; be
happy you’re not
unhappy. we all
kind of collided
with something
resembling loss,
turning to stone
sometimes as if
somewhere else
lovers right now
could never be
kissing throat to
throat, or babies
be squeezed out
to play in all this.

EYEWITNESS

a new
willed ascent

is wake
and start

can do

the rest

and all

once more
the centre
making itself
known in
asking answers
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INDEX OF FIRST LINES
<<<<<--- ((((((((( )))))))))) --->>>>> 3
again & again, eyes back & forth, as if we were in a factory 21
a handful of pollen cast into the future 18
all our hungers lying down in the sky 34
an absence of a mother’s eyes, where 1
at least one of us is laughing 16
before the coffee and toast, fresh concerns that everything 30
beginning to learn where the pleasured fingers end 14
bored with misery, an organ began to 25
here, days like gray nights 38
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his dada is a net 5
if staggering towards the pole, could not have 26
in each new place, assenting trees and the memory of her lips 41
i say stop you say no you say stay i say i won’t go 7
looking back, i was blind 40
lust that taught me to unlearn 19
never the mango without the flies 13
no, not in a hurry to be anything else, then 27
oh 4
one day you look down and your hands have changed 23
o / n / what / for / ever 2
point this man towards justice’s pitiless face, allow 33

rain very slowly tears down the walls 32
say goodbye to what will never 8
setting fire to ashes 42
she was sitting by the road wearing her father’s clothes 17
someone managed to forget how it felt pulling the knife out 39
squinting into that new year’s dawn like a hero in 31
standing, too scared to ask for a chair 11
taken as read 29
the father’s hairy, rising thing, so easily 9
the roof blew off, his hat stayed on 6
these shapes are looking at you 15
the truth of your mouth and your hands held back 35
the warm dark is my oldest friend 14
those children who won’t let go of their guns, they know 10
to fall through the bed 24
took an awkward walk in the white forest 12
tougher than a baby’s softness 38
to write a joke you need to be one 37
WAITING KNOWING WAITING 36
who goes where the rat goes he asked no one special 20
within the voided centre of poetry’s burgundy innards 28
yawns i’ve silenced that could drown the whole ocean 22
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MICHAEL FARRELL

4 poems
MARY (WALK, ASSASSINATION, RENDEZVOUS)
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If A is predicted, then A will happen
or not happen. In other words, A and
B are predicted. This logic forms the
basis for the narrator’s later boast of
being a soothsayer. Any identity, once
claimed, sticks to some extent, and
can be used to influence outcomes.
Love is like oxygen, after all. At the
narrator’s college, first year narrators
walk the canal. Walking, as they’ve
learned, is one of the most common
actions of a character in fiction, and
must be narrated with some familiarity,
if not condescension. Mary walks through
the shark-infested sleet, trying to work
out whether either or both is real, the
sleet or sharks. It is summer; one of
the four popular seasons. Mary uses
her own name as an avatar. Thus:
MARY or MA
RY
She came to understand narration as
a kind of war, from noticing the language
her lecturers used. For example, attacking
the text, defending the narration from
the plot, and vanquishing the author.

She recognised the felicity of her name,
and reinforced it with an anagram:
MARY or MA
ARMY
RY
AR
MY
Now she had the beginnings of a bunker,
though hardly a fortress, she activated
her defence field, her M-Ray:
MARY or MAR
ARMY
YAR
MRAY
MYM
RAY
She was required to practice on the
assigned novels. She got through Kaputt,
Catch 22 and All Quiet On The Western
Front. She learned a lot about tone,
command, about captaining a narrative.
She was, in short, a warrior, with a
battle cry, that was: MYAR! Yelled
suddenly, as one syllable. This was
what she needed – a four letter by four
letter tank of self.
MARY
ARMY
MRAY
MYAR
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And when she suffered from sharkbite or
missile, and looked something like this:
MAR
ARMY
MRAY
MYAR
She merely retrieved extraneous
punctuation
from Henry James and rebuilt:
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M,A,R,Y
A,R,M,Y
M,R,A,Y
M,Y,A,R
Before the semester was over she had
begun her own illicit novel, which began
“Commas are stronger than you think.”
Punctuation acted as portals to other
worlds, where narration was free of
tone, of walking, of character and author
enemies, where narrators could swim
through the snow and fly with the sharks,
and Assassination and Rendezvous
were always deferred till next assignment.

FAKES – I GOTTA HAVE FAKES
The body’s playing a game with me. It’s upside
head like a rosary.
BodY
d
O
B
Never well-behaved as I want it to be. Not in a
cot. My name is BOYd; I am an android. Everything’s
a cross when you’re a mum: have to be across everything.
Everything’s the blues: have to deblue everything.
Q,Q,Q,Q. There’s always a lot of Qs. They BBQ
down to sKepticism.
Q
Q
QQQQQKQQQ
Q
Q
Q
Q
A Q is a fertilised O. A JOQ that depresses the
love lawn. A Shouting JOHNNY O’Quiffe They
mass / they form / they stagger, before me A commander.
(They’re me – I’m a kind of force for technology.)
Shadow / adder / seed. GALLOØN / GALLEON.
My body’s on the floor: in the ocean. AIN’T THAT
PECULIAR. A row of SSSSnakes / Lllladows.
A game of Slade. My fizz-craze-eek. Crays in the
pave of the water. Shadow-adder-slide.
S
S
S
FA
LL
A
C
I
O
U
S
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WE ARE A WORM
Goanna sit here / goanna have maple s. Round
rubber ring square rubber ring. Ride a pavlova
to sainthood eeyore. Uhhh? Ewhh? Aiih?
Bon jaw swiiiiiings ===arrow=== There
you are Go. Here in the Circle. A is for living.

G O A
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Post colonial mood, Acland St, Elizabeth
Bishop please discuss. You don’t need every
word of English. Repeat Go is for living nna.
At the Bronx Zoo, relatively un vulnerable
gaurs. You distracted me from my sitting
having maple s. Now my feet are swollen.
Catch ... W

i

r
e is the worm. In the basement.

Bed ... on s t age. That’s where you can show
your joy and not have anyone not like you.
A is for landing, the tablet they can’t make
you have, of renunciation.
I am here. ∫ is not the wind. The homework
burns. Unhappy lovers drink too much caffeine.
That’s psychology. That’s Bowie on stage in
Lisbon, entertaining the rice growers. Paddies
they call them, or Irish wallabies.

EVERYBODY IS A JOCK / GRRR
He is already a jock in two languages. The bold boy made
the automatic one look like 50% nap. She was not a bear
that ate prisoners; she was of virtually no use to the U.
S. military. We feel good – kazoos in hand. I thought
musics were banned. Don’t let them say you’re not good
at gridiron, they can fuck off, you do your own version
just like they oozed in Montparnasse. They dozed the
poets so Zola could have rat crepes I think, but that’s none
of our concern, not at this point in the season, when we
got fur balls to sew. Grrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr:
the harmony is about. Whack! Don’t let them play your
typewriter at night – the light at least is dawning on the
train, aren’t you? z There is la la in your ha heart. And
bridies and gentle hams: everybody’s working ha hard;
everybody is a very tarred vegan. Is that a coincidence?
Men are women.
Men here.

Men here.

Hooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooow!
I keep my art materials at the gym, I have a special box
reserved under the exercise bike. Every weight’s a move
forward. We sing the Marsellaise, the Sundays ... Everybody
loves the taste of their own blood from reading the papers,
or having a picnic in a nightclub bathtub, where someone
offers you a rat crepe for a look at your dialogue between
Clytemnestra and the Sphinx at halftime. The dancing
stops, the jaws let the words out, it’s worse now everyone’s
stopped smoking. There are no word rings floating to
the ceiling. No one feeling ill from reading too much ...
anyone. But they still punch Emile in the toilets for his
avant garde handwashing style.
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NICOLE TOMLINSON

4 poems
END TIMES

TRAVELOGUE

Fright likely killed them, all the thousands which
dropped onto some small town in Arkansas,
officials said. All those little tiny
deaths raining from the sky

1F/44 Rue des Envierges
Gate code: 34257F
Main door press “Masselle”
then “9”

Little bird and little bird and little bird and little
bird and little bird and little bird you weren’t
singing on the way down now were you?

the conquest of Europe

tapped on the shoulder
you won’t be needing to signify anything after all
the end is, in fact, not
nigh

IT’S HER!

SEASIDE WALK

An unfinished letter that lay there …
Shall I tell you everything?
Everything! Everything!

Salutary phrases.

Is far lovelier than you!
… I am dissatisfied
With your reading, she says …

Backtracking, removes key from hook. And moves
for…
Ocean’s swell.
Sand’s particular.

I want to be beautiful like snake venom
With the Periodic Table engraved
on every
single
hair

Mud nest on the light up there.
Imagine two. The other makes a black sound.
Black throat.

simultaneously

Some are bi-coloured.

RESIST!

the light flickering

it is my demeanour
merely
this:
tell them it’s time
to liberate cash mountain
time to tell them
you can’t make a fusion
device without cracking
a coconut
admit a symmetry of faultlessness is
more at hand than a faultless symmetry
or else send the sharks in
to finish it on main
street, fucksville
once and for all

In the wind. Immaterial
static.
Singing full-blooded. And flying swift up.
The celestial

tinkling of the spheres.

That is the shedding of a skin.
Slope, seaweed, then an empty bottle.
Fortune flowers everlasting.
And all the waves in the world here at one time or
another.
Lapping they say.
The sea a giant cat. Pulling it all down
into a dark green eye.
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3 poems
PERCY GRAINGER 1882-1961
Percy Grainger was born
in Brighton (Australia) in 1882, where he was taught
to play the piano.
A whale’s heart, beats 9 times a minute
A Shrimp’s heart, is in its head.
Moths don’t have stomachs
Giraffes don’t have vocal cords
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Between 1901 and 1905
he made extensive recordings (in Europe) of
old folk songs.
Mushrooms break through concrete.
A cock’s egg is a simpleton’s.
Its a good year for kidney beans.
Microwaved popcorn jumps about the pan.
In 1914 (to make
an ox of it) he moved to the United States, and
became a Citizen.
Fish blow bubbles (during sex)
Bees chor’eograph.
There’s no mention of cats in the Bible.
Tulips originated in Istanbul.
He wrote a lot of serious music too,
and a collection of (what he called) fripperies like
an English Country Garden

Jellyfish hang around in smacks
Apple pips contain cyanide.
Cashews are native to the Amazon.
Forget-me-nots are everyone’s.
In 1928 he married
an Aryan princess (Ella Ström) at the Hollywood Bowl
infront of 22,000 people.
Wasps taste like pinenuts
Basil should be torn (not /// cut).
Earwigs are vegetarian
Leaf beetles suck, the leaves of plants.
In 1935 he
financed a Museum (at Melbourne
University) in his honour forgive us our trespasses
and 26 years later died
building unusual music machine
in his cellar.

called: Turnips

Large trees give us more shade, than fruit.
Azaleas are protected.
You pick Up olives with a spoon (not fork).
Doe ray me far (so) la tee doe
think of it as a piano scroll
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I AM A 3 DIGIT NUMBER
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I am a 3 digit number. I am less than 500.
I am greater than 200. All my digits are odd.
If you take each one of my 3 digits together, they’ll equal 5.
Six of my digits are zero. (I am the greatest number possible with
these characteristics). I am fifty-five more than five.
Five more than seventy. I am twice what I was half an hour ago.
I’m a third of 9 added to 12. If you add me to myself
you’ll end up with 9. I am unique. Half of me is 99.
You may say 6 + 2 = 8 but choose 5. If you divide me by 2
and take away 4, then add 5, multiply me by 3 and
divide me by 2, you’ll end up with me again.
I am not your usual number. I once ran 6 laps
in 6 days. Once I found 6 leaves. I am an even number
less than 10 but greater than 12. There are 63 streets that all run
east - west. At the second last bus stop, 2 people
got off and 4 more got on. They say 42 is the meaning of life.
I am sure there is a deeper meaning to Life than that.
I am 3+3+3 + 3 + 3 + 3. I can eat 2 pizzas (twice!).
Add 25 to 1, to get 26. Divide 26 by 2, to get 13.
I am a multiple of three. I am also a multiple of 5, 15, & 6.
Less than 50, but greater than 12. I am an irrational number
that is the square root, of two other irrational numbers.
If you take away a fourth, and add me to two, you’ll get 17.
Julia was reading a book that had 128 pages.
Figure out how many number 6s there are. I am Number 213184
on the List against Sharia Law. You can get me
if you subtract 6 from 4. Am I right? (Your number should be
2189). Am I right? Am I right? I am thinking of a number
between 8 and 9

SIR ARTHUR EDDINGTON:
“YOU CAN’T TAKE THE SQUARE ROOT OF A SONNET.”
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PAM BROWN

haywire here
wonder
who prepared this future?
*
I know
not every poem
needs to be clever
e.g.
pigeon follows woman
on missenden road
*
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a mere minute harbourside
convinces me
that three years
of bleak heath
is way too long when a day is grey
it’s a boring day
and the barmaid’s
never heard of sarsaparilla
(worse for me

& you)

but Sydney,
city of humidity & hail,
never
WENT AWAY
I fell into
its failing, messy, smoggy,
shoving ‘unsustainability’ often,

I wiped spoons
on a tea towel map
of the dysfunctional transport system
after riding back
on a train filled with rubbish.
I missed
the annual rock star slide projections
on Utzon’s tiles
missed lemon granita
and a few four star movies
also,
I spent a long time
remembering
how great it is a harbour dip
beneath bloated clouds
*
whatever it’s like
anywhere,

here

this treble clef
transfers energy,
an exact exchange
( keep the score )
the semi-quaver
is improvised
any percussion?
red beans
splatter
all over the bench
( pastry cook howling )
*

whatever it’s like
in somewhere world
it’s really haywire here
*

what’s the fresh term
for ‘sunday painter’ blithe amateur?
occasional artist?
once-a-weeker?

wrapping the heavy rugs
in plastic

poets perceive language
directly

we lug them down
down
to the nuns’ coal cellar
under the house
ungainly
like
Penelope Cruz in ‘Volver’
getting the body
to the restaurant freezer
*
dozing’s
what I want to do
sleep
is my mise en scéne,
preferring
weather forecasts
to poems
did you say ‘drudgery’?
no, I said
‘drugsery’
*
taste buds quelled
from the glue
on the sympathy card envelope
*

*
‘the I never thinks of itself
as an effect’
yet
I move my shadow
across your eyes
inventing a new expression
*
haven’t been outside
today
window
snow showers
swirl onto windscreens
go so low,
low,

low

water trickles
from the roof corner
onto a sopping
firetail finch
*
outside in a way
anyway
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SEBASTIAN GURCIULLO

pattern recognition
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CHRIS EDWARDS

rilke renditions

13
Ah, very helpful, Beer and Bananas —
might as well stack ’em here … All this spitting out
Toad Lore has given me a Murderous headache … Okay,
let’s see what the Kind Angels have brought,
oh rarefied essence of schmuck. They come in very wide,
wide and long, and the nameless ones are called Mud.
Oh Merde, I wanted Word wardens, flushed properly
with Funds, that come in flighty, Fruity and bereft.
What are you singing, little Apple? Niente perhaps.
A Strüdel is dying to apprise us of its verdict and the erstwhile
um and I are lip-smacking the fridge — but which is
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klutz and which accomplice? Is it you, full of watchful, transparent
endings, doppelganger, hissy-fitting? Or effing Freud? A sonic
earwig? A ridgy-didge O, emphatic?
15
Whatever … Whoever that stinker was … Should get a new Flute.
… Sorry, Wrong Muse. And if someone would please stop Stamping —
Madam! And you too Warden, I’m warming to you, tantaliser.
Smack your own lips, me old Fruit.
They dance like Orangutans, it’s true. And who can tell why they all wear glasses?
Give me someone enriched in sickness and wealth wandering the Suburbs.
My habits are bad, I know, but my hats are costly, fruitlessly so,
and my trips to the zoo, with this lot.
Fancy an Orange? When the warmongers have Landed, we’ll have
one each, and a research team to write questions about it. A lofty Hi mate!
will gutter and not go without, and the rules of engagement
will enlist Doof! and Doh! to fill in the Shaft with Shift workers. People
only will die within reason, such is the State they are in, since everything else
will be in the Safe, or gone with the ill wind.

16
Dumb, mean and Fiendish, I bite into my sandwich. Wait …
I could have made the Words and Fingersign gesture one
always makes outflanking the opposition. Instead, I go
Swiss cheese and veal, gristle and frog’s Tail.
Who said Fingerbuns were off-limits? Gerhardt?
What a crafty little Duck he is, rooting around in his bedroom.
What a fool for velleity … you know he’ll Tote it to the end too …
What a whirling cortex trapped in a shoetree.
Sick, no hellos from stammering Susan. How strange to be
Stuck at work must seem — tall people sashaying round in Organza
like dear helpless elephants, how wonderful and silly. Very well, please
meet me at the Help desk. Tell me whatever you want quickly
turns into a Duck. Mister Hand may shake, but if you really
want to know, this is how Esau felt.
17
Here at the inner State Zoo, be warned,
all is About to
Worsen, i.e. any verbose braggarts not
Born in their dens will be shot.
Somewhere on a Matterhorn
Stands an old Goat,
Bruised in Manner,
Friendly with the Ladies …
Damned gender drama: zis vig or zat vig,
neezer vunn gets you any freesias …
Anyone! oh shit … oh shit …
It’s about that broken gnosis.
There’s an open door up ahead
banging shut, dear Leader.
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MATT HALL

royal jelly

[excerpt]

you evade the half-lit pewter sky
on the whole the body
slung warmly
over your shoulder.
viscera torn, lying black
and heaped in opal
weight, many miles from home.
“two or more stone lines
radiate outward
start from an iatric point.
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his baseline corset is cut
with the significance of kin.
time echoes softy towards them.
arms hold hived warmth
and his mouth
is hung
like a pendant nest.

refinement drew me apart
conversely, cymose is never the donor
in castes knit but a burn provision in hexose
results, even so, the brood margin is stripped
black in waxed carnage
lidded white beneath the swarm.
cartography of starvation
outplots the tradeline, furs to the damp rise
as our attention is elsewhere. the sky savour
in ash halation. gristle for the will now,
that care of duty is a witness
in charred fields. gallantly
she rode up from the cut back:
braided, mercurial
arms up in reproach elation at the fort gate
breathing out their lights.
she heaves
two children from her mount.
her dappled
and crushed young,
a sovereign pile.
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DJ HUPPATZ

4 poems
CAMP BELLS
men swear
by the stars.
stripes are
always in.
bumper stickers
of cropped war
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holy smoke
& mirrors.
a rose colours the
dawn’s early light
all is subject
to malling.

FUTURE HAPPY BUDDHA
vs FAKE KENNY ROGERS HEAD

Some people hang these crystals in their homes and
cars.
This is called a cobra hood, you can do it silently.
MySpace, yes, Kenny and the Elephants, but who
cares?
So these beads are pretty too.
I’m great and
I’m really interested to know you,
FUTURE HAPPY BUDDHA.
A zinc finger homeobox transcription factor
acting late in neuronal differentiation:
fake Kenny Rogers Head. Macrobiotic, of course.
So if I was to dig up all these rocks,
I would find dirt on the bottom?
No, just fake Kenny Rogers Heads,
ALL THE WAY DOWN.

RACING PIGEONS FOR JESUS

JESSICA SIMPSON AND HER DONKEY

Racing Pigeons For Jesus:
Jesus First, Race Second.
Support the war.
Help us pay the fee.

All I remember
is the donkey helping me up.
In a perfect winter outfit.

HELLO MY NAME IS DAN
AND JESUS FUCKING ROCKS!
IF YOU HATE JESUS YOU’RE PROBABLY A FUCKING
ASSHOLE QUEER WHO’S GOING TO HELL.
Dan and Racing with Jesus:
a local pigeon racing ministry.
The total demeanor and conduct of the United Nations
RACE in spreading the word.
Deep waters are ... deep! They’re dark!
They’re out there in deep waters.
Deep waters ... where else can I find
enough space to summon all those fish?
BTW I hate pigeons!
They are really fat like mini dogs
and I have seen some that are sooo fat
they look like they have cellulite.
Did someone say Nazi sex orgies?
Hey Simon, why don’t you bring over some of the fish
you just caught?
I was going to put one on my car but then I
remembered
ABORTION DOCTORS NEED TO EAT TOO!

Donkeys aren’t that cute and,
let’s face it, intoxicated swamp donkeys
on coke are even less cute.
After meeting at a nightclub
in a Mediterranean resort
things went terribly wrong.
I would personally recommend
her to find a sexy donkey
that has better hair.
Duffy, Skippy, Puss in Boots:
I was just looking for a ride.
The donkey was a metaphor.
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TEREZA STEJSKALOVÁ

retro black & white
The following selection of black and white photographs,
mostly from the 1990s, features the work of Czech,
Slovak and Czech-based artists. It includes images
by the two Czech photographers, Michal Kalhous (b.
1967) and Alena Kotzmannová (b. 1974), and a digital
photo-montage by the Czech media artist Gabriela
Jurkovič (b. 1981); work by the Slovak photographer
Andrea Kalinová (b. 1980) as well as a photography
originally taken by the Slovak Marian Kusík (b.1958),
later appropriated and re-exhibited by his compatriot
Lucia Nimcová (b. 1977); and two photographic
experiments of the Latvian Prague-based photographer
Ivars Gravlejs (b.1979). This heterogeneous collection
of images contains documentation of a performance
(Kalinová, Kusík & Nimcová), juvenile photography

(Gravlejs’s photographs were taken when he was a
teenager), landscape photography (Kotzmannová),
still life (Kalhous), and self-portrait (Jurkovič, Kalhous,
Gravlejs). The selection is purely subjective; it is not
concerned with the socio-historical context, authorial
intention or ideology, formal or content-related issues.
It is a matter of an intuitive choice and a dim sense
that these photographs, when put together, form an
intriguing set, that there’s something the photographs
share, namely a theatrical, staged character, at once
intimate and impersonal, half-serious and half-grotesque.
What is at stake in all of them is not the spontaneity
of a depicted moment, on the contrary. The action
is carefully manoeuvred, in some cases the image as
such is manipulated (photo-montage or appropriation).
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Marian Kusik / Lucia Nimcova, “Humenne,” from the project Childhood Dream, 1988
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Alena Kotzmannová, “Berlin,” 1998

Jurkovič’s “Tzara” uses a rabbit (not unlike the one
from Alice in the Wonderland) to draw a connection
between the young Czech artist and the Romanian
Dadaist. Gravlejs, fourteen-years-old at that time, looks
at himself in the mirror but the mirror-image doesn’t
correspond to the angle of the face before it. It stares at
the viewer instead. Perhaps it is not a mirror that he is
holding after all, but a picture, a photograph of himself.
A photograph inside a photograph, a self-portrait within
a self-portrait. In a bizarre pose, Kalhous also looks at
himself in the mirror; to be precise, he observes his own
rectum. Is this the true image of oneself? Two empty
jars, one of them upside down. A man is kissing a girl
who has a look of both surprise and peculiar interest on
her face; the man’s head is extraordinarily small when

compared to the head of the girl. Out of proportion,
he looks like an enormous sucking insect of which the
girl seems almost oblivious. Two photographs depict
peculiar happenings: a small house with two cheering
girls is floating on the river against the background of
a river bank crowded with people and prefab buildings
in a town in eastern Slovakia – an image of utopia
incompatible with the oppressive uniform greyness of
the city. An ensemble of retro characters is rehearsing
an array of social rituals (such as a wedding) in a garden,
on a river bank or on a boat: perhaps these are times of
shared happiness but they all seem a bit ostentatious.
A black cloud resembling a Zeppelin is hanging above
the dark buildings and trees. An ominous sign?
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Ivars Gravlejs, “Photomontage No. 2: The Kiss,” 1994
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Michal Kalhous, “Untitled,” 1997
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Michal Kalhous, “Untitled,” 1997
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Gabriela Jurkovič, “Tzara,” 2009
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Ivars Graveljs, “Experiment with a Mirror,” 1993
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Andrea Kalinová, “Happening: Vivification of Functionless Places,” 2001

CHARLES BERNSTEIN

i will not write imitative poetry
I will not write imitative poetry.
I will not write imitative poetry.
I will not write imitative poetry.
I will not write imitative poetry.
I will not write imitative poetry.
I will not write imitative poetry.
I will not write imitative poetry.
I will not write imitative poetry.
I will not write imitative poetry.
I will not write imitative poetry.
I will not write imitative poetry.
I will not write imitative poetry.
I will not write imitative poetry.
I will not write imitative poetry.
I will not write imitative poetry.
I will not write imitative poetry.
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STEVE BENSON

oration at berkeley
I want to thank you for a wonderful introduction, I really appreciate it a lot, and
very generous and thoughtful, and we’ve been having a really terrific conference here
that has been going on yesterday and today, and began an elaborate conversation that has involved
both the keynote speakers and the performers the organizers
various persons who have been respondents to the keynote speakers
and it’s really been fabulously interesting and exhibited a lot of energy
So my interest tonight is to somehow respond to what we’ve been able to do in the last few days and those of you who’ve
seen or participated in parts of it will appreciate that, I’m sure
There, you can hear, a sound, in the background, of somebody working on a typewriter
It sounds like it’s across the street or down the alley but you can’t quite hear it exactly
It’s in the middle distance
and people are talking as they pass
and the earth is made of concrete around—and tarmac so the airplanes lift off
and there’s a bleak horizon in the middle distance
and the sky is arcing overhead
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and the people are spitting out the windows of the plane because air pressure is very low
and then they’re trying to increase air pressure by releasing fluids into the outer air
as they’ve been receiving instructions from the pilot but they receive them in a kind of garbled fashion
because the sound system is defective or perhaps it’s intentionally designed to blur things
so as people get more excited and spit harder
Nobody knows for sure
But I know what I’ve seen, and it’s elastic and formulaic
So, to begin again, I place myself in these hands of
escalating situations
We slip ahead into the foreground
People are there and they are wearing waffles as a kind of clothes
They’re stitched together with noodles, soft noodles but they get hard overnight
and that’s where people usually wear them, is to bed
because that’s the most comfortable place if you’re wearing something that embarrassing
You usually try to lie very still on your back or on your front
because if you lie on your side you’re going to start cracking the waffle open
and you get colder—it’s not alright
So, like I say, people are there, and they’re coming—they’re coming closer all the time
and they have personal problems and they have conditions in their lives that we don’t know about
so there’s a design problem
but they don’t know about that either
Their level of stress is interminable and un-determinable, and it’s fortunate that they’re moving
They’re always moving in time, but you can’t see that, because they’re in another spot
Their zone is masked from your zone, but it’s possible that
there are devices to get there, there might be Energy Theory for example

we can read our memories
If everything is reduced to molecules, then all the molecules are metaphorical
and the metaphors are diced—they grow organically, as dice, six-sided and eight-sided, alternating
as they appear, so that you can roll them and throw them and you can tumble with them
It’s recommended that you try to become human dice, because then you can understand how they’re
experiencing their resolutions of their own quandaries, their own uncertainties, their own difference
becomes your difference. And so, you can handle that. It’s like a role—
it’s not a breakfast roll, it’s a tumbling roll like that
You didn’t think you could do it but there you did it! Perfectly!
And the body is streaming on ahead
So, we’ve been here, and other people have been in other places
and some of them have been typing on typewriters
and some of them have been mounting and descending vehicles of transportation
and some of them have been imagined and some of them have been imaginary
but the time has been shifting so that we can read our memories through them
So,
in the beginning, we thought about how best to put our minds together and become a bubble
that had many sides, as many sides as there are molecules to the bubble
and each molecule had several sides as well
and the molecules themselves were spinning and rubbing together
There was a lubricity and a quality of unpronounceable energy to them
that was changing their design
and you could see them together that way
But overnight we lost touch with the enemy and there was a gigantic ursine creature
that attacked suddenly from the basement, where they were square-dancing and they didn’t know
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expanding into a fable of lies
that their revolutions and boundaries were collapsing into the form of a gigantic bear
It was like three feet high, and no one could see it but it was descending rapidly from the skylights
until, washed out and threadbare, it scuttled across the floor
A crab developed an itch. A square dance hinged on a negative tripod. You had belief in your back pocket
and it was black—your pocket was covered with inky film that couldn’t, couldn’t come off on your hands
It was a mysterious miracle, because you knew that you could never wear these pants again
but you could still feel your hands on your face, you could still find the threads on your chest
and you could still sense the potential in your body for release of tension
for freedom, exercise of sexual and sensual satisfactions
and there was a brightness in the shadow that was cast
behind your back—Now when I say “you” I don’t necessarily mean you as an individual person
or anybody that you know. I speak generatively in order to propose a you that you are free to become
and you can choose to do that at any moment, preferably the moment of change . . .
Change into
fresh
accent
Monitor safe
turns
We might be thinking about what being used to being used in poetry means
Supposing there are actions that ideas that seem the best are put intricately well into an ink-well
and pulled out, like a pair of second-hand pants. There’s a dialogue between materials here
so that what is known and what is noticed have a constant interplay, but they’re unstable—
constantly expanding into a fable of lies as life is rigorously unoccupied by hesitation or murder
The answer to a sore drum feels fancy and funnily furious, faked, and it finds itself in tones
It finds itself in an asterisk that creates a form, a form creates an answer
In the work of an absorbed Martian intelligence, there elides fantasy and corporeality,

facts or forces
a structure of internalized invention that plays with vital facts and forces to become elephants for a day
It’s called Elephant Day, and it happens once every year. You can wear gray on Elephant Day!
And that’s where your fantasy will coincide with the force of a shared understanding
a solitary introspective moment that doesn’t make your sense sensational
It doesn’t squeeze an aspect of meaning into a form that the world can register without you
You have to believe in the internal budget, a bucket of tumbling oxygen oxides
They threaten to strangle you from the inside, but you are already inside out, so it doesn’t matter
I’m reminding you that I’m positing a you— You is a theoretical construct in this case
so not to be implied, or specified, other than as
a form of possibility
You can ruin yourselves running
Your cells run down and become battered by adversity, interchange
icons roaming through a forest or a form of seldom slanted lies
The lines become piddling, driven by sneak previews
The program is truth, and truth is harmonically mystified
I was speaking earlier about the budget. The budget is very wide, and slow, so you can rest and relax in it
and it rolls over hills and down into valleys. It soothes itself on form and creates non-form by its slippery
investigation of form – “slippery” in the sense of being cast in a dream world, an impenetrable fortress
of personality, specious and logical and sincere at the same time. Its answer is frozen as an icon, switched
on by an avatar in a skilled replication of unanswered cell-phones. Its purpose is to be haunted. Its name
is ungovernable. Its sweltering heat is a reminder of the distant past.
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shaved or erased
People are hard at work, and their forms are
tilted by the mode of reproduction
They can’t see how much they’re wrestling with, so they sleep in a shadow that’s cast before all other things
whereas they seem stuck in a kind of gluey elusive luminosity
cancelling each other out
It’s a skid, such as one might mount furniture or bales of cartoons upon
an aspect of fumbling insecurity
shamed or shaved or erased by interminable specious
Swivel back. The course has been run! You can answer the blade
You can be be be be be be be be be be be be be be be be betray your owner. Your boss is forgiven
frustrated and impervious to exercise muscles, exercise muscles! Profoundly
raped by code, by misused word language and images too
It’s the wrong word!
So that’s when the bell peals off
the label, and when that happens, there’s a, it’s more than, it’s like a gigantic rupture
in the surface of the container so that everything that’s inside of it whatever that might be goes rushing out
into the surrounding atmosphere
People don’t know what to do
The nature of that is virtually impossible to specify but it does answer an experience
an experience that was propped up and shot out and overnight the attention was or-orashe-or-oratoratic!
Attention had a warm, fierce, lightning glow about it that attracted everybody’s indifference
They were astonished by how little they cared about anything suddenly
They couldn’t think for wondering how they got there and what I am mean!
Their senses were all stirred up until they lost their grip and their slipped and they sloshed
and their legs went over their heads and their feet fell off their all their legs and arms slipped and slided

skirmishing in the bushes
and the water was craning and crashing and everything was so slow that it was violent and it was excited
and people were dusting themselves off, and another one came
and then people were tripping over themselves trying to get there first
Nobody had a rigid idea about it
People only had plastic ideas
ideas that could change form and shape under the influence of each other’s ideas
So everybody was like sharing their ideas back and forth
and some people’s different ideas started like looking like different things
and but that was beside the point—it didn’t matter what they looked like
it was what they acted like that mattered, so it might be looking like a flying pig
but it would act like a brontosaurus in heat, and it was scary to those other ones who acted like
little first graders who just wanted to find the right way to dot their i’s or cross their t’s
or answer the telephone or maybe they would like to become novelists or dramatists, dramaturges
they might like to run a theater of their own one day and put on plays of Ibsen or Chekov
But, when you feel like you’ve been framed, there’s
there’s
an uncaring swerving path through the garden
so that the garden is growing and the planets are stirring there
creating germinal
experiences of foraged contention
They’re bashing and battering each other in order to make difference
and difference is conclusive in a way that has absolutely no credibility
so you are always sharing the team or scene with a displaced hierarchy
a hierarchy that is turned to flow in a flux and that the angle at which it hits is bright and starlit
and there’s no purpose to this relentless remorseless transit
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but it has a text in it
We were relying on an underlying
ball, ball game, a bald plane on which things rested and rolled
shimmered and thought they were taut but they were loose and skirmishing in the brushes
that fired the distant hills into still bright beacons
beacons that shifted to icons when they were still
In viewing an image of a reading matter, there’s always a difference
and . . .
this thing is a book. The book has a left page and a right page
The right page is obscured by another illustration
Actually a letter, a page of a letter, not the full letter
a page of a letter from the author to the reader of the book
The book is heavy but not very heavy, so that the hand is cupping the book to hold it up
and the writing here is written by hand but the writing here is written by some unknown
cultural creation, a technological uniformity, which makes it
easy to read
but it once it had something to do with this other hand
not this hand, which is very big, but this empty space complements this space
which is mostly empty but it has a text in it
So if you look at the page there’s a text in it and it’s all over here near the middle of the gutter
and this refers to books, you can see
This page is not empty, and it has something else that was done by hand, but not really, on here
This is an imitation, but this one over here was done with another hand, but this was written on purpose
And this is another hand, this is not the mirror of this, it’s a residue
Like this picture here, you can see there’s a picture here too, but it’s not the same picture as here

text illustrates this text
And there’s always a picture so on this page this is the picture for this text and this is the picture for this text
and the space around them is flowing and creating movement around the text so that you can see it
as a text that’s in motion as well as that it can breathe while it moves
And some of the text again becomes like an indicator of no text
And sometimes a text can be an illustration as here, one text is a picture of the other text
but it’s not the same text, and that, this text illustrates this text, but also this text illustrates this text
depending on which text you’re interested in at the time, and so
but the picture that’s created by this text is a sound picture and this text creates a sound picture
and they reflect each other in that way but whether this text has a meaning picture that’s the same as that
is entirely contestable because everyone will read it in a different way and what you see won’t be the same
So what’s around and outside of what you see is also always a part of the text
If you’re only looking at one page then the rest of the image of your viewing field, what you see peripherally
could be as easily just part of what’s in the text
So that here we see the page of the book that’s written and printed, and it’s being held by the hand
and it’s on another book, which has this fake picture on it, which is being held by
The book is being held by the hand that is holding the picture that has words on it
that look like they’re printed by a machine or a logical intelligence
but really they’re created by writing or drawing
by this same, no, this same hand here, and it’s a memory picture
This is a non-memory picture. I don’t know what to make—I mean non-memory—
each of these pictures here, I don’t remember anything about them except not understanding them before
I think this kind of text is really difficult to understand
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the other side of the visual
even though it presents clear labels for each of the pictures
but it’s like looking at graphs, I never know how to
I have to stop and think really hard
and the little dots over here you could see
These’ll probably to fill in the answers
And this page shows what books look like when they have interesting pictures that complement the writing
so that again there’s a quality of peripheral looking
so that you’re looking at something and they’re reading something but it’s not the same
and you get to go back and forth between looking at something that’s not a bunch of words and
but in a picture book like this you’re seeing a picture but you get to find out that there are these lines of
writing in it that are creating a picture that again has a kind of force and regularity and a strong making
meaning by making everything look the same and regular in a certain way, but then if you want to know
what the words are saying, it’s a different kind of question
and there’s a page that might be the same or there’s a page that’s blank
so that here, this page isn’t a mirror of this page, and you might think it’s an extension of it
but it’s really on the other side of the visual field
And here on the other side of the visual field is a whiteness, an openness
that doesn’t answer any questions though you can see that it leads to something else, so that—that –
something else that you can’t see but you can almost imagine
something else that’s pregnant and imaginable
And here you can see that there are shapes and lines that the artist who made the book has created
just as here you can see there shapes and lines in the background that are part of the page view
even though they’re not part of what you see
And, as the words become close, if you put on your glasses and you peer really closely at it

a wish to go
or you get one of those special magnifying glasses you can see that something in the page
This is another memory picture, from a long time ago, a book by Walt Whitman
and the words are irregular, because they’re very very old, and memory is fading out
as we look at the books and we see that sometimes one d doesn’t look like another d because they’re old
They’re changing and decaying with time, but they’re very sensual, they’re very thick with accrued meaning
and value, because of all the time that they’ve lived together on the page and all the people who’ve
rubbed their eyes and imaginations against them, who’ve swung and rolled with them
who’ve kind of been swilled and sweated with them, and hurt with them
and released into surprising states of happiness or glow with them
So there’s more than one sound in the air and there’s more than one word on the page
and attention is constantly stretching and shifting in order to be aware of the different possibilities
of things that can move it on and ways that it can stretch to know about more than one thing
so that it’s sweating and stirring and sweeping and sleeping and freezing and weeping and ssss-shifting
This clearly was written during war, war is referred to in this, or war is being remembered in the text
written when the place itself was stormed and disturbed, taken through hell by war
and then that piece of hope that people needed was cherished and worried over
The page over here is only partially visible and tilted
and this page is only the bottom part of the page
and the word ‘taver’ is only part of a word
So I want to see what can come
The difference is perpetual

if I breathe gently
and say what I think is meaningful to me
and it has a slippery edge
that is only
a sliding nocturnal wish
a wish to go where one is safe
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a wish to behave and to sleep in a dream space
a special case and a way to be seen by that
Where

Where we went
Watched
Wells wash up
the shore bent and blended
stirred
seems the same
spurred, sparkled, turned
The appearance
turned and
the wondering learned what it needed to want
to know how it could burn and sparkle
Shapes erupt while the universe slows down to a creak
and makes unmanageable time and place pieces collapse
Formulas enhanced by bracken and brickbat, by suds and solemnity, stew
stoop to learn what they need to share among the people who are ax-accetted by their glow, their
nose Technology is extremely valuable and unsafe
It creates misunderstandings and it presents
preliminary sweat-lodge boundaries
wedges of unpredicated smell factors and skinny robberies
slip storms
middle of the bend works
squashed smells
and bad black fame memorie
It’s a speech that is speaking and spurned, spurred on by the middle distance, by the range, the scope
What the, what the, what the rest arises is aroused by the mess, the special
frenzy of finding speculative intentness seems specious but not shown
to be alone, to be restless, to be rude
to be spooked even
What’s, what’s happened isn’t real
The answer is surprising because it didn’t exist before the question
Its vertical axis is crumbling
I don’t believe this could be happening
But the matter made a mistake

the universe slows down
It stirred up an impertinent probability
And that pattern was not of a matter of what I sss eyes ice over with thought blamed and blanked out
an interruption in un-stymied time but a blank nose swept over the entire surface to make
meaning swirl and congeal, to break up and force a field aside

45-minute public improvised talk 03 19 2009 with laptop used for projections and background noises at “Medium & Margin: Multiplying Methodologies and
Proliferating Poetics,” a colloquium conference organized by Lyn Hejinian, Colin Dingler and Mia You in Spring 2008 in the Maud Fife Room at the University of
California at Berkeley can also be heard and viewed on line at Steve Benson’s page at PennSound Additional materials related to this performance are available for
view in the journal critiphoria at http://www.critiphoria.org/Issue2.html
Transcript 12 27 2010 – 01 08 2011 by Steve Benson, Surry, Maine, USA
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KATARZYNA BAZARNIK

liberature

[On the Origin of (Literary) Species]
Just as in the natural world there occur mutations that
originate a new type or species, in the world of literature
there appear works such as Tristram Shandy, Ulysses,
Finnegans Wake or Un Coup de Dés, which seem such
a new phenomenon that they force scholars to reformulate the literary typology. Sterne’s novel appeared
at the time when the conventions of prose fiction (the
novel) had been just codified (both as regards narration,
typography and editorial practices). By introducing an
element of the play with the reader, metatextual commentary and devices that emphasise visual and spatial
features of writing, Tristram Shandy subverts the whole
typology of the novel even before it has become fully

formulated, becoming for some the model novel, and
for others the model anti-novel, a self-reflexive treatise
on writing a book.
Ulysses caused a comparable problem. The first
readers were clearly confused by its problematic generic affiliation. When asked what is his book, Joyce first
answered in surprise that it was a novel. But Ulysses,
just as Tristram Shandy before, violated many generic
conventions that it was hard to classify it as a novel
then. If it were a novel, then it was a very unconventional one. As T.S. Eliot remarked, Joyce “killed the
nineteenth century, exposed the futility of all styles,
and destroyed his own future”1 (as a novelist, which, in

This is a version of the paper given at the conference Od liberatury do e-literatury (From liberature to e-literature), University of Opole, 23-24 November
2009, Kamień Śląski

1 Richard Ellmann, James Joyce (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983)
528.

*

fact, turned out to be prophetic since Finnegans Wake
indeed exceeded the boundaries of any known literary
genre). Jeri Johnson, the editor of the Oxford reprint of
the first edition, writes about this thus2:
Ulysses looked like a novel, but it also looked like drama,
or catechism, or poetry, or music depending on which
page one happened to open. If the book played a little
more fair – had it, say, used quotation marks to identify the speakers of dialogue and to make that dialogue
more readily distinguishable from the circumambient
prose, or had it provided a leisurely preamble setting
the scene and gently leading the reader towards a first
encounter with Buck Mulligan and Stephen Dedalus,
had there been less neologistic wordplay of the sort
more usually found in poetry, or less psychological
verisimilitude, less parody, pastiche, or stylistic extravagance – it might have been recognised as a novel.
That it wasn’t is simply because it isn’t – a novel, that
is. Not quite. Or rather, it contains within itself at least
one novel (...), but it also challenges, expands, even
explodes that genre’s previously established conventions. Joyce himself began by calling it a novel, soon
abandoned this for “epic,” “encyclopaedia,” or even
maleditissimo romanzaccione [“damned monstrously
big novel,” ed. note.], and finally settled simply for
“book.”

So by giving the readers Ulysses and then Finnegans
Wake, Joyce may have influenced not only our understanding of the novel, but also offered something so
radically new that would call for a separate definition.
In her introduction, Jeri Johnson mentions these
features of Ulysses that contribute to its originality: an
innovative treatment of textuality as a network of relations permeating the language of the characters and
narrators and the ensuing, peculiar time-space of overlapping worlds: the represented and the representing
ones, a multiplicity of schemas-skeletons which Joyce
filled with the textual “flesh” (one of them is the human
body), the generic, stylistic and typographic variety (if
not polymediality, since Ulysses also contains some
musical notation), as well as metatextuality and subversiveness demonstrated in the fact of “its seeming
self-conscious awareness of itself as a written yet material artefact.”3 Thus, Ulysses appears as a new genre
2 Jeri Johnson, “Introduction” to James Joyce, Ulysses, ed. Jeri Johnson
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998) xiii.
3 Jeri Johnson,”Introduction,” xix.

that evolved from the 19th century novel and the tradition of the epic and the Menippean satire. No matter,
however, how we classify Joyce’s works, one thing is
certain; both Ulysses and Finnegans Wake are books.
Preoccupied with the creation of another textual world
and perhaps tired of theoretical discussions, finally
Joyce resorted to the simples, the most obvious term: I
had written a book, he said – and now let critics worry
for the next three hundred years what genre it is.
It is hard to determine to what extent he was inspired
by another literary revolutionary Stéphane Mallarmé and
his vision of the all-embracing Book, but undoubtedly,
he knew and highly valued his poetry.4 Admittedly, the
French symbolist left only a fragment of his grand Book,
i.e., Un Coup de Dés, but both his poem and his theoretical divagations testify to his search of not only a
new language but even a new kind or genre of literature
that would emerge in effect of his pursuit. This is how
he writes about this in his Preface to Un Coup de Dés:
J’aurai, toutefois, indiqué du Poème ci-joint, mieux que
l’esquisse, un « état » qui ne rompe pas de tous points
avec la tradition; poussé sa présentation en maint sens
aussi avant qu’elle n’offusque personne: suffisamment,
pour ouvrir des yeux. Aujourd’hui ou sans présumer
de l’avenir qui sortira d’ici, rien ou presque un art, reconnaissons aisément que la tentative participe, avec
imprévu, de poursuites particulières et chères à notre
temps, le vers libre et le poème en prose. Leur réunion
s’accomplit sous une influence, je sais, étrangère, celle
de la Musique entendue au concert; on en retrouve plusieurs moyens m’ayant semblé appartenir aux Lettres,
je les reprends. Le genre, que c’en devienne un comme
la symphonie, peu a peu, à côté du chant personnel,
laisse intact l’antique vers, auquel je garde un culte
et attribue l’empire de la passion et des rêveries; tandis que ce serait le cas de traiter, de préférence (ainsi
qu’il suit) tels sujets d’imagination pure et complexe
ou intellect: que ne reste aucune raison d’exclure de la
Poésie – unique source.5

Mallarmé was aware that he goes beyond the framework
of poetry written so far and beyond its conventions, and
that his poem originates a new phenomenon that he is
4 Cf. David Hayman Joyce et Mallarmé (Paris: Les Lettres Modernes, 1956)
and Sam Slote The Silence in Progress of Dante, Mallarmé and Joyce (New
York: Peter Lang, 1999).
5 Stéphane Mallarmé, “Préface,” Poésies et autres textes (Paris: Le Livre de
Poche, 1998) 254-55.
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not yet able to name, that he does not have to name
and in fact, being a poet, he does not want to name.
That is not his role, nor task, even though theoretical
reflection was familiar to him.
However, some writers undertake the challenge of
naming the phenomena they themselves create. Ten
years ago, during an exhibition of unconventional books
in the Jagiellonian Library in Kraków, Dekada Literacka
published Zenon Fajfer’s article “Liberature (appendix
to a dictionary of literary terms),”6 in which he pondered what in fact the writer’s medium is:
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1. Is language the only medium of literature? Or could
an actual piece of paper be such a medium as well, a
piece of paper that the writer is going to cover with
black writing? Or perhaps, for some important reason,
the page should be black
and the writing white?
Who said that the colour
of the page is deemed to
be always white? It is only
a convention that writers
automatically follow.
2. Does the definition of
form understood as “a
particular way of ordering
words and sentences” …
also include the physical
shape of letters and sentences? Or does the word
Raymond Queneau, 10014 Sonnets
amount only to its sound
and meaning…?
3. The above-mentioned Polish dictionary of literary
terms defines “form” as an established model according to which particular literary works are created and
“literary work” as a meaningful creation in language
(an utterance) fulfilling the criteria of literariness accepted in a given time and culture, and, in particular,
the criterion of congruence with generally accepted
standards of artistry. Do these definitions also encompass a reflection on the physical shape of the book?
Do the shape and structure of the book constitute an
integral part of the literary work, or are they only the
concern of printers, desktop publishers, binders, and
editors, and a matter of complying with generally accepted standards? 7

6 Zenon Fajfer, “Liberatura: Aneks do słownika terminów literackich,” Dekada
Literacka 5/6: 153/154 (30 June 1999) : 8-9.
7 Fajfer, “Liberatura,” 8-9.

Fajfer stated that if the writer’s medium is language,
then this must also include writing, and along with it,
its visual-spatial features may also be significant for
him. In conclusion he proposed to gather into one literary genre those works in which writers devise the
whole book, including its typography, and call it liberature after Latin liber, or “book.” It is easy to notice that
it could embrace the above mentioned works by Sterne,
Mallarmé, and Joyce, and perhaps other similar cases.
The revision of the canonical division of literature into
three major genres (or so-called kinds): poetry, prose
and drama (with other genres subordinate to them)
resulted not from his in-depth theoretical studies but
from his artistic practice, especially our book written in
the ninetieth of the last century that we entitled Okaleczenie (Eyes-ore). When
his article was published,
Oka-leczenie was still a
manuscript; only its middle part, called Zenkasi,
existed as a printed book
(shown during the above
mentioned exhibition in the
Jagiellonian Library). There
was also a model of the
future book, but we managed to find a bookbinder
willing and able to make a
prototype only after the exhibition was closed. But a
year later we had nine prototype copies to show to
prospective publishers. Although the planned shape of
the book was indeed unconventional, it was positively
not an artists’ book in our view, though initially it was
compare to it. What was it for us then? Undoubtedly,
literature. But literature slightly different from this usually created; it was literature that apart from searching
the right words, also searched the right space for them,
and it has found a well-suited space in the form of the
triple codex (a triple dos-à-dos), pictured above.
It is worth noting that beside the unconventional
book structure, Oka-leczenie contains so-called emanational narration devised specially for the story told in
the book and called so by Fajfer since the text consists
of several layers, revealed only in reading. When the
reader puts together all initials of all the words he will

be able to discover a new text, and when he repeats the
procedure several times on the newly decoded texts,
he will be lead to discover one word hidden “at the
bottom,” the word that has as if emanated the whole
story. This is supposed to render fading or emerging
consciousnesses of the heroes: a dying man in one part
and a baby coming into the world in the other, represented so since they cannot consciously communicate
with the outer world. This form suggests that they are
in another dimension of reality.
When we devised such an unconventional shape for
Oka-leczenie, we did not think what spatial and visual
form would best reflect our concept, but how to connect the three separate texts narrating three different
events, yet related to one another on some hidden plane
and mutually determining
one another. Finally, we
came to the conclusion that
the most adequate way to
do that would be to show
this through the book. It
enables to start the reading
from any volume, which underlines autonomy of each
part, but simultaneously,
due to its cyclical structure it suggests cyclicality
of narration symbolising an
interrupted circle of deaths and rebirths. So our inspiration was purely literary, and the theoretical question
was of secondary importance then.
However, some stir inspired by liberature, especially
after the reading room with such books and a publishing
series were launched, have forced us to reflect in more
depth on our understanding of liberature and what it
can mean for scholars of literature, cultural studies and
art historians. Perhaps this is not a coincidence that the
term appeared at the moment when the death of the
printed book has been announced, and texts are mass
digitised. Perhaps it was only when the text was “liberated” in the cyberspace, this as it is called “remediation”
has allowed to notice the book as a potentially meaningful constituent (a semem, to use Wojciech Kalaga’s
term) of the literary work. In the times of abstract art,
which exposes its very matter and materiality of the

medium (in painting, sculpture and installations), and
the interactive, conceptual art, which invites the audience to co-create a work (and the work of art appears
relational and processual), drawing one’s attention to
the existence of such literary works that display their
“material foundation” seems more understandable. The
clash between the two media: paper covered with print
and electronic text reveals such features of the book
that let us describe it as a meaningful component of
the literary form.
Interestingly enough, simultaneously with Fajfer’s
proposal, J.A Cuddon’s The Penguin Dictionary of
Literary Terms offered a description of the book as a
peculiar punctuating mark. The typology of punctuating marks listed in the entry on punctuation names its
eight levels: from a single
character (a letter) that
punctuates the blank page,
through continual script,
interword spaces including a division into lines,
paragraphs and stanzas,
punctuation marks, particular words distinguished
by kind, size and colour
of typeface, etc., miseen-page, pagination and
arrangement of the facing
pages, divisions into parts, chapters, and subchapters,
introductions, afterwords, appendices, up to the book,
that is the highest, the most comprehensive spatio-material form of arranging discourse. It is worth noticing
that the classification refers to structuring discourse
both by linguistic devices and by visual arrangement of
graphic signs in the space of the page, two facing pages and the whole codex. Hence, the definition opens
up a possibility of investigating various book forms as
interpretable “punctuation marks.” In analogy with differences in meaning of the sentences closed with the
marks: . ! ?, a bound codex book, a book-in-the-box
containing loose unbound pages, a scroll, and an e-book
should be interpreted differently. These are, as we have
seen, postulates of liberatic writers.
So liberature can be perceived as a literary trend that
appeared at a specific time and space in response to
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mass digitisation and disembodiment of text. On the
other hand, by pointing to the above mentioned writers
as their ancestors and their work as a kind of protoliberature, it can be seen as a stage in an evolution of
literary forms that have already existed before, as for
example, a continuation of the novel as a self-conscious
“print-based genre” (to use Maurice Couturier’s phrase),
or of modern poetry following the Mallarméan breakthrough and ancient visual poetry. It would be related to
Wagnerian Gesamtkunstwerk and the modernist project
of total work, fully controlled by the artist, as well as
to the artists’ books emerging as a separate kind of
art in those days. This, in turn, takes us back to Blake
and his vision of artist’s “Printing House in Hell,” who
creates the book as a bodily-spiritual being, a marriage
of painting and literature, an artistic object resisting
mass production but simultaneously aspiring to revolutionizing thinking of the masses. Approached from this
perspective, liberature would constitute a new genre
that, in accordance with Mallarmé’s intuition, would be
distinguished among literary works in consequence of
writers’ creative pursuit in connection with their application of the resources of other arts and because they
have enlarged the scope of rhetorical means available
to them by including the space and form of the book.
Now we must clarify our stance on the concept of
the literary genre. If one wants to describe liberature
in terms of genre theory, it seems more useful to resort to its understanding in the Anglo-American literary
theory. Though “genre” is usually translated into Polish
as gatunek, it does not correspond in a straightforward
way to how gatunek is traditionally understood, i.e., it
is a sub-kind of rodzaj literacki, or a literary mode, kind
or… genre; one of the three major categories among:
prose, poetry, and drama. In the Anglo-American world
such literary forms as sonnet, the epic, the detective
novel, the memoir, and the reportage are referred to as
genres. And liberature could easily be included in their
dictionaries as yet another genre among many genres
of writing.
But perhaps it would be even more useful to base
our understanding of liberature as a genre on the prototype theory, appropriated into philological research by
cognitive scholars, Lakoff and Lagnacker. Such understanding of the literary genre is discussed in Dirk de

Geest and Hendrik Van Gorp’s article Literary Genres
from a Systemic-Functional Perspective.8 They see it in
terms of a “fuzzy set” that contains elements closer or
farther from the prototype, or the ideal model:

A fuzzy set: elements closer to the centre are more similar to the ideal model,
while those least resembling it are located at the peripheries.

The fact that the ideal is unattainable and the borders
blurr does not mean that we cannot identify elements
belonging to such a set since a number of features
can be differentiated that are characteristic for a given genre. The ones close to the prototype would have
more of them, hence they will be located closer to the
centre in our diagram. Those furthest away from the
centre could probably have only one generic feature,
but “strong” enough to perceive the work as possibly a
borderline case of the genre. To illustrate this let us use
the example from the cited article. For example, a sparrow would be more representative for the set “bird”
than, say, a duck, an ostrich or a penguin. “Eventually,
all generic categories are structured on the basis of one
(in some cases possibly more than one) ‘prototype,’
an instance which functions cognitively as an optimal
representation of the entire category,” write de Geest
and Van Gorp.9 In other words, such a paradigmatic
prototype, functioning as a model for comparison for
all the elements for which we would like to determine
whether they belong to the set, can be defined as such
an element that is the most representative for a given
category. It would be so specific for the category that it
8 Dirk De Geest and Hendrik Van Gorp, “Literary genres from a systemic functional perspective,” European Journal of English Studies 3.1 (1999): 33-50.
9 Geest and Van Gorp, “Literary genres,” 40-41.

would share a minimum number of features with other,
related categories (sets). It is within this framework that
the sparrow is a closer approximation of the prototype
“bird” than, “for instance, an emu, a bat or a model
aeroplane.” Since, as the Dutch scholars emphasise,
how we define the bird is not rooted in an objectively
existing reality but to a great extent depends on knowledge of the subject attempting to define an object, as
well as the dominant discourse and even institutional
factors (ibid). So in such a framework liberature would
be gradational: stretching on a cline from works having
most of the features described as liberatic to works
that demonstrate only few of them (cf. Wittgenstein’s
family resemblance).
For liberature, Oka-leczenie could function as the
prototype, as it was the first book deliberately referred
to with this term and for which it was, in fact, coined.
However, the concept turned out useful enough to be
picked up, and gradually it came into use, since, as it
seems, it can be used for a more adequate description
of already existing or presently published works that
demonstrate features shared with the above mentioned
model. It was also described as exactly as “useful” by
Richard Kostelanetz, when he learnt about our work.11
He knew what he was talking about, since he has fought
for many years with ignoring many writers whom he
includes among “book art,” though scholars researching “the artist book” do not mention them at all while
writing about an innovative approach to the matter of
the book.
Let us now distinguish these generic features of liberature whose presence enables us to classify a work
as belonging to this category. It should be remembered,
however, that we are dealing with a fuzzy set, therefore it is not essential to identify all the features listed
below to count a work as liberatic. Besides, some of
them are related to one another so there is some unavoidable overlap. Hence:
10

10 These factors also play a part in considering liberature a literary genre, since
the Liberature Reading Room run by Małopolska Culture Institute (as part of its
library) and “Liberature” series of Korporacja Ha!art Publishing House authorise
it as a distinct literary phenomenon.
11 In a private e-mail correspondence. We quoted his words in Ha!art 15
(2003), devoted to liberature, but, alas, without mentioning the date. It is
impossible now to establish it after our computer with the archived correspondence irreparably crashed.

1. non-verbal and typographic means of expression,
these are subjected to the verbal expression and include: typeface and lettering, mise-en-page or layout,
blanks, other graphic elements (cf. various fonts and
sign-poems in Oka-leczenie);
2. spatial structure of the text, often resulting in an
unconventional book form, authorial structure of the
book and authorial pagination, which Cuddon’s dictionary counts as “punctuating device” or a way of
segmenting text in space (cf. the triple dos-a-dos
structure of Oka-leczenie, the book-in-the-box of B.S.
Johnson’s The Unfortunates; negative and positive pagination in Oka-leczenie; a missing chapter in Tristram
Shandy marked by a gap in pagination;
3. iconicity, both pictorial and diagrammatic, that is
iconicity of structures due to which the structure of a
text or the book reflects the structure of the represented world; it can appear at various levels of the text,
which an American literary scholar C.D. Malmgren
labels “the iconic spaces”: the alphabetic, lexical, paginal, and compositional ones12 (cf. the emanational
structure of text in Oka-leczenie);
4. self-reflexivity or metatextuality (what Jeri Johnson
called in Ulysses “self-conscious awareness of itself
as a written yet material artefact,” also including all
narratorial comments reminding the reader that he is
holding a particular text (just as it happens in Tristram
Shandy, and partly in (O)patrzenie [Ga(u)ze] by Fajfer
and the present author);
5. hybridity or polymediality, that is a combination
of various media (various arts) in one work (an example can be provided by Blake’s illuminated poetry,
Nowakowski’s books, and graphic elements in Okaleczenie);
6. interactivity and ergodic quality, that is, a situation
in which the reader determines the shape of narration,
her active cooperation in giving a final shape to the
work in the process of reading it (for example, choosing the sequence in which one will read the sections
(or lexias) of The Unfortunates, generating various versions of Queneau’s sonnets in Cent Mille Milliards de
Poèmes, or discovering the hidden texts in Oka-leczenie);
7. intentionality; which entails respecting the authorial shape and composition of verbal and non-verbal
elements of the work indicated in the present list of
characteristic features. They cannot be modified by an
editor or typographer and book designer if their specific form was intentionally shaped by the author. This,
however, should not be confused with the intentional
fallacy, i.e. an interpretation aiming at recovering a
12 C.D. Malmgren, Fictional Spaces in the Modernist and Postmodernist
American Novel (Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 1985) 45; 60.
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“meaning intended by the author.”
8. materiality: colour and kind of paper, or using another
material (e.g., black and white pages in Oka-leczenie,
a torn off corner of the front cover in (O)patrzenie; a
transparent sheet and glass used as a signifying medium important for understanding the message of the
text in another of Fajfer’s works, Spoglądając przez
ozonową dziurę (Detect Ozone Whole Nearby); other
examples include nontransparent and semitransparent paper and rock used in Andrzej Bednarczyk’s The
Temple of Stone, in which these materials are important elements of the lyrical message; in all these cases
their use is not only iconic since their materiality and
the readers’ connotations associated with them also
matter);
9. medium specificity. In the case of works exploiting
specific features of their medium, an intermedial translation is, in fact, impossible since transposing the text
onto a different carrier distorts the work by depriving it
of some crucial elements (just as a film adaptation of a
novel is not a novel although it can give a fairly faithful
account of its plot). This constitutes an inherent obstacle in digitising such works since specific features of
their medium associated with their materiality and iconicity are distorted or disappear altogether when only
text and typography can be displayed on the screen.

This last feature, i.e. an organic unity of a text with the
form and structure of the material medium seems one
of the key features of liberature. In Bogdan Zalewski’s
apt couplet, “When you give a different form/to these
words, meaning is changed in those tomes,”13 and
what’s more, it is changed so radically that an author
may find it hard to put his or her name under a version
modified so much (unless it is the author who agreed
to such a translation, but perhaps we would deal with
a new work in this case).
Perhaps it is consistency in stressing the importance
of the medium in writing and reading that is responsible
for coining a paradoxical, oxymoronic term “e-liberature”
to refer to literature written in the electronic medium but
displaying similar features as “material” liberature. Out
of a range of features (as presented above) this last one
was picked up and emphasized, and then used in reference to Radosław Nowakowski’s hypertext novel The
End of the World According to Emeryk and stretched

to cover other unusual works, for instance, the kinetic
version of Fajfer’s emanational poem Ars poetica.15
Hence, it seems that critics using this term conceive
of e-liberature as such e-texts that exploit the specificity of the electronic medium and the cyberspace in
such a way that it were impossible to transpose them
into another medium (for example, print) without a considerable modification of their meaning, that is works
using non-verbal elements such as graphics, sound and
motion. However, if we consider the above mentioned
generic features of liberature, especially materiality and
spatial arrangement of the text, it seems that “ordinary”
e-literature has been described slightly too hastily as “eliberature.” Since e-literature should be different from
paper literature, hence also from liberature, it should
exploit specific potential of the electronic medium, that
is those features that are unavailable on paper or in
any other material vehicle. Thus, scanned or otherwise
digitised traditional literature available in the Internet
would not be considered e-literature, but only those
works that were created in this medium and cannot be
transposed into another medium without some serious
distortion.
One of these specific, nontransferable features is
motion. Letters, words, and sentences can move on the
screen, and arrange into constellations whose structure
can be dynamic and variable. Perhaps sound is another
such quality. Both of them are present in Fajfer’s electronic poem Primum Mobile, in which emanational texts
fold and unfold before the readers’ eyes, revealing their
dynamic character, less perceptible in their immobile,
printed form. The poem, included in ten letters,16 a volume of liberatic poems composed for print in 2005,
bridges in a special way the two, seemingly rival forms:
print and electronic text. The poems included in the
printed part are dis-played in the paper space of the facing pages. In “Irriversibility” a little boy playing at the
river bank throws exclamation marks-sticks onto the
white surface of the water-page. In Ars lectoria reading
of a book reveals subtly and suddenly the fleshness and
nudity of the pages, contributing to a specific eroticism

14

13 Bogdan Zalewski, “Liberatura,” Czytelnia Liberatury, Małopolski Instytut
Kultury, Kraków 2008.
14 The term was first used by Mariusz Pisarski, the editor-in-chief of e-maga-

zine Techsty.
15 It features as an example of e-liberature in Techsty 3 (2007).
16 Zenon Fajfer, dwadzieścia jeden liter/ten letters, Liberatura 10 (Kraków:
Ha!art, 2010).

of the poem. In seven letters the pages folded in half
and quarter make the readers to play with the text,
which alternates between confirming or denying the
role of chance in human life depending on a passage
the readers uncover or cover. This game with chance
played with the use of typography and space reminds
us of Mallarme’s Un Coup de Dés. Finally, jokingly and
subversively Ars numerandi foretells the end of… the
electronic text, threatening with “critica1 S#stem êrror”
if we keep using the principle of “commutativity” uncritically and recklessly. Since treating electronic texts
as interchangeable with their printed forms is nearly
tantamount to erasing the difference between “0” and
“1,” the poet seems to suggest. This is exactly the
unrealized danger of mass digitization of literature, and
in its realization lies a chance for saving the printed
book.
(And yet
there is more and more uncertainty
not only about
commutativity)

[ ARS LECTORIA ]

she is reading my poem

puts the sheet away
we’re talking
—Tea?
—Yes, please.

preoccupied she sits
down on my poem
our conversation steers away to another theme

(and that’s all our hope)17

Here the word discloses its dualistic nature: it is simultaneously the sound and the image, a material an
immaterial entity, an idea that constantly seeks its proper form. The tension between the printed book and the
digital carriers is reflected even in geometrical forms:
the rectangular volume includes a circular CD disk with
the electronic record of Primum Mobile – a film-poem
that need a cinema, TV or computer screen to reveal its
existence. The double presence of Ars poetica (due to
its title probably a programmatic expression of the poet)
is not accidental: it opens the paper volume in its static
form and in its dynamic one it begins Primum Mobile.
Would, then, ten letters be a model prototype of e-liberature, an example, despite the objections voiced in
this article, of usefulness of even this term, and does
it mean that the Darwinian evolution of genres would
be going on?

—Sugar?

I nearly feel her heaviness
/.../
the shape of
/.../
her buttocks
/.../
the moment that
/.../
could last forever...

17 Zenon Fajfer, Ars numerandi, n.pag.

1 from Zenon Fajfer, Ten Letters, n.pag.

1
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ZENON FAJFER

liberature

[Appendix to a Dictionary of Literary Terms]
Some people have strongly believed, and some still do,
that the whole world can be contained in one Book, expressed in one Equation, explained by one all-embracing
Theory. Even if they err, those people open up new perspectives, widen horizons and pave new ways which
others may follow safely after them. They will always
be ready to take spiritual risks and enter the unknown.
They are not deterred by the prospect of many years’
work and not paralysed by the fear of unfavourable response. They are characterised by a rich imagination,
unusual courage and intense desire for totality, complemented by the ability to look at “old” and “well-known”
matters from unexpected angles.
In the passing century one of these people was
First published in Polish in Dekada Literacka, 1999, and English in Liberature
or Total Literature: Collected Essays 1999-2009 (Krakow: Ha!art, 2010).

*

James Joyce, the writer who in Ulysses showed what
we are really like, taking off the fig-leaf that had covered not our genitals, but our minds. Afterwards he
wanted more: in Finnegans Wake he merged all times
and places, all events and languages, all people and
nations, so that we could continue the construction of
the Tower of Babel, which was stopped just after its
foundations had been laid. He was indeed a true Author
of Words, the creator of thousands of completely new
lexemes formed in the processes of genuine literary
chemistry and physics.
There are only a few writers who have been so radical and have had such ambitious goals as Joyce. For
the majority of them, the creative act has been nothing
more than the invention of plot, embellishing it with a
few aphorisms and waiting patiently for their work to

be placed on the obligatory reading list. They are not
interested in searching for new forms, taking artistic
risks and breaking social taboos. They always follow a
well-known route prescribed by literary “guidebooks,”
a path so clear-cut that it is absolutely impossible to
get lost.
And there are others who, indeed, would love to invent something, if it were only possible. However, they
believe that nothing original can be developed and we
are inevitably doomed to pastiche, quotation, intertextuality, and writing about writing. This act of extreme
creative despair has become a widespread canon, not
only in literature and, nobody has yet found any antidote for this spiritual anorexia.
Has literature really exhausted itself? Or is it possibly a momentary exhaustion of littérateurs?
I believe that the crisis of contemporary literature
has its roots in its focus on the text (in negligence of
the physical shape and structure of the book), and
within the text, the focus on its meaning and euphony.
It is indeed extremely difficult to come up with something original when one pays attention only to the
above-mentioned aspects of a literary work. Even then,
however, it is not impossible. There are still areas that
have hardly been explored and others where no littérateur has ever set foot – true literary El Dorados.
If, then, the major source of crisis in contemporary
literature is the split between the structure of the text
and the physical structure of the book, and identifying
literature only with the text (like the Cartesian “Cogito
ergo sum,” which completely ignores the bodily aspect
of human existence), the only way of overcoming it
is to reconsider such fundamental notions as: “form,”
“time” and “space,” “literary work” and “book.” Several
basic questions arise:
1. Is language the only medium of literature? Or
could an actual piece of paper be such a medium as
well, a piece of paper that the writer is going to cover
with black writing? Or perhaps, for some important reason, the page should be black and the writing white?
Who said that the colour of the page must always be
white? This is only a convention that writers automatically follow.
2. Does the definition of form understood as “a particular way of ordering words and sentences” (Słownik
terminów literackich [A Dictionary of Literary Terms]
ed. M. Głowinski wt al. [Wrocław: Ossolineum, 1989])

also include the physical shape of letters and sentences? Or does the word amount only to its sound and
meaning in a world dominated by the culture expressing
itself in the Latin alphabet?
The majority of writers never reflect on the kind of
typeface that will be used to print their work and yet it
is one of the book’s primary component parts. It is as
if a composer were to write a piece of music but the
decision as to what instruments should be used was
left to the musicians and conductor. This sometimes
happens today, but then the composer is fully aware of
the consequences (that is, of involving musicians in his
creative process). However, when the writer ignores
such questions and leaves the decision to a publisher,
he does not do so because of an aesthetic theory he
subscribes to, but because he does not recognise the
importance of the question. By doing so he proves to
be “deaf,” as it were, since the typeface is like tone in
music.
A simple experiment involving printing e.g. a
Shakespeare sonnet in a loud type used in advertising
would prove how important these matters are – the dissonance would be obvious. But one could easily think
of an artistically more fruitful use of a particular typeface; for example, the Polish national anthem printed in
Polish, but with Gothic type and Cyrillic alphabet – a
device that would arouse strong emotions and provoke
a response from every Polish reader…
3. The Polish dictionary of literary terms, mentioned
above, defines “form” as an established model according to which particular literary works are created and
“literary work” as a meaningful creation in language (an
utterance) fulfilling the criteria of literariness accepted in
a given time and culture, and, in particular, the criterion
of congruence with generally accepted standards of artistry. Do these definitions also encompass a reflection
on the physical shape of the book? Do the shape and
structure of the book constitute an integral part of the
literary work, or are they only the concern of printers,
desktop publishers, binders, and editors, and a matter
of complying with generally accepted standards?
I can hardly imagine that anything original could be
created in the nearest future without a serious reflection on what, in fact, a book is. Is it, as the Polish
dictionary describes, a material object in the form of
bound sheets of paper forming a volume, containing a
text in words recorded in graphic signs, which serves to
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convey various kinds of information, or is it something
more? Shouldn’t the shape of the cover, the shape
and direction of the writing, the format and colour, the
number of pages, words, and even letters be considered by the writer just as much as any other element
of his work…?
Without reconsidering these matters and drawing
appropriate conclusions, it will be extremely difficult
to bring about any significant innovation; for example, in treating time and space, the two concepts so
fundamental to literature. For what is the space of the
literary work? According to the above-mentioned dictionary, nothing. There is no such entry at all; there
is only space in a literary work, which, in other words
(and slightly simplifying the question), means the setting of the plot. But the first, elementary space one
deals with, even before one starts reading a work, is…
an actual book – a material object. The outward appearance of the book, the number and arrangement of
its pages (if there need to be pages), the kind of cover
(if there need to be a cover) – this is the space of the
literary work that includes all its other spaces. And, unlike those other spaces, this space is very real.
Perhaps a comparison with contemporary theatre
practice will help clarify what I mean here. The greatest
reformers of 20th century theatre began creating their
work by constructing its space. For people like Kantor
and Grotowski this was the first and fundamental
matter. Grotowski in particular was consistent in this
respect; each of his performances had its own autonomous space, independent of the space of the theatre
where it was performed, which immediately established
a fundamental relationship between the actors and the
audience (for example, in Kordian the audience was
seated on hospital beds and the performing space had
nothing in common with the traditional stage).1 The fictional space of the presented work was imbedded into
the real, pre-prepared space (in Kordian it was a lunatic
asylum), which produced an astonishing effect in which
form and content were unified.
I expect a comparable treatment of space from writers. The writer should construct the space of his work
anew, and each of his works should have its own distinct structure. Let it even be a traditional “volume,” so
long as it constitutes an integral whole together with
1 Editor’s note: Kordian (1833), a drama by Juliusz Słowacki.

the content of the book.
The question of time poses a slightly different problem. In the above-mentioned dictionary there are three
different entries concerning time: time of action, time
of narration, and time within the literary work, but there
is no time of the literary work… If the reader participates in the process of creating a work, how else can
we describe what is happening with time when he or
she fancies reading a book backwards (as, for example,
C.G. Jung read Ulysses)? Or when a linear book is read
non-linearly? Do existing terms suffice to account for
that? And how can one accurately account for the notion of time in books such as Cortázar’s Hopscotch in
which, with the author’s blessing, the reader himself
decides on the sequence of particular chapters?
In literatures which use the Latin, Greek or Hebrew
alphabets time is already determined to a great extent
by the nature of these alphabets, that is, by the direction of reading and writing. In the majority of works,
events are arranged linearly, a convention which does
not correspond to our simultaneous and multi-level perception (Egyptian hieroglyphs and Chinese ideograms
are closer to reality in this respect). Despite this nature
of alphabetic writing, I am convinced that it is possible
to overcome the difficulties resulting from it, to create
real space within the text and to represent a real simultaneity of events without resorting to graphic means.
Yet this is much easier to achieve when we abandon
the traditional model of the book, which, in fact, determines a particular way of reading (and consequently a
particular perception of time and space) no less than
the alphabet does.
Why, then, don’t writers abandon the traditional
form of the book? It is as if artists had forgotten that
the present codex form of the book has not, in fact,
been in existence since time immemorial, but came
about as a result of specific economic and technological factors rather than artistic choices. And perhaps its
days are coming to an end, just as the eras of clay tablets and papyri are gone… The matter of terminology is
of secondary importance. Whatever the case, I believe
that this still largely unacknowledged mode of “liberatic” writing will infuse new life into literature. This genre
may be the future of literature.
—translated by Katarzyna Bazarnik

MICHAL ŠANDA
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A THROW OF THE DICE WILL NEVER ABOLISH CHANCE
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RUM
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JOHN CAGE, 4’33”
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SATORI
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PUZZLE
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MINIMAL
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BOOK
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AUDIVIT & LAETATA
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TEGAT

ANDREW NIGHTINGALE

being mary henry
[The protagonist in “Carnival of Souls”]

Throughthewindow
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Theviewthroughthewindowis
ineluctable
intrinsic
private
anddirectlyapprehensible.

screen

1

Theviewthroughthewindowis
aman
acorpse
notreal
andunderstoodtobeapprehensibleonlytoMaryHenry.
Watching"CarnivalofSouls"theviewer
seeswhatMaryseeswithoutseeingwhyMaryscreams.
Theviewerdoesn'tseethroughanywindows.


window

Mary
scream

CarnivalofSouls
Private

the
Man

TheMaryHenrysimulation
Idon'twanttoknowwhatitislikeforme
tobehaveasMaryHenrybehaves.
IwanttoknowwhatitislikeforMaryHenry
tobehaveasMaryHenrybehaves.
The"CarnivalofSouls"isaperfectMaryHenrysimulation
butwhenItrytogetinsideIappearasaghost
reflectedinthecarwindoworthebedroommirror.
Ican'tpushthroughthescreen.

theMan

1

mirror
Mary

MaryHenrysimulationrunninginthe
viewer(theMan)–"Maryinthemind"
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Imightplaytheorganintellectuallyatonemoment
andvoluptuouslythenext.Imightdrivetothepavilion.
ButIfeelhowitfeelsforaghosttoplaytheorganordrive
tothepavilion.Maryisinaccessibletome.
IfItellMarythatredislikethesoundofanorgan
sheonlyscreams.
IfItellMarythatbirdsongislikesunlightontheriver
sheonlyscreams.
I'mgoingtograduallyreplacethefilm,
framebyframe,withamemorisedimage
untilIcontainaperfectsimulationofMaryHenry
andMaryisaccessibletome.

WhattheManmeansisnotinMary
Mary

Let

MaryM

MaryF=Maryinthefilm
MaryM=Maryinthemind
MaryF=g1(Mary)
MaryM=g2(Mary)

MaryF

the
Man
virtual
screen

Where
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HerkHarvey

Mary(has_mirroris_deadsees_man)
Then

DifferencesintheManlieoutside
theMaryHenrysimulations

MaryF(sees_in_mirror("HerkHarvey"))
MaryM(sees_in_mirror("theviewer"))
So
Mary(man_seen(MaryF)zman_seen(MaryM)
man_perceived_by(MaryF)=man_perceived_by(MaryM))


theviewer


Theorganisationalinvarianceoffilm
Thefilmcanbeencoded
inthearrangementsofsilt
thattherivercarries
asitflowsundertheroadbridge.
Allthedeletedscenes
alsoflowpastandasthefilm
playsinsiltsoothersplay
simultaneously,inwhich
MaryiscalledCandace,or
MaryisamanandtheMan
isawoman,orthescript
isspokeninLatin.
Thefilmplays,
Maryspeaksherlines
andthesilt,byaccident,
carriesheraway.


roadbridge
CarnivalofSouls

CarnivalofSouls

CarnivalsofOtherSouls
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Candace(sometimes)
Marysaysshecanflipbackandforthatwill
betweenbeingMaryandbeingCandace,
exceptwhensheisCandaceitisspeltMARY
andpronounced[ޖmܭԥri].
Candacesaysshecanflipbackandforthatwill
betweenbeingCandaceandbeingMary,
exceptwhensheisMaryitisspeltMARY
andpronounced[ޖmܭԥri].
NobodynoticeswhetherMary/Candace
isCandaceorMary.
NobodycanhearMary/Candace.
314 |


Thequalitiesoffading
Takethistextand,onebyone,
changeeveryoccurrenceoftheword"Mary"to"theghost".
AtwhatpointisMarygone?Whenissheaghost?
Takethistextand,onebyone,
ୀ௭௬௭௬
changeeveryoccurrenceofthewordXtoY൫σୀௗ௩
Atwhatpointisthetextgone?YYY?
TakeeveryphrasethatMaryspeaksonscreen.
Thephrasesarelikeclockwork
becausetheycanbereplayed.
Trysayingthemaloud.
Atwhatpointdoestheghostarrive?
Mary,areyouthere?


൯Ǥ

Playingtheorgan
Thesensualityoftechnique
inMary'sfingersandtoesishooked
tothecoldsunlightstreaming
throughstainedglasswindows
wheresaintslifttheirfaces
inrecognitionofthehorror
thatonlytheirinformation
willbesaved,nohumanability.

information
upload
stained
glass

lightas
separation

horror
organ
music

sensual
knowͲhow



InthePavilion



OffͲbook

theriverflows
inthisdirection
thePavilion












dancers

Memorisingtherules
ofhowtobeMary
isonlyamatterofbeingoffͲbook.
Rapidlyprocessingsymbols
accordingtothoserules
isenoughtomakeMaryappear.
Maybeit'sthepressure
ofpermanenceoncelluloid.

Maryapproaches
thePavilion

Maybeit'sactingataspeed
theattentioncan'tfollow.

Maybethebrain,likealimb,
naturalisesthemovementsofspeech.

theviewer/Man









screen

HereMaryislost
andinsubstantial

Anelementofchoicecreepsin.
ThemistakesmadeareMary'smistakes
andMary,alongwithallherabsences,isreal.
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Mary'sfugue


Thefilmhasgot
twisted



Maryis
onthewrongside



Marysimulationhypothesis
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1. The human species is very likely to become
extinct before someone lives Mary Henry's
life.
or
2. Any given civilization is extremely unlikely to
have a significant number people die in a car
crash like Mary Henry, plunging from a road
bridgeintoaswollenriver.
or
3. Ihavealmostcertainlydiedinsuchacarcrash
andmynameisMaryHenry.

MaryHenry
eventhorizon

Roadbridgecarcrash
eventhorizon

theviewer
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AMARANTH BORSUK
KATE DURBIN
ZACH KLEYN

excess exhibit
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REDELL OLSEN

bucolic picnic
[or, toile de jouy,

camouflage]

“I very well remember at the beginning of the war being with Picasso on the boulevard Raspail when the first camouflaged
truck passed. It was at night, we had heard of camouflage but we had not yet seen it and Picasso, amazed, looked at it
and then cried out, yes it is we who made it, that is cubism.” Picasso, Gertrude Stein.
“...at low water I went on board, and though I thought I had rummaged the cabin so effectually that nothing more could
be found, yet I discovered a locker with drawers in it, in one of which I found two or three razors, and one pair of large
scissors...” Robinson Crusoe, Daniel Defoe.
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JANE LEWTY

squall line
[July 26, 2005. On this date a manyscaled front moved eastward over Lake Erie, the lake being 4-5°C cooler than the land. Thunderstorms
before a drier mass. Strong wind. Rising motion of an arcus cloud, or ‘shelf cloud’—a dark horizontal band. Dustgraze on its rim, turbulent on
the underside]

That women—

kinematics: motion of objects
without asking why they do so

That a storm passes
hot air into the updraft—imagine red arrow—where rain-cooled air—imagine blue arrow—
slips in the downdraft. Leading/outer edge called a gust front
a sudden wind change with it lateral wind a
downburst—imagine water striking flat surface—it leaps in disparate streams—throws out—so much—so many
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That a squall line
is a downburst creator
in warm season
& that day was warm
A high dewpoint near the front of Cleveland shoreway
Pre-storm close & tight, spraymantled skin, house unimportant
When convex heat binds with cold
there is a change in kinematics
unascertained trajectory:

the bow echo

the arc compact in a squall line.
Enhanced inner winds/rear notches/quickbands.

It moves parallel to front

its atoms repeat & pulse in radar return
in bay-gaze to long distance
A throwback/a dark strata/a cumulous
A ragged mass of scud/fractals
small eddying & no margin
N. Taylor Road 0121-0208 CST
Thunderstorm Wind (EG55)
Cleveland Heights
Strong gradient gusts ahead 40 knots (46 mph)
ahead of a
deepening surface low and approaching squall line.
Likely damage from the bow echo segment
Some pause before event

Women push onward into an empty city
in the hours of three to four
wronged & golden
careering through terrible heat
in a baseless patrol
Limbs in a mid-pounce
Saying
in a take we have come to see you
this man this event
Come to see you
on the gravel, at the door
in the walls
our eyes through slats—
the plicae of pale wood
skewed by a dry wavebreak of missing
How we missed you
in our cell— cellbodied gamespace
where we think wrong
speak wrong, always did

& if you look back at us, you will see
we are the screen flashing up lightly
all your bad ways
A parade that never wearies—
the aspersion, the scattering
of ourselves cast

Eddy Road 0105-0230 CST 40k
Thunderstorm Wind (EG55)
E. Cleveland
Awning sheared off a gas station
along with a sign and antennae
blown over.

& if you should look back again
Ask, How do you stand with me?
We’ll stay the lungs of your house
Our voice in a laminar flow, repeating

We are harder than you think, we are harder. Who are you
but a fix? We met you in parking lots & hotels—
Units, limits
able to be told, and you did
in long-lived bowing lines—in ink—on your arm—
our names—so long & how we lost—

Euclid Ave. 0240-0312 CST 70k
Thunderstorm Wind (EG55)
E. Cleveland
All power lines blown down.
Swath of 70mph wind
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I moved along
with the rest of them
up from the flats
by Conrail Bridge
where red light beats over
the shoreside ends
& arches every half hour.

E.105 St. 0314-0357 CST 70K
Thunderstorm Wind (EG55)
Glenville
Power lines down

Through wide underpass galleries
All to cram you back into your skin
to say, What is—it—about you?
To become the dust
in the garden, a grainy disquiet
before all hale—To say
We will come to mind, now, stirring
like a dissolve in transit
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like a dream you had
of pylons lying on the street
of a petrol slick inch-toinch downtown
of a book in this socalled dream.
That I & we should walk in newness of life
in a solid echopoint in a spill
in a phrase
heard on the interstice of thought.
Look at the sky, see the bitter it shares.
How it all passes for you
a cirrus raft claddrifted footpad
as you sleep fully dressed
E. 73rd St. 0400-0600 CST
Thunderstorm Wind (EG55)
Erie
Several homes had the tin
pealed off the roof along
with shingles
pealed off others. Wood
sidings of some buildings
broken. Trees uprooted
and many power lines. One
unconfirmed fatality after
small conflagration

drop into the room below
as if into the lake
of which nothing.
Nothing more but a squall line, a preface to the letting-in
To the letting-in To your space To the moment

When I say

Get on your hands to me
On your knees
edge left, right
through sand piles cut with halite
like a film in its frame-to-frame workings
or your dust jackets
that melt into coloured, cacophonic dread
Past the cymbals in the sink
tendering, left by someone,
& typing ribbon on the floor—
It shows the restless whip of your life
& how the clouds-in-clouds outside
must remind you of layers, scores, subtexts,
what you could have said
Said in several ways
or in perfect reverse This? Is the lot of us
A number for what
for one after the other
for what?
Deep-drowning faces
tattooed on a shoulder
In a column
In the hold of a held pattern where
I am the last one in
& I will reel you down
where this mad scene falls
For the house is on fire
& the ceiling pleats over us.
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CODY CLEVIDENCE

[vernacular hymn]
vernacular hymn, humble depletion
(fission,) a civilized man.
–& reconciled there a shrapnel flung—
.in singularity my metronymic
skin-field chord. metropolis. trace to
mitochondrial eve/ magnetic dawn
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of rarefied chrysanthemum. uranium profusion.
unfolding in petals to star-stuff
red iron. red ion in sulfur-skied music— blood
the history of a complex society. convulsive
migration to base-pair to happenstance & rot
there a setting carapace & told to sing rapidly
.
along this prebiotic loom & grid which, lit,
replicates— gift-based or carbon, no neutral valence
we lend & sell our single song through
drift & sun. hydrogen coated in cobalt or gold
(radio-active yes) & claim laid inroad.
blue varnish a vibrant skyline strung & blown
“a salted bomb” . pollination/ lush daffodil
harvest. statistical human : ‘hurl & sweep’
in strange or distillation this – what luxury.

ELEZA JAEGER

the absent are in the wrong
there are saints inside the world
kneel down
they tell us
i don’t want to
i tell them
me,

i know

it has something to do with the earth

yes!
if you are already kneeling you are already theirs
the earth still takes
souls yes!
with the smiling teeth of an empty egg
rolling into nettles with open eyes
i came by a way and
i also went by a way
when i was in the middle
of the way
the day failed
in the midst
of finishing off a big pot of
morning
i was
beckoned by
the pumping silver
fists of
that juvenile moon
as far as i’m concerned
i can’t go anywhere
with that baby boy
leave me
i said leave me to large flesh
eaters tearing the head off
a good
baguette
compadre, i will turn inside-out
this entire bright
blue cloth
to-day
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MEGAN M. GARR

the crowds
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We arrived in crowds,
and I said

paintings.
The horizon

I have already seen this.
The crowds

became something
the sea made

made little homes at
the tops of buildings

and everything telt.
There was no

that sagged
and the crowds

other horizon
even though we looked for it

made ready for winter
and hoped for the old

though I had seen it.
The crowds made crowds

water in the canals
to harden the boats and the trash

and a city
and the white winter came.

which I had never seen
and I told them that

We enjoyed
the chance to be alone.

and we looked for things
that looked like

Then we went to the sea
to see past ourselves.
The wide still of
the land was full.

SARA NICHOLSON

[memory is the scheme of
an imagined building]
Memory is the scheme of an imagined building. That is, a particular word might evoke the bedroom, an umbrella
stand, basement radiators, a broken chair in the hall, dead birds on an attic floor. In our minds, poems take the
shape of rooms, of images crudely stuck up on walls: what is, for Herakleitos, “a random gathering of things
insignificant of themselves.” Recitation is a tour through our own made, and reclaimed, space. Curious, and starved
for order, we are trespassers in our own imagination.
I commemorate: as in the practical world, some ideas are better left outside. Our known design, cutting its hole
through woods and fields.
[...]
If our bodies contain clues to the progress of our lives, then, like a mercator projection, we are stretched toward
the infinite along a given plane. I have a tiny image of myself (cherished) within. Decay of science: do I believe him
when he says the soul is Form? The world believes in ghosts.
[...]
Take hands.
umber and other solvents
pirouetted the mainline
tracked in dust like (say it)
an emerald.
The feasted bits
of feather and moth
being buglike
you feed on rotted wood
i

it’s not that that’s maple
t just cracks the earthy parts
[...]
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botanical writings
the rinds and piths of stories
language is
fixing what’s disappeared
sensing too much
[...]
Were it ever a mirror
to carry us backward, a city above us
of holograph and cellar.
I have cured myself of strange thoughts.
[...]
Nature collapses
as my right hand collapses
[...]
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Weather is an absolute value
beryl, iron and carbon for robin
apple is a skin word
you are cutting figures in the dirt
southbound, eastbound
hereof herein
[...]
It’s early. It’s only early. It is only natural that I should work. I’m willing to describe, for your pleasure, the morning.
The world, a shade lighter than at its reascent. And the sun, worked over by nouns—words blonded by the
sun—coma, pectin, the suppurating canal. I’ve been left to rot in sundust, gorging on the liquid vessels. These are
visitations, the gathering of a mothy literature into one whole comb, in a word, the royal descent of a sky.
Between this thought and the last, I’ve gathered bags and packages, collars and shafts, a bell-shaped disc, a
bonesaw. My materials, what can they be to me but a firm and difficult eucharist? The poet sleeps, feasted upon
by her trinkets. Words become priests, priestly contraptions. My tools, I’ve buried them in your backyard, that they
may, one day, under my watch, break open the palm of some uncreated mammal.
This ritual, let’s call it the practice of eating human flesh. The idea is to put things in your mouth. We, you and I,
the apostle and her host transubstantiated, exist in a different swing of the axis, a season without snow or ashes,
neither fruit nor extremis. I’ve become my own polestar—this, a circumnavigation of my body, and a consecration
of its thoughts and garments. These are my refineries, the skimmings of a life.

AMY DE’ATH

colour calendar
I’m blue on you like a holy trinity, a door unto voluptuous or a bluetoothed
one-eyed pirate’s radical tenderness. Openness is ours again if you let it and if so, tell me.
I’m a door unto abandonment and free international kissing I doubt they realised that.
I would be surprised if our lives are occult decisive things and I would be very shocked at you
miracle, oh baby, dear shepherdess: I’ve got for you the glowing sun of radial joys
and yummy rubbish, all worth it, tiny amorous jokes to share, all that with you in fact.
We are more and more countries of a hollow canyon, down to the sealife where half my pleasure
and your rhythmic stare beams. Beginning with Britain and America not counting France
that you had left, history wakes up, it makes up the friendship leftover, is sex enough the inrush, can I
just say sorry enough for the world and me. Let’s go to the pretend American diner because we
can laugh at that but I also really believe I’ll resurface there. Can I just say sorry enough world,
for crucifixion on a loop and the heart’s rough. Forgive my tough heart it knows not what.
I wish for you the riders over the hay bales I wish for you. The longest darkest lido
curves to meet your feet and up pops my swimming hat a shadow-bulb. In every
clear thing I wish for you I hope, you hope, we hope that bed, that little room
is not for us, that I am not sex, that I am not not sex, the never-ending relief of ending, the skyline
pushed back to my wish for you every Christmas to come around, to twirl myrrhic
and lifted, to mouth hello to yourself in the bathroom mirror, hello, hello, hello, hello, hello.
I was walking from Euston to meet you somewhere. Who was I walking to meet, was it you?
You do this dexterous dancing, you do this thing-ting, thinking!, you do this
out-of-sync wonkybeat where you toss the turkey over your head or a newspaper down the escalator,
you’re like a sexy vorticist. At my most unreliable I hold the fort, and let go of nomadic
ambition, and then I lack sisterly love, and the charity we had in common, and then if I
let drip my make-up then you would see all of this, and then you would see me, tragic and funny.
The next big thing is me, just singing a pair of zeros to ankles. Oh no, what
can I say, what can I do to make you love me while the bed sheets beating in the wind say
it ain’t true but the tea leaves say you do. Who would believe it’s hard to live
or about the suffering of cotton-puffs swelling down the street, I’ll make this my project
going back to bible times when nobody had died yet, and make this a happiness
to lay down on the table, I’ll yet make this happiness a laid table, a flush of something.
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LOUIS ARMAND

the resistance of medium
[On the Poetry of Vincent Farnsworth]

With only two small volumes to his name and occasional
publications in magazines like Idiot Tooth, Exquisite
Corpse, Mike & Dale’s that, even when they were in
print, were often difficult to find, the reputation of
Vincent Farnsworth has nevertheless spread widely
among poets both in Prague (where he has lived these
last fifteen years) and abroad, including notably Tom
Clark, Pam Brown, Bill Berkson and Andrei Codrescu
(the last once referring to Farnsworth as “the sage of
Prague”). As his recent volume of selected poems,
Theremin (spanning a twenty-year period),1 attests,
there’s good reason why Farnsworth’s reputation
should have preceded him.
1 Vincent Farnsworth, Theremin: Selected Poems (Prague: Litteraria Pragensia,
2011).

Farnsworth first arrived in Prague with long-term
partner Gwendolyn Hubka Albert in 1995 after living
for a year in the South Bohemian town of Tábor. He
and Albert had established a magazine two years
previously in Oakland, California, called JEJUNE:
america eats its young which appeared biannually
and continued until 1999, becoming an important
vehicle of the post-revolution “Prague Renaissance,”
publishing a mix of writers like Alva Svoboda, William
Talcott, Spencer Selby, Alexander Zaitchik, Jenny
Smith, Theo Schwinke, Robert Bly, Jules Mann, Robert
Bové, Eileen Myles, Lydia Lunch and Ed Mycue. As
often focused on issues of civil rights as it was on
new writing, JEJUNE published articles and interviews
dealing with the rise in neo-fascism and the plight of

the Czech Republic’s Roma community. Number 8, for
example, carried an interview with Nazi-hunter Lubomír
Zubák, about the cover-up over Lety concentration
camp (a camp for the internment of Roma and other
ethnic and political undesirables, exclusively operated
by the Czech collaborationist authorities throughout
World War II),2 along with an interview with Petr Uhl,
former dissident and (at that time) Czech Commissioner
for Human Rights. JEJUNE was avowedly grungy in
its aesthetic and outwardly anti-establishment in its
political orientation. Tim Rogers, reviewing Jejune for
the Prague Post, compared it to the mimeographed
zines produced out of New York’s Lower East Side in
the ‘70s—Ted Berrigan’s C, Ed Sanders’s Fuck You,
and Anne Waldman and Lewis Warsh’s Angel Hair.3
Farnsworth, the journal’s managing editor, divided his
time with being a sound-installation artist (founding the
Pazvuky Noise Project with Ukrainian musicians Vitalii
Sevcuk and Serge Dalek) and, beginning in the late ‘90s
under the stage name Reverend Feedback, front-man
for the cult band Blaq Mummy (“a little up the Ocean
in Prague,” Codrescu wrote in a 2003 opinion piece,
“Vincent Farnsworth makes the cacophony of the
band-rehearsal next door into a manual for gracefully
aging…”).4 Throughout the latter half of the 90s he also
organised a string of reading series around Prague.
Farnsworth’s first collection of poetry, Little Twirly
Things, was published by Ed Mycue’s Norton Coker
Press (San Francisco) in 1992. In the poet’s words, it
attempted to map a concept of “deep poetics,” fusing
“the contemporarily relevant and political with perennial
truths.”5 In 2001 he published a second collection,
Immortal Whistle Blower, with Bill Lavender’s lavender
ink press in New Orleans. Both collections were short
and gave little indication to outsiders of the scope
of Farnsworth’s activities, either as poet, organiser
and publicist of the Prague scene, as musician and
sometimes screenwriter (Tesla Electric, for Czech
director David Ondřiček, and Monster Movie), or as
2 See Black Silence: The Lety Survivors Speak, Paul Polansky (Prague: GplusG,
1998).
3 Tim Rogers, “Jejune: Angel Heir or Devil’s Advocate?” The Prague Post, 16
December, 1998.

an underground curator (throughout the nineties,
Farnsworth collaborated with locally-based artists
like Karl Bielik and Igor Tschai, and was instrumental
in setting up shows of artist’s work). Over the years
Farnsworth has also been involved as a human rights
activist and advocate for the Roma community in the
Czech Republic and in Kosovo—his notion of “deep
poetics” sometimes suggestive of a restatement of the
ideas of New York art critic Harold Rosenberg, defining
poetry as a medium in which the poet acts.
In a world ruled by cosmic terror, as Ortega y Gasset
once put it, the question often arises as to the so-called
“political” function of poetry. There is no doubt that
in important respects Farnsworth considers poetry as
a social act and as an act of engagement, not as glib
pre-/post-millennial agitprop, but as engagement with
the “medium itself”: to “realise” the metaphor, the res
poetica, in a critical stance that always takes language,
discourse, into account, upsetting the tendency to a
status quo (poetic entropy). In conversation with Jim
Carroll, Ted Berrigan once risked the claim that “there’s
no such thing as a dilettante poet”6 (contrary to what
currently passes as the norm in the US poetry industry
and its various franchises / “male american poets
with predictable fears” [“poem to look out”]). Like
Berrigan, Farnsworth adopts a stance and employs a
language that constantly evades expectations of easy
resolution, recuperates the marginal and “unpoetic,”
exhibits a “spare, reductive intensity” while disabling
conventional sign systems founded upon a whole
era’s somatic clichés. This is not “political” poetry
in any straightforward sense, engaging high pathos,
moral outrage, inspirational facetiousness or hectoring
vigilantism. Farnsworth assumes in his poetry a stance
that is always critical by virtue of riding the edge of a
discourse that always threatens to collapse (has already
collapsed) into the degree zero of farce. Again Ortega
comes to mind: “to be a farce may be precisely the
mission and virtue of art,”7 holding up a cracked mirror,
so to speak, to History. Echoes also of what Tom Clark,
referring to the work of John Wieners and Jim Carroll,

4 Andrei Codrescu, “The Penny Post,” Gambit Weekly, 29 July 2003: 13.

6 Ted Berrigan, “Discussion apropos ‘Songwriting and Poetry’ with Jim Carroll,
On the Level Everyday: Selected Talks on Poetry and the Art of Living, ed. Joel
Lewis (Jersey City: Talisman House, 1997) 106.

5 Qtd in Bill Lavender and Dave Brinks (eds.), “Death Interrupted: A Colloquy of
Words from New Orleans,” Big Bridge 14 (2006): www.bigbridge.org/BB14/.

7 José Ortega y Gasset, The Dehumanization of Art, trans. Helen Weyl
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1968) 47.
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called “the romance of damage.”8 Farnsworth:
lies allowed; in love and war
and
unreasonable
demands
in fact if
you pursue
love
you might get war, or
if the fascists shoot tear gas
we will cry (softly) anyways
[“amerika’s top forty”]
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While Farnsworth’s early poetry has its roots in the Bay
Area scene of the late 1980s and owes a debt to the
social vision (if not stylistics) of Lucille Clifton, there
are difficulties in figuring Farnsworth as an “American”
poet, even an expatriate-American poet. In 1996, Andrei
Codrescu and Laura Rosenthal had wanted to include
Farnsworth in their anthology American Poets Say
Goodbye to the 20th Century, but like partner Gwendolyn
Albert (also a poet) there’s a strong resistance in much
of Farnsworth’s writing to the seductions of national
identity and the prescriptions of an “American” poetics
(the American Tree syndrome), especially in the postCold War environment of the nineties, defined as it was
by successive US foreign policy misadventures. While
equally not a “Central European” poet, Farnsworth’s
radical urban-cosmopolitan stance (his work veering at
times between the grotesqueries of Švankmajer and the
techno-poetism of Karel Teige: the urban here signifying
a zone, a nexus of cross-cultural encounters defined on
a daily and personal basis, not a geography therefore
but a kind of praxis) puts him in close company with
Pierre Joris, the long-time proponent of a “nomadic
poetics.” Like Joris, Farnsworth’s poetry—though in
different ways—détournes the exclusionary/singular
logic of the state-political as handed down from Plato
to Stalin and a raft of lesser emissaries. The political,
for Farnsworth, is always a dimension of the poetic, of
poiēsis. Which is also to say, of a social praxis (the two
terms are interdetermined: praxis here is always already
a poiēsis, and vice versa).
It is important, in any case, to recognise that a
“social dimension” of poetry in no way corresponds, for
Farnsworth, to a compliance with (or mere antithetical
rejection of) social norms or expectations, or even the
8 Tom Clark, “The Romance of Damage,” The Poetry Beat (Ann Arbor: Michigan
University Press, 1990) 133.

norms and expectations of social critique as established
within the sphere of (specialised) political discourse or
political activism.
pigeons shit all over everything
people curse in many languages
yell guano bravo author
the world becomes coated
and hidden with words
the terrible mistake of language
the only thing worse is fluency

[“dalek bird poem”]

Simply put, poetry as Farnsworth sees it affects a social
dimension by virtue of what it is, not by what it obliges
itself to become in service to any kind of formalised
thought (“fluency”), even of “revolutionary” thought.
Here one is reminded of that famous (and opportune)
pronouncement of Trotsky, published in the August
1938 issue of Partisan Review:
art, like science, not only does not seek orders, but
by its very existence, cannot tolerate them. Artistic
essence has its laws—even when it serves a social
movement. Truly intellectual creation is incompatible
with lies, hypocrisy and the spirit of conformity. Art
can become a strong ally of revolution only insofar as
it remains faithful to itself.

Farnsworth’s preferred register (deflationary, ironic,
trivial, “unpoetic”) in any case throws into doubt the
conventional resources of so-called engaged poetics
(endlessly anthologised in step with each latest
catastrophe).9
…little bits of the bikini atoll
finally come down to demand justice…
[“particulate matter that my job is to arrange”]
…war is a crime so i only bleed for peace…

[“spring”]

…i read a CIA psych warfare manual
while listening to bootlegs…
[“she wants me”]
9 Reminding us, if ever we needed reminding, that violence and caricature are
complimentary attitudes.

But Farnsworth goes beyond the fraught position of
an irony assumed as a “mode of understanding,” in
the direction of that seemingly most non-political of
poetics espoused by Frank O’Hara, in whom Sartre’s
“austere personal morality” of the artist (“the chosen
poverty, the refusal of early success, the constant
state of dissatisfaction and that permanent revolution
which he wages against others and against himself”)10
is transfigured into a diminutive and apparently offhanded “personism.” But this transfiguration is not a
contradiction: the “permanent revolution” waged by
the artist/poet is bound to fail (and this is perhaps the
perennial truth of which Farnsworth speaks vis-à-vis his
“deep poetics”). The task is not for poetry to legislate
by decree, but, as it were, by example—to paraphrase
Beckett: to fail, to fail better. (It is not for nothing that
for many years Farnsworth’s work-in-progress was,
precisely in this spirit, entitled Appointment to Fall.)
And yet, note well, this poetic temperament is one that
is in tension with the alienation of contemporary “mass
culture,” not its product (no tragic view of history).
I’ve seen
Lux Interior come
out in
gold with a bottle down
the front of his
lamé and yanking
the almost-empty
accidentally pry out his
dick saying
Love Me, Love Me
What else Jello
Biafra, a nylon stocking
stretched over his face
bleating about the toast
of Reaganism buttered with
dead rock stars and the
legendary stench
of their bipartisan recording studios
before a riot at the Democratic
convention in San Francisco
set off
by the very plainclothes police
10 Jean-Paul Sartre, “The Artist and his Conscience,” Situations, trans. Benita
Eisler (New York: George Braziller, 1965) 215.

he had just identified
by their tie dye

[“twenty years of No Future”]

While Farnsworth’s work doesn’t invite sentimental
intervention it also exhibits impatience with many of
the critical normativities of our times, in particular with
those poetries which remain shut up in the old forms of
conscientious “neo-avantgardism” and are, as Ortega
complained a generation ago, exhausted and the worse
for wear—above all in their hankering after a sense of
moment.
…political American poet stands up in the back
call for hungerization of english literature
a communitarian steps over a body
mumbling family values and decline of morality…
[“poem to look out of”]

The close affinity that exists between Farnsworth
and writers like O’Hara, Berrigan, but also Clark and
Brown, is in part reflected in their common rejection
of the self-fetishising of an institutional “neoavantgardism” (that herd of independent minds) that
shares with the resurgence of Anglo-American lyric
egoism an utter vapidity of purpose. There is a sense
of writing against the altered and depleted meaning of
the “social” and the “subjective” which characterises
much of what passes for poetry today and represents,
in essence, a static continuation of the mass-cultural
kitsch-mentality decried by Greenberg and excoriated
by Marcuse in his critique of “one-dimensional man”
(Farnsworth: “but MTV is public television”). Kitsch,
in Greenberg’s argument, “is all that is spurious in the
life of our time.”11 And if we allow this statement to
resonate as Greenberg intended, we can appreciate
how the open engagement with kitsch by O’Hara,
Berrigan and others, represented a political action—a
type of re-expropriation and détournement (to “realise”
dead metaphors)—which resonates equally in the work
of Farnsworth where “emotions stretch between two
people” like “rubber frying; on the stove” [“amerika’s
top forty”]. Consider the following:
11 Clement Greenberg, “Avant-Garde and Kitsch,” Art and Culture (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1961) 9ff.
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a “loner” and a “loser,” fbi stakeout
took him out. his own rod and
home in the comedy. someday comes
the photo with his smile, local page one
hot mile of speculation, could’ve
been healed with neurolinguistics,
dianetics, selected buddhist olios.
a sanctioned and normal-common
american way out: barricaded condo
helicopter loudspeaker come
to the door with a gun
refuse to put it down.
son, I’m calling to say
when I get home I’m going
to punish you.
[“downtrodden downloaded down”]
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What comes out in Farnsworth’s performance of
these texts, and which is evident throughout them,
is a particular intonational quality which is at once
idiosyncratic and flat. If this sounds like a contradiction,
it is. Indeed, Farnsworth’s poetics is built upon a type
of affective contradiction, between poetico-political
engagement on the one hand, and the resources of
boredom and entropy held up as a mirror to the great
disillusionment stemming from the politics and poetics
of the 1980s and only reinforced during the first decade
of the twenty-first century. Farnsworth’s writing arrives
at a point of symbiotic tension between Rosenbergian
action and Greenbergian flatness, while at the same time
eschewing the claims of either subjectivism or formal
purity. It is as if Farnsworth had set out to demonstrate
that a poetics which rejects “illusion of depth,” so to
speak, respecting (in Greenberg’s terms) the “flatness”
of language, is thereby able to surmount the limitations
of a poetics preoccupied with the political signified.
descending the here of the hole
filling with the there of the sea
as found in the oxford english dictionary
[“not long (after creeley)”]
6. wrong way
went the wrong way
carrying the wrong sign

and the natives are not friendly.
they want to buy your hat
for the high price
of your head.
maybe they’re only kidding.
you didn’t ask to be here,
but it’s rude to say so.
hopefully they won’t notice
that your same silhouette
now means you’re leaving
bringing your absurd tool
to another uncomprehending land.
[“Poems written to the temporary
statues on Manes Bridge in Prague”]

“Deep poetics,” as Farnsworth has it, is not an
illusionism, and consequently not a mimēsis in any
simplistic sense. It is the sensation, the “intonality”
of language-as-surface-effect and not of a secondary
signified, that concerns us here: the resistance of
medium. As in Cézanne, flatness exacerbates “depth,”
becomes a critical-analytic action: flatness at high
volume.
this is light
rays, rage against the
t-shirt machine,
a chuckle at the
poison—
corporate, governmental
voluntary, human natural
church sponsored, music videoed
computer enhanced
alternative
for sale
for free
force-fed
unavoidable
[“twenty years of No Future”]

This is perhaps nowhere more evident in Farnsworth’s
work than in his seventeen-part serial meditation
(quoted in-part above) on the biomorphic installations
of Lebanese artist Nadim Karam and Atelier Hephastis.
Karam’s “Prague Project,” a homage to Kandinsky
and Kafka comprising temporary large-scale sculptural
installations on Prague’s Manes Bridge in 1997 (“in

dialogue with the baroque sculptures on the historic
Charles Bridge”) shares elements of Farnsworth’s
concern with the tension between action and flatness.
1. looking for fabled stability
the youth of today are doomed
Socrates said
for they read too much…
[“Poems written to the temporary
statues on Manes Bridge in Prague”]

Karam’s figures, constructed from prefabricated
interlocking mesh, are at once non-naturalistic and yet
formally allusive, in the way Kandinsky himself spoke
of as “literary” in the appeal of non-representational art
to fable.12 For Farnsworth, it is this fabulous aspect of
the medium itself which is both most disturbing and
most resistant, in that it evokes a social dimension of
language which is not that of a communication. The
flatness of Farnsworth’s text at times almost seems
in itself to resist communication, yet without ever
succumbing to the appeals of pure abstraction (“a
rubberband man frying on the stove” [“amerika’s top
forty”]). The “difficulty” of the work is similar to the
difficulty of reconciling the fabulous and non-naturalistic
elements of Karam’s biomorphic “figures,” mirrored in
the difficulty of visually “locating” the sculptural object
itself within or against (as in a picture surface) its
environment. In the case of Karam’s “Prague Project,”
there is the additional moiré-effect produced by the
interlocking mesh construction, when perceived by a
viewer in motion, for example. The whole work in a
sense becomes an installation piece, not because it is
physically situated within an existing locality (Manes
Bridge), but because it acts as a type of matrix by means
of which a perceptual environment is brought about—in
an evanescent yet also incisive, generative and critical
way. Existent situations are reconstituted, the banal
gives rise to the fabulous, not by a surrealistic sleightof-hand, but by a structural possibility realised through
perceptual metamorphosis: just as in the social sphere,
the tyranny of paradigms is most threatened by hitherto
unrealised possibilities of seeing things otherwise.
12 Wassily Kandinsky, Concerning the Spiritual in Art, trans. M.T.H. Sadler
(New York: Dover, 1977) 49.

2. formerly extinct combinations
the amazing success of
creatures once thought extinct
to fill the room you’re sleeping in
screech at you with a giant tongue
as long as the mastodon
of the body’s trunk would be
out of the dodo bird alertness head
signifies how despite the potshot
attempts at eternal destruction
taken by those already
counting their wrinkles,
forms of life, rows of eyes
and even imagination
spring up on the edges of the crater.
[“Poems written to the temporary
statues on Manes Bridge in Prague”]

Like Kandinsky and Miró, “form” (biomorphism) describes
a clinamen, a swerve. In a nod to Rosenberg, we might
say here that attitude becomes structure. And in the
associational and permissive stance of Farnsworth’s
language (as opposed to the formal rigour of a “pure
abstraction”) we can see how the ironic, farcical and
kitsch describes a “stricture,” since in each of these
modes the work’s flatness achieves, or actualises,
a heightened intensity (as it does, for example, in
Rauschenberg’s “Erased de Kooning Drawing”).
16. birdjoy
joyous is the hummingbird
on its visit to europe,
prague, and sad is
prague, europe,
that does not know hummingbird.
or it’s a new attempt at
bat, again looking for table scrap,
or the beginning of singing
by flying mammals, or
and vestigial wings
by singing ones.
[“Poems written to the temporary
statues on Manes Bridge in Prague”]

Like Rauschenberg, Farnsworth treats (narrative)
discursiveness not as an element of illusionism, but
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as a textual surface-effect, its flatness corresponding
to a resistance (e.g. of affect) which is the medium
itself. As in Rauschenberg, we see that subjectivism
is nothing more than a type of proscriptive grammar,
whose conventional signs ultimately point nowhere
than to stereotypes—emotional kitsch—which are
already détourned. In other words, subjectivism is,
of course, already a formalism. Like Rauschenberg’s
“combine” paintings, Farnsworth’s poetry exposes
the surface quality of affect, its arbitrary character,
its narrative sleights-of-hand in the promise of interior
lives (of its various fetish-objects and fetish-words). At
the same time there’s a resistance to any reduction of
poetry—by way of a counter-movement—to a set of
formal (so-called “abstract”) procedures which would
seek in a sense to grammaticise poetry as a system—
even as an anti-system—and thus re-inscribe the
historical bracketing-off (or incarceration) of poetry as
a catalogue of exceptions or deviations from the rule
(i.e. of reason, communicability, the translucency of
language “properly defined,” etc.).
Poetry, of course, has always haunted the margins
(and not only the margins) of the regularisable, even
when its proponents have—at various times—sought
to yoke it to one formalism or another, one task or
another. The lesson of poetry, however, is that it is
not a matter of choosing, as between one dogma or
another, formalism or subjectivism, for the simple
reason that poetry, poiēsis, is the subjective in
language—not the voice of some transcendental ego
or deus ex machina, or the Coca-Cola sentimentality
for a sustaining “real” behind the veil of sign-system
commodification (O’Hara’s “most dreary of practical
exigencies”)—but the subjectivity of the medium
itself… “Not just resemblance, but” as O’Hara says,
with a gentle ironic stammer, “the magnetic otherness
/ that that that stands erect in the spirit’s glare / and
waits for the joining of an opposite force’s breath.”13
If poetry names the subjective in language, it also—
by virtue of this—names the mode par excellence of
a “resistance” at the heart of the so-called political
(for Farnsworth, poetics as social praxis is a praxis
formed and articulated through the inner convulsions of
13 Frank O’Hara, “In Favour of One’s Time,” The Selected Poems of Frank
O’Hara, ed. Donald Allen (New York: Random House, 1974).

a discourse in continuous re-evolution). Poiēsis, in its
fullest sense, is an undisclosed dynamism; counterpart
of that entropic movement which is on the one hand
called Literature and on the other Politics. It is the work
of generative idiosyncrasy, iteration and permutation: it
is the originary inassimilable element, the contrary of all
that claims to be definitive or once-and-for-all, or what
O’Hara called “downright forgery” [“Les Luths”]. It
exceeds and contradicts the petty tyrannies of both the
academies and the avant-gardes, as if (but of course
only as if) it alone were the “conscience of our time”:
not the voice of a moral rectitude society periodically
avows belief in, but of everything at odds with a
desire to impose-upon, like an imp of the perverse. It
is the unruliness of the polis. It is the programme that
succeeds only by failing…
the microscopic orbiter
he injected to fix his consciousness
with a little psycho-surgery
went bad, started strafing vehicles
on neural highways and
he had to poke into that blue vein
something even smaller
that will also have its own plan
…
so he programmed the NSA’s/NSC’s
(nth degree) stratospheric
broadcasting computer to
randomly shuffle out words
and it generated sonnets,
erroneous theories and recipes
for plaster of paris,
the words
immortal whistleblower
forty thousand times
[“they have arrived (to the music
of Andrew Swartz)”]

VINCENT FARNSWORTH, GWEN ALBERT, THOR GARCIA,
HOLLY TAVEL, JOSHUA MENSCH, CLARE WALLACE...

exquisite corpse

dead fathers everyone gets one
and dead mothers too
walking the streets like wounded storks
babies tumbling from our mouths
we all exist in the actual and live in dreams
in our dreams we can live alternate lives
I can be you and you can be me
but red is not a place and it is not called by balloons
or clown balls
crawling slowly – a slow drift, you might say, across the ocean floor
or maybe just a crab
right – and whatever happened to polly, found by dogs under boards next to the freeway
she was a peach, alright, a real peach

*Café Sladkovský, “Poesie Suterén,” Prague, 4 March 2010
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LARRY SAWYER

6 poems
AT TEMPLE EPHEMERAL
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It was all blueprint immediately
attempting to maintain function
as the film was finally made and
the ruthlessness of those non-poetic shoulders
guaranteed in small letters death
as you mastered looking street.
Against such smirking scandals run,
distinguished indexer of oomph
attend to your fragmented laboratory
or, innocent, float free and murderous,
because now it is presumed that the Queen Mother
cannot be treated to Thriller.
Whose infernal, clandestine, Southern California
stooped to make its own context — as
a mere gesture driven to the breaking point —
and in accordance with the old principle
that Indiana Jones package tours
ride horseback on their own clichés?
Pete Townshend redux, rebuilt from the ground up
writes sweet phrases incoherently while
at the Pepsi round up, Edwardian CEOs
splatter into the frame and
Nietzsche like wrecking-balls.

ARIZONA FUZZ

The poem
does not lie to us. We lie under
its law, alive in the glamour of this hour
—John Wieners

Do roses skipping in the
Glass make great gifts, I mic
Their contours, wipe innocence
From the window, these milk
Mansions. Arizona fuzz catches
Green fish coming up
From
Being hunted, her
Devouring dawns, within
Gnawing hiatus shed. This
Glamorous tongue noticed,
Will arrest all secrets.
We stash strange
Butterflies are
Puzzles of our former lives.
But he is elephant. That
Exception and the
Surrounding meadow
Its tender symmetry.
On repeat, the choral
Stillness, yet the siren’s panache
Makes stew of our excuses
Launches enemy submarines
Who looks with astonishment upon
Its maize
My happiness!

FLICKERS

REMAINING IN HISTORY

Old-womaned city
The hyphenated city and lost city
The archival city, cold, lost drugged city
City of graves, grocery stores, great phony city
Backward city repossessed city
Earringed city of need
Bird city magnet city shut city
The years a frost, dark and inkling.
There is a city in your pocket and scribbled echo
Of a city, a tiny chaos, a flare.
What fingernail hides a city beneath it?
Are there poems in your city?
But at the same time, dead city, city of sleeping bats
City of locks, city of shawls.
I still read Rumi in my city.
“I am the smoke and the light, together,” he wrote.
Is it because of the photographs that you visit the
city?
Laugh in this city, be here by accident in this city.
City of surgeries and soldiers, city of violet beasts,
city of nuns
Why are the beautiful blades of morning being
sharpened for slaughter
Is the city the same as a guitar, why do we pretend
that it’s not?
City of cats that slink like Christians from door to
door.
Pencils pierce the flesh of a silent city.
Doves communicate via telekinesis
With the city in my soup, these sharpened afternoons.

My car, I’d remember it, no matter my age
Quickly these afternoon storms that we navigate
Became the pulse that is sometimes so serious.
We move through the wilderness nights.
And I remember your Stairmaster thighs, like two
cathedrals that
Embroidered duh, which gave me such brief
martyrdom.
Because I acted so dutifully in the service of
consequences.
Yet ripped the moon from the sky, it was too
New York for me. My mission, and all the supporting
Documents, await your perusal, but I do not
Wish to disturb your trendy shirt or the
Blanket of melancholy in which you sleep.
O, the beauty of life, the gauze of air that inhabits us
As we talk into our fast food, pet our devices.
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NEFERTITI, DUCK!

MEANT FOR WISTERIA

History hits you—headlong into swan dive
That mushy cataclysm called morning
Opens your eyes. Back to your beloved mystery
But fake phone calls, gunshots, screams, disguises,
people pretending to be dead, and other devices
take advantage of a reader’s assumptions.
But these waves will not forget this day, as our voices
Accept the fact that our own personal mysteries
Aren’t quite as exciting, nor will they ever be.
Yet an oblivious city rises up each time that
Familiar melody plays. The calligraphy of a car slices
Through evening’s infinite violet. There is no
Photogenic heaven, and there will be no bloodless
coup.

These pleasant motorcycles
smiling like flashlights
gorge themselves
on the hero’s lava.
Ambitious parachutes woefully blossom
sprouting influential dilettantes.
I’m locked in the moon’s
impossible regatta.
Tomorrow’s jade fist, like a siren
Manhattan born
gushes down the streets from a fire hydrant
but what difference does it make?
Are we paying attention to IBM?
Michelangelo’s horsepower
that querulous Frigidaire
ruminates anew until refreshment arrives.
It’s sort of foolish to write a poem
but it defends me from seagulls.
Let’s keep on reading the tobacconist avers
nothing can go wrong for us here
reticent as Pepsis.
Making love to the countertop
in Pasternak’s kitchen, I notice your intuition is
leaking and rush over to save it.
Perhaps there are no exits
as night chows down on
a salad of meaning.

PETRA GANGLBAUER

4 poems

The picture cracks out the body:
Speechramp
This first line in New / Course.
Sprung unsprung the word
(The cultivated lighting
Of the days)
Upon the stony subtext:
Angelish, space- and time-depth:
The body becoming little: Breath-whole!

Colourreversed embedment of pictures
Into writing (this frightful inversion!)
The hard being of writing / art is:
No theorem!
Is: a twitching noplace: everything (which is the
heart!)

But the bird has flown next to my eye
Amouretto (Freifall Ladung, talk in free fall)
And somewhere uninterrupted, uninterrupted, fatiquant!
These heavenwarningcolours!
Whereas the Earth (the rest) is a BreathFishingLine.

The production of springs in the word
Brittle manufacture, this movability
An In scription.
Leafrustle like snowpaw
speaks numbers points.
Androgyne: free fullfigure!
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—translated by David Vichnar

AMY KING

4 poems
I CAN’T GO ON, I’LL GO ON
—Samuel Beckett
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In my hand, a child’s circus bell tied to wooden cross.
Also, the heart’s bony organ swings,
made from the milk of external pendulums. We bray into
epidermal sacks, our eyes sewn full on honey and ash, lotus blossom.
As dark as stage lights, this saddle-soul curtains everyone.
Stage right: God is the dad who rarely knocks,
thins, neither omniscient nor proud,
his heart an orchestra of wool, minxes aglow within him.
Someday we’ll leave & become the trees without
children, our mirrored veins only twisted bronze wires up
through clouds. When you debut his panorama,
escort the fire maiden on, her strict ridiculous horsey crew.
She didn’t stash your thirty thousand
8 tracks on a basement bookshelf.
That is how her moment lies deep inside
a teardrop’s dew point: velvet seedlings
and tiny fingers on parentless stardom. Heart attack guilt.
Entrance redux, and how each move recedes the need
to cradle spoons and string egg whites into a yolk for order.
We sit aloof in the deer stand alert.
Wanting, the person pulls hair on end by the seams
for a flock of knives. You get a mechanic
to fix the engines that feed on blanket suicides.
We brush pencil-thin, outlines stammering,
stage-dive like the albatross.
My final essay for law school: an act of bullying
marks two long years pacing chain-smoked towns,
full circle to this wood-panel house. Like ghost’s declaration,
“Whoooo is nobody? Cauterize the wound of what living’s like,
leave the rest to bicycles that ride hunger on.”
Such light barks the moon.
Enter stage left the smallest deer and her parasites to feed on.

OUR EYES REGISTER THE LIGHT OF DEAD STARS
—Andre Schwarz-Bart

It’s wonderful, this golden day of holes
alive with more yellow birds
than sky can count on one glove
upon a hand of minnows swirling round.
And in that light, we still,
we thunderstorms of Barbie roots,
cold rusty bells to lay the funeral beside.
We travel the novels of rooms,
the dust that snakes
its poisonous husks
into silken lungs, closed to time.
Sight was borne around the dying
stars, bass organs pounding out
babies from a glassy sun
against the stewing universe
within our gassy brow.
That devil’s tuxedo promise
can halt piano fire cures,
we eye pennies of soft focus silt
turn for what rubber burns & silt chisels
from our inner jaws:
a solid gas comfort in human form,
ashen fingers, vapor and piss.
Us, we water waves to those who appear
closer than they who appear by bone.
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THE IMPACT OF THE CLUB, NO LONGER HIS BODY
—Jack London
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I keep thinking of things I don’t think of today,
for instance, Charles Simic and his way
of asking questions about war in prose
and the things that make the total abstain en mass
from intervention as in someone else was going to do that,
the total abstinence from all sadnesses limited by worm trenches
minus the cost of digging what it takes to keep poverty or peril,
or both. What I am trying to say, but saying, the air eventually
fades into a lovely shaded background of day and the dogs are swarming
and the men hold clubs, they are squirming in their sacks,
warm bags heated with sun, panting masses swarming, and the men have clubs arched
across the day’s back, its spine resembling jutting dog teeth,
much like the prehistorics, and the way the saliva gathers at the gums
pink rimmed when hungry and avocado trees in the distance keep bearing a tight sweet
fruit complete with inner trees and pits to throw at stray dogs
begging beneath steps of village cafes and hotels for tourists with outdoor restaurants
the way they linger and ask with bubble white mouths and narrow eyes that would no more
bite than look for a soul hoping we have one and ask for humanity
as if we know what that is, even today when Charles asks of war and we hear
bombs in the newscasters’ voices in the backyard of cameras overseas the black
and blue lights shining infrared and what else does vacation mean besides
another route away with the men who tie bags in the sun full of play and vigor
with their clubs and some beasts that struggle dark in the fabric
of no worry not lives but thread counts and pulverized beaches with a surf of shells
that retreats on cue at this approach, picture perfect postcard en route.

DEMOCRACY RUN RIOT

—John Quinn

Sexed-out boys lounge with hindquarters hanging
the Appalachian woods behind my house.
The primitive the nude the huge ball that rolls
a tale to nurse monsters for the trails.
We coax the wedding dress, wander milk’s frothy snow
across U.S. invasions, enter the larval stage &
drink soggy glutton sloth of minor tissue
through a bloody nose to evacuate the early days.
Dear bundled women, sipping shine,
Burrow into the alabaster porcelain of lobster fingers.
Women hunters dine on the dire, survival-lite side.
They sing the cinch of checkerboard noise,
break back alleys with rocks of joy.
Rape digests this becoming war, unvarious as birth,
sends a country of piecemeal manners
to her Victorian bodice as into his slip, turquoise lace
chiseled open at the hemline.
How to behave on the mottled strain
with patriotic indigenous cotton…
Organize an older regime of slave born punks
with looming hands that wield bare-knuckled teeth and
weave around the lips to appear as beautiful
as the smiling mouths of abolished strangers.
Cabaret Voltaire slaps Zürich, a city apart from Paris,
never grouped beyond the dash.
My lifestyle was no choice either; some other heart
seeks self ruptured cavity, finds
rubber stamped pioneer of an earlier dance departure.
We dine between the cracks of ocean,
step closer the boys of monster swimmers, swallow.
Riptide albatross, bombs about the neck,
the white whale shallows her female paper; shadows riot.
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BRENDAN LORBER

5 poems
PRAYER TO A CROOKED GOD
for Noelle Kocot

Incendiary to survive Miles around the gated
citizenship of a lit world
the gated woods
The living among us light the woods
that permit
a view of the ignited plain
a good run
Hundred year old trees
miles around
as though the charcoal
the peeled edges
they’d become
the match we met
was always part of the plan
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Lit prayers over graves Cryptic prayers of the fuel
Anointed coffin handles with
fuel the war of resources

against
feverish organics
The new view of
humans their
water through the charred trees the
fire for what they’re not
war ends only when
The dead become the fossils
nothing’s left of the things that burn or
we burn until
the people for whom
the dead outnumber the
living
the world is made
even when they
alight
become the air
The prayers of a crooked house
the war is won
the first night of the war
but not by anyone fighting
the shovels’ bite
consumers
they dig up
consumed
from under
fire a blade
blade a prayer for
the last night
peeled earth
of earth
to grow

THE FUTURE OF AMERICAN OCCUPATION
After the crash the feeling returned to our hands
the feeling of dread Of living downstairs from
the glacier Every night the moist ceiling half
an inch closer to something approaching moral
My natural environment is the bedroom
of somebody’s apartment I mistook for mine
My natural environment’s a 30-second spot
for spot removers with justice of the drowned emancipation
held under another minute by the wildlife trapper
who only lied about the habitat into which I’d be released
Daggers are my affirmative social device
of second resort after the smirk I learned in high school
The guidance counselor suggests my occupation
be France 1941 or Iraq forever
Admission’s free but freedom’s cost is admission
that I want you wrapped in the unblinking leer
of the private steamroom our flag’s become
I sequestered myself in the mirth of some feral expression
the quaintness of book burning or holding a parking spot
for someone who has a car and something illicit
that needs to be done inside it
A period piece that fits the mood of our nation this dark night
How many holes must I punch in my own head before I get a new one
or the ragged skull is crowned our individualist emblem
I’ll take rugburns over a burnt book but
we are too occupied by ground zero strip clubs
and other mountains shoved up a molehill
to snatch invisible delight that floats past
Tell me when your favorite parts enter the frame
and I’ll shove it closer Until then
I’m at 1804 Louisiana
Call me when you get a chance & a phone
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ELBOWS OFF THE TABLE, SUNGOD
for Kate Johnson

Wiesbaden That Shithole & Ulysses Defiling Your Mom
You like my vacation snapshots?
My Joseph Mallord
William Turner classics?
Light the surface & varnish
the light
Seductive Rhine Valley techniques duke it out
with a stick left in to irritate us all years later
No art schools aboard the packet boats only linseed oil
& a dozen veiled boner jokes to ease my troubled mind
The dockless beach that a dozen salty dogs cough up
This must be Bremen
Taverns wet with sailors’ feet
campers & deckhands dodging the check
What’s wrong
with milking the old wounds for a free drink?
You like
my tabletop still life?
These elegant peasant baguettes
are really the handless forearm of my companion Stumpy
reaching forever for the plums so delicious und so kalt
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PREDATE
All ideas ideas of something Instructions
on how to stand arrive before how to get back down
& so begins a life of trouble What passes for time
passes the semi-prescient jewel eye in the half noticed
center of the scented world Hello radical activism
I changed your mind into something with less spitup
after making it from avocado & the folic acid
left hook to right thought The ability to smile is
all the reason a smile needs Intro to future lines
of reason & comfort smells Urban summer bouquet
in the post-crash city Feral cats and car fires Object permanence
O where is that thing? Hoisted on a pair of milky paradise
or equivalent decades later having ewige blumenkrafted physics
to morality
chemical drops alchemical leverage to desire

DISREGARD TOMORROW

after Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s “Nähe des Geliebten”
for Tracey

Pronounce the ruin Bowl of ruin
of sugar
Say the troubled roof sawdust
beams
What’s that that sound A mouth full of feet
Ordinance & ruin the world over
Over the world the moon full of rooftops
to gallop behind
packs light
the moon
unfazed by blown convictions like light cares
what the moon moon believes?
Or ruin cares
which garden’s become it’s uninvited
guests?
Ruin surrounds us but surroundings
are what we’re not
Air & faith incarnate
by our gestures
Seed leaves your hands The dropped
forest begins
Only what you give up
becomes home
I’ll be your broken sugar
bowl & bowing roof
What’s that that comes
this way on fallen arches? The belief
surrounds us & we surround the belief
The sunset sets us up
Voices in mind
become our mind
The new sun sets the sea
on fire & nothing’s ruined
Nothing
gets to work without first getting the works
the moon the world over for it to start
Illumination & glare That’s my name
fallen from your mouth & my unruined
day begins under starlight
Every star
obliterates its shell to light the breach
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CHRIS MARTIN

5 poems
I am not the one

who thinks the disordered part

he whole am I? Reggae punctuating
the helicopter deeply
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the street or birdsong

then ambulances

a Braille of slumping shadows

disorders

mediating joy

which ride away

like desire’s

desire to be more

or less desired a friction engine

charging asymmetrical

the song asks who

with boy?

I’m gonna test the gray balloon

you gonna ride
brains of my enemies

and breed

sulfur in a flummoxing

smog

it to believe

in the shapes the sleepers

make breathing

Where there

is only this death

in a song

made of detours

we die not
god

train

dying

is what we make of

I wanted to leave

a testament to the real

verily happening

above truth

to always go

Punching voices

sincere to always

And if it is already happening

go sincere in the blur

it is already changing

beneath the vast shadows

of dulled drunkards

People are more

interesting than poems

to understand them

is a year

but we need them

choice but there is never enough

a flock that

but what is an arrow

in uneasy amaze

Terror is only another kind of error

There is too much
choosing

to things

if it is always

in the life

Is there a part of me that is a part

perforates the sky
moving?
of going
of history?

into arrows

This
to the movies
It is unimportant
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THE WAVES

THE DOG

In charm
those marches
o’er the Skylark
o’er the Cutlass
is cardiac for restarting
stalled postures into marvel
woe to have no weather
no zoetrope to freak brief
pageants through each canticle canticle leaf
woe to wonder o’er someone’s heather
without a storm’s coarse grope
slowly filling up the joke
I’m just using words
to unfold the rose
of cortical longing
that follows us
in lollop
through stroke
in charm’s gross
and indolent swimming
I think Denver’s sea
and breathe to master
the veranda o’er the waves
that carry our mountains nearer
the ones we made this evening
out of sex and its approximations
I’ve never felt so Denver
left out to wave back
like a strange dignitary
whose hands grow national
I’m blowing kisses
no I’m billowing
no zoetropes
my fingers
turn the world
into a cinema
before the torn screen
of our storming faces
there is never enough weather

So’s not
to choose
just the jagged
or the polished
Walter holds both dogs
in his ear’s leaf
to feel the entire garden
grow wiry in their sound
is one way to say it
someone’s moonlight falling down the stairs
I will choose jagged dogs
to know how serrated night
can get out here
will choose use’s fever
over beauty even
so many doves
aglug in
blood’s rookery
is how me
makes its squawk
quark by quark blushing
in red braided river
but maybe my me isn’t
except in fishing for it
I will choose the big hook
because I am clumsy in greatness
and stumble around your garden
and I will not apologize
I already told you
I choose the fever

for Noah Eli Gordon
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for Anselm Hollo

THE TOWER
for Karl Krause

When has
it not
been late in
life my friend
or too too early
your hand laid here
upon the future’s stooping shoulder
which nonetheless remains as rooted
in the present’s now-bended neck
something there is is my love
slowed to reality’s strobe light
but these words are worse
“life” “future” “love” “reality”
in dull idiot throbbing
we grow up
forget the squirm
of unknowing
before words
like the fools
of song rush
and flood dumbly in
where mortals love noise

and fall into sundry moaning
but these worlds are forced
so we will climb the watchtower
leafily left swaying in Presidio’s dark
we will point our fingers
at the nothingness of night
and say right there
right where I’m pointing
there is everything!
and for lack
of lying
might weep
terribly into blackness
might be mistaken
for our tears fall
not from bad conscience
but for pleasure of weeping
for the ease of sorrow
where it mingles with true joy
and we will spend all night
pointing and weeping and swaying
without ever saying a word
more than our there
to know and unknow
its bright everything
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CORRINE FITZPATRICK

friendly witness
for Warren Sonbert

“Appeal from out
the anguish of
the heart” –
a western range

1.
tonight you’re mine
completely, girl
walk-on to carousel
a couple swirls, fortune told at speed
of small town carnival
twirl masks, exchange
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converge

two tracts

in quickening gold
late day
2.

descent
I wander, shift intone
other side swipe rain
pump moment down the chute
America,
you’re such a rodeo
pawing something smaller
sped up to wonder in the blur
she’s talking, he staggers
to collapse
eras gliding by

3.

the West bounced back
from capitol doubly
to ride the long clean break
candlelit east
re verse flight
stops the clock to gaze
out stained rose window
another biplane
startles the birds
speediness ups the universe
to dancing

4.

heartbeat in a three ring grapple

pummel in the snow
triple flip one half twist cars in left lane turn
curtain part to chemist
warmth
three dear

birthdays

blow by
blow
5.

solemn target sonata harbor
colts in arabesque
glance tragedy on every street
passing nervous rubble,
“the sad marvels” –
gloriously too
dole out and learn
to shoot
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could one ever know
the built up world
danced through as means
to count it
lethargic bloom relax chic systems
must destruct to build
humor via sport
weightless glide rotation’s pull
roadside billow
leisure stack
wealth augers every side
all armies
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forward thrust
glissade
island slow approach
tops of trees, police
force frame
guide elder to her creature walk

sit-in stand up, ginger help
demonstrate the need, resistance
to northeastern passion
passive passing through
distance maintain sail
pull sail against
volition

JASON MORRIS

4 poems
RAW UMBER

A QUIET NORMAL LIFE

free of not free to
not wanting something for no
reason
remembering to take it easy
whatever the cost
oh honey you can fight two fronts
do it with marmalade
man-made vices made you
pale & nervous as a ghost
In rebelling against these
2 certain masters
you see how ugly they are
they hold down your neck with war
they never were real friends
So take it easy whatever
the cost. Get away & go
outside. Out
here’s where there’s not that
more the accidence of egality
Look: tiny orange
butterflies crown clover
bees inspect
every angle for
the nectar, their
little jewelers’ lupes
eyeing the clovers’ coronas
starbursts
it is these animals to whom I owe
a debt of gratitude larger than poetry

what went wrong with thinking her
the other, I now would speak of it, it not so
secretly several: the end of
the first decade of the second millennium
a sink full of newsprint hatches in my stiff
mind. A tall bottle of unopened wine
stands on the desk like the desk were
the sky. She thought to write & ask about
“my beautiful illness,”
—I’m hypnogogic most of the time.
Get wine, WD-40 & trash bags
Drop NOVA ORIGINS in the post, cancel
my subscription
All I walk thru
outside, the moon
in beautiful
disarray, 16th (my damned but gleeful
forgery) at play & nervous-like
drawn w a shaky hand. I won’t shake off
noise & all of her charms, insist on altering
instead my head, the news & film
of which it’s lately composed, throw
them in reverse & slur the words, paint
blood on the doorpost of language
try on the wolfskin & read Reality
its fealty to

the Mind—
all of those animals there in that tree
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BABY BULLET

WHITE RIBBON GUM

chalked the worn stare to before
a glance, a look, unseen diaphanous
to counsel or elect it
be so
that they or
I want a ride, the line lacks lugnuts, shies
from any door as if from warning
as like as not a shot were
to hear black blurred marks as words
would not an incapable form of
slackness set in
disperse or slowly blow
the known to form a ring
colliding the instrument with the outside thing
greenish heat on clipped lawn
suburban overseen by zeroes
tall orange buildings slump against
plus that other kind of writing
& clouds piled into slabs & cones
plug corporate campus
flunk slim nobodys in trainyards
isolate selves abound
torches razors & other cells
blotting stops across clear glass panes
greens in ditches
ditched greens
rich silt graffiti archly flaunts
fugitive
narrow blooming chutes along barbed links
that was a good stint
pleasurably undone kept ringing
all the checkered gates lowered
cat diesel
steel’s mysterious traction
tinted tempered personal blur, the steady hills
cut into bronze-green lanes
oxidized spare rails (pile)
cattail & goldenrod
where the ties x & y, switching
in toward tunnels
valid mini-storage no clover clover
organic truck
the train takes my voice

brightly painted vics
heavily tethered
boats in fog, the weathered
locks we lived amid
it’s enough
for life to have countenanced
one or two of my auguries
my eye would twitch & I switches
into you—cool book
swans sailing across the sun
never say that, don’t not
neither starbursts, when the mind
unrelents—not fanning
the hammer of my head at the world
nor its worse parts, if the reverse
“our band is scientist rock”
Absurdist Literature
for survival of the sweetly beating
slick red animal heart
yes swans & starbursts
yes when the mind won’t
relent, it gets gypsy
nor would really
any even keel kill
itinerant mind within
strange tear of words, bells
sound summoning association
a known thing built of
hand-delivered
coincidental pieces
interlocking myriad
the most obvious thing
precisely what goes by
unsaid. The selfs
finite it is when you
get to that whole you
& I bit infinity comes
in rain beading then
joining in streaks on
buses’ windows in winter air
hurdling headlong back into fog

MACGREGOR CARD

erotic victor sedatives
Candor is the brightest shield we’ll ever know
apart from privacy
—Andrew Maxwell, “Sotto Voce”

I’ll try to be available and young
the torso, ass and head
of just one human nude
damn into grief
but any way you dig the beast, you dead
a regular cold video
divided into ingots, day is golden
open to just one Adonis
from the giant teenage handbook
human nude
the obelisk reflecting pool
the freedom of indifference
plaza
perfect sceptic scarlet plaza
william makepeace thackeray
what do you mean
your name is
william makepeace
do your job
cup and saucer
dick and balls
room and board
a finger can impersonate
somebody talking
baby noises—
too much basic need
and guys
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in seminary—
cherub leather
snow-vagina
coffee, eyedrops
famous poem
check the mail
nudists
need to have
another business
in the pentangle
of unicorns
it’s called ambition
killer hacienda views
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In nineteen ninety-eight
I moved away from California. Howard Given
was my mother’s father. He served in the Pacific,
sold machine tools from Japan , loved Hawthorne,
lost his money, led a secret life and died of AIDS
in nineteen eighty-five. My grandmother Elise
survived another seven years.
I’ll try to be
available and young
the casual impersonation
of a nether-cone
How came our prong
to the divine?
I’ll try to capture
and maintain
one onyx video
tonight
O late to being private moan
O night to me

No other room
inside the eastern loner compound,
only song an adequacy charm
in winter, sponsor or whenever
Final autumn
Final autumn in the sponsor forest
with a kind of mountain
spirit-presto, late to work, the usual,
but take that proposition into bear country
at least a public meadow exit-lobby
and its nudists have too much ambition,
are they ever done
reclining in the shade?
open window / airy mirror / on a door
minor statue / open secret / on a desk
open window / honest mess
open secret / statue airy
minor figure / minor airy
figure airy / secret airy
Hold on to a favorite
busted video
and never watch
another copy
not to be romantic
just seem adequate
to someone
charming
Howard left me his
Collected Hawthorne
and his vinyl
Beethoven
(a private joke)
Tonight I can read
The Blithedale Romance
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straight, for six or
seven lines
(get bent)
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Among
ourselves, the contrary, there is
no ‘land’ so like the world
that, in a suitable remoteness
one can’t tell the difference
between atmosphere
and strained enchantment
Beings of imagination
aren’t compelled, at all, they aren’t,
that’s easy, if there’s any way they show
‘a ranging disposition’
someone’s really present folks, and
must be close, obscene, plants only rustle
from extraordinary bare necessity—
the deck, the moving painted tree,
even when you hit the floor it hurts
this other way, one sustenance in hand,
a moving trap of shade is a variety
of show-light, you?
Late at night
I’m glad to see you
and your giant V are
painfully discernible
with those antennas
youth can move
no matter what
youth mauve and then
youth mauve away
That
metal violet glitter
on your hand, or
does that faery need
five brilliant legs
(obscene) to hold
your phone?
Among us

faeries can hold property inside
the ballet states, an entry in the field guide
to locusts, with at least a glow
that turns apart one splinter, and another,
from decaying trees, all home,
overlooked and natural, dead on

as if the life
we might set out to lead were made
available to us
in strongest attitude of opposition
to the ordinary facts

Straining
like an anthem in its leather case
without the notes of wild birds at all
without an instrument, affirmative,
and something else as contrary as poetry
let’s say one hundred years ago
much more

stepping out
cold eel in the vest
but not a satyr’s vest
(it must be winter)
flute elbow is
acting up
(ten minute pause)
listening to pop
out in the cold
(a long appointment)
noon won’t strike
my opal laundry
(brilliant)
there is air to breathe
inside a hazard cone
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for upset homo baby zeus
and there is
grow a pair
of cobalt prayerbook tonsils
there is
be with me
and there is
strip down to
your lowest flag
just shy of
masterful, hilarious and
secular-hilarious
(a lot of soul)
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I score
night’s leather
purse of vitamins
hilarious
pacific coast
excited
go to sleep
Hawthorne
Leonard Bernstein’s
Beethoven
and humming’s
so much more than just
a closed-mouth form
of moaning
I will try to be
available and young
It’s important
and, who knows, tonight
I’m going to try to be
available and young

NINA ZIVANCEVIC

cure

[excerpt]

VI. JUST BEFORE
Oh, just before the morning light before sunrise
before dawn
Before it starts getting
very bright
very soft
Very charming
very round
small objects reappear
Before sunset
before dusk
after the storm
Come on right now dance with me
Don’t sit in your giddy corner don’t just smile don’t just cry
Don’t just don’t
you know better you’ve just tried
You’re that hero you’ve been working full time
Nine to seven, eight to five, ten to eleven, six to ten
Come on rinse it off
and wear it out
Daytona glow sunsets
Beaches and rusty lights
shaky movements in the dark
Lousy giggles squashed in rain
You know me so well
take my umbrella
tickle my feet
Your sense of humour I will nourish
under the young banana tree
Two slices of ham a cherry salad please
I cannot remember my dreams
although I fall asleep
Every evening at the same hour and it is early
To say if the hour is late and happy if it is stubborn and reminiscing
If it is lazy and unforgiving
Filled out with schlock, schlock and sleaze
with a minor breeze on the horizon’s freeze
Fed on mice and geese
Made at the bottom
Of the deepest crimson sea
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VII. A FRANK O’HARA MEMORIAL / JULY 25 2006
Was Frank O’Hara as large as New York City?
Or was New York City as large as Frank O’Hara?
We learnt they both came from Ireland.
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Was he carnal was he flippant was he funny?
Was he tragic was he simple was he fragile or
Was he strong was he eclectic or was he
Surrealistically dialectic?
Was he blue
was he green
Or was he brown? Was he a siren a hedgehog
A diamond or a clown? Was he a nurse was he a bottle
Did he dance or did he throttle? Was he into dolls
Dogs or into spiders? Was he high on whisky on beer
On amphetamines or on cider? Was he Jewish
Finish or just outlandish? Was he demanding oblivious
Problematic tender uptight or just selfish?
We learnt that he was everything and then some…Irish
And then everyone went out and had some booze
And then everyone went out and had some booze
And then everyone went out and had some booze
And then everyone went out and listened to some Scarlatti
And then everyone went out and listened to some Scarlatti
And then everyone went out and then…

VIII. A VISIT TO BLAKE’S HOUSE
They wrote hefty volumes on Allen’s poetry
After all, he took himself quite seriously
Just once, he said, “it’s a shame, they’ve got you”,
But who were “they” he did not say…
He probably meant – the gargoyles of capitalism,
But he said so many things. and sometimes
I would drift away, and sometimes I would fall asleep…
And I would probably always outguess what he meant
but it was just “probably” and I was just a “would”
who wanted to change her life, living like
Beckett after Joyce, tinkering with three languages to
Write in, losing the essence biiiig way
Obeying the gargoyles of money and place biiig time,
And it was just “probably” that I would write and earn my credit
Like Gertrude Stein, as I was not
An American in Paris, as I was just- like Allen had mentioned
Before “A crazy Eastern European, in New York, somewhat like
Naomi totally left alone, to her own madness….”
Then Peter, repeating the family pattern, Anne and Steve
And Bob keeping a tiny flame, a hope
Their presence at the wake
And then the vultures, people who never read the Sunflower sutra
The supermarket oracle the Wichita the Vortex, the Sutras
Allen patting my belly 3 months before I delivered my baby
I saw him only once after that we saw a movie
He regretted for not having children,
Then Peter, repeating the family pattern, Anne and Steve
And Bob keeping a tiny flame, a hope
Their presence at the wake
But he had no children
We, Eastern Europeans understand each other quickly, he said,
We think too fast, of course Allen said to mini- me
But we are on mescaline and we’re supposed to think fast—
Nothing, just nothing is too horrible or too beautiful
Whatever it appears to be, it’s not me, Ginzy said, but
Dudjom Rinpoche, and I kept laughing and laughing
“I don’t want to see you sad face anymore,” he added.
He loved that old Blake’s “O, Lo’ why did you make
me so different from the rest of the world, good Lo’,
why have I become a poet?”
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X. RIGMAROLE
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She was pushing a pushcart
He was blowing his trumpet
A mermaid was making somersaults
And the dolphins were winning gold medals
The seals were eating fish
Tin-Tin was drinking beer
My shoe was making a long squeaking sound
And my son was stuffing himself with carrots
The parrots were screaming OH LA LA
And the karaoke student was yelling OBLADI OBLADA
Jane was smoking a joint and Max
Was playing his blue guitar
And Lateef was thinking of all these things as they
Really are Tin-Tin and Max and Jane and
Dick with his blue guitar
I’ve lost my teeth but
Did not lose all my battles
to sanity and good sense
Rules the world and a bunch
Of flowers oh flowers
Flowers and pots
Pots and flowers
Pots and terrorists
This poem could
Do without

XI. YOU ARE
So funny in your seriousness
Your hesitations keep you awake
This chamber music
this shallow mood
This thunder coming out of your eye

this apricot sunset

You are so wonderful and simple
Scared and venomous
you are dopey
Tired and confused
cheerful and analysed
Wakeful and synthesised sunny and advertised
Waiting for a new button to light it up for you
Supreme percussionist you hear your own droning sound
Going from no place onto nowhere
You dance like a concubine with your chin up
You are so dumb you cannot recognize the sound of your mother’s horn
You are the disco king and your music is too loud to be blue
Too bad to be true
Just look at you and admit it Darwin was right
We all came from the monkeys
I am your side-effect your true blue
Too good to be blue
Too bad to be true
And now, the hour of Final redemption has come… the Lord of Ignorance
Is knocking at your door
time to smoke your joint
Time to shave your head
time to ruffle up your bed
Wash your feet
And go to sleep
with you,
my love, I’ve always been on my own, quite quiet
and all alone.
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NOAH ELI GORDON

the problem
THE PROBLEM
The bus driver’s daily walk to work takes him under an overpass
where above roosts a flight of pigeons. Every morning, she rides
the bus to work and reads again the large poster inside: “Please
respect your bus driver. They are working hard to do their job.”
For him, the problem is clear. For her, it’s the possibility that the
job being done is not that of driving a bus. For me, it’s that a
flight of pigeons sounds awkwardly like an error. You can hear
it, can’t you? That faint humming?
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THE PROBLEM
The entry for fetus in the encyclopedia given to her by her
mother reads, simply: see embryo. Because there is no entry
for embryo, the problem refuses further development. It just sits
there expectantly, sort of moving, but not really. Well, maybe a
little.

THE PROBLEM
A woman accidentally walks into the men’s room. A man deliberately
walks into the women’s room. I don’t believe in dialectics but abide
by them nonetheless. It is like a painting of someone sheathing
a sword. The problem is it is also like a painting of someone
unsheathing a sword.
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THE PROBLEM
He starts with 16 apples. She starts with 64 apples. If he gives
her two of his apples for every eight that she has, how many…
wait… math is for some a beautiful art. Within the movement
and manipulation of digits they see an enormous mass of sunlight
assemble itself into an exceedingly clear day. The problem is I just
see apples, thousands of them.

JOHAN DE WIT

9+1
FIONA
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From day one Fiona had been at a disadvantage, her
nightgown was too tight. That got her into all kinds
of trouble, like shortness of breath, irritation when
disagreements arose between her and her sister
particularly about what to say on a first date and later
in life when pavements always seemed too narrow for
an uninterrupted walk through the High Street. Going
from A to B Fiona liked, enjoyed even, not going from
A to Z, that Fiona disliked intensely; going from A to Z
she found very embarrassing. Why go to a place that is
the last in line? How can you sink your teeth into such a
place? Fiona was in other words not always comfortable
with and within her own skin as if skin and nightgown
had somehow fused in her mind. Not surprising then
that on one Maundy Thursday she decided she could do
without her skin. She went into the bathroom, locked
the door, switched off the lights, stripped, put her
nightgown in the bin, sighed and began to peel her skin
off. But that’s easier said than done as many people
have testified when such a case came to court. Fiona
had been in the bathroom for hours and only a tiny
patch of skin lay in the sink and by now Fiona had
been in the bathroom for weeks and there was not a
lot that she could see in the sink. She got so sick and
tired of herself and all this pointless peeling that her
will became so weak her legs gave way. When that
happened it was easy peasy, with one last movement
of her remaining strength she pulled it off. And that’s
how she was found months later, her nightgown still
in the bin.

ROWAN

Yes, Rowan knew he had to go. He closed the windows,
switched off the radio, put on his jacket, locked the
door and walked towards the bus stop. Now what? I

had to go, I am at the bus stop, and now what? For a
few moments he couldn’t move and forgot everything
except that he had to go. The bus arrived. He flagged
it. Not in Service! Ah, well, where was I going again?
Oh yes, I know, I’m going to the river. So Rowan was
going to the river. The Thames would do. He could have
chosen the Wandle or the Candle but as the Thames is
a mere twenty-minute walk down the road that would
be just the ticket. So to the kiosk to buy a ticket! But
at the kiosk they said, you don’t need a ticket for the
Thames; just walk down Putney Hill and High Street
and do what you like at the Thames. Rowan began to
walk and was called over by a police officer. Show me
your ticket he said pointing at his shoulder so Rowan
could take down his number, which he did and was
promptly arrested for violating the bodily space of an
officer carrying out his duties. So Rowan asked the
duty solicitor what is the point of going to the Thames
without a ticket when you don’t need a ticket because
at the Thames you can do what you like and then being
arrested for not having a ticket? And do you know what
the duty solicitor said? Even in his state Rowan was
willing to listen, so he said: go ahead, tell me! You
know what, the man said, you know what, the Thames
is a free river and each time a ticket is sold on its behalf
it has to be stopped. That’s what the man said.

LAURA

Not that long ago Laura had surrounded herself with
circumstances. She liked the roundness of the word
and the world of possibilities it provided. Laura knew
she was in a public pickle and also that the present
was against her. This is what she did to escape. First,
she tried out herself; when that didn’t work, she took
herself apart; and when that had no effect, she went
over herself. I have given it my all she complained to
the mirror and where did it get me? No, against all
expectations, the mirror didn’t respond. Try a different
tack! First she waited until it was freezing cold, then
she went for a swim in an outdoor pool. Both her legs
had kept her warm. She then waited until it was boiling
hot and went for a long walk, without hat, water bottle
and stark naked. She suffered no remorse. Laura’s luck
held and a thunderstorm passed by. She was sucked up

in the air, lightning struck her shoulders, bounced off
her collarbones and down she went like a current call
for curry. After this Laura had nowhere to go. There
was just no event that would take her on. One day
she was sitting in the garden reading an unpublished
story called Laura and recognised the words. Is this the
event that has tied my pants to my seat she wondered
and when the narrator said yes, she blushed, put her
lipstick on and walked off. What’s the hurry? No, it
wasn’t Laura who asked herself, neither was it the
narrator who asked both of them. Then who was it?
Laura didn’t know, the narrator didn’t know either; he
was too shy to ask. And now none of us are any the
wiser. What a shame!

SIMON

When Simon heard that diamonds are to be found in
water he rushed to the bathroom and opened all the
taps: hot, cold; sink, bath; waited motionless all day
long. No sign, or sound of diamonds. He had also heard
that diamonds are for ever. He wasn’t sure where that
could lead to but neither time nor place was the issue:
Simon had longed for coming out as a sentry to establish
himself and this was his chance. Simon had no problem
with waiting, he had a problem with waiters, they
seemed to like to bring him a dish he hadn’t ordered,
but here in his bathroom he was in control; the taps
still produced water so he was okay. This went on for
days. Simon got thinner and thinner, the water was
still running but as yet no diamonds. He was convinced
that what came out of the taps was water and as he
had himself triangularly committed he had to stay at
his post. From his schooldays he also remembered that
it takes a long time to produce diamonds but that was
not his problem, he reasoned, he would be the finder,
the keeper. Days became weeks, weeks months, water
but no diamonds. By now Simon was so weak that
he couldn’t think straight any more, he kept saying:
it’s raining diamonds all day. After neighbours had
complained that day and night they heard the sound of
a human voice coming from the mains council workers
forced their way into Simon’s flat. On opening the
bathroom they found water everywhere, in the plughole
they noticed a tiny skull. When they picked it up it

began to sing: all the diamonds have gone down the
drain, what a pity a pity!

SUZANNAH

Suzannah had been tied to a dreampost for seven days.
She couldn’t see or hear anything. Her situation was in
other words cast. She had tried to escape, yes. On the
first day all this wriggling had cut so deep in her left
wrist that it fell on the ground. She nearly fainted. I have
been told that’s what you do in such a situation. On the
second day she jumped up and down all day, to make
a tunnel but no hole appeared, on the contrary both
her knees got so swollen that her jeans snapped. On
the third day she recited the Books of the Bible and all
the one hundred and fifty-four sonnets of Shakespeare,
but no folio unbound her. On the fourth day she did
nothing. Nothing to be ashamed of. She hung on to
her dreampost. By now her legs had fallen off, her
hands had disappeared, her voiced seemed to stall, her
eyes had left their sockets and were now staring at
all these limbs lying around, still Suzannah was tied
to a dreampost. On the fifth day Suzannah wondered
whether she would make it. On the sixth day all her
flesh suddenly slid down the post and set off in a hurry;
afraid of being called back? Suzannah didn’t know what
to make of it all. Something was going on, surely! Day
seven: her skin tight to her skeleton; her body at one
with the post. What to be done? Maybe a dream might
help! Suzannah opened her eyes, she could see al the
sand of Arabia; she opened her ears, she could hear all
the birds of paradise. Suzannah dreamt that she had
been wandering in the desert for forty days and forty
nights with her soul as her only companion.

ALISTAIR

Alistair had always wanted a cowboy hat, not a hat
with which you can have a good look at the cows
without being hit by their tails, but one that keeps
the sun shining all year round and one you can wear
when you go out in the evening and it still keeps the
sun shining at your feet. Alistair went shopping. He
couldn’t see any cowboy hats, so he asked. No demand
for cowboy hats, so he left. To the next shop. Stands
covered with cowboy hats, so he tried one on. Brilliant,
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absolutely smashing! The cashier: may I see your ID
card, sir? You are not a boy, or a cowboy, sir. No, I
am not. We only sell cowboy hats to bona fide and
certified cowboys, sir. Would you please put the hat
back where it came from? Alistair put the hat back and
left the shop. Outside he sat on a bench and thought. In
one shop there are hundreds of cowboy hats and next
door there’s no demand. It makes no sense. I am not
a cowboy but I want a cowboy hat; that makes sense
to me. Swap: that must be the answer. During the
night he swapped the signs and changed the locks. The
next morning he was the first customer. The cashier
from the no-demand shop didn’t recognise him but he
recognised her. He went for the same hat he had tried
on yesterday, nineteen ninety-nine! Sir, may I have
your ID card? Beg your pardon? Yesterday you said
there’s no demand and today when there is demand
you want an ID card; it doesn’t make sense. Do you
mind explaining? She pointed at a large laminated card.
It said: when no stock, say: there’s no demand; when
in stock, say: may I see/have your ID card?
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CHARLIE

The day after Charlie returned from his holidays he
received a letter inviting him to submit plans for a
holiday for two. Weird, I’ve just been. Two weeks later
he received the same letter. Updated, but otherwise
identical. Is this a joke or am I dreaming? Charlie liked
the odd dream but had always been weary of jokes,
particularly the expensive ones. Two weeks later he
received the same letter again. Same typeface, same
watermark, inviting him to submit his now urgently
needed and eagerly awaited plans to take up this
once in a life-time offer for a holiday for two. Charlie
bought himself a magnifying glass to study the letter
in more detail but couldn’t decipher the destination or
decide where the letter had come from. Was the sender
a philanthropist or a cuckoo? Charlie bought himself
a pair of binoculars; still he couldn’t tell where the
letter was hinting at, although all the words were in
the vernacular. Charlie bought himself a microscope:
a neighbour had told him that details were quite often
lurking deep inside the letters. He examined each letter
carefully for tone of voice, hidden message, promised

threat, routine observation, but nothing that troubled
him. He travelled from pointed apex to sheared serif
but the naming of parts didn’t bring the destination any
closer. On the contrary, it spurred him on to intensify
the search. If there were any hanging numerals, it
would be vital to align them with his asymmetric desire
for getting it over and done with. Then the national grid
came to his rescue and gave him a voucher for good
behaviour.

DECLAN

In the dark Declan’s eyes got darker and darker. He
knew that his early morning eyes were pale blue, his
midday eyes deep blue, his late afternoon eyes dark
blue, but his twilight eyes that colour he had never seen:
too dark for the mirror to reflect. So he decided to close
his eyes at sunset and open the same ones at dawn.
How did Declan know that in the dark his eyes got
darker and darker? Did he assume that his whereabouts
were unknown to himself when he closed his eyes? Or
is there more to Declan and his carefully chosen words
than meets the eye? Declan was also a bit of a twat,
for instance, when you asked him how he was he told
you and nobody else who he was, not just that, before
he returned a favour he would say: can you keep it a
secret? Of course you can’t! I keep the secret and you
get the favour. Declan liked his eyes, what a shame
he had only two and even these he couldn’t cuddle or
receive a hug from. That drove Declan mad. Is anybody
willing to join me? All eyes were looking somewhere
else. Before I go it alone, I’ll join you if you don’t join
me, he then said, before he tore himself apart. Now his
friends are all over the place, searching for the bits and
bops of Declan. His eyes are still missing. They found
his nipples, one still swollen; they found his belly button,
still full of fluff; they found both his testicles intact, but
no reliable records of paternity tests. Yes, his eyes are
still missing. So the cry went out, in workshops, at
sites and venues: have you seen Declan’s eyes? If you
have please keep your own and think of England.

BRANWEN

Branwen had just left the toilet when her bladder burst.
What a nuisance, I was just looking forward to some

intimacy and now this. There had been signs but these
she had ignored. Now it was back to her local A&E
department. Silence! Branwen is letting us down; she
is walking around with a burst bladder and signs of
ignorance in her rucksack but giving us a narrative, no!
We – you-you the reader and I-me the writer – have to
take matters into our own hands. Branwen was almost
in despair: what can you do in life with a burst bladder?
Provide urine samples for all and sundry? So she sat on
her hands, day and night for forty-four days and fortyfour nights. And you know what? Her bladder stopped
bursting. Her bladder started healing. She now walks
around with a healing bladder and a rucksack full of
signs she has no use for. Ah well, no need to throw
them away, no harm done! Branwen went dancing, her
bladder was fine; she was showing off her bladder to
everybody on the dance floor and they all admired her
very fine bladder. Branwen was the proud owner of a
universally liked bladder. On the back of this success
Branwen went skiing on the slopes of Schiehallion;
Schiehallion being famous for its air, beer and deer had
persuaded Branwen to add snow to its list. By the third
day she was practising shaloms, slaloms and haloes;
she was on top of the world. Up and down she went
to enjoy the scenery for all its magnificent beauty.
But then her bladder burst and it being freezing cold
Branwen froze to death on the slopes of Schiehallion.

KEIR

Two things make a Sunday afternoon: a suburb and
silence. Keir knew and said so: silence and a suburb
make a Sunday afternoon; my name is Keir, I said
so. Now we may ask, what did Keir do on this silent
suburban Sunday afternoon? Keir knew already and is
now going to tell us: split down the middle! Okay, if
that’s your idea, but which way, horizontal, vertical or
diagonal? I am Keir, I thought you knew, so why do you
ask me such a silly question on this quietly outspoken
subject? Does no-one respect my space any more? I
see you raise an eyebrow. My name is Keir, I live on a
quietly spaced-out Sunday afternoon. All together: Keir,
space and an agent calling himself a Sunday afternoon.
Is there an enemy buried around here? If you want
to know let’s dig him up. Keir began to dig. Keir dug

and dug and dug. A quiet kind of dig! Keir dug deeper
and deeper. He arrived at layer upon layer of Sunday
afternoons. By now Keir had become a digger, i.e. he
couldn’t stop digging out of sheer enjoyment. The cows
came home, Keir kept digging; the cows went to bed
but Keir continued digging; the cows got up to go to
pasture when Keir was still digging. In space Sunday
afternoons last and last. This story is getting too deep,
let’s either go back to the surface or get to the bottom
of it. Ah, there is Keir, at the bottom of the story; he
just told us that he found his own bones. The entire
Sunday afternoon Keir had been digging to find his own
bones. Poor Keir, what a way to finish such a promising
story, with nothing to show for but your own bones.

STATEMENT

Right from the start poetry singled out language. Perhaps
its choice showed a masterstroke of luck was being
handed over to perhaps. To put the matter straight again,
as soon as poets set their opinions aside breaks with
tradition become the subject of research calls: language
doubling up as poetry. Poetry is a chain of words
cognate with a move away from logic based on smiles
and handshakes bought to order the difference between
a line and a sentence around the corner. Busters on call.
Over and above poetic excitement — denied by a strict
Cambridge upbringing — lies the supposition that poets
like poetry and readers read what they like. Any gap in
the market can be sent back to sender if the remainders
are welcomed by their home situation. Why go for
variation if emptiness is equally valid? Poetry belongs
to language — thank you Alain Badiou — a question is
certainly as welcome a sign as crossing the line with
friends and garlic bread. Friends bring smiles all round
smiles to the appreciation and recognition of poetry. To
demonstrate change you only need go so far and teach
the poet to perform a bleeding nose, a hardened pose
or a reconstituted rose. That’s the reason that poetry
begins with counting your fingernails and blocking your
vision, an outline of mathematical fallacies ought to be
considered. It’s true, meaning upfront, it happens that
poets take decisions but rarely on their own. After all
reading requires the will to read and that can function
as an obstacle if the writing of a poem has to be done
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before the lease expires. A reduction to a finite problem
leaves the poet with one hand at the base of their neck
and with another position challenged by any visitor
worth a bouquet of pink shading into purple freesias.
Each subject begins with a dateline and then the first
word arrives until the clock ticks as planned. A random
search for validity supports courage and confidence.
Faith was mentioned, so were the architects and a
skittish round of words. Poetics is a course of action
without a concept — already mentioned — to sustain
the inner growth of work done in the absence of a
central line currently under construction, although
how part-privatisation actually works remains unclear.
Marks usually propose, suggest a reading strategy, a
previously encountered line of reasoning to face the
positioning of words head on.
When language changes signs, it orbits around the
body and gestures all passers-by to stop and watch.
When speaking language doesn’t escape but follows
the tongue, lips and breath until it finds the ears of an
eventful horizon. Between here and the page, between
the idea and its expression, between a lamppost and
a dog language comes across as being totally at home
in fiction. Poets take note: novelists are watching
events turn. Language gets heavier the closer you get
to poetry. Serious readers never suffered from any of
these forces, but poets who only claim the bottom line
are supposed to show how a word got there: a word
finds a page because they’re made for each other.
Only disembodied language takes a detour. Language
embedded in speech, those tokens you come across
on a quiet morning when you take your dog for a walk,
absorbingly familiar with hard edges and a sense of
direction that leads back to the page. Not exactly the
first body you’d like to encounter after breakfast. Time
should be seen as subject and space as object. That’s
obvious. No points have been awarded so far. Poetry
is really a body of language located and localised in
poetry. Strangers don’t play a part in these striking
similarities between a diction that is here to stay and a
division that comes on foot and leaves by plane. A poet
dismantles language. Not just that. A poet also swims
against the current. Poets who care about meaning are
developing a system that relates culture to capital and
pleasures to accidents. Whenever poetry comes home

to roost memory relates language to the page. All poets
like to keep an eye on the premises before the dog
barks. Taking time off to seat yourself in the dark, there
is no organic failure that can be measured against the
clock or any other inhabitant of this particular field of
knowledge. Why would a discourse be called a feedback?
Any barbed wire “hiding the snag” looks merely realistic
because whatever is coming blue eyes are confronted
with a force similar to the sky. Endangering poetry is
part of being a poet. That’s enough.
Poets stammer their way to the mouth of the river:
the platform at both ends of the page. Words literally
resent old age, when teeth have forgotten how to
limit speech, when memory loss takes its place among
language (users) freed from bondage. The mental
is a given — a take-away that travels to the corner
of the mouth to prevent a complete sell-out — not a
political choice or a natural obstruction to overcome.
Ideas and ideals, paired to pull language apart, connect
and corrupt the distinction between poetry and poetics
— thank you Monique Wittig — the inferred text is a
classic example of late-spring arrivals bound to labour
the simplicity of natural selection. Poetry continues to
be employed to relocate language, a small step towards
a lifelong education. Meaning is a construction fathered
by first come first stunned into silence. Yet despite
its senseless attachments to priorities the old model
keeps developing its binocular perspective. Language
appears to be an immediate rerun of the mind’s access
to borderline fragments of perception, what remains
sensible are the leftovers, flavours deepened when the
mind was about to launch a second inquiry into how
the difference between attention and intention ruined
a unitary approach. Closed at the beginning, open at
the end, poetry identifies with those particles of speech
that set the tone of speaking first before being asked
to reason out of the depth of your mind. Whenever the
ground is missing a common background is presumed
to have sided with an unreliable witness. One takes a
stance, not that one must, the cost of not mixing wort
with broth is left at the entrance of speech, a claim
now almost universally rejected. Inclusion is a coverup for occlusion. The poet writes but language signs
on. When in doubt but. Bust may be best. Must may
be chest. Trust may be an early form of marking the

difference between body and mind, between code and
class with a trip to primary misunderstanding. Could it
be that reading is giving the body a dose of its own,
i.e. writing?
Poetry resists language when it is made to cooperate
with the upper-left cut of writing. Being a poet is kicking
off with language in whatever way you like to treat
your lips. Poetics lurks in language like a couch in a
lock-up garage, human error is said to be the one that
exposes itself to laughter. Language plays for poetry;
it backs each sortie that lacks success. Poetic logic
occasionally includes language in parentheses — thank
you Hélène Cixous — wrongly attributed it nevertheless
shows the place where the page can be found: at the
other end of the rainbow and in the hands of a couple
called writer–reader. Sense over order. Questions
harden when selected for their sharp edges. Poetry
runs like a mile when pursued by badges of honour
— dreams in the original. Nothing, by definition, pulls
the stops and promulgates debate. Big names form an
alliance of allegories. Their own sentiments extended to
sentimentalities by tabloid journalists shift from popular
verbs to difficult curbs. Page numbers impersonate the
age of consent; no wonder that answering back was
frowned upon by the ancients, as if the sound of words
were tokens of a conspiracy. The aspiration of poetry
leaks from language when writer and reader deny each
other a role in reading language as a defence of thinking
smaller and smaller portions of the brain coming into
contact with an extension of the mind. Poetry reinvents
language, speech and writing. Anyone unsure of the self
takes down language before returning the profit principle
to reconciliation. For poets language has always been
a found object fond of other people carrying the can.
Poetry is the diamond dust of language — thank you
Andy Warhol — who would have thought you came in so
handy after a hard day’s work. A poet becomes a poet
by rubbing their palms with greasy language: its antiepistemological qualities still economic desire, better
known as the free will of the corporate mind. Poetry
worth its mental and verbal topology gives up on living
together with the commercial branch of excitement.
Poetry favours language coming from behind the voice
covering the page with transcendental attachments.
When talking about the weather even the

distribution of qualifiers among the evenly spaced
signifiers emphasise the terrain is now open to the
verbal season which as a fluid call to base was almost
lost in the great silence that followed. Only disaffected
sentences reclaim the page, mocking the street and
filling the throat with rebellious blood. Poetry as a
light-hearted joy — the phrase is Mallarmé’s — joins
the stretchmarks of understanding: a visit to the page
of your choice simply defines the shares the writer
preserves for the reader. Although most poets leave
concerns about poetry for what they are, there are
some limitations to the spread of words if no buyer
with clout can cover their connections. Less opaquely
and therefore less aesthetically, poetry relies on the
visionary position optimism takes away from hype and
pipe dreams. This is not an answer from a drone. Poets
develop their own sky-high ripplets when living with
their back to the page. Termed time differences all a
poet does is finding and fixing language. It looks after
its own deposits certainly if the fee is right up to the
present time read persuades read by implication there
is dread among the muck. Balanced discussions paint
the locals who interfere with self-proclaimed menace.
Authority always translates itself into desire, they don’t
need any help from focus groups or paid-up members
of the advertising industry. The cool waters of time
and democracy stress that sibling rivalry is to blame
for stripping off all the layers of meaning. Why listen to
madmen if you can store up language in your own attic?
Tracing the line back to the margin and then to gravity
brings potluck to professors who take reassurance at
faith value. Anyone who eats a takeaway can have a
watermelon at no extra cost to the reading process.
No poet commits themselves to the reader. The act of
reading implies reading is necessary, writers contradict
this message by writing. One must assume the reader
goes along with the writer until the page stops, until the
text disappears by its own administration. Readers like
themselves as much as writers do but without having
a say.
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[excerpt]

If you touch the sand, you become sand. And when she
sits atop High Craggy Rock, she can see the proof – all
those who once lived or tried to come here, spread in
a sandy ring that holds the ocean back. The same ring
that holds the island in, and them inside it.
At night, she can see High Craggy Rock from her
window, a black and featureless shape in the distance,
its top bursting through the deep blue belly of the dark, a
passage torn to another island floating there just beyond
her ability to see. But she can’t get there to cross over,
because only at night does the dark sink low enough,
and at night, the animals who protect you when you
stay in the house, hunt you when you leave it. “During
the day, you don’t have to worry about them. When
it’s light, they sleep. It’s only when the dark comes that
they come too,” but just closing your eyes brings the
dark, and so she never does, never closes them. And
so dreams only when awake: another island, a fingertip
further than her sight can see, another little girl atop
another high craggy rock, staring at where her face
would be if not for the 2 oceans and the black void
between them.
“If you cannot cross the sand, father, then how did
we get here?” and she is stunned by how the question
stuns him. “Were we just fallen out of the sky into the
middle of the island? And if so, was it night time or
day? And do you remember, because maybe I was just
too young to?”
There’s something in his eyes that reminds her of
how she pictures her own face to look when she sits
dreaming atop High Craggy Rock, and she conceives
him then, as something that never did exist before
her – not a life she interrupted but a progression that
began the same instant, has only the past they have
shared and nothing more. Maybe it’s not his language
that informs hers, but a language belonging to them
both, developing simultaneous, all the things he knows,

mastered just ahead of her, just in time to insist he’d
always known them.
And what things are there, then, to shape this girl,
just wild whim mold her toward a person? How will
she separate the days passing from the dreams without
sleep there to wake up from and tell her which to
believe? “Listen to me,” and he has reduced himself to
her size, folded his legs down and grips her shoulders
firm. “Touch that sand,” fingers snap between their
faces, “and you become sand yourself.”
Up all night with her ear to the door of his room,
listening to his sleep talk for comfort, she hears his
voice coming as it always does in sleep talk: devoid
of the person he is when awake. “Herds of souls in
lonely endless circuits. Lives all lived up inside a VCR.
The sky in clickable segments only.” His words stream
pure description – empty of father – a window through
which to view this separate catalogue of universe. It’s
a setting borrowed for a dream she’ll never have. “From
every hillside, rushing to become dust swirls and vanish
nameless into sand.” Slowly she has crept, shifted her
body to peer through the cracked-open door. There he
sits, up in bed, eyes as wide as they are empty. In the
dim light from his window, his skin is the color of water
ash pooled in the cooling fire pit. Sweat gleams him.
“Things that cannot be done are simple functions, to
last forever and always be suddenly awake.”
From High Craggy Rock, even on the clearest days,
never is there anything out on the surface of the water
but folded-over water, squawking birds only in the air,
circling to then come back to the island. Storms come
up from the black void and pass them over. Cracks in
the dark sliver down and bright across the water. On
clear days, she can see to where the water falls away
and past that there’s just black void with no bits of
day poking through at all. And if you fall off there, you
fall forever, tumble away and away and away, forever
alone because all things fall the same speed and so
falling is like a cage because nothing can ever catch up
to be with you.
*
Peoria, Illinois, USA, June 28th, 2005: third stop of The
Ghost of Willy Simms Tour and all manner of Christian

Evangelical have gathered under the up-curling Midwest
sky. They’ve been joined by neo-hippies, conspiracy
pirates, seventh-day-adventurers, tireless mystery
seekers, gossip mainliners, kitsch hunters (camp and
cool), blogosphere soothsayers, frenzied party-line
zombies of both dimensions, straight-edge spiritualists,
time-traveling dustbowl scruffs, social Frankensteins,
the random unadjusted wanderer and the plain old
curious; together, they fill the outdoor auditorium with
mass. Today they will hear Willy Simms tell about life
as lived inside a Beta machine. And you could not have
asked for better weather.
In a ceremony that’s the only part of the tour that
resembles the circus critics and cynics predicted, a
man from the audience is selected to examine The
Snowman Beta cassette and play it in a machine he has
brought. This is for the effect of showing all gathered
how normal the cassette tape is in every way. Really,
critics say, who knows this man but the family that
came with him. And couldn’t they have been placed in
those seats ahead of time?
When all in attendance are satisfied with this step
and prepared to move on to the next, the same The
Snowman cassette is inserted into the possessed
machine. And all anyone can think about is how much
better this reception is versus that VHS machine they
bought instead back in 1984.
A minute or so in, the first giggle can be heard, and
it stuns the crowd in a way that a crowd is stunned
when they’re not sure they really heard something and
so get real quiet and begin to listen closer. Any noise
now would be an affront to this collective expectance.
The Snowman ripples at the 2:47 mark and this is
the opposite of how everybody has heard that Beta is
supposed to work, which is perfectly and without flaw.
And then his face is there, or it’s not a face yet, not
unless you’re expecting it to be, unless you’ve seen
this before in over-pixilated internet streams, just before
Sports on the evening news, frozen on page one of the
Style section. Because at first it’s only the edge of a
cheek, then a curve where lips would be in relation,
then a gleam of light that just has to be off a sweaty
forehead. And then it is a face – the face of Willy Simms
– looking as a face looks reflected in the screen of a
television. And for a moment, the crowd can’t help but

feel like the show this little boy must be watching.
That’s it, they’re riveted. It could not get any better
and they would still be satisfied. But it does. After a
few minutes of watching and giggling at The Snowman,
Willy Simms notices all the people watching him. He
becomes aware like suddenly seeing past the cartoon,
like holes have opened in its surface, its surface
stretched too thin to hide what’s behind. What are you
doing there? he asks, and no one is sure if they’re the
one who’s supposed to answer, and if so, with what?
Words? But then Willy Simms remembers, apologizes,
and begins to tell his story, of life as lived inside a Beta
machine.
*
David Ferris has nightmares so bad that his wife has
to strap him to the bed with thick leather straps every
night. Every night, she jokes about the other things they
could be doing with him strapped in like this, but he
never thinks it’s funny. “Audrie,” he’ll say, “remember
when I threw you out of bed? Or when I punched your
nose?”
And she’ll frown because she does remember,
waking with David smacking at her face, like a grade
schooler looks in a fight – so much unfocused rage. Or
worse yet (because she’s never been one to be scared
for herself) when she found him in the yard about to
unclog grass from the running mower.
This was after years of more minor events, not all
involving violence or violence’s potential. But when the
noise of that mower engine woke her, Audrie knew
something bad was happening, or about to. It’s this
moment that she uses as a marking point, a dash on
the timeline after which all things became something
totally different. When hope in some cure was forgone
and instead the focus became to just survive this thing,
to somehow get by until, well, until something else.
By then, it was once a week at the most, and twice a
month at the very least, that something would take over
her husband’s body while his mind was off in dream.
“It’s a peaceful place,” he’s told both Audrie and
the sleepologist. “I feel at ease, with no worries. And I
always wake very well rested, where usually I can’t go
up the stairs without getting short of breath.”
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Another time, he told Audrie it was like this: “reading,
or having something read to me. And I’m small, or young,
I mean, my mind’s impression of the reading is. I’m
laying in a hammock, on a cruise ship or an island. And
the voice is soothing like a mother or grandfather, and
at first, I’m me asleep, but then I’m awake in the thing
as they’re describing it and everything has the same
mood as their voice, colored from the soothingness of
their voice.”
Meanwhile, in the bedroom, David is thrashing so
hard against the straps that already Audrie has moved
down to the couch. The bed slamming the wall in the
room above her shakes the entire house, Audrie weeping
as the straps and the bed’s brass joints struggle to save
her David from leaving the room. And at some point
she wakes, which means that at some point she must
have fallen asleep. Light is coming in the window to let
her know it’s morning. And this is when David appears,
down the stairs, refreshed and ready for the day, the
old bruises made more new, and worse.
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*
Robert McRoberts hates the singularity of things.
Or maybe it’s not that he hates, but that he just does
not believe in them . . . their singularity. That things can
somehow exist all on their own. The only way old Bob
Mic Rob can make any sense of the world is by thinking
of everything as if he were subitemizing, which is the
skill of combining small numbers into groups to make
math easier to do in your head. Movies or books are
only enjoyable if he is to accept any two consecutive as
part of a larger series which he has not yet seen all of.
For Robert, it’s the same thing with song lyrics,
paintings, conversations, women, meals, dreams he
has, accidents of all gauges, people who pass him on
the street, mail he receives, presidents, the weather.
Sitting in the park, playing chess like he does every day,
he maps out the schedule of the rest of his evening/
night/morning on graph paper he’s folded so it makes
11 squares per sheet.
After his odd-number-day movie, Robert McRoberts
will sit drinking coffee and wander down a tunnel in
his head – of how it is that what he just saw was the
sequel to the one that came before. Sometimes, he’ll

decide that it must be the prequel to the one that he’s
about to see next. That this main character is the same
main character from before, somehow changed form,
gender, aged, turned into this new race for a reason
that suddenly snaps a picture forming along the curved
walls of his vision.
*
To prevent his church from merging with a church
where Flint Deplay worships, Fever Brodeuar thinks,
maybe I’ll poison the potato salad and say God did it
as a sign.
*
Tammy Sunspot is standing on a spot on her front steps
from which she usually inserts her key into the door’s
deadbolt lock and then heads on in. But right now
she’s just standing still, looking back over her shoulder
because there’s a man she doesn’t know standing there
and he’s got flowers and a cheap suit on too.
“Tammy, you don’t know me, but I’ve seen the
pages you go to.” He steps a step closer, one foot onto
the stones that together make the walkway from street
to steps to door. Inside, her dog begins barking. “You
might have felt me, though,” he says. “Have you?”
Tammy doesn’t manage to answer.
“Felt me? There next to you? The same pages I like
to read and some I never would have know were there
if not for you.”
Tammy hasn’t moved, but he is again, a step closer.
And how long will she wait there to see what’s about
to happen? “Now I can show you all the pages I know
you’ll love.” His fingertips almost to her skin, an inch or
less from actual physical contact. “It’s been meant for
us to be together, Tammy. From that very first day.”
A second of quiet dog before the dog starts again,
back behind the door. From his pocket, he pulls out a
ring. And It’s just like the ring she’s always imagined.
“And now it can be, Tammy, just like it’s supposed to.”
*
When the family dog eats grandpa’s ashes, he gets
sick and dies and the vet finds a ball of concrete in his

stomach, the dog’s that is.
“The ashes, they shouldn’t be harmful, just really
gross and not tasty at all.”
This family tragedy leads to the discovery of 300
bodies at the bottom of a cliff located one hundred
yards behind Wagnell’s Crematorium. In the cellar of the
furnace building, there are two jumbo bags of unmixed
concrete. Turns out the fire doesn’t burn even close to
hot enough.
*
Oregon law says that the victim of a crime cannot be
charged as an accomplice, and Judge Adelbert Ames
says, “I think having the whole world’s public see your
naked chest and then having to spend 6 months in the
hospital is victim enough. I mean, we’ve all seen what
she’s done in the video.”
What she’s done is not at issue. Nor is the fact that
it was her that did it. Everyone in court knows what
she’s done. So does everyone in America with internet
access (all the world over for that matter). They’ve all
downloaded the clip that shows Randy Burris drunk
behind the wheel and who, admittedly, must be the
defendant, Patty Donald, with the camera and her shirt
off beside him (though you can’t tell it’s her or that
she’s naked except for one second when she shrieks
and turns the camera on her chest and then laughs so
hard you can’t see anything for a few seconds).
When the video comes back to clear, what you see
are all the drunk kids that are about to die in the back
seat. As our eyes – steered by Patty – pan the car,
each teen comes alive, fighting to get into the eye of
the shot, elbowing, while up front, Randy is saying,
“hey, Patty, hey, hey, hey.”
And when he has checked to see that he’s again at
the center of what will be the screen someday, Randy
smiles big and says, “now film me do this.” Patty
swings the camera back frontward and we see the road
swallowing up under the car, just in time to be cut out
before whatever happens happens.
*
A dog survives for 5 years while the bodies of his owners
mummify one in his bed and the other in the chair in

the den. Before dying of poison in something they
must have eaten, the Millers were very excited to have
recently set up all their bills to be paid automatically
through internet. It’s really quite awesome, what they
did. See, whenever they spent money, they weren’t
really spending any money because they never paid for
anything. And each fifth of the month an e-mail would
come that told them how much money had been taken
out of a credit account set up in a database somewhere
in the basement of a highrise tower in Wilmington
Delaware. While their corpses were preserv-ing, the
lights stayed on their timers, left-of-center magazines
kept sliding in through the mail slot and the air
conditioner made the place as cold as a tomb under a
huge pyramid of rock. Not that they were watching,
but digital cable and all the premium channels were one
touch of a button away. And back in The First State,
a little digit on a spread-sheet somewhere reflected
growing interest payments and its effect on company
overhead.
The bodies are finally found when a sales
representative whose firm was hired by the credit
card company comes to make sure the Millers want
the identity theft protection that’s about to kick in
automatically for a small additional charge of $17.95 a
month. Because after you have that, even if the credit
card company loses your information, or lets it be stolen
or accidentally gives it out, you can’t be held responsible
for anything that your alternate identity does.
Which is just how the sales rep explains it through
the closed screen door. And when he hears no answer,
he decides that since it’s unlocked, and since the Millers
haven’t answered the sales calls or returned the signup
forms, he’ll just head on in because $17.95 is such a
great price to pay for protection that everyone needs
with identity theft now the single biggest threat to the
American way of life. But the only living thing he finds is
a dog gnawing on a Cheese of the Month Club delivery.
After the house is cleaned up and the Millers laid in the
ground, the very same dog finds himself living with the
slacker nephew. And the account transferred into his
name too, just one line in the database changed and
countless other consumers who rely on credit to carve
out their little version of the American dream won’t be
shackled with the cost of the Millers’ abandoned dept.
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JOSHUA MENSCH

inflatable love poems
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BLOW UP

IN MEDIAS RES: GOD SHOWS UP

When I was very lonely
I made love to a woman

I cut the children out
and placed them in her ears.
She blew a long kiss as she
sank back into her box.
And so the poor children wandered
down the haunted corridors.
When God saw them he thought to act.
It made no sense.
They had no flesh of life, no breath,
their paper did not bear his inscription.
Wordless the children raced each other
like leaves in a shot of draft.
At night they slept like tissues
snared by broken glass.
In the morning folded each other upright.
Such care they had for one another,
the geometry of their love
like a slow, untortured dance.

I had pulled from a box
and filled with my breath.
It was awkward at first.
She squeaked and flubbed
and I slipped off.
I told her she was real.
I promised to be gentle,
not to disturb her hair.
I promised her children
would wander through
the house like exquisite
miniatures, paper ghosts,
only lonelier
and with fewer words.

FROM WHERE: ABOUT THE HOUSE

THE PAPER CHILDREN ESCAPE

An old stone confabulation.
A solitary rooster on the roof,
rump rusted to the wind.
Restless, unimaginative ghosts
relentlessly billowing (ooh, ooh, etc.)
so that people mistake them for something else.
One night it was burned to the ground
and the next morning re-stood, curtains intact.
The fire marshal withdrew his report
and the police dropped charges
against the neighbors, an old man
and his wife who didn’t like the look of it,
who finally moved.

Some say it was the maid who let them out.
Others, the gardener who never appeared
though strangely the grass was always cut.
Every year it was announced the master
would return, though no one
could remember what he looked like.
It was rumored to be a joyous occasion
though no one could remember the joy they’d felt.
In any case, the paper children
found themselves balled into a tight
wad of waste and went out one day
with the trucks. Clasped to each other
like fists, they understood
the truck’s vibrations to be an earthquake.
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FOLLOW SERVANTS: MORE ABOUT GOD

SYMBOLS: GOD FINALLY SPEAKS

A father kneels at the bed of a sick child and
asks God if he has forgotten his purpose.
God wonders about this too and says nothing.
The child grows more sick, starts to resemble a tree
being hollowed out by ants. Where his arms were,
branches now bloom. Tiny buds pearl and open.
Then, one after another, his ears whither, so brittle
his father is afraid to speak. Silence fills the room.
The old police lieutenant takes his gun and badge
off the nightstand and clips them onto his belt.
Later, in a hot, artificially-lit interrogation room,
he will take another man’s silence for a yes.

When God speaks God uses
every frequency on the range.
God’s voice drives dogs and bats erratic
and scrambles all manner of whale communication.
For that reason, God prefers to rely on symbols.
Symbols God likes:
cave paintings, smileys, street-crime-scene
chalk outlines, stars encircling
the head of a canary.
It is well known that God likes to defy expectations
which is why, on this particular occasion,
God announced his purpose during Prime Time.
At approximately 8 PM CET (GMT+1)
God’s children were startled by God’s unscheduled
interruption of their regular programming.
The elderly, especially, called the stations to complain.
All they’d heard was barking.

STEPHAN DELBOS

newsfeed
1.
Facebook is free and easy to use Face
-book helps you connect with friends and family
write something about yourself Facebook likes
this human Facebook unfriend her changes
language isn’t really a book find
incriminating privacy settings
become a fan who can’t quit imagine
Abraham Lincoln on a Macbook poke
sex age interests name city date of birth
and yet this isn’t you face book poker
face shame face shit face blank face dumb-founded
representation in the age of cult
-ural reproduction backward angel
look at me don’t look I don’t know anyone

3.
Ken Nash tomorrow preferential seating
so she could get books on sign language
beside her at her wedding watching her
would a Czech translation of mullet be
kind of like watching AT&T fall
haha I thought that was a photo damn
all the matter of fact Hungarians
what’s this soccer nonsense football surely
pay for orders in cash at the Post Office
every Sunday for 30 years Jim Haynes
your comment reminded me of Nat King
Nasa the negro space program
trying to portray him as a “bogeyman”
say cheese the more I view all three comments

2.
I just found out fucking Dio died. Fuck me
if you want to find the perfect woman
now you have to press the L key so hard
you were tagged in the album “beanhole”
excited I’m going Richard Wagner
Sonata seven breakfasts in two days
Goooonies! Now we are here and it is now
astonishing Paris dinner party
Sigh. Pita bread but no hummus. We’re friends
so it probably doesn’t matter much
Yay! I’ll be there! I love Marmite!
Pátek equals malá Sobota wrapped
in scruffy cat-hair coated bathrobe
Happy Birthday Thursday dinner

4.
Dear Praguers, does anyone unthinkable
thrive without automobiles? A dream tagged
is a new indoor skatepark spring air of twenty
twelve hour ruckmarch in under 3 go
my air assault wings two-shay brah…godspeed!
what a cockpit is I had thought it was
Egg Man from Pink Flamingos as Oh Shitt!!
Booboo Alkhas likes this edit options
dinner party institution hooking us
up in the album “No Illusions”
back home that had macaroni pizza
welcome back Vadim Lucy and I love
Amnesty’s anti-Shell oil ad boing
how the hell did I miss the fact that died?
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5.
5 other friends are attending Czech Peace
this is easy easy easy Soviet
misinformation to sell military
expat literature can’t sleep party
because of the beer look straight ahead
painter’s story down to sidewalk level
Google fell a little short riot deaths
fashion statement sober up a bit what
turned back on a bed in some basement
that was Puke I love it! panty wizard
slap them around NYC elation
let’s get awkward when being used at least
religiously use my external oh good
more cake for the rest of us looks awesome

7.
Like one brain surgeon said to the other
Will Smith’s kid refers to himself I wish
to work I know you needed that public
porn of the blind a champ one to the face
hahaha yes dream team mention flying
sorry insanity Cuz cut my lawn
awesome auditioning The Burbs getaway
pfft who need stupid sucking with Tom Hanks
sad face don’t go looks like I picked issues
happy happy Doogie Digler don’t call
me Shirley damn you have been busy down
watching The Rules of the Game this is one
callow roomate’s ex Neptune Seattle
2,500 words this afternoon

6.
Poetry 28 minutes ago
you know it’s gonna be like that tonight
feels really good about tonight
lol what the hell is that sugar?
share harder stuff that doesn’t suck Berlin
a very old song is part of this project
successful standing fancy next to me
who is playing with the clam and mawky
you do work with Jacques Derrida equal
parts accurate beach evenin’ stoop sesh
U.S. to Europe voltage convertor
appreciation of the Gangsta in her
mysterious gift in her absence
true you don’t have to shout I can hear you

8.
Drug lord the sanitary solution
I like the sound of this one too much fun
making headlines y’all don’t be embarrassed
using toilet tissues the same old way
Israeli army attacking ships thugs
on her own status as a civilian
freedom flotilla is please what it takes
hugs have a good day release party
booze-b-q tomorrow karaoke
you can’t do that leather jacket summer
since its inception in 1989
heresy and rebellion performs
someone to rent her flat anyone you
ice fishing King of Rock Run DMC

KAMIL BOUŠKA

the nineties, statistics

Hovorka was a year older.
On the lawn behind the barrack he taught me slide tackles.
A few years later he wore his hair parted and kept chocolate in his pants pocket,
which he shoved into his mouth all at once.
He overdosed on smack between floors in the stairwell
next door.
Kendy is still alive.
He looks about sixty, has no liver, teeth, insurance,
but does have hepatitis for life.
I only ever saw him on my way home from work as he was shooting up.
I know his mother’s desperate voice on the telephone
and the pictures of birds he painted at night –
red beaks plastered on a poison still life.
Tomáš was my brother’s friend.
He dropped out of school and got lost in Prague. They found him stabbed
on a park bench.
He survived and got lost again.
Martin acted in an amateur theater, an individual. What he wanted, he had.
He jumped from the fifth floor of an apartment building. Down on the ground he got up,
went back to the entrance doors, pressed the buzzer
and told his father about the house keys.
Diana’s boyfriend was a punk with narrow eyes –
an Avar raider from the look of him. He could do anything.
He drove us around in stolen cars and didn’t pay in restaurants.
They say he shot at someone with a pistol once. Then he disappeared.
Diana has two children, a rich past and lives with a policeman.
Back then you just breathed the early spring air
and with it all the possibilities of the golden nineties.

—translated by Stephan Delbos
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CRALAN KELDER

illustrated teenage pop star
So in one province, northern Wollo, Ethiopia, we pull up at a USAID WFP (World
Food Program) site, where people receive food in return for work. The compensation
is $0.60 a day in return for hard labor on roadworks & irrigation projects, 5 days
p/month p/person, meaning $3 per month hard cash and a kilo of grains, cooking oil,
pulses,
maybe details don’t matter, to hungry people food is food.
So we pull up as grain distribution is getting underway, people from miles round
with donkeys for packing the 50 kilo bags, some waiting since dawn for their share to
take back to villages and divvy out, hungry people, the delays have been months, and
even today, it’s already past noon.
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Hundreds of white 50kg sacks are piled by the road, containing cereal meal, wheat /
sorghum or barley. We pull up the vehicle, Kiran & Teddy head off to find the
manager, conduct our research about distribution strategies, logistics.
I get out a minute later, want to follow, but I am the white man, whereas Kiran is
Indian, and Teddy is Ethiopian… and thinking I am the one responsible for the food,
people begin to follow me, hundreds and hundreds of them, crowd around waiting for
me to say something,
but crushed I realise that I am not Jesus, and at that crucial moment, have absolutely
nothing to say, can only think Life of Brian, and inappropriate jokes.
I stand staring back at the crowd which now surrounds me, pressing in, expectant. At
thirty yards I can see Kiran and Teddy, whom I am trying to reach, can see by their
grins and no effort to help, that they are clearly enjoying my predicament.
Eventually crowd control is necessary – scuffles ensue, a lot of shouting, apparently
the crowd thinks that I can speed up distribution, a situation exacerbated by the
Kalashnikov-wielding guards who shout in Amharic, I am later told, “Back off, this is
the donor and if you don’t back off you’ll get no food,”
until I am whisked away into the warehouse, like some kind of teenage pop star.
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ROBERT SHEPPARD

masks & other masks
[from The Poems of René Van Valckenborch]

MODERN MASK GHANA

(FRONT VIEW, MOUNTED ON A WALL)
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spout moon mouth of
spirit language gushes
you! look! listen!

pure energy scored seashore frown
on a sanded forehead (bristles
of sea-beard rhyme beneath)

(sketches of
face-shapes are hardwired into
our recognition drives)

three tears filed free of
varnish wash pearl
pips from the fruited eyes

eyes convex ovals hold
a-human twin slits a hint
of surveillance

but above the top & tailed fish
scaled nose a forehead
of wooden hair strains

from the other side (you’ve
been there you know there’s nothing
no one there but your slightest movement

a frontal lobe
nudging into the world
an invasive fist of mind

doubts you) metal cheeks of peppered
hammer blows eyebrows of
bevel pits bolted to skin

that echoes the mouth
which rather than speaks
sucks

in symmetry above/below eyes
all bound by a circular band
earth-red in which wave-forms play

into its black hole
a whirlpool withdrawing
its eternal guttering moan

MODERN MASK GHANA
(REVERSE VIEW)

hollow of smoothed hackings
born violently from wood
for pure spirit or nothing
(like) a consciousness to quiver
construct the inside
of your new face
a concave mirror
for your voice that coughs
apologies to neophyte
& tourist alike
pick it up place it
before your face &
become
showman shaman
sham & shameless hero
shapeshifter shoplifter
look through it at the woman
pawing her face radiance
of sun disk framed by
slots of air steal her
fumes through the mouth as she
ravishes her mask for beauty

CONGO-BRAZZAVILLE
enface river with halfhorizon loop-cropped grimace
scarred flesh proud
crested hairdo blunt
eyes concentric rings
around holes filled with hole
isolated in the hollow tree
rustling towards the sacrificial
experiment
nothing missing but chiselled
teeth for only the sorceress in her trance
may bite
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GAS MASK FIRST WORLD WAR
FLANDERS

NAKED MASK STICK BEATING
CHORUS GUÉYOMLO IVORY COAST

strapping your head into
the theriomorphosis of the grub
a rubbery frown folds over yours

-- _ - ..
-- _ - .
-- _ - .. .
-- _ . _ -----_-....._
-- _ . _ ----- __ - ...
-- _ ..
-- __ ......
.._-.._-...._
.._-.._-...._............... -

gaze of supernal sunken
eyes glazed rings of the
pneuma’s vigil over mud
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in place of mouth a divine cylinder
a proboscis extrudes
a cylinder a can of maggots
deep rattling of the sieved voice
through perforations a frigid
filtering of tellurian poisons

(EXCERPT)

THE STYLISATION OF OBJECTS:
HOMAGE TO JAN ŠVANKMAJER
one button on a thread
threatens banister
shadows tangle

thunder doors erupt without welcome on vespertine
passages their walls floors

slow feet on stairs
wrinkled windfall stuffs
your listening mouth

hold brittle cracks together
shattery slate trembles from
shape textured to dust

plaster blossoms
into cavities with brick
skeletons grilles rust

shut

blooms on locks &
chains pebbles trussed
sound scored by scuffed hand
pendulous nose tap
stiff stop cock
dead bell bent nails worm
under blinking light shunting
hinges past the eye vacant peep
holes solid stones both

brick-window
ear
stones dance grind
mottled rind erosion
is form erasure style
making eyes masking
stonyness the venus
of the backyard kisses
& sucks & fucks & splits
broken open to show the
heart of stone is stone
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FRANCESCO LEVATO

variations on want

[excerpt]

When first I gave my mind to vivisections as a means
of discovering the motions and uses of the heart,
I found the task so truly arduous—
the tension, the pulse of its apex striking
against chest, the thickening of its walls, the forcible
expulsion of the blood within.
…
The sensation of a stab is often identified as contact with a hot object,
and it is further asserted that the person feels close to the pain which
accompanies the push and its presence in the depths of his body.
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…
It is the action of displacement
the indifferent obtains recognition,
connection as approximation in time and space
it seems plausible that he was eighteen.
I am not certain, however,

and the whole calculation falls into obscurity.
…
[183] The following analysis is based on somewhat fuller versions of my Histories than it was
necessary to publish in the preceding chapters, as well as on various other Histories which
are not here published at all. Numerous apparent discrepancies may thus be explained.

Elongated objects, sticks, tree-trunks, and umbrellas,
sharp weapons, knives, daggers, and pikes,
another symbol for the same is a nail-file
(on account of the rubbing and scraping?)
…
There may exist, as we have seen, certain traces of rigidity
in a liquid, but we cannot conceive such a thing in a body
infinitely more subtle.
…
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Covering the end with his fingers collected together like the bud
of a plant, he presses the sides with his lips, uses teeth,
it is called “biting the sides.”
After kissing it, he touches it with his tongue everywhere,
passes the tongue over the end, it is called “rubbing.”
When he puts the whole of it into his mouth, and presses
to the very end, it is called “swallowing up.”
…
[1] A paragraph is here omitted. Translator.

I then see myself very indistinctly lying in bed,
just as I had seen myself at the foot of the stairs,
and I am awakened by a feeling of dampness—
…
Chapel—vagina. Symbol of coitus. Mons veneris. Crines pubis.
Demons in cloaks and capucines are, according to the explanation
of a man versed in the subject, of a phallic nature.
Repression. Penetration. Boxes, caskets, closets, and stoves.
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…
I began to think whether there might not be a motion
as it were in a circle,
a peculiar state of activity.
…
[289] For a bibliography of masturbation, see Rohleder, Die Masturbation, pp. 11-18; also,
Arthur MacDonald, Le Criminel Type, pp. 227 et seq.; cf. G. Stanley Hall, Adolescence, vol.
i, pp. 432 et seq.

Let us assume the quantity of blood when distended
to be, say, two ounces—
either using such a fillet as is employed in bloodletting,
or grasping with the hand;
let a ligature be thrown about the extremity
and drawn as tightly as can be borne.
…
I needed a struggle; wanted to go with him to the edge of the abyss
and say: “Here a single step and I will have thrown myself over;
and here a single motion and I will have gone to destruction.”
…
Blush

preceded by a quick contraction of the eyelids
as if to prevent the rise of the blood.
After that,

the eyes are dropped—

…
[4] Fliess (Die Beziehungen zwischen Nase und weiblichen Geschlechts-Organen, p. 194)
remarks on the fact that, in the Bible narrative of Eden, shame and fear are represented as
being brought into the world together: Adam feared God because he was naked. Melinaud
(“Psychologie de la Pudeur,” La Revue, Nov. 15, 1901) remarks that shame differs from
modesty in being, not a fear, but a kind of grief; this position seems untenable.
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Red patches where it dried on the neighboring skin
and deep straw-colored stains in the linen—
…

Thursday, February 9. The peculiar feeling.

(The diary notes that he awoke nights to find erections,

and that the feeling continued until Sunday night following.)
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…
The need may be considered, the choice
determined by excitations—
first, internal messages giving rise to impulse;
second, external stimuli co-operate to affect
the nervous centers;
third, active response due to co-ordinate outgoing
discharges.
…
[382] See “Rhythm of the Pulse,” Chart IV.

Sometimes I spent whole hours in thinking about it;
I swallowed my saliva, bit my handkerchief,
rolled on the floor, I wanted it so badly.
…
The smell suggests the image; restraint
by leather strap.

This sweet disorder in the dress, this giving
of what the day withheld.
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…

It was not pathological;

that is to say,
not itself an adequate gratification, the treading
inflicted over the chest, abdomen and groin,
and lastly
lying along the belly in a violent state.
…
[117] Moll (Untersuchungen über die Libido Sexualis, Bd. 1, p. 18) points out that these
emotions frequently suffice to cause sexual emissions in schoolboys.

You cannot imagine what a world of thoughts,
feelings, and impulses these words.
…
Topic I. THE MAKING OF INFERENCES.
(a) Confessions given without motive.
(b) Partial confessions.
(c) Confessions implying the guilt of another.
…
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He would burn his skin deeply with a red hot wire,
used strong wooden clips with a tack affixed,
so as to pierce and pinch; once he drove a pin
entirely through.
…
[120] An attenuated and symbolic form of this impulse is seen in the desire to strangle birds
with the object of stimulating or even satisfying sexual desire. Prostitutes are sometimes acquainted with men who bring a live pigeon with them to be strangled just before intercourse.
Lanphear, of St. Louis (Alienist and Neurologist, May, 1907, p. 204) knew a woman, having
learned masturbation in a convent school, who was only excited and not satisfied by coitus
with her husband, and had to rise from bed, catch and caress a chicken, and finally wring its
neck, whereupon orgasm occurred.

How characteristic this trembling
and heavy breathing of fear, the glowering glance
of anger,
choking down of suppressed vexation,
the stifling of helpless rage.
…
So then, the mouth is closed because its muscles are contracted, and
with
equal significance the arms are thrust outward sharply, the fist clenched,
and the fore-arm bent.
…
It is important to remember that there are different degrees of castration,
the Romans recognized four.
…
[31] “Desire and disgust are curiously blended,” remarks Crawley (The Mystic Rose, p. 139),
“when, with one’s own desire unsatisfied, one sees the satisfaction of another; and here
we may see the altruistic stage beginning; this has two sides, the fear of causing desire in
others, and the fear of causing disgust; in each case, personal isolation is the psychological
result.”
*Variations on Want is a book-length project consisting of long sequences composed of
linked lyric and prose fragments. The text represents an ongoing inquiry into the relationships
between sex, violence, and religion, and is collaged from numerous source texts including Three Contributions to the Theory of Sex and Dream Psychology, by Sigmund Freud;
Criminal Psychology by Hans Gross; The New Physics and Its Evolution by Lucien Poincare;
Studies in the Psychology of Sex by Havelock Ellis; The Kama Sutra of Vatsyayana; Sex and
Society by William I. Thomas; Good Housekeeping Institute’s The Consumer Viewpoint, by
Mildred Maddocks; a Kenmore washer instruction manual by Sears, Roebuck and Co.; and
pharmaceutical drug inserts.
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VINCENT DACHY

tacit consent

The lift of nothing left.
The filth of nothing felt.

In each case,
In itch case,
But certainly in Nietzsche’s case,
Afflict, scratch!
In any case in zany’s case, inflame.

Write a way right away– or I die,
said the x in the equation.

WHEN
ONE
WANTS,
WOULD
ONE
WILL
WITHER
WISHY WASHY
WISHES
WITH
ONE’S
HAND?

God Dog
Hero Zero

t
Ex rementally yours.
c
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The tap let the water run away!
Don’t worry,
like meaning it won’t go very far.

What do you want for Christmas?
Can I have a post-mortem?

Do you have fingerprints under your fingernails?
No but, there, my skin is atrociously soft.
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Often I speak words with verocity, pushed by a ferocious velocity.

It’s time to invent a despair that wouldn’t be sad.
Because, frankly, sadness isn’t very funny.

I went to the Fujiyama in my pyjamas.
How stupid of me
when I could have
gone to the Kilimanjaro in my kimono.
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There is a tacit consent in the throat of words.

Nothing is without being inhabited.
I occupy this place with pain.
This pain is feminine.

It is only proper that, from time to time, words would be left to settle.
Like yeast.

In Nature straight lines are random.
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It’s not chance
there are coincidences.

He who screams alone
never is.
He who screams
alone never is.

If there is still time.
If there is, still time.
If there is.
Still time.
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I’ve been glad to see the back of beyond.

Here again comes the season when the wind tortures time.

So,
movements.
Sown movements.

I’d like to die in the summer, on a rather hot day.
I’d like those who will dispose of my body
to wear light clothes.

Aging is very childish!

Life,
every day,
without exception.

HE WHO SCREAMS ALONE NEVER IS.
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